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Abstract
The war-torn Afghanistan has long suffered from the dynastical contests and fraught
economic strategies of foreigners, which instigated constant internal strife and regional instability.
The foreign interventions have made this land sphere of influence and initiated the great game
politics sporadically. The 9/11 incident is considered a yardstick in changing geopolitical scenario
and security patterns not only in international arena but also in the canvas of Afghanistan.
However, in this scenario, changes in geopolitical dynamics altered the nature and scope of the
great game. Afghanistan conundrum has transformed into the international conflict with regional
flavor, as the US de-hyphenated Pakistan and India in pursuit of it grand strategy of Global War on
Terrorism and titled towards India. As a result, India has gained influential role in Afghanistan on
the basis of its soft power approach. Therefore, this study looks at the controversial nexus between
Afghanistan and India, marked by strategic and economic determinants, and their implications for
Pakistan under the tenure of Hamid Karzai through content analysis of primary and secondary
sources under historical and retrospective-prospective study designs.
The dissertation attempts to examine the current geostrategic tussle between international
players on the one hand and regional actors on the other over control and manipulation of
Afghanistan and its surrounding regions through the lens of conceptual framework of unintended
consequences approach, which deals with irrational aspect of foreign policy of the states. This
study makes interesting contribution to the existing literature of old Great Game by reconceptualizing a new concept of the Grand Great Game or 3G in place of explaining the
unintended consequences of post-9/11 power play in the region and making Afghanistan an
international conflict.
The findings of the dissertation suggest the current 3G to be not only multidimensional
competition, embodying multiple stakeholders but also incorporating complex self-defined rational
as well as irrational foreign policy objectives and national interests. The current paradigm also
distinguishes itself by transforming the international conflict into a regional one as well. This study
mainly explores the regional conflict in Afghanistan under the framework of proxy war between
Pakistan and India. Indeed, the unintended consequences of the 3G are bitterer than the reality. The
foreign interventions have paralyzed the Afghan society and made it more insecure by promoting
clandestine terrorist activities and proxies. Here, this 3G is about economic designs by social and
cultural means for the realistic ends at large. The players are fulfilling their unattained aspirations
through terrorism in the region. The old Great Game was related to the battle of borders.
Throughout the history of Afghan land, it has been observed that the most-affected land of all
prevailing evils in Afghanistan is Pakistan. Death squads of terrorists have been prepared against
both lands which have killed their thousands of people in post-9/11. Pakistan has paid a heavy cost
of this continued death squad of terrorism for its national sovereignty. In short, both situations of
chaos and peace in Afghanistan are directly proportional to Pakistan’s instability and stability.
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Introduction
The inflicted area of Afghanistan has long been suffering from the legacies and fraught
economic strategies of foreign invaders and distant major powers, which instigated regional
instability and constant internal strife within the country. The foreign interventions have made
various attempts to gain influence and initiate the great game1 politics in Afghanistan sporadically,
ignited turmoil while creating spillover effects in Pakistan as well. Historically, the geopolitically
significant area of Afghanistan has mostly remained a battlefield and a “zone of conflict” because
of rivalry of great powers and interventions by major non-regional and regional players (Saikal,
2014: 2-3), which create a disgruntled situation within the country and across the South Asian
region. During the Cold War, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan persuaded Pakistan’s
policymakers to radically re-shift their Afghan strategy, bringing about a decade-long armed war at
her backyard. Of late, the post-9/11 circumstances, in the aftermath of the United States’ invasion
of Afghanistan, have been changing South Asian geopolitical dynamics. This situation, in this
study, has been viewed as the start of a ‘Grand Great Game’ [according to the abductively drawn
idea in this study and verified by research participants] with reference to the unintended
consequences of the changes in geopolitical dynamics and security patters, instead of the New
Great Game in the war-torn land of Afghanistan which is going to serve varied interests of all
global and regional players involved in this game.
The conceptual framework of this dissertation deals with the unintended consequences
(UICs) as an extended approach of the realist paradigm. The study of international relations is
dominated by the rationalist perspectives that reduce states to logical entities seeking out to
preserve and advance their own realist-oriented self-interests. However, states are not thinking
entities and international relations are asserted by a variety of internal politics and economic
interests, often in contradiction to one another. Further, for every planned, rationalist diplomatic
endeavor, there are spiraling UICs that influence and shape the international arena. In other words,
the actions pursued by states to achieve their realist-oriented self-interests defines the rational
foreign policy goals and act accordingly, which in other way sometimes couples with the irrational
outcomes. Such irrational and unforeseen outcomes, as a result of the rational and defined actions,
are termed as the unintended consequences.
To best grasp the significance of the UICs, it is first necessary to trace the prevailing
theories for interpreting international relations. The unintended consequences approach (UICA)
explains a relationship between a rational action and a latent function that eventually shape the
nature of possible unintended outcomes. For causes of such consequences, Merton (1936: 13-27)
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has described two causing variables: 1) intentions exhibited by human beings, which drags in the
classical-realism in the concept of unintended consequences, and; 2) System or circumstances or
context, wherein the rational actions are employed in pursuit of the desired result(s). Moreover,
Vernon (1979: p.59) has extended the phenomenon of variables for the changing nature of
unintended consequences and defined two variables: variety of terms (change in human behavior)
and diversity in context. Theoretically, the human behavior influences the nature of unintended
consequences by resorting to rational actions that ultimately results in the outcomes that may be
irrational or in contradiction to the wanted outcomes of the actor. The changing human behavior
triggers the diverse system or environment to alter and produce the unwanted outcomes. Such a
case would qualify the approach of Vernon that human behavior is independent and causes the
entire context to change. To deal with changes in system [either globally or regionally], the UICA
comes up to the regional and international actors which are influenced by the emerging geostrategic and geo-economic imperatives along with changing geopolitics dynamics and security
patterns that affect and shape the reactionary approach of a particular action. It is actually a relation
between an action and its reaction which further defines the scope of that action against the
unwanted outcome. Thus, states exercise the tools of power including both hard and soft in
response to reactionary approach for fulfillment of their realist-oriented self-interests. Sometimes,
hard power is used or sometime soft, but the changing geopolitical dynamics and security patterns
of the systems at global and regional levels in post-9/11 have pushed major states at global and
regional levels to use smart power under the cover of grand strategy. For this, the tactics of indirect
war, humanitarian means and social-structural base interactions is being pursued by the states
[Define in detail in literature review].
Hence, in this study, the unintended consequences approach is a descriptive language and
method for finding out common variables out of the complicated data of the existing realist
approaches so that critical and comparative perspectives drawn by the analysis of the content have
been built up for one major and key objective. That is re-conceptualizing the great game concept as
the Grand Great Game and its unintended consequences by contextualizing the changing
geopolitical dynamics and security patterns of the world politics mostly in post-9/11 in Afghanistan
[as nucleus of the study].
However, the question arises what is the 3G? The Grand Great Game (3G) is not a
traditional chessboard game of world politics in which only two powers are involved and imperial
powers generally act for ‘rational’ security and hegemony. In this game, multiple states’ reactions
are accordingly unplanned actions. Moreover, the unexpected responses are planned by taking the
past and present geopolitical interests into consideration. In changing dynamics of global
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geopolitics and complex interdependency, states uses indirect war as a tool to gain political goals
to cope with this rational security and supremacy in order to socially-oriented means based on
norms with realistic goals. It is a combination of the ‘geo’-political and ‘geo’-economic, and ‘geo’cultural competition of like all great game and wars continued in Afghanistan from 19th century to
21st century.
Regarding the convergences and divergences of the 3G with the of selected historical
events in Afghanistan such as the old Great Game of 1800s, the Cold War (1945-1989), the New
Great Game (since 1990) and the Global War on Terror (9/11). Alike the old Great Game, in view
of the GWOT, the US has used the indirect war as an instrument, but to thwart the rival’s threat in
form of terrorism diffused power among the non-state actors other than the states, but hold a strong
control of Afghan land through long-term counter-terrorism grand strategy and humanitarian
means with realistic ends. On the other hands, these measures could neither bring peace nor
minimize frustration level among the Afghans due to enduring chaos and insurgency.
The traditional geopolitical great game was between the former Czarist Russia and former
British Empire. The Czarist Russia wanted to reach out warm waters and the areas what they
constitute today’s Pakistan and mainly India. This game was between two empires, having
different objectives and limited players. British India made sure for defensive purposes that
Afghanistan would become a land in-between that remained a buffer state between Russian
federation and British Empire of India. They were competing for empires, however, the dynamics
of great game slightly changed globally and regionally in the form of buying sphere of influences
with economic and humanitarian means during the Cold War and post-Cold War eras of the
twentieth century.
Moreover, concerning the major divergences of the 3G in the pre-9/11, power is relatively
distributed among the actors [states] of the international system and non-state actors which have
made the system anarchic and the chess-game in modern times three dimensional as stated by Nye:
at the top level, the US is the only global military power among the world states and determine the
unipolarity; at the middle level, interstate economic relationship are escalated and shaped the
multipolarity of the world system; and at the bottom level, transnational relationship are boosted to
handle the universal issue such as terrorism. However, according to Buzan, the terrorist attacks on
the United States on September 11, 2001 well triggered some reassertion of great power
interventionism (Buzan and Wæver, 2003: 3), particularly in Afghanistan for liberating the Afghan
people from the curse of terrorism.
The famous book ‘‘Kim’’ written by Rudyard Kipling asserted about the great game politics
that; ‘When everyone is dead the Great Game is finished. Not before’, (Kim, Rudyard Kipling,
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1901: 67). Rudyard Kipling’s words can be seriously considered in view of shifting contours of
global and regional security environment, while analyzing the post-2001 events by contextualizing
the unipolar power’s reassertion of military and liberal interventionism and developments as well
as the rising regional and international alignments.
Though, in the contemporary world [post-9/11], a clash in Afghanistan is seen
internationally among the diverse non-regional and regional players such as US, China, Russia,
Pakistan, Iran and India and so forth as it was during New Great Game. Players are more in this
modern game of the 3G rather than the old Great Game and Cold War rivalry in which players
were two, game was played globally and enemy was visible, but in the 3G, the threat of the rival
[terrorism] is not limited and can’t be seen clearly. However, each actor continues to adopt the
traditional pattern of application of forward policies and manipulates the internal conditions of the
varied chessboard game so as to drive their multi-faceted ambitions in regional-based great game
geopolitics such as in Central and South Asia and later in insulator, Afghanistan as a separate weak
geographical area at the crossroads of different regional security complexes.
It was analyzed that the terminologies of ‘Great Game’ and ‘New Great Game’ geopolitics
are overlapping in terms of global powers’ political and economic interests in different phases from
19th century to 21st century in Afghanistan and the Central Asian states. Whereas the ‘Cold war’
has more political and ideological clash of interest between the succeeding states in the postW.W.II 1945. On the other hand, according to M. Kamal, “the term ‘Grand Great Game’ can be
reconstructed under the evolving political scenario and US continuous and unjustifiable presence in
Afghanistan against the uncertain threat of terrorism (since 2001), moreover, rising Chinese status
and refortification of the Russian role in Central Asia. The US-India nexus is another emerging
bloc in Afghanistan that reaffirms the changing geopolitical dynamics and security patterns in post9/11” (personal communication, July 3, 2018).
Moreover, the unsettled mess of the Cold War backfired in post-Cold War era and spread to
the newly independent Central Asian Republics and also backfired in the early new millennium,
while some terrorists associated with the Al-Qaeda attacked the US by ruining World Trade Center
and the Pentagon on 11 September, 2001. In return, the global military power [US] invaded
Afghanistan to eradicate the Taliban who refused to hand-over Osama bin Laden, the alleged
perpetrator of the 9/11 attacks and head of the Al-Qaeda. US invasion of Afghanistan directly hit
the geopolitics of South Asian region and the unintended consequences of the 3G started emerging
such as a regional great game politics started between India and Pakistan there, but how? The
answer is that US Afghanistan policy under the grand strategy of the GWOT and de-hyphenation
policy in South Asia and [mostly towards India and Pakistan. As the result of the superpower
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invasion of Afghanistan, the natural engagement of Islamabad in favor of the US in 2001 was
meant to contain the terrorists and to overthrown the Taliban regime as a last available portion for
defensive purposes, but then again such an engagement triggered India to exploit anarchic disorder
in Afghanistan for their own designs against Pakistan. This Indian involvement in Afghanistan was
fully supported by the US. Such a reactionary approach of India was balanced by a counterreactionary approach by Pakistan and paved a way for a full scale proxy conflict between Pakistan
and India in Afghanistan which become an additional conflicting zone in South Asia between the
two traditional rivals instead of Kashmir. As in inference, foreign intervention in Afghanistan has
shrunk the scope of the international politics into a regional power struggle which is deemed a case
of serious consequences to the international and regional security and stability along with
terrorism. Once the former Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton confessed for the first time about the
US responsibility for generation of mujahedeen against communism and continuous support to the
Taliban in NGG, when she admitted to ABC TV on November 12, 2010 that: “Part of what we are
fighting against right now, the United States created. We created the Mujahidin force against the
Soviet Union (in Afghanistan). We trained them, we equipped them, we funded them, including
somebody named Osama bin Laden. ... And it didn’t work out so well for us” (Subrahmanyam,
2012: 19).
Thus, another unintended consequences of the 3G become obvious that “Afghanistan
conundrum has changed into an international conflict with a regional flavor in which the proxy
wars and roles of Pakistan and India has been increased in Afghanistan supported by the major
players” (C. Rakisits, personal communication, May 4, 2018). Apart of it, this international and
regional power-play in this pivot region has changed into cooperation simultaneously for
countering the terrorism which has become a universal concern for international peace and the
greatest threat to the security of Afghanistan and Pakistan area. Besides, non-regional and regional
players in the 3G have resorted to proxy intervention and espionage in pursuit of their realistoriented self-interests lying in Afghanistan as well as in the CARs, which, no doubt, is the
inheritance of highlighted historical events. Therefore, the 3G is, for the very reason, not an
astonishing phenomenon to see the complex proxy conflict between players of South Asian region
in Afghanistan as a regional chess-game (R. Sharma, personal communication, May 22, 2018), in
which Pakistan and India started to exploit the potential of proxies that can best advance their vital
interests and thus relied heavily on proxy wars. Proxy war is described more precisely by Geraint
Hughes in his book “My Enemy’s Enemy” that proxy war is the one in which the belligerents use
third parties as either a supplementary means of waging war or as a substitute for the direct
employment of their own armed forces or support the government to use against the enemy (2012:
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13). The relentless struggle between Pakistan and India provides an archetypal for most pivotal
regional proxy conflicts emerged ever after the 9/11.
In these circumstances, India adopted policies in Afghanistan arena as per Kautilya’s
ideological narrative of ‘enemy’s enemy is a friend’ to address their basic strategic and economic
needs (Attiq-ur-Rehman, 2013: 169). The policies vary as per the geo-strategic make-up of that
particular region in security complex of South Asia, whereby the realist-oriented self-interests of
Pakistan and India are supposed to dwell. Thus, India, being the largest democracy of the world
and emerging as an Asian power, seeks to gain influence in Afghanistan, as Afghanistan became a
core interest and pivotal strategic periphery of Indian grand strategy and supported the government
of Hamid Karzai, selected by the US and NATO forces and had pro-India thinking (Trivedi, 2008:
70-72). India supported Hamid Karzai to use against Pakistan, as A.K. Pasha mentioned, “India
used Hamid Karzai to limit Pakistan influence in Afghanistan quite successfully” (personal
communication, June 19, 2018).
These new regional dynamics of Indian threat emanating from Pakistan’s Western frontier
other than eastern border in international conflict of Afghanistan is, indeed, a matter of great
concern for Pakistan’s geopolitical interests and national security process. Indian influence in
Afghanistan began to grow in the Cold War era as the Soviet Union signed 30-years long Treaty of
Friendship and Partnership with India (Duncan, 1989: 41), subsequently supporting the Northern
Alliance against US-Pakistan alignment. Since the post-Cold War era and the New Great Game,
Afghanistan-India relations had been gaining momentum. But in the post-9/11 picture particularly
during Hamid Karzai’s period (2002-2014), the two countries Afghanistan and India had
vigorously extended their multidimensional partnership through soft power approach and civilian
engagement (Singh, 2013: 92).
India has been the natural strategic partner of the US under which Indian increasing
influence in Afghanistan was supported by US as the USSR did in past. The US Afghan strategy
became a reason of de-hyphenation in South Asia in which its collaboration with India in
Afghanistan as compared to Pakistan was for five-folded interests: (1) to give a sort of stoppage to
rising power of China; (2) to stop Pakistan’s inclination to Russia through Central Asian region; (3)
to have a check on Pakistani nuclear program; (4) to have a influence on Iran; and (5) its interests
in the Central Asian region. It has been analyzed that in the backdrop of growing Indian role in
Afghanistan during the Cold War with the help of the Soviet Russia, India extended her role in
Afghanistan in the post-9/11 era under the cloak of Global War on Terror (GWOT), while she was
enjoying a new bond with the United States. Pakistan, as a frontline ally to the US felt insecure
owing to the intense presence of the US on the one hand, and of India in Afghanistan on the other
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hand, being the closest partner of the US. Pakistan concern was as follows: (1) India could fulfill
the vacuum in her backyard, and (2) varying interests of all players might lead to subvert peace
into instability, not only in Afghanistan but also in the whole region. India can have any hidden
agenda against Pakistan behind this goodwill alliance. In this regard, the critical security situation
in Afghanistan was constantly upsetting the regional balance of power, threatening the stability of
Pakistan and South Asian region.
However, on the other hand, owing to the changing geopolitical dynamics and security
patterns in the international relations and the shift in the paradigm of economic power which has
diverted towards Asia, it was considered inevitable for Afghanistan's policymakers to ignore two
prominent players of the continent i.e. China and India. Therefore, during 2001-02, the Northern
Alliance representation in Afghan’s interim government backed by US and NATO forces played an
active role in reinstating Indian link with Afghanistan. The Afghans believe that India's leadership
has modified her policies by reexamining the world transformations in respect of both economic
development and geopolitical change. For this, they have treated India as a coherent state and an
important major international actor, which necessitates her role in the reconstruction of
Afghanistan. Shortly, Karzai government was greatly inclined towards India than Pakistan and
enjoyed full swing of relations with New Delhi for almost a decade during his 13 years-long ruling
period.
According to analysts, it is said that foreign involvement factor related to India in
Afghanistan especially in Karzai’s period has made Afghanistan unstable and this unstable Afghan
territory can be a threat to Pakistan’s geopolitical interests and securitization process. “India’s early
engagement with post-Taliban Afghanistan was considered by United States, Pakistan and Afghan
government to be a strategy to undermine Pakistan” (Price, 2013: 1). In following years, India
made huge investments for the development of infrastructure in Afghanistan in order to get
economic interests such as easy access to the Central Asian energy sources through Afghanistan
(Saeed-ur-Rahman, 2010: 37-38). Moreover, Afghanistan-India Preferential Trade Agreement of
2003 and her economic partnership as epitomized in the ‘New Silk Road’ initiative have been
evident sources of economic linkage to the CARs via Afghanistan (Mazumdar, 2015: 67-69). At
the cultural front, India had effectively used her soft power and cultural diplomacy as major parts
of her Afghanistan policy for gaining “political ends” as stated by Pavan Verma, the former head
of Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCI).
Besides, it is a widely shared belief of Indian and the western analysts that India and
Afghanistan enjoyed their strategic relationship after the Agreement on Strategic Partnership on
October 4, 2011 (Hanauer & Chalk, 2012: 39). By this agreement, India is interested to formalize a
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compact framework for cooperation with Afghanistan in the areas of “politics and security; trade &
economics; capacity development and education; and social, cultural, civil society & people-topeople relations” (Price, 2013: 5). Within this cooperation framework, India has pledged to spend
$2 billion for the aforesaid fields, and by spent around more $1 billion, she has become the largest
unconventional donor and the fifth largest bilateral donor after the US, Britain, Japan and
Germany. At security front, India is providing military assistance to Afghanistan so that she can
rebuild its defense. However, this defense cooperation is carried out just for peaceful purposes
(Betkerur, 2014).
Hence, India has committed over total $3 billion in economic aid including wheat/food
supplies, giving modest military equipment & training, given hundreds of study scholarships to
Afghan students, used soft power, through ICCR, films, TV serials, sports, music & dance groups,
books, academia ties and built Parliament building, power lines, roads, housing colonies, hospitals,
schools and much needed other infrastructure to improve road-rail connectivity also with Iran
through Chabahar, and humanitarian assistance. According to Indian analysts, India’s strategic
plan behind this strategic partnership is basically of turning Afghanistan into a transit country,
while integrating South and Central Asia economically and meeting the security challenge of
terrorism in the region.
As a result of growing ties between India and Afghanistan and Indian presence in the
vicinity of Pakistan, pose serious security concerns for Pakistan; nearly 40,000 people regularly
trespass the porous boundary of Durand line, which separates Pakistan and Afghanistan (Saeed-urRahman, 2010: 38-39). Indian civilian engagements based on social-structural dimernsion of
interstate interaction are changing the mind-set of the Afghan masses. This emerging scenario is
swiftly altering the power configuration of this region with long-term political, socio-economic,
strategic and security implications for Pakistan. Pakistan, being a frontline non-NATO ally in the
Global War on Terrorism, finds her strategic interests and national security goals at risk as
increased Indian influence in Afghanistan that is considerably building up two-front pressures. In
fact, at this critical junction, it is perceived that Indian military assistance to Afghanistan isn’t just
for defense use. For this, Pakistan has serious apprehension over Afghanistan-India defense
cooperation, as stated by William Dalrymple “India’s regional rival, Pakistan, was extremely
touchy about India providing military assistance to the government in Afghanistan and had made it
very clear that it regarded the presence of any Indian troops or military trainers there as an
unacceptable provocation” (Dalrymple, 2013: 1).
Hence, Pakistan envisages deep Indian presence in Afghanistan “as part of its strategic
encirclement” (Paulsen, 2011). As India wants to destabilize Pakistan, it has been providing
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weapons to militant groups of Pakistan especially in Baluchistan and FATA. Likewise, Pakistani
governments accuse Indian embassy and consulates in Afghanistan for hatching ‘clandestine
operations’ in Pakistan’s tribal areas as well as in Baluchistan. Pakistan claims that India is
overwhelmingly involved in supplying armaments and funds to the Pakistani Tehrik-e-Taliban
(TTP) and Baluchi insurgents; as the latter issue was included by Indian government in Sharm-alSheikh meeting in 2009 (Pattanaik, 2012: 573).
Moreover, national security situation of Pakistan has been deteriorating due to growing
terrorist attacks in the country by 2010 more than Afghanistan, which is cross-border [through
Afghanistan] domestic rather than the domestic (M. Khan, personal communication, May 26,
2018). It has been identified that many terrorist activities within Pakistan are being done across the
eastern border. As reported, ‘India is following a planned propaganda, funding TTP in FATA and
Baluchistan. Terrorist activities in Pakistan on such a big scale as it was on December 16, 2014
Peshawar Incident can’t be possible unless foreign powers are funding it’ (Director General InterServices Public Relations (ISPR) Major General Asim Bajwa, February 12, 2015). Afghanistan
can’t be stable without normalizing relations of Afghanistan-Pakistan and India-Pakistan as the
dramatic changes have been taking place in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and across the region. For,
South Asian political stability and economic progress are entwined with stability in Afghanistan, ‘a
regional crossroads for trade’ in the post-Taliban era (Weinbaum, 2006: page number is missing).
Intertwined to the post-conflict Afghanistan, the region’s opportunistic states such as Pakistan has
been cooperated with new Afghan president Ashraf Ghani to carve out a path to peace and
prosperity.
Politically, an effort for isolating Pakistan was made by both Afghanistan and India during
Karzai’s regime. Afghanistan-Pakistan relations were considerably strained owing to Karzai’s proIndian policy and blame game carried out against Pakistan (Hanauer & Chalk, 2012: 39-40).
Pakistan perceives Chabahar port as rival to Gawadar port and sees Indian role in Afghanistan as
regional geopolitics of ‘great game’ against itself and against China.
In light of Pakistan’s apprehensions, the United States [during Obama’s tenure] also
acknowledged that Pakistan’s concerns regarding Indian presence in Afghanistan are “not
groundless” as per statement of James Dobbin, US Special Representative for Pakistan and
Afghanistan (Akram, 2014). India, seeks to gain ‘strategic depth’ in Afghanistan while preventing
Pakistan from achieving the same; at the same time, she does not want to ‘inflame’ Islamabad’s
sentiments by opting for key security role, as reported by the Economics Times (Sajad, 2012).
Besides Pakistan’s concerns, India relationship with Afghanistan during Karzai’s period has
grown because of following reasons: (1) Kashmir factor; (2) Pakistan’s idea of ‘strategic depth’ in
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Afghanistan during Cold War; (3) Indian geo-economic interests of having access to Central Asia
and extending her influence as a major regional player motivated Indian policymakers to re-shift
Afghanistan policy (Dhaka, 2004: 147); (4) US decision of ISAF withdrawal from Afghanistan;
and lastly (5) Absence of Pakistan’s soft power in Afghanistan and non-serious attitude of
spreading soft power narrative by leadership and policymakers as a result of whatever done for
Afghanistan.
In this regard, Pakistan has always been active in its assertions about the India’s role in
Afghanistan and its adverse effects on the national security of Pakistan. As elaborated by a former
French Official, Frédéric Grare, “According to Pakistan, whatever India does in Afghanistan is a
ploy against Pakistan, be it economic investment, infrastructure, or any related matter…As a result,
Pakistan has ensured that Indian interests would be blocked whenever and wherever possible”
(2010: 21). As in inference, foreign intervention in Afghanistan in the Grand Great Game has
shrunk the scope of the international politics into a regional power struggle which is deemed a case
of serious consequences to the regional security because India tried to detach Pakistan from the
regional-based peace dialogue due to the alleged proposition of supporting terrorism and providing
safe havens to the terrorists. It has been drawn from the findings of the study that Pakistan and
Afghanistan in South Asia particularly are going to be in influx for a couple of upcoming years.
The reason is that these two areas are directly affected countries. Therefore, asking for peace in this
Af-Pak region, one has to analyze whether it is in the interest of India and US or not. Peace and
stability in Af-Pak region would not serve the US and Indian purposes because of following
reasons: (1) China’s One Belt, One Road project; (2) China’s closest alignment with Pakistan for
CPEC; (3) China-Afghanistan escalating ties and their close bonding with Pakistan; (4) PakistanRussia fostering relationship, and most importantly, (5) recently held a tetra-partite meeting in
Islamabad on July 13, 2018 between spy heads of the Russia, China, Pakistan, and Iran for
increasing the cooperation against growing footprints and shadow of ISIS or Daesh in Afghanistan.
On the other hand, Russia and China are looking for peace and Pakistan is being considered
by these two countries as a lynchpin because Pakistan is a key junction or geographical pivot in
order to have any sort of manipulation in the region. Therefore, these both regions would remain
sufferer for a foreseeable future until and unless these two countries use their influence of pressure
so much that the US is forced to exit from this region. Now, it depends on Pakistan’s civil-military
leadership and its policymakers how they cooperate with Afghanistan to remove the mistrust
created by Indian soft power engagement and work on diplomatically to expand and disseminate its
soft power narrative within Afghanistan and at international level. For, the post 9-11 scenario has
disclosed the normative nature of relationship the extent to which cultural values, geo-cultural
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worldview [such as religion], and identity along with geo-economics play a significant role in
interstate relationship bilaterally and regionally. Thus, there is a need to be reconsidered these
additional factors by Pakistan in relations with Afghanistan particularly and with regional and nonregional states generally.

Literature Review
In this research, the literature from primary data and secondary sources has been organized
according to the funnel pattern based on thematic formatting: in which broader topics are followed
by sub-topics and the specific topics (Berthon et al., 2003; Levy & Ellis, 2006: 192). In thematic
organization, all topics are grouped by common ideas which are not presented in order of
publication. This method is useful in creating a strong logical flow by summarizing and
synthesizing sources in order to expose a gap and demonstrate how this gap will be addressed by
this dissertation.
I. History of Afghanistan and Great Game
(a) Orientalism and Paradoxical Perspectives
This dissertation aims at exploring and searching history of Afghanistan by the perspective of
Orientalism. For this, Said’s book Orientalism (1979) has been studied which provides the basic
foundations for understanding the historical interpretations of Afghanistan critically, mostly
including Britain colonial literature and reports of American intelligence (CIA).
Said (1979: 2) defines Orientalism that every scholar who studies, teaches, and writes
about the East or Orient is Orientalist, and what is done in this field is Orientalism. But he further
builds this point by categorizing the Orientalists that according to the European colonial writers,
“there are Westerners, and there are Orientals. The former dominate; the latter must be dominated”
(1979: 2). In this research, history of Afghanistan and Indian subcontinent has counterfactually
studied the misperceived and established historical colonial facts through primary data as well.
(i) Classical Work Published during 1800-1947 [Prior to Great Britain Fall in Indian
Subcontinent]
In the perspective of Orientalism thinking, the classical archives have been studied to know
the historical facts of Afghanistan in general and foreign intervention during the great game
politics in particular. These archival records include the works of M. Elphinstone (1819 & 1843),
V.A.Smith (1914), H.M.Elliot (1869), J.W.Kaye (1853, 1867 & 1871), Tarn (1966), and Mir
Munshi (1900) [Sultan Mahomed Khan, State Secretary of Abdur Rahman]. According to these
classical historians Britain’s deterministic policies in geography of Afghanistan were indeed to
expand its influence for safeguarding the British India from the Russian advancement.
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By the Orientalist perspective, these authors have presented Afghanistan and the people
as static and unchangeable society because most of the Afghans leaders are not sincere with their
own people. For example, Elphinestone was selected by British Indian government and sent him as
a political agent and first head of British envoy to Kabul, Afghanistan in 1808 with the objective of
securing a cordial alliance with the Afghan leader with great political and economic incentives
against Napoleon's ‘planned’ advance towards India. Moreover, at this time, Peshawar was
Afghanistan’s domain; he stayed there and sent British representatives deep into Afghanistan for
espionage. During his six month stay, he collected information about Afghanistan’s people,
culture, religion, society etc., in the service years of his life, he produced many classical works. In
the history of India, he has narrated Indian history starting with Kings of Delhi from 1200 and
ending in the 1600s with Ghaljis’s occupation over Multan. In An Account of the Kingdom of
Caubul, he has presented the picture of Afghanistan from different aspects. The Afghans had been
a warrior nation over the centuries because this land was and has been a gateway for several
civilizations and how the Afghans protected their land from the foreign invasion.
In this regard, the Hindu inhabitants assisted the Western colonialists to thrive in these
geographies for their economic uplift as compared to the Muslims. For instance, Smith (1914),
Elliot (1869), and Tarn (1966) demonstrates the geographical, commercial and cultural linkages
between Kingdom of Kabul with Gandahara and subcontinent (mostly today’s Pakistan). All
highlighted that Hindu (Brahmans) played a significant role in promoting the land and sea
commerce between these regions. These trade linkages and backing of colonial power [Great
Britain during Great Game of 1800s] facilitated the Hindu community to extend its economic
influence in Afghanistan beyond Indian subcontinent centuries ago. On the other hand, the role of
Chinese pilgrims has been important for cultural and religious links.
Furthermore, Elliot (1869: : 403-405) demonstrates the historical facts that during the 1000
A.D., Kabul was ruled by the Muslim Afghani Sultan backed by the Brahman Hindus during 400500 A.D. Hindu Brahmans hold strong footing in the commerce dealings of Kingdom of Kabul.
Likewise, Tarn shed lights on Gupta dynasty during c.320-455.Samudragupta [a successor of
Chandra-gupta] occupied today’s Indian southern areas and Northern India, including Kashmir,
Afghanistan and Suwat in his reign. Samudragupta gained the title of ‘Indian Napoleon’ by the
historians due to aggressively occupied vast empire covering all modern India in mid-fourth
century (Tarn, 1966: 397-407).
Moreover, Kaye (1853, 1867, and 1874) was a British military historian, civil servant and
army officer and got the knight and title of Sir by the British crown for his services and renowned
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works, i.e. The History of The War in Afghanistan (1853, 1874) and Lives of India Officers (1867).
His books provides evidences for following three things: (1) great game as a British policy (1853);
(2) means used to play this game (1867); and (3) the great game was indeed a ‘grand’ great game
as per historical archives which was played at extensive levels (1867) [see 3rsc chapter for details].
In the third edition of the History of War (1874), a clear definition of game and its complexity has
been noticed. “Game was quiet intimidation” (p. 154) [in which] “each had his own game to follow
up” (p. 291) [but] “the game was one in which the more honourable player was sure to be foully
beaten. Russia made new acquisitions of Eastern territory, and England remained a passive
spectator of the spoliation (p. 152)”.
(ii) Modern Literature Published from 1947 to Post-9/11 Period
Keay (1979), in his book The Gilgit Game: The Explorers of the Western Himalayas, 18651895 describes that During the old Great Game (OGG) of 1800s, Gilgit [falls into today’s Pakistan
boundaries] was a flashpoint and fulcrum of Asia where major powers of Britain, Russia and China
and small powers of Afghanistan and Hindu Dogras of Kashmir were fighting for their imperial,
geopolitical and geo-economics interests. The author has called the imperial struggle in Gilgit as a
game “being a crucial episode in the Great Game, the century-long rivalry between Russia and
British” (p. 1). This book criticizes the paradoxical perspectives prevailed in British political and
military officials time to time regarding Britain forward frontier policy during the OGG. He has
compared this OGG with the Cold war [See glossary for term explanation in this study].
J.J.L. Gommans (1995) and S.M. Hanifi (2008) both have talked about Afghanistan state
formation in terms of political economic narrative. In The Rise of Indo-Afghan Empire, Gommans
has shed light on the new imperial statecraftship process in Afghanistan in under Ahmad Shah
Durrani during the eighteenth century. This book mainly illustrates that Afghan Empire was an
interface of old trading hubs of India ‘South Asian subcontinent’, Iran and Central Asia (1995: 20)
in the most inner Asiatic geopolitics. Hanifi describes how the pastoral nomads and sendimentary
agrarian developed commercial connections across the inner Asia via Afghanistan by long-distance
migrations. After the Dutch and British discovering of sea routes to Asia, the shift of overland
trading and communication to overseas traffic from The Mediterranean Sea to India Ocean via
Persian Gulf got a great significance in geopolitics of the 1700s.
Gomman says that But before the arrival of Europeans to India, the Russians had strong
hold over land trading routes in Iran, began active involvement in Central Asia and occupied
Siberia during the reign of Peter the Great. Moreover, during the 1700s, the Indo-Russian trade and
the Persia-Russian economic links increased after the signing commercial treaties. The Russian
merchant communities settled at distance from the coastal areas of Iran and Baluchistan (in today’s
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Pakistan) [See Map 11 in Annexure V]. Peripheral areas of India and Iran become the commercial
centers and overland networks of Afghanistan and Central connected the Europe continent (West)
with the Asiatic continent (East including Russia, Ottoman, China, India, India, Central Asia. This
was the time-period when Ahmad Shah expanded Afghanistan kingdom to Baluchistan, Iran and
Turkistan (northern Afghanistan).
Moreover, Caroe (1958)’s famous book the Pathan, L. Dupree (1973)’s well-referred book
Afghanistan, Priestley (1981)’s translated book Afghanistan and its Inhabitants, and Vogeslang
(2008)’s eminent book the Afghans provides a detailed genealogical, political, societal and
geopolitical understanding of the country during Great Game. Blood (2002), in his edited book
Afghanistan: a Country Study emphasizes political formation, societal configuration, and struggle
for controlling the country by the foreign Afghan ruler. He has portrayed historical background of
foreign invaders including Persians, Mongols, Arabs, Turkish, imperial powers of Great Britain
and Russia, and Pushtunistan issue between Afghanistan and Pakistan in a convincing way.
Additionally, Tanner (2002)’s book Afghanistan: a Military History explains that all Afghan rulers
and foreign invaders have been military involved in Afghanistan thanks to its critical geostrategic
location and prevalent conflict-type geopolitical environment over the centuries. He gives an
interesting view about the subject that both Afghanistan and Pakistan have historically been one
region. No border existed at all between them. Similarly, Barfield (2010)’s book Afghanistan: a
Cultural and Political History offers an interesting aspect of academic discourse for a lucid
comprehension of Afghanistan’s society and politics during twentieth and twenty-first centuries
aimed at drawing a picture of conquering and ruling land of Afghanistan by numerous internal and
external players. . As, the author Vogelsand says that by Xuamzang’s time, “the Kabul valley had
thus become an ethnic cauldron” and “political constellation”.
II. Subtopics: Twentieth Century Power Struggle in Afghanistan
(a) Theoretical Basis: Unintended Consequences and Realism Paradigm
There was a least literature available about unintended consequences (UIC). Metron (1936) wrote
about the UIC that these are unseen outcomes of one’s rational actions within a societal structure.
On the other hand, Veron investigated this phenomenon through the lens of political theory and
highlight that there is a complex relationship between social life and politics which becomes
obvious in the form of unintended consequence in politics and policymaking, while a political actor
rationally tries to achieve certain results, but it has to react irrationally against the incalculable or
unplanned outcomes. Moreover, Perri (2014: 674) illuminates the types of UICs that these can be
1
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welcome (beneficial) and unwelcome (surprises). His viewpoint is that the UICs are avoidable
within a system. The policymakers can only reduce their severity by better understanding of this
concept, prior anticipation of the foreign policy goals and alternative policy tools to tackle the
situation. Karapin (2016: 441) explained the surprises as perverse UICs ─ the reaction of a state
against the undesirable results which produce the opposite of its desired foreign policy goals.
However, this concept was never studied in the international relations by keeping the mostapplicable realism paradigm into view. Therefore, this study has developed the unintended
consequences approach [see glossary] in light of realism by identifying common variables of
Intentionality and diversity in context or system [See chapter 1 for details]. Intentionality is a base
of classical realism which says that a political actor due to power of lust determine its actions
(Morgenthau, 1948) and works independently to vary system to determine one’s actions and
reactions (Baylis et al., 2008: 99). This intentionality factor cause to change the nature of the
system which is anarchic and anarchic structure of international system compels states to achieve
security, maximize their power which means to influence the other through domination and
hegemony. States gain power for the guarantee of its own survival (Mearsheimer, 2001: 169).
On the other hand, K. Waltz (1979) discusses the extended form of classical realism theory
alongside ‘system theories’ in IR. He logically presents his argument about an anarchical system in
international politics and its consequences regarding state’s behavior. One of the main points is that
the world system is actually anarchic and complex in nature which necessitates a specific system
theory for describing the forces that affect the states’ actions. Waltz believes that the system
becomes anarchic as states’ capabilities alter and balance disturbs [due to intentionality].
Therefore, states formulate their foreign policy and reshape their realist-oriented self-interests in
view of constraints of world system swiftly changing international politics. Moreover, in this
regard, R. Gilpin (1981) expounds the thought of war and change of the international affairs, which
analyzes the rise and fall of nations and civilizations. The essence of the sociological approach is
based on the ‘structural and institutional determinants of individual behavior’. Individuals make
appropriate choices and have to act according to the rules and norms of the world.
b) Continued Power-play in Afghanistan and South Asia [during Cold War, New Great
Game, and Global War on Terror]
P. Hopkirk (1990 & 1992) in his two books talked about the classic narratives of Great
Game. These tell about the tactics of hard power such as direct war and spying etc. These books
immortalized Kipling’s phrase ‘Great Game’, in which Victorian Britain and Tsarist Russia were
engaged in a shadowy power struggle and contested a secret war. The battlefield of this struggle
was stretched out from the Causasus, Central Asia and Afghanistan in the West to Chinese
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Turkestan and Tibet in the East. Holistically, this game was fought for gaining treasury of India
and getting control of trading land and sea routes.
Adamec (1967 and 1974), in his books on Afghanistan, addresses its foreign relations in the
twentieth century. Both publication focuses on diplomatic history from 1880 to 1923 including the
periods of AbdurRahman Khan and his son, Amanullah. The author basically pointed out that the
great game politics continued in Afghanistan during the twentieth century because of foreign
involvement of Germany and conflicting condition of Afghanistan during W.W.II and Cold War.
Both books reflect the power politics in Afghanistan between imperial British and expansionist
Russia before and after W.W.I and between imperial United States and the Soviet Russia; later on
this power politics in Afghanistan started between Pakistan and India immediately after 1947.
These depict the power struggle of Afghanistan’s governments for their independence and
sovereignty in the presence of numerous players within the country.
On the other hand, M.H. Kakar (1997) divulges the reasons of Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, Pakistan’s role along with the US against the Soviets, the Afghans’ domestic power
struggle and resistance of different Islamic militants against foreign invaders. Similarly, A.Z. Hilali
(2005) provides an outstanding understanding of Afghanistan Crisis during 1979 following the
Soviets’ military intrusion, US-Pakistan strategic alignment and security implications for Pakistan.
P.J.S. Duncan (1989) slightly touches the aspect of Indian influence in Afghanistan as a result of
Indo-USSR 30-year treaty of 1971 and projecting Indian hegemony in South Asian against
Pakistan. He attributes Soviet departure from Afghanistan to Gorbachev’s ‘new thinking’ and
Indian support in this withdrawal.
Likewise, S. Mehrotra (1990) makes this point from another aspect that India fully
supported the USSR’s Collective Security Plan for extending its influence to the Indian Ocean in
the quest of nuclear technology as both countries had converging geopolitical interests. After
India’s 1974 nuclear explosion, the Indian leadership held that the Soviet troops must withdraw
from Afghanistan as soon as possible; whereas American and Chinese governments should also
withdraw their support to Afghan militants through Pakistan. Meanwhile, India started extending
its social and humanitarian based influence in Afghanistan to fulfill its own ambition of becoming
a regional hegemon. This was obviously done not only to have leverage in South Asia against
Pakistan but also for gaining Asian supremacy against China.
Furthermore, Rashid (2001 & 2002), in his renowned book Taliban and its new forward has
narrated in-depth story of Taliban movement in Afghanistan starting from the birth of Taliban as
Mujahedeen [freedom fighter] with the support of Pakistan backed by US and its European allies
during Cold War against the USSR. According to his critical analysis, Afghanistan’s a century18

long civil war conflict is due to direct role of superpowers and proxy roles of different regional
player in its political structure. Seemingly, they coordinate with each other to settle the Afghan
problem. However, they are engaged in conflicting geopolitical and geo-economic interests for the
untapped resources of Central Asian region. On the other hand, tribal skirmishes for rule make the
country more vulnerable and invite the foreign invaders. Both internal and external factors add fuel
to the fire and have caused to initiate New Great Game in Afghanistan and Central Asia.
However, C.R. Mohan (2004) posits the journey of Indian policy orientations starting from
the 1980 through the atomic explosions of 1990s to its new strategy of the 21st century. He
explains Indian governments’ endeavors to redirect its foreign policy following the demise of the
Soviet Empire, end of Cold War and rise of the US as a sole superpower, a new tide of economic
globalization and fast-paced economic growth of China etc. P. Kugiel (2016) gives an incisive
glance on Indian Soft power as a foreign policy tool and narrates how India’s leadership has
modified its policies by reexamining the world transformations pertaining to both economic
development and geopolitical change.
M.G. Weinbaum (2006) reckons that Afghan government has employed defensive policies
in past towards its ‘predatory neighbors’. However, today defensive Afghans policies have
morphed into strategies of openness and collaboration with those states which offer the best
opportunities for stability and economic growth. For, South Asian political stability and economic
progress are entwined with stability in Afghanistan, ‘a regional crossroads for trade’ in postTaliban era. Intertwined to the post-conflict Afghanistan, the region’s opportunistic states have
cooperated with Karzai’s regime to carve out a path to peace and prosperity.
III. Specific topics: Pakistan-Afghanistan-India triangular relationship and Geopolitics of
South Asia
H.V. Pant (2010) in his paper brings to light India’s strategic goals in Afghanistan
particularly and in South Asia generally. He describes that India’s role is very significant for
durable peace in Afghanistan because only a politically stable and economically prosperous
Afghanistan can ensure Indian strategic interests. Moreover, Pant (2012) in the report of ISS looks
into the shifting trajectory in India’s foreign policy towards Afghanistan since 2001 and
implications for region and the US. Further, Pant (2012) in his paper of Orbis seeks to survey the
great perils to international security if global community fails to resolve the Afghanistan crisis. A
stable, democratic and functioning state of Afghanistan and a terrorism-free Pakistan suits India
well. Besides, Pant (2014) describes in his book that Narendra Modi has ventured to embed India
‘firmly within the South Asian regional matrix’, as it is the epicenter of his foreign policy. One of
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the major challenges for India’s policy-makers is the complete withdrawal of foreign forces from
Afghanistan by the end of 2016, starting 2014 as it would result in increased terrorists’ activities
and their infiltrating efforts across Pakistani boundary. As a rising global power, India is interested
to shape an Indian-led South Asia, therefore it has to chalk out a ‘proactive’ Afghan policy and
revisit its much vaunted ‘soft power’ aspect.
On the other hand, I. Khalid (2011) looks into the New Great Game even in post-9/11 with
respect to Indian motives and manipulative players in the cauldron of Afghanistan. In this
connection, India has been actively involved in Afghanistan, for the last decade and is trying to
further its strategic influence through a more assertive role in Afghanistan’s national security. In
this critical situation, Pakistan is intensely trapped in crisis-driven Afghanistan after India’s
vigorous involvement in its neighborhood. Likewise, Attiq-ur-Rehman in M.S. Mazhar, U. Javaid
and N.S. Goraya (2013) points out the growing Indian involvement in Afghanistan and
Afghanistan-India strategic ties at the expense of Afghanistan-Pakistan relations. On the other side,
this article evaluates Afghanistan-India-Pakistan triangular relationship in light of India’s wellcomposed, calculated and coherent to national objectives in Afghanistan and adjustable foreign
policy in any sort of evolving regional or international situation; it is not reactive as compared to
Pakistan’s foreign policy goals and actions.
M. Yusuf (2013) explores apprehensions of Afghanistan’s neighbors about security and
stability situation in the region following the departure of International Security Assistance Force
(ISAF) from Afghan territory after December 2014, as imperatives and strategies of Afghanistan
herself and of regional powers along with the US have been swiftly changing. Notably, it is an
indication of pursuing ‘cooperative policy approaches’ anchored in better comprehension of all
situations in Afghanistan and its neighborhood.
P. Singh (2013) contextualizes Afghanistan-India bilateral alignment regarding geopolitics.
He discusses that external players have played an active role in intensifying crisis in the war-torn
Afghanistan while the geopolitical environment of the region and interests of stakeholders vary.
Since Asia has become an epicenter of international politics, therefore, in Asian-centric politics,
India is extending influence in Afghanistan, and Indian policymakers have redefined its role for her
indispensable role in Afghanistan vis-à-vis changing geopolitical milieu.
Moreover, R. Dahiya and A.K. Behuria (2012) highlighted that Indian policymakers must
carve out such policies which would ensure India’s geopolitical interests and its national security
goals while meeting challenges emerging in its neighborhood by 2030. The authors discuss the
emerging possibilities and challenges in Afghanistan for India. Also, the uncertain geopolitical
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situation and insecurity in Afghanistan and Pakistan can impact India’s economy and security,
while bringing regional cooperation and economic integration to a halt.
On the contrary, A.K. Behuria et al (2012) maintain that India is looking forth to integrate
the region while preserving its national interests in the region. Apart of it, S.S.Pattanaik (2012) has
identified the extraneous imperatives of Afghanistan-India ties, which compel the Indian leaders to
forge stronger ties with Afghanistan. Indian geographical constraints and its troubled relations with
Pakistan are main drivers of India’s proactive Afghan policy. She elucidates that Pakistan’s
intensive influence in Afghanistan and India’s quest of a land transit for having accessing to energy
reserves of Central Asian region through Iranian sea and land routes till Afghanistan are really
detriment to Indian vested interests in Afghan territory.
S.M. D’Souza (2011 & 2014) gives a detailed account of the Agreement on Strategic
Partnership inked between Afghanistan and India on October 4, 2011. She holds that the agreement
has laid down a strong premise for the enhanced role of India in Afghanistan not only for making
Afghanistan stable but also for the South Asian economic integration with Central Asia. Therefore,
along with US-Afghanistan strategic partnership, this agreement is a ‘new twist in the Great
Game’. According to this article, there is a growing demand by Afghans that India, rather than
Pakistan, should play a positive role in rebuilding of Afghanistan even after downsizing or
complete withdrawal of US-led NATO forces from the country.
J. Heine and P. Ghosh (2011) examine expound that many stakeholders including Pakistan
and India are presently at risk in Afghanistan; and Afghan war has become the greatest challenge
for NATO, and the US besides ‘prompting war between India and Pakistan’. Concurrently, L.
Hanauer and P. Chalk (2012) interpreted this point that India and Pakistan have their own
geopolitical, defense and economic interests in Afghanistan; their efforts to extend their influence
are obstructing the peace process in Afghanistan, and the whole region at large. Similarly, C.C.
Fair (2010) in a report opines that Indian interests in Afghanistan aren’t merely Pakistan-specific
but are also linked with India’s desire of extending its influence to gain hegemony in the region.
Contribution to the Existing Reviewed Literature
Interestingly, after studying the aforesaid classical and modern literature, a general
understanding develops regarding Afghanistan, the great game, and geopolitical connection of
subcontinent with Kabul. The classical records have been written with the Orientalist viewpoint.
The first gap was that these works provide some really good archival material to prove that the
perceptions of Imperial Britain about the Russians were at odds with the reality. This gives a new
‘constructivist’ spin to what looks like a realpolitik rivalry. Discourse analysis of these works did
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not only help to focus on the text but it also concerns with the relationship between text and
context which paved the way in better understanding of the widely-accepted subjective
phenomenon of the great game. If records are to be believed along with a lot of circumstantial
evidence on the British side, there was a ‘grand’ great game rather than no merely great game. For,
on the one hand, the British were essentially battling its own paranoia and the Russians may not
have had concrete interests in Afghanistan as much as the former made the whole world believed
because the British forced the world to pay heed on what was produced, disseminated and
consumed by the means of a wide-variety of written text especially. The text of these archives
show only discourse practices of the British from which they easily constructed meaning of the
great game which, as a result, became a widely-known concept and trope of the area and strategic
studies. For example, when a history of Elphinstone’s stay in Peshawar is traced, it becomes clear
that Britain was much unaware about this nation and they were not only sacred by the Tsar Russia
but also by the Afghans as well. On the other hand, British were fighting a direct and indirect war
with them.
The second gap was about rectification of this old great game idea. Through the study of
Kaye’s books, it seems that he was the first British Orientalist who firstly institutionalized this term
by developing the relationship between discourse/content and the broader context of a certain
prevalent idea of the great game [among the British strategists and policymakers]. [See third
chapter for details].
The third gap which was noticed during reviewing the archives was that the nature of this
very game was a grand not only great. Based on Kaye’s books, this game was actually a ‘grand’
Great Game; nonetheless, the term great game became famous due to excessive usage by the
Orientalists especially after Rudyard Kipling’s Kim (1898). It is note-worthy that this dissertation
explored that Kaye’s depiction about the term of Great Game in his two books shows that this
game was an inter-war between two imperial powers (Russia and Great Britain in Asia and
between France and Great Britain in Europe) on the one hand, and intra-war within the Britain
military personals regarding going for covert or overt war with Franco-Russian alignment. E.
Ingram in his article and book The Beginning of the Great Game in Asia, 1828-1834 adds up
another point in the intra-war aspect that this game was basically between the governments of
Great Britain London and British India for three-fold purposes: 1) to increase the Britain military
strength to suppress the Indian uprising within Indian subcontinent colony, 2) to smash the
Afghans’ rising power against the British India colony, and 3) to overcome the fear of British
troops of Indian colony by making it strong militarily against the Russian potential power. In view
of these critically examined historical facts, Kaye used the word ‘grand’ to explain the hugeness
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and extensiveness of this game. Therefore, this grandness aspect has been studied in the 3 rd
chapter to contextualize the subject matter of the study by re-conceptualization of the great game
concept into the Grand Great Game concept.
In this regard, this dissertation also tries to investigate comparatively and critically the
unexplored historical aspect of grandeur of the great game in light of current changing geopolitical
dynamics and security patterns. In the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, the Cold War and New
Great Game were also considered as the great game politics. However, this phenomenon has not
been researched in the context of Global war on terror in Afghanistan and its unintended
consequences for South Asia in post-9/11 era because change in the geopolitical dynamics and
security patterns have been considerably noticed. In fact, all of these are different names of old
Great Game about which many authors have written.
But this study contributes the new perspective that major powers found reification of this
idea in their foreign policy formulation while formulating grand strategic agendas by using tool of
indirect war, and humanitarian and social means which presents the “social-structural” dimension”
(Burris 1988: 22) of the interstates relationship. In the former case, for instance, Keay (1979)
explains that Britain played the Great Game with hidden motives as a policy. Rather, the Russians
were less secretive about the policy attitudes and actions done by their explorers or spies, troops, or
policymakers (p. 156). Once Younghusband met with Russian agent, Grombtchevski, the latter
remarked about the former ‘[he was playing] an elaborate game of hide and seek’ over the future of
Asian hegemony with Russia on the battlefield of Gilgit in 1899 (p. 192). Grombtchevski further
said to Younghusband during a meeting in Afghanistan, “we both are playing at a big game and we
should be not one jot better off for trying to conceal the fact…[we would meet again] either in
peace in St. Petersburg or in war on the Indian frontier (p.192)”. In the latter case [humanitarian
and social means], Captain Arthur Conolly (1807–42) commanded Major Henry Rawlinson during
his stay in Qandahar by the end of 1849 ‘to advance humanitarianism in Afghanistan and
regeneration of the Afghans civilization particularly to reduce the level of frustration among the
Afghans’ due to the reification of the Russian ideology (Burris 1988: 22).
In short, these classical and modern literatures about Afghanistan provided the strong basis
to fill up the missing gaps and to link them with the subject matter of study. These studies are
mostly related to long chronological Afghanistan’s history of foreign interventions, archaeological
descriptions of people, and dynastical vicissitudes. The Orientalist explanation of wars and the
great game politics in Afghanistan does not depict the miseries of Afghans, and manipulations of
Afghan land by heterogeneous powers during Cold War, New Great Game and post 9/11 periods
and their impacts over the South Asian region. The manipulations have changed Afghanistan into a
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permanent war-torn conflict which has altered geopolitical dynamics of the great game politics in
the South Asia by escalating the proxy war of Pakistan and India in Afghanistan.
Based on the literature view, it has been observed that the Orientalists have not interpreted
Afghanistan’s history through the lens of unintended consequences. Therefore, the post-9/11
situation in war-torn land of Afghanistan has made the way easy for distant major non-regional and
regional powers to serve their varied geopolitical interests and to pursue foreign policy realistoriented goals with respect to the great game politics. This research maintains that the games
politics and series of warfare in Afghanistan from 19th century to 21 century need to comprehend
comparatively for re-conceptualization of the idea of great game into a new idea due to changes in
geopolitical dynamics and security patterns and to interpret critically for description of its
unintended consequences not only for Afghanistan but also for India-Afghanistan-Pakistan
triangular relationship in South Asia.

Statement of the Problem
This research elucidates that Afghanistan conflict has become intensified and problematic to
understand due to changing geopolitical dynamics of Great Game, Cold War, New Great Game
and Global War on Terror. These historical events have affected Afghanistan-Pakistan-India
relations in South Asian region. Therefore, the idea of Great Game needs to be re-constructed. In
this research, the new idea of ‘Grand Great Game’ with the least existing knowledge of unintended
consequences has abductively attempted to explore, explain and lastly verify. Therefore, the
indirect war and social-structural aspect of inter-state relationship has been dealt as the unintended
consequences of the 3G in post-9/11 scenario to analyze the regional-based great game politics in
Afghanistan war between India and Pakistan. As far as the current situation is concerned, the study
objective is to find out the India humanitarian and social engagements in Afghanistan and its
implications for Pakistan in the period of 2002-2014.

Significance and Scope of the Study
This research is profoundly significant because it situates the term ‘Grand Great Game’ as
new idea for the first time by re-conceptualizing the great game notion and analyzing its
unintended consequences in post-9/11 era. More importantly, this research is unique owing to
examination of Afghanistan’s history retrospectively and prospectively as per the conceptual
framework of unintended consequences of all changing geopolitical dynamics and security
dynamics in post-9/11 by looking at the historical events from 19th century to 21st century.
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The scope of the study is pertinent in the sense that this dissertation is significant for
practitioners and research students of International Relations, South Asian Studies, History,
Oriental studies and those who are interested in studying trilateral Afghanistan-India-Pakistan
relationship as well. Collection of knowledge related to implication for Pakistan can productively
act as a foundation for analysis of Pakistan’s policy-makers. Doctoral dissertation can be published
as a book. Scholarly articles can also be published. In the post-doctorate, the phenomenological
study of Grand Great Game may be done and this would pave the way for further research and
studies by other researchers.

Objectives of the Study
There are three major objectives of this dissertation. The very first objective is to develop
the conceptual framework of unintended consequences approach by observing and studying states
relationship in International Relations with the aim of exploration and explanation of irrational
aspect of foreign policy behavior of the states [chapter 1]. Further, its aim is to assess the change in
geopolitical dynamics and security patters of foreign interventions by major non-regional and
regional players in Afghanistan and South Asia in the context of great game politics during post9/11 era by comparatively analyzing the archival discourse/content related to the Great Game
between Britain and Russia (1807-1907), Cold War (1945-1989), and New Great Game and postGlobal War on Terror (1990-2001) [chapter 2].
The second objective is three-folded purposes of describing and explaining unintended
consequences of historical interpretations in Afghanistan keeping in view of changing geopolitical
dynamics and security patterns in post-9/11 [which deals with third, fourth, and fifth chapters]: (1)
to re-conceptualize the new idea of Grand Great Game by exploring convergence and divergences
and the role of major power in this game; (2) to contextualize Afghanistan conflict by evaluating
the role of regional players [India and Pakistan] and more importantly, by explaining the Indian
soft power engagement in Afghanistan from 2002 to 2014 [during Hamid Karzai’s tenure]; and
lastly (3) to interpret critically the multidimensional implications of the Indian-Afghanistan
geopolitical interests for Pakistan in the background of the 3G. Thirdly, this study in an effort is to
verify the new concept and its implications over the Afghanistan-Pakistan-India relationship. It
also concludes the available policy options for Pakistan and recommendation for all stakeholders
by evaluating the emerging scenario of the 3G in the region.

Research Questions
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1. What is the possible conceptual development of unintended consequences approach for
analyzing/studying international relations in order to interpret the irrationality aspect in the
rational foreign policy behavior of the states?
2. What are the unintended consequences of the historical interpretations of Afghanistan based on
geopolitical factor (under the Orientalist perspective) during
a. the Old Great Game between Britain and Russia (1807-1907),
b. the Cold War (1945-1989), and
c. New Great Game (1990-2001) and post-9/11 (2002-2014)?
In order to re-conceptualize/reconstruct the abductively drawn new concept of “Grand Great
Game” from the historical interpretations of change in geopolitical dynamics and security
patterns by foreign interventions of major regional and non-regional in Afghanistan and South
Asia during the above mentioned time-periods?
3. What are the unintended consequences of the ‘Grand Great Game’ (3G) in terms of
convergences and divergences in Afghanistan and South Asian region from 2002 to 2014?
And, what has been the role of the US in South Asian regarding Afghanistan in the changing
regional geopolitical dynamics and security scenario in post 9/11?
4. In the ‘Grand Great Game’ (3G), what is the geopolitical proxy role of India and Pakistan in
Afghanistan based on soft power approach under the tenure of Hamid Karzai (2002-2014)?
5. What are the implications of India-Afghanistan nexus and the Grand Great Game for Pakistan?
And what can be possible Pakistan’s policy options to cope with present geopolitical challenges
of the India-Afghanistan strategic engagement and the 3G?

Research Methodology
This dissertation has employed a qualitative approach to conduct a historical research.
Using the qualitative method, the data has carefully been collected before the content of this data
was thoroughly analyzed so as: (1) to comparatively draw out a quintessential understanding about
the conceptual framework of untended consequences and re-conceptualization of the great game
idea [in terms of Grand Great Game] in Afghanistan; and also (2) to critically examine the
unintended consequences of the new concept over the trilateral relationship among Afghanistan,
India and Pakistan. In order to nullify the gaps in the research, the leftover understanding of
implications of Afghanistan-India geopolitical interests for Pakistan is achieved by conducting a
comprehensive deal of interviews focusing on this multifaceted subject. Figure no.1 shows the
Planning flowchart how the Systematic Research Methodology Process proceeds in this study.
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According to this process, two phases have been explained sequentially with the theoretical
application in the context of subject matter.

Figure No. 1: Planning Flowchart for Systematic Research Methodology Process for this
Study
Research Methodology (Qualitative Approach)
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Source: The figure is made by the author.
In this dissertation, two research designs have been used to analysis the primary and
secondary data and manage the different parts of the research, i.e. Historical study and
Retrospective-Prospective Study. Therefore, research methodology has been divided into two
phases. In the phase I, a new idea has been predicted/guessed by studying the archival records and
using Abductive reasoning. Moreover, the history of the subject matter has been comparatively
described with the help of content analysis. In the phase II, history of the topic has been studied to
connect it with the present by using retrospective-prospective study. For this, interview technique
has been used to draw a generalized thinking from interview data by the means of inductive
reasoning for fulfillment of research gaps found in the secondary data. The critical content analysis
of the interview primary data helps to approve the new idea observed as a result of phase I.
Phase I:
Abductive Reasoning
With respect to qualitative approach, Peirce’s design of a three-stage discovery procedure
of reasoning covers abduction, deduction and induction (Jo, 2004; 165); however, in this
dissertation, the two-stage reasonings have been found suitable that includes abduction and
induction. Abduction, in this two-stage reasoning, is a qualitative way of reasoning for reconceptualization of new idea [of the 3G] and identification of implications or unintended
consequences of this new idea.
Generally, the research with two-stage reasoning process addresses three different purposes
including exploratory, explanatory, and descriptive (Patton, 2002: 55; Saunders, Lewis, &
Thornhill, 2009: 480-517). Moreover, due to content analysis, research purposes are interpretative
(Halperin & Heath 2012: 310) [which has been discussed in Phase II, step IV]. On part of the
purpose of all at large is that such research tries to fulfill the following two sub-aims: (1) to explore
the new concept of the 3G and to explain its merits and demerits comparatively by the historical
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study of past events from 19th century to 21st century; and (2) to scrutinize the existential as well as
the anticipatory core implications for Pakistan under the 13-years tenure of Hamid Kazari (20022014) in relevance to interpret Afghanistan-Indian engagement in terms of constructivist-based
state relationship. Regarding the exploratory in relation to Abductive reasoning, this study draws
out a lucid understanding of the abductively predicted new idea [of the 3G which may be true or
not] and its core unintended consequences or implications in the context of the subject matter.
Research Design of Historical Study
For this research, Abductive reasoning is found suitable for the qualitative research design
of historical study. According to Walliman, “Historical research has been defined as the systematic
and objective location, evaluation and synthesis of evidence in order to establish facts and draw
conclusions about past events” (Walliman, 2005; 10). Historical method aids in providing archival
resources for further detailed explanation of a research question. This design connects the past
events with both the present and the future, respectively.
(i) Data Collection: Data has been collected from both secondary and primary sources. The former
includes books, journals, and US’s State department website about Afghanistan. Based on primary
data [despite interviews], this dissertation uses historical archives such as British Foreign Office
Files related to foreign policy archives of Pakistan, India and Afghanistan of the period in-between
1947-1980, collected by British sources. Besides, the FBIS South Asia Reports of 1980s have also
been consulted. Data collection is mostly done from the Arizona State University, US and other
authentic sources from University of Punjab, Pakistan.
This design is very useful in investigating the past ideas in the present. This design seems
predictive in nature because of exploratory as well as explanatory the assumption of new concept. .
Data Analysis Techniques ─ Content Analysis
Historical archives and secondary sources have been analyzed in light of content analysis.
This technique is used to find the research gaps and predict/guess the new concept by analyzing the
incomplete in information in the data. More importantly, in order to avoid the distorted
presentation of the subject, content analysis of secondary and primary data helps to answer the
research questions as well.
Generally, Content analysis of the data gathered from primary sources] or secondary
sources [books or journals or newspapers] is consistently growing in the international relations, as
the analysis of discourse, language, and meaning of the specific phenomenon are widely
considered useful in political research (Halperin & Heath, 2012: 12). The word discourse can be
comprehended as “a specific ensemble of ideas, concepts, and categorizations that are produced,
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reproduced, and transformed in a particular set of practices and through which meaning is given to
physical and social realities” (Hajer, 1997: 44).
Research Tools Used for Content Analysis ─ Comparative Analysis: In this dissertation, two
types of analyses under the umbrella of the content analysis have been found suitable, which are
comparative analysis and critical analysis. In view of the content analysis of historical records and
secondary data, the qualitative tool of compare-and-contrast or correlation has been used. In
comparative analysis, there is a frame of reference. Walk (1998) defines this frame of reference as:
“the context within which you place the two things you plan to compare and contrast; it is the umbrella
under which you have grouped them. The frame of reference may consist of an idea, theme, question,
problem, or theory. The best frames of reference are constructed from specific sources rather than your
own thoughts or observations.”

Afghanistan is a frame of reference in this dissertation in which groups of ideas [related to
historical events of foreign interventions from 19th century to 21st century such as the great game ,
the Cold War, the New Great Game, and the Global War on Terror, and proxy war between Indian
and Pakistan] have compared and contrasted by analyzing the content of secondary and primary
[archival] data in order to decipher the abductively reconstructed idea of the 3G in light of the
unintended consequences framework on Afghanistan and South Asia. Moreover, comparative
analysis helps to highlight two or more similar things which have crucial divergences but end up
with surprising convergences (Walk, 1998). In this regard, divergences of the 3G with the group of
ideas have been presented along with convergences keeping in view the post-9/11 scenario.
Phase II:
Inductive Reasoning
This dissertation finds the inductive reasoning suitable from Pierce’s three-stage discovery
procedure of reasoning because induction is qualitative reasoning used to search for facts which
can verify the new idea as well as support those implications of this very idea.
The purpose of qualitative research with inductive reasoning is descriptive which aims to
analyze both the collected empirical data of interviews as well as the existing theories to generate
some demanding questions so as to trigger further research on the subject.
Research Design of Retrospective-Prospective Study
In this study, the utility of applying the retrospective-prospective study design focuses on
past trends in a concept and studies that concept into the present with a future perspective (Kumar,
2011: 111). This design develops the relationship between the events of the Afghanistan’s past
from 19th century to 21st century that can have a connection with the present of Afghanistan as an
additional conflicting zone between India and Pakistan and even with the future of Afghanistan and
South Asia regarding peace and stability.
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Moreover, this method has been applied retrospectively to understand the existing data of
the term unintended consequences and the great game politics in Afghanistan to define the
unintended consequences approach and Grand Great Game (3G) concept prospectively. The
unintended consequences approach [mention in 1st chapter] is built on existing Oriental knowledge,
which has logically been linked to the unintended consequences of the 3G by finding out
convergences and divergences with historical events and linking them with role of major regional
players in Afghanistan in order to explain the subjectively-drawn prediction of the 3G in
Afghanistan. This design, is appropriate and useful for looking at the reconstructed/reconceptualized notion of the great game in the post-9/11 era by comparatively studying different
periods of time over the past-present-future approach at following three levels; (See Figure no. 2)
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Figure no. 2. Retrospective-Prospective Study design with Two-stage Reasoning Process
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Source: The diagram is drawn by the author.
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Research Technique ─ Interview
As part of the primary data collection, the qualitative method was employed to conduct a
number of interviews to collect a large amount of data quickly ((Marshall & Rossman, 1995).
According to this process, vital information is taken out through a considerably small number of
interviews in such a way that additional adjustments can be made to the anticipated queries if
arise. This method, however, is more credible which makes it possible for a researcher not only
to extract relatively more information but also to subsume the data extracted from the previously
conducted interviews into the subsequent one’s. In order to specify as well as simplify the
research, the qualitative technique utilizes a part of the whole as a focal point so as to study them
separately instead of drawing unnecessary generalization; thereby reducing the complexities in
the research.
(i) Research Population
This research targets the specific research participants (Creswell, 2009: 113) including
diplomats, professors, experts; practitioners, and PhD scholars as research respondents.
(ii) Sample Selection and Size
Research respondents have been selected using the purposive sampling technique due to
their expediency (Bryman, 2008: 183). The sample respondents’ number is 30 as the format
allows flexibility to the participants to focus on what is important to them regarding the topic of
research (Patton, 2002; Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009: 309). The qualitative approach in this
technique enables the use of a small sample size as the focus point is to understand the individual
subject rather than draw generalizations (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2006: 23). The
interviews were aimed to assimilate multifaceted viewpoints of different scholars so as to ensure
a resourceful sample. Moreover, this technique helps t explore a spectrum of conflicting as well
as accordant viewpoints which was extended by taking sample out of the Research Participants
Groups as per the Table 1 given below.
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Table No. 1: Selected Sample Sizes of Interviews by Research Participants Groups
Name of
Countries
Pakistan

Research Participants
Groups

Name of Research
Participants*
Azam Hayat Khan
Muhammad Raja Khan
Khwaja Alqama
Qamar Fatima
Marium Kamal
Farhat Konain
Akram Zaheer
Yousaf Storai
Rashida Anis
Khursid Mehmud
Kasuri
Atta Rasool Malik
Yosuf Moeed
K. Warikoo
Aftab Kamal Pasha
Mushtaq Ahmad Kaw
Santhosh Mathew
Debasish Nandy
Raghav Sharma
Subhash Kapila
Syed Rayees Hussain
Irfan Yar
Chayanika Saxena
Claude Rakisits
Marvin G. Weinbaum
Joshua T. White
Paul Wallace
Leon M. Miller

Senior
University Doctorate
Academies (SUDA)

Young Doctorate Scholars
(YDS)
Public Sector Professionals
&
Practitioners (PSPP)
India

United
States

Senior
University Doctorate
Academies (SUDA)

Public Sector Professionals
&
Practitioners (PSPP)
Young Doctorate Scholars
(YDS)
Senior
University Doctorate
Academies (SUDA)

Iran

Young Doctorate Scholars
Hanifeh Rigi
(YDS)
Afghanista Public Sector Professionals
Daud Khattak
n
&
Kazim Ehsan
Practitioners (PSPP)
* Annexure III describes complete details of these research participants.

Number
of Interviews

12

10

05

01
02

Source: The table is prepared by the author.
(iii) Data Collection: Secondary and primary sources has been consulted even in this phase, but
the slot of the primary data was collected by taking interviews. The usage of both sources
basically broadens the credibility of the study. The advantage of this research design is to
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enhance the richness and validity of the information about the past idea [explored by
investigation of historical archives] collected by both interviews secondary sources. This design
seems revelatory in nature because of descriptive as well as analytical information and findings.
Out of the selected sample respondents, a total of 29 in-depth interviews were conducted
by physical interaction or via emails or via phonic interviews. Interview questionnaire was
prepared by taking different aspects of the subject matter into considerations [See Annexure II].
All interviews were different in their information due to open-ended questions. The advantage
for this format is that these kind of interviews are sufficiently flexible to allow participants to
focus on what is important to them pertains to the topic of research (Patton, 2002). Notes were
taken during the interviews and summaries of key points were made and shown to the
interviewers for their review and accuracy. Transcripts have been generated from interview notes
and summaries.
Data Analysis Technique [Content Analysis] and Tool [Critical Analysis]
According to Lejune, the critical analysis is based on subjectivity because it expresses the
researcher’s views during the evaluation procedure of the data collected (Walters, 2011). This
analysis assists in gaining a comprehensive understanding of the interview data in relation to
historical and comparative perspectives of the new idea. Critical analysis of the content of the
interview data and secondary sources helps in order to explain the subjectively-drawn prediction
of the 3G in Afghanistan. Therefore, according to Walk, “lens comparisons are useful for
illuminating, critiquing, or challenging the stability of a thing that, before the analysis, seemed
perfectly understood” (Walk, 1998).
Content analysis is a qualitative approach of textual analysis which helps to reveal the
way logically a specific ‘reality’ has produced and how this reality fits in a certain context
(Hardy, Harley & Phillips 2004: 19). Hardy et al also states that content analysis is a part of
discourse analysis in which meaning of the assumption can be counted in an objective sense by
particular interpretation (2004: 20). Besides this, a critical analysis of the Grand Great Game has
been helpful in better understanding the implications of this new idea as a reality which fits in
the context of Afghanistan as a result of the 9/11 era and in the form of proxy wars and the roles
of Pakistan and India in Afghanistan that interpret the respective role of each player objectively.
Furthermore, this critical analysis has assessed the underlying motives of India in the cloak of
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soft power approach with Afghanistan and its implications for Pakistan under the 13-years tenure
of the ex-Afghan President, Hamid Karzai (2002-2014).
The purposes of Content analysis are described by Halperin and Heath as interpretive.
Interpretive is in the sense that “it assumes that people act on the basis of beliefs, values, or
ideology or phenomenon that gives [rational] meaning to their action” and hence there is a need
to study that meaning which people (human being) attaches to their rational actions (2012: 310311). Therefore, in this study, the participants expressed their views related the new idea and on
the basis of Indian [civilian] activities practicing in Afghanistan and the Afghans along with
international community have attached these Indian actions in Afghanistan with soft power
approach. It is widely believed that these social and humanitarian engagements of India in
Afghanistan are for constructivist purposes.
In short, Content analysis has helped a lot in investigation of phenomenological and
retrospective-prospective discourses as per the Michel Foucault’s idea of a “history of the
present” (Campbell 1992: 5). In this relation, this dissertation doesn’t simply try to analyze the
history of Afghanistan and great game politics there represented by the Orientalists and history
of the rational foreign relations among Afghanistan, India and Pakistan. However, this method
helps to interpret the unintended consequences of the history of Afghanistan’s present after 9/11
era. On the other hand, the interview technique further strengthens knowledge of the present as it
prompts the research respondents to produce the discourse which helps the interviewee getting
better meaning to the respondents’ experiences gained from their expertise in the current reality
and predict the future. As a result, the new idea of the Grand Great Game and its unintended
consequences has been validated through comparative and critical analyses of interviews and
some secondary data. [See Figure no.2 for comprehension of the entire research methodology
processes for achieving the research goals].
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Figure No.3: Flowchart for application of Research Methodology To Gain
1. Reasoning
Abduction
Finding incomplete
information for new concepts
(Subjectivity)

Induction
Searching facts which can
verify and support the
assumptions
(Objectivity)

2. Research Designs of Historical & Retrospective-prospective Study
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Exploratory and Predictive (Objective I):
 Little knowledge is present about a phenomenon of unintended
consequences to develop the conceptual framework.
 Moreover, perdition of the 3G idea was made by exploration of
history interpretation of Afghanistan.
Correlation or Cause-Effect Relationship (Objective II):
 Descriptive questions should be asked such as why, what, etc.
 The 3G idea is explained which is built on existing knowledge by
re-conceptualization and finding out its unintended consequences
for Afghanistan-Pakistan-India relationship
Interpretive in Nature (Level III):
 It requires considerable prior knowledge about concepts analyzes
the outcomes and tries to establish the concept by answering the
research questions for validity. The interviews provided
considerable data and they were critically analyzed for this
verification of the 3G, supporting the unintended consequences of
this concept on Afghanistan-Pakistan-and India relations .
 To suggest available policy options for Pakistan &
recommendations as a whole.
Time

3. Techniques and Tools Used for Gathering Data and Tools for Analyzing the Collected Data
Interviews and Critical Analysis [a second tool of Content Analysis]
Content Analysis: Comparative Critical Analyses

Source: The figure is made by the author.
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Plan of the Study and Organization of the Study
The dissertation is divided into five main chapters. It commences from introducing the
main concepts of the subject matter of this research abducted by the relevant literature review.
The first chapter discusses the conceptual development of the unintended consequences approach
of the ‘Grand Great Game’ in Afghanistan and South Asian region. In doing so, it seeks to
explore the unintended consequences in the continued destruction of Afghanistan. The second
chapter elucidates the historical understanding of Afghanistan by the Orientalist perspective
during the historical events of the old Great Game, the Cold War, New Great Game and post
Global War of Terror. Moreover, it draws the unintended consequences from the Orientalist
historical interpretation of Afghanistan during the highlighted past events for predicting the
contour of ‘Grand Great Game’ (3G). The third chapter sheds light on the unintended
consequences of changing geopolitical dynamics of the 3G in Afghanistan and South Asia from
2002 to 2014. It comparatively examines the convergences and divergences between Grand
Great Game and the highlighted historical events of the OGG, the Cold War, the NGG, and the
GWOT. The fourth chapter focuses on geopolitical proxy role of Pakistan and India in
Afghanistan based on soft power approach in the context of the 3G. In light of interviews and
discussion, the fifth chapter is based on critical debate on Testification of the 3G idea in first
portion and implications of Afghanistan-India nexus and the 3G for Pakistan in second portion.
Conclusion and recommendations has been offered in the end, hypothesizing guidelines for
Pakistan’s Afghan policy recommendation, [See Table no. 2 and Figure no. 4].
Table No. 2: The research is scheduled to have been completed as following sequence:
Plan of Study
Course work and writing 1 article
Literature Review and Synopsis Write up
Theoretical study and secondary data Collection
Primary data collection (during visit to America in 2017
Interviews
Data Analysis and Write up
Source: The table is prepared by the author.
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Time Period
1 year
1 year
6 months
1 years
3 months
6 months

Figure No. 4: Funnel-shaped Demonstration of Research Methodology and Chapterization
as per Research Questions
Introduction & Literature Review

1. Conceptual framework of unintended
consequences of ‘Grand Great Game’ (3G) in
Afghanistan
a. Historical Roots of Great Game in Afghanistan
under Orientalism

Abduction

2. Historical Roots of Afghanistan:
Unintended consequences of historical interpretations of
Afghanistan and role of major powers during (a) Great
Game (b) Cold War, (c) New Great Game and (d) Global
War of Terror
[formation of testified hypotheses]
3. Critical Historical Perspectives:
I. a. Changing geopolitical dynamics of Grand Great
Game in Afghanistan & South Asia
b. The nature of US policy and Collaborations with India
and Pakistan in South Asian Regarding Afghanistan
(post-9/11)

Induction

II. In Grand Great Game, geopolitical proxy role of
Pakistan and India based on Soft power approach in
Afghanistan during Hamid Karzai’s period (2002-2014)

4. Implications of Afghanistan-India nexus
and
Grand Great Game for Pakistan
Conclusion, Policy Options for Pakistan
and Recommendations for all
Stakeholers in Afghanistan
Comparative and Critical Analyses of primary and secondary data related to Afghanistan’s conflict and
Role of players (Pakistan, India) in proxy wars of Grand Great Game through historical and retrospectiveprospective designs

Afghanistan-India Geopolitical Interests: Implications for Pakistan (2002-2014)
Source: The figure is drawn by the author.
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Limitations of the Study
The author faced following problems during the research;
1.

Accessibility to Afghanistan’s interviewees for detailed Afghan perspective was very
limited due to their non-responsiveness and sensitivity of the subject matter.

2.

Unavailability of Russian literature in English [while staying in US] and limited access to
Russian scholars restricted the author to have Russian perspective regarding Russia’s role in
Afghanistan.

3.

Approachability was easy to the Chinese scholars, however, they didn’t respond within the
timeline of interview process and some other reason. [See Annexure V]

4.

Travelling across Pakistan for vast Pakistani perspective was difficult due to limited time
available for completing the research, financial restrictions, and family engagements.
Besides that, most of Pakistani interviewees were hesitant to response the questionnaire via
email or telephonic discussion due to sensitivity of the topic of the dissertation.
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Chapter 1
Geopolitics of Afghanistan-India-Pakistan Triangular Relationship:
Conceptual Framework of Unintended Consequences
International relations (IR) revolve around the rationalist perspectives which restrict the
political actors [states] in the world politics to think logically seeking out for preservation of
their self-interests. For, states design their variety of internal political and economic interests,
often in contradiction to one another; therefore, these actors sometimes have to react irrationally
against the planned foreign policy goals and rationalist diplomatic actions. Since every irrational
reactions are spiraling unintended consequences that considerably influence the international
arena.
This chapter describes the irrational practices of the major and regional powers as a result
of the Grand Great Game in light of historical cause-effect relationship. In this regard, McGregor
(1956: 93) states that the past (history) contributes largely in understanding of the present. To
understand a phenomenon of the 3G in current power politics, the proxy intervention of India
and Pakistan in Afghanistan has been analyzed through lens of unintended consequences
approach, while tracing the history of Afghanistan-India-Pakistan trilateral relationship.

Part I
1.1 Conceptual Framework of Unintended Consequences Approach
The conceptual framework of this dissertation attempts to add on a new approach of
unintended consequences in the existing realism approaches in order to explanation of the
power struggle in the Grand Great Game (3G) concept in Afghanistan and regional security
patterns of South Asian regions since 9/11. This phenomenon of 3G asserts the famous
generalizations of realism that the struggle for power is driven by intentions (internal fear and
status quo consequences) that lead (anarchic) changes in the external environment and generate
complex structure systems regionally and globally. This complexity in anarchic system of the
world politics at different levels sometime put undesirable impacts/implications over the state’s
intended and rational foreign policy goals, which are defined as an intended consequences
approach. States have to react against the irrational move(s) against their own will through
different means. In changing geopolitical dynamics and security patterns of the world system,
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states adopt social means smartly to achieve their realistic ends by keeping past in mind for
present policy-making (See Figure no. 1.2).
The UICA highlights that any state’s action has unwanted outcomes, which are opposite
to its wanted interests. States can observe or cannot detect these consequences. However, the
causes of all (beneficial, detrimental or perverse) consequences are “desire [intention] to rule,
from avarice, and ambition. Concern for justice was overcome by desire for revenge, and oaths
were no longer able to impose any limits on human deeds” (Waltz, 1979: 88) as stated by
Thucydides and complex system of international politics ‘“ordering principle” of the
international political system is anarchy which is the result of “through socialization of the
actors [states] and through competition [geopolitics] among them” (Waltz, 1979: 74).’ From
these ideas, three basic patterns of unintended consequences can be reduced down in which it
shapes international relations;
1.

Trapped in deepening conflict or tension-ridden relationship (spiraling out of control, has
its own logic regardless of the best interests of those involved).

2.

Undeterminable outcomes (what was planned didn’t happen; or, the outcome
undermined one’s self interest rather than protected it).

3.

Irrational practices (in which states behave against own self-interest).
The first one can see in the Great Game and the Cold War [and even in the Grand Great

Game] very clearly ─ states get involved in diplomatic maneuvering against another state that
creates a “game” that has its own logic, regardless of the interests of those involved.
Respecting the old Great Game, the British could have spent their efforts more effectively
governing India owing to security dilemma than playing with Russia in Afghanistan and
Central Asia, for example. Regarding the Cold War, the Cuban Missile Crisis almost led to a
nuclear war between the United States (US) and USSR, counters to the interest of both states,
would be another example.
The second one is historical ─ what events, wars, and so forth happened that was
unplanned? Did Britain lose anything after the disastrous Afghan Wars during the Great Game?
After the Afghan Wars, Britain lost its complete control over Afghanistan and weakened its
army position in the Indian colony, which caused its declining hegemony in British India.
Another classic example is the US support of Arabs to help the Afghan mujahedeen in the
1980s that led to the formation of Al-Qaeda in the 1990s.
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The third one is more evaluative [and focal point of this study] ─ do states do planned out
things that go against their best interests? One example might be the USA invasion of Iraq in
2003 ─ it was planned, it was seen as rational by policy-makers, but it had absolutely no
significance for protecting or advancing US interests, thus could easily be seen as “irrational”.
Concerning the Grand Great Game, the US invaded Afghanistan to revenge from the Al-Qaeda
terrorists responsible for the 9/11 incident, however, they were stood by the US itself and had to
react against the unplanned goals as a result of the aforesaid event. Later on, the US
policymakers planned for the Global War on Terror (GWOT) but never thought that this war
would be so prolong and had to find out ways to escape. One of the ways was to support
increasing proxy role of India in Afghanistan than Pakistan as compared to the past.
In this entire scenario, the Afghan problem has become the worse case for the US in
which she has failed in gaining the desired outcomes and diffusing the real problem. As a result,
negative repercussions of the GWOT have made the original Afghan conundrum worst and more
destructive for the region, which is one of the major implicating drivers for Pakistan’s instability
and peace. Because, more importantly, the US policies have made the region an additional
burning issue between India and Pakistan on the one hand and Afghanistan has become a catalyst
and intervening factor for the disturbed Indo-Pakistan relationship on the other hand. This aspect
will be discussed in detail in application portion of this chapter.
Holistically, framework describes the general meaning of logically constructed concept or
phenomenon and the relationship between the abstractly described concepts and intellectually
represented some aspect of the reality which is derived from the observations and findings
drawn from the study of concepts. Conceptual framework of realism paradigm provides
intellectual basis behind the established reality so as to frame [rational] policies (Quoquab &
Mohammad, 2017: 102). In today’s power politics, the predominant realists’ generalization is
based on different approaches of realism which describe that reality emerges by assessing the
threat and looking at the capabilities of state(s) rather than solely (in light of classical realism)
states’ intentions which are changeable and immeasurable than the capabilities (Moore, 2000:
58).
1.1.1 Conceptual Basis of “Unintended Consequences” Phenomenon
It shows that the existing approaches of the realism in international relations (IR) are
widely based on both structural realism and classical realism. According to these approaches,
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the struggle for power ─ among the principal actors (states) in the international arena who are
concerned for their own security and their own rationally-based interests ─ is driven by states’
innate lust (intentions) for power and planned actions to overcome their internal fear pertaining
to the changes in the chess-like great game politics in the anarchic world order. Under these
conditions, states use hard and soft powers for determining their interest-oriented [rational]
goals. Theoretically, both types of powers are tools of “rational” foreign policy of states’
multiple purposes formulated as per the changing geopolitical dynamics and security trends in
international and regional complex anarchic structure systems. These tools of powers
holistically don’t explain the impacts of intended foreign policy actions, their reactions and reactions in response of reactions (See Figure 1.3). In this regard, the UICA endeavors to rehighlight the importance of neo-classical realism, mixture of classical realism and neorealism
paradigms to further explain the gap in these existing realistic theoretical approaches of IR.
The question arises what are unintended consequences (UIC)? Phenomenologically, the
term of unintended consequences was used by Robert K. Merton, an American sociologist in
1936 in his book On Social Structure and Science. He narrates that UIC are the unforeseen
results due to actor’s determined and rational actions. He further explains that the unintended
consequence is a socially-constructed concept which is indeed a relationship between action and
latent (of a quality or state) existing but not yet developed (or manifest; hidden; concealed)
function (Merton, 1996: 173-175). This relationship (with respect to nature of outcome)
determines the reaction as well as re-actions. Simply, they are unidentified results which are
unavoidable (from the actor’s viewpoint). According to R. Vernon (1979: 59), “Unintended
consequences may arise as the cumulative outcome of similar actions performed simultaneously
or consecutively by a number of actors.” He explains the phenomenon of “unintended
consequences” in political theory. Moreover, Karapin (2016: 441) explains this concept in the
following words;
“Unintended consequences abound in politics and policy making due to the complexity of
political and social life, and the incalculability of the strategic interactions that may emerge when
a political actor tries to achieve a result. No agent has complete control in the messy realm of
human affairs. No campaign, edict decision, or legislation can seamlessly produce its desired
outcome, because every enactment engages a field of subjects with their own intentions, desires,
purposes and strategies. Policies may trigger resistance or compensatory behavior.”

With the passage of time, this concept becomes a widely-used phenomenon in different
field and become a law (Robert, 1996: 178). He illuminates that the law of unintended
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consequences says that any rational action has (unplanned) results which are not normally part of
the actor’s planned purpose and practices. There are two possibilities: the actor(s) may anticipate
and observe these results or may not. These consequences may unexpectedly be beneficial or
detrimental or neutral in their impact. In the case of best favorable scenario, states’ actions may
produce both the planned outcomes and unplanned benefits. In the case of worse scenario, states
fail to gain the desired results and to diffuse the original problem. As a result, negative impacts
make the real problem worst.
a. Classification of Unintended Consequences
Perri (2014: 674) illuminates viewpoint of policy researcher that unintended
consequences are avoidable if policy-makers can reduce incidence or severity of unintended
consequences, usually by improving their better understanding of this concept and prior
anticipation of the foreign policy goals. Conversely, many political scientists argue that policymakers can’t minimize incidence or severity of the UIC because these are unavoidable. A few
believe that when the UIC are considered as a ‘law’, variation in its aforementioned paths/types
is indefinite (unclear) because of their random occurrence and inevitability. However, he asserts
that these claims need to be examined scientifically and empirically because “there are different
understandings of what a ‘law’ of unintended consequences would claim, but none is entirely
clear” (Perri, 2014: 674). And, he maintains the arguments that study of archival resources
exhibit that variation in unintended consequences can be made definitely which are unwelcome
UIC and welcome UIC. For instance, he has labeled the unexpected drawback as unhappy or
unwelcome consequences are unanticipated outcomes of rational foreign policy. Sometimes,
these are anticipated as possibilities but unexpected. He (2014: 674) expresses that these
possibilities are ‘risks knowingly run’ (Perri, 2014: 674). Second type is welcome unintended
consequence which can be called unexpected benefit in this study. “When a hoped-for outcome
comes as a welcome surprise (for example, because of its particular causal without examining
evidence about what policymakers did anticipate or intend” or “absence of anticipation or
intention is often inferred from the fact that a policy’s outcomes are unwelcome” or “it can be
regarded as a ‘despairing hope’” (Perri, 2014: 675). Furthermore, Hirschman (1991: 7-9)
classifies unintended consequences as: (1) cases of welcome surprises; (2) cases of futility (null
effect); (3) cases of perversity (undermining the interests policymakers intend to gain); and (4)
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cases of jeopardy (undermining other [minor] goals policymakers and decision-makers care
about.
Karapin (2016: 441) draws a picture of classification among unintended consequences as
a political act of states [in IR] in an excellent way, but in simple words;
“Sometimes the unintended consequence is immediate and direct, so there is no doubt about cause
and effect, while in other cases the causes of the surprising outcome are multiple and yet our
minds may fasten onto the intentional action that evidently did not pan out as expected. When a
political act leads to a surprising outcome, observers sometimes conclude that collective action is
essentially perverse – that efforts to create change end up producing the opposite of their desired
result. That such unintended consequences exist, however, need not lead us to despair that public
action is futile and that states and other political agents lack capacity to create change in the
direction they intend. For one thing, not all unintended consequences are opposite of their
intentions. For another, not all of them are undesirable. Finally, not all unintended consequences
are unforeseeable. (This is why Max Weber, in reminding us that a politics of good intentions is
never enough, ascribes to politicians responsibility for the foreseeable consequences of their
actions).”

b. Causation Mechanism and Factors
Perri (2014: 675) has provided the basis of studying this concept regarding identifying
the kinds of causation mechanism which operates after initiation the policy-formulation process
and during execution. These mechanisms are: (1) actor-centred mechanism (e.g. to study the
unintended consequences of an actor’s policy actions); (2) system-centred mechanism (to study
the unintended consequences of policy taken by the system/organization at large over the actors
within a system); and (3) actor-and-system-centred mechanism highlighted by Merton.
Hirschman’s (1991: 35-36) sheds light on the relationship between actor-level intentions and
system-centred outcomes.
Moreover, these mechanisms talk about causing factors inducing changes in structures
at different levels in terms of dynamics rather than constraints. Because, the changes/dynamics
are the unintended effects of external forces that direct the actor to react against this irrational
effect. Analytically, dynamics, in these mechanisms, can produce both internally and externally.
All these mechanisms deal with both internal cause and external cause as well.ii Perri elaborates
that the available literature of UIC uses different analysis method to demonstrate the
significance of a specific casual factor (external or internal or both) within one study or
different studies. According to Perri (2014: 673) comparative analysis is a proper method to
find out causal factor(s) for the UIC. [Therefore, in this study, comparative analysis has been
used to demonstrate both external and internal causal factors for finding the unintended
consequences for Afghanistan and South Asian region].
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c. Contributing Variables
Moreover, Metron explains that there are two causing/contributing variables of
unintended consequences: (1) intentions of human being (actor/state/state’s leadership) and (2)
systems (circumstances) in the light of time and space. These two variables contribute in shaping
the UICA. Additionally, Vernon (1979: 59) mentions the significance of unintended
consequences in a political theory in a sense that the nature of the changing unintended
consequences is determined due to two variables, i.e., (1) variety of term (changing human
behavior or intentionality) and (2) diversity in the context (complex systems) as mentioned in the
very beginning of this chapter. Both variables apparently seem dependent on each other,
proportionally. However, the first represents the human behavior and intention and this acts as an
independent variable, as a Professor of Queen Mary University of London explains that
“Intention and anticipation can vary independently” (Perri, 2014: 647).
Along this, Baylis et al explain the causing factor which changes the intention of the
state(s) in these words “the relative distribution of power in the international system is the key
independent variable to understanding important international outcomes such as war and peace,
alliance politics and the balance of power” (2008: 98). They further add that this international
distribution of power put impacts on the states’ behavior, mostly their power-seeking behavior,
which causes to change the context (anarchy in the system(s) at regional or global level), which
acts as the dependent variable. The factor of human behavior that identifies the nature of
unintended consequences forces the state to understand the changing dynamics of systems
(circumstances or diversity in the context or system) and react accordingly. In modern times, the
law of unintended consequences is frequently evoked in accordance with complex systems. The
changing geopolitical dynamics and security patterns in the complex systems define the changes
in intentions of the actors and vice versa to some degree. Consequently, any rational action that
is taken in a complex system (which nature is not identified) is certain to have unintended
consequences. Briefly, the changing human intention triggers the diversity in system or
environment to alter and produce unwanted results. Such a case would qualify Vernon’s
approach that human behavior independently causes the entire context to change. [Contributing
variables of the UIC have been drawn after studying the prevailing approaches in realist theory.
See annexure IV interprets the significance of unintended consequences approach in
international relations].
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Part II
1.1.2 Unintended Consequences Approach in International Relations in Realist Paradigm
The principle of human’s nature of converting intentions into actions may apply in the
context of state’s relationship and its diplomatic endeavors in international relations. A state’s
rationalistic action is a reflection of its past event. A state is always known to some extent about
its consequences based on historical experiences. These intended consequences develop a
fearing thought which push states to react irrationally and face the unknown consequences to
the state. In simple way, unintended consequences can be defined that every action has a
reaction which determines the further re-actions. It is a mixture of past and present experiences
so that misreading of the past action pushes the state into unexpected circumstances in the
current situation. Every human’s rationalistic action has irrationalistic effects/consequences,
which determines his next action. For, human wishes to escape from the consequence of his
actions, he re-act with known and intended approach which have unpacked as well as
unintended consequential reality and so forth. This cycle of intended actions, reactions and
further re-actions to the sequential unintended consequences goes on
The idea of unintended consequences cannot only understand by looking into the
sequential actions of the history, but there is need to connect them with prospective idea. Vernon
(1979: 59-60) explains that a historical event in political history is made significant when there
is a clear result of the actions. This result may appear in the form of collision and coordination.
The level of studying the conflict and concord can be varied from individual level to the
governments and so forth. As per analysis of UICA in the light of prevailing realistic approaches
in Annexure IV, there are two cases. In the first case, two or more states’ interests collide with
each other and develop conflict of interests due to which states perform offensively [offensive
Realism] and may lead towards the escalation of conflict in the form of war. In the latter case, to
escape from the conflict, states move towards settling down the situation through various means
and enact defensively [defensive realism] [See Figure 2 ‘Essential Types of Structural Realism’
in Annexure IV]. The purpose of defensive enactment is to seek peace.
Therefore, Generally speaking, the unintended consequences are figured more
consistently as the undesired outcomes. But this statement can be disqualified by the fact that
scope (positivity or negativity) of the unintended consequences can only be defined after
analyzing the rational and intended objectives of the foreign policy of an actor concerned. As it
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can be defined in terms of action and reaction with both positive and negative outcomes
depending upon the intended desires of an actor. Therefore it is argued that not all unintended
consequences are undesirable, or in other words the unintended outcomes may add to the
intended goals described in the rationally defined foreign policy objectives of a state.
1.1.2.1 Classification among Unintended Consequences:
Keeping above discussion in view, the unintended consequences in international relations
can be mapped along three different classifications;
1. Unexpected benefit: the unplanned outcomes of foreign policies which are welcome surprise
or positive unexpected benefit.
2. Unexpected drawback: this despairing surprise can be unexpected drawback that is
unexpectedly detriment taking place in addition to the planed outcome of the policy. For
instance, entrapment in diplomatic brinkmanship not necessarily of a state’s own making
[See glossary for brinkmanship];
3. Perverse Outcome: An (undesirable) perverse result that is opposed to what has originally
been intended. This result is simply mentioned as “backfire”. The irrational policies that
actually undermine a state’s interests and make the problem worse.
Concerning the third classification in this dissertation, states operate and enact rationally
to preserve their national interests through both hard and soft foreign policy tools. But what is
known by history is that states do perversely in response of unexpected consequences of their
previous [destructive] actions. When they do something, don’t do with unintended consequences.
Things happen which they don’t plan on, so now they have to respond to that unknown impacts.
Hence, there is a spiraling effect or snowball effect of a state’s policies and practices of other
actions. In this way, these actions may become larger, graver, more serious and even probably
potentially perilous or disastrous, though it might be valuable and beneficial as well. As the
result of this effect of unintended consequences of realistic rational-policies, a state may get
favorable results or detrimental results or neutral.
Having said that, the unintended consequences may be defined in international relations
as undesirable outcomes of the states’ desirable rational interest-oriented foreign policy actions
and practices. In the case of best favorable scenario, states’ actions may produce both the
planned outcomes and unplanned benefits. This is a situation of peace in international relations
in the anarchic environment of world politics, in which states prefer to purse defensive foreign
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policy [avoid direct war]. Or, a state’s action may produce the desired outcomes and state may
even get the undesired benefits. In the case of worse scenario, states fail to gain the desired
results and to diffuse the original problem. As a result, negative impacts make the real problem
worse that leads to the war-like or conflicting situation in international as well as regional
politics.
1.1.2.2 Causing Factors and Mechanisms
If Perri’s description of constraints at different levels is concluded in terms of IR, Waltz
(1979: 3) labels the constraints which develop at external level (anarchy). Similarly Meashiemer
entitles externally-developed constraint as hegemony, as he said ‘states gain power for the
guarantee of its own survival’ (2001: 169). Buzan & Wæver (2003: 11) describe the external
constraint (anarchy or hegemony) at the sub-system (regional) level within an international
system. On the other hand, Morgenthau (1954: 12) considers a state’s capabilities as constraints
which cause to change its intentions. Also, Perri’s causation mechanisms are closely associated
with Barry Buzan’s unit of analysis to study the security dynamics. The actor-centred mechanism
is understood as to study the unintended consequences of an actor’s policy actions and he names
it domestic. The other is system-centred mechanism (e.g. to study the unintended consequences
of policies of hegemon or powerful state within a sub-system or system. Its interaction with the
players within a system level labeled as regional or inter-regional level affects the politics of
entire system). Merton’s actor-and-system-centred mechanism means to study the unintended
consequences of close neighbors’ policies over their interplay and have spillover effect within
the system of system means within a regional set up of global system). In this regard,
Hirschman’s (1991) explanation of actor-level intentions and system-centred outcomes (Figure
no. 1.1) can be comprehended by taking the explanation of Wirtz 2006’s strategic strikes to
understand the relationship of third mechanism as per causation factor in International relation
that these strikes are surprises which would be exogenous (external), whereas unintended
consequences of these shocks would be induced endogenously (internally) by actors’ own
actions. And, their consequences would be for the whole system. For example, the USSR’s
invasion of Afghanistan was a surprise for Pakistan, the US and rest of the world and its
unintended consequences could have affected the Soviet Union, Afghanistan, Pakistan and the
entire world. Similarly, US’s invasion of Afghanistan in 2001 was the unwelcome unintended
consequences in which policymakers’ policy actions of Bush administration contributed to
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outcomes not only for the subsequent governments of US which have been entangled in this war
but also for the Afghanistan itself, and the regional and trans-regional players.
Figure No. 1.1: Merton’s actor-and-system-centred mechanism
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Buzan’s Regional Security Complex theory (IRCT) offers the same kind of mechanism
for the analysis of security dynamics and geopolitical interactions among the unit-actors within a
system and inter-related systems in order to highlight causing factors. This theory systematically
links “the study of internal conditions, relations among units in the region, relations between
regions, and the interplay of regional dynamics with globally acting powers” (Buzan & Waever,
2003: 52).
1.1.2.3. Defining Variables: Commonality between Existing Approaches of Realism and
Unintended Consequences (Intentionality and Complex Systems)
By keeping the details of contributing variables of unintended consequences in aforementioned conceptual basis portion in mind, it is pertinent to look into how commonality is
found between the existing approaches of realism and unintended consequences regarding
intentionality and complex systems, which contribute in shaping the security dynamics for the
basic units (states) of the international as well as regional complexes.
Based on the literature review, the concept of unintended consequences has been
identified into an approach as an extended form of realism. It shows the irrationality aspect of
foreign policy on the basis of the identified variables which are core concepts of rationallyoriented foreign policy attitudes and actions. The innate complexity of the world system and the
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chaotic nature provide the basis of anarchy in system due to changing capabilities and relative
distribution of power of small units/actors which are key parts of the structure of the world
system (Waltz, 1979: 23). These actors respond differently to changes in the environment of the
whole system), as human nature (including interest-oriented attitude, perverse irrational motives,
self-deception, fears (security dilemma) and status quo) alters. For this, the role of a state’s
leadership matters a lot and acts as intervening variable. As Baylis et al (2008: 99) states, “One
intervening variable is leaders themselves how they perceive the international distribution of
power.” He (2008: 93) further explains that the neo-classical realists conclude that the first
priority for state’s leadership is to ensure their survival. Under the anarchic international and
regional environments, the state’s survival cannot be guaranteed (Baylis et al, 2008: 93). Another
place Baylis et al (2008: 99) highlight that other systemic factors, such as the perceptions of state
leaders, the motivation of

state leadership and state-society relationships, are considered

important to influence the behavior [intentionality] of states.
Another neo-classical realist thinker, Fareed Zakaria (1998: 3-4) builds up the role of
state leadership aspect in a different perspective in his theory of state-centric realism that the
intervening variable of state strength can be defined as the ability of a state [leadership] to direct
and mobilize the state’s resources at its disposal in the pursuit of particular self-interests.
Similarly, Baylis (2008: 99-100) expand Zakaria’s view that [in sense of leadership role]
“different types of state possess different capacities to translate the various elements of national
power into state power.
Thus, contrary to Waltz, all states cannot be treated as “like units”. Besides, one more
neo-classical realist, Stephen Walt (2002: 211) places “domestic politics” as an intervening
variable in-between the distribution of power (in external complex structure systems) and foreign
policy behavior. In this way, insecurity (security dilemma) and status quo become extraneous
variablesiii ─ which generate from the aforesaid factors created by human nature and influence
the link between cause-and-effect variables and affect state’s foreign policy behavior and
anarchic world system. Therefore, weak states ignore the past [planned] policy experiences and
focus on the present reaction. Their foreign policies are reactionary and the concept of
unintended consequences in the politics demands to study this reactionary approach in view of
time and space perspective, and aforementioned causes. The existing theoretical approaches of
classical and neorealism in international relations have been studied under the rule of time and
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space. The classical realism provides the grounds for human behavior and neorealism talks about
the changing nature of system of the international political order. Vernon highlights that the idea
of unintended consequence is a cumulative experience of past and present, as McGregor (1956:
93) states that the past (history) contributes largely in understanding of the present. It is
noteworthy that this approach, unlikely the other realism approaches, does not depend upon time
and space limit. Classical realism paved the way to comprehend the human nature based anarchic
system presented by the neorealism. See figure no. 1.24 how different contributing variables
affect the states’ foreign policy attitudes and actions.
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Figure no. 1.2: Contributing Variables affects the States’ Foreign Policy
War
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Future

1.1.2.4 Theoretical Approaches: Realism, Geopolitics and Unintended Consequences
It has been common history of international relations, a single geopolitical change in this
anarchic world order compel states to react without knowing the consequences of their actions in
future. The major power and small states mostly could not realize about the dangerous outcomes
of their actions. It has become a practice of IR, one state rationally react something in response
to a particular event or development, which can be an unexpected drawback or unexpected
benefit or perverse result. But the actions in relations to reactions are normally taken by states
with an irrational approach into consideration. Hence, a high degree of irrationality is found
while presenting foreign policy ends and performing foreign policy means through rational
foreign policy tools, i.e., hard power or soft power [or both as smart power]. However, when
states re-act in response of irrational actions and reactions, they use smart power in her
diplomacy instead of hard and soft power tools. This irrationality is in a sense how much a state
plans with great accuracy; there are always a lot of unplanned outcomes because a state doesn’t
focus on past geopolitics. Considerably, states either major or small mostly focus on the present
geopolitics. Because, a well-know saying is that history repeat itself. States have proportionally
calculated the present and past geopolitics. In short, it can be said that history in international
relations is driven by unintended consequences. Therefore, a retrospective-prospective aspect of
the UICA is necessary to know about linkage between the states’ present reactions in response to
past actions in the context of geopolitics.
Geopolitics has emerged as a phenomenal concept in strategic studies of International
Relations during the twentieth century. Different strategists of realism schools of thought have
defined geopolitics as “an approach that pays attentions to the requirements of equilibrium”
according to Henry Kissinger (Gray & Sloan, 1999: 1). Gilmartin and Kofman (2004: 113)
present the concept of geopolitics in such a way that as term geopolitics stimulates “ideas” of
empire/nation-state, war and diplomacy. In fact, geopolitics is the way of state(s) “controlling
and competing for territory” in a specific regional/global setup. Though, in theory, states use
geopolitics for having territorial control and competition psychologically by creating
“geographically based images” (Flint, 2006: 13). This is to say that a powerful player builds
hype in geopolitical realities and this has been a common practice of superpowers/regional
powers. In the perspective of theory, geopolitics has been defined as “a theoretical postulate in
which states’ foreign policies are determined by their location, natural resources and physical
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environment” (Kegley, 2008: 66). In simple words, geopolitics is a combination of geographical
configuration and historical experiences of politics. Moreover, it is a set of foreign policy and
national security goals, shaped by geography, which is deemed an important factor of national
power as well as strategy. In this way, the policymakers and government of any state exploit
geographical dimension [of a specific area] for securing its strategic interests. Every state
expresses her national interests through its foreign policy actions and decisions, wherein
elements of geography and historical developments play very significant role.
Realism emerged in light of the complex structural [geopolitical] changes in international
anarchic system have been occurred due to rising powers (within different regions) and rapidly
changing security dynamics of world order. Structural realists hold that structure of international
system is founded on the doctrine of anarchy (Waltz, 1979: 102). As Waltz claims that change in
capabilities of nations occurs, configuration of world structure also transforms resulting in
alternation of nations’ strategies (intentions) eventually. As a result of this decentralized anarchic
international structure, states including regional or extra-regional players are not ready to
compromise their interests-oriented foreign policy goals to cope with unanticipated
consequences, while the world has gone under critical transformations in geopolitics and geoeconomics. For, states, in dealing with unintended consequences of past rationally taken actions
and reactions in present and plan for future, have to re-act irrationally smartly because indeed
“power politics is a historical accident” as per Morgenthau.

Part III
1.2. Application of Rationalist [Realism] Approaches to the Unintended Consequences in
the Continued Volatility of Afghanistan: Perverse Results for Pakistan
This portion deals with the unintended consequences of Afghanistan’s continued volatile
situation and mounting Afghanistan-India relationship for Pakistan mostly in post-9/11 scenario,
however, with the brief historical contextualization of ongoing great game politics. In this study,
the contextualization of geopolitics helps to highlight a set of questions and issues for better
understanding of the unintended consequences due to the volatile Afghanistan and foreign
relations towards Afghanistan. Further, the question of estranged Afghan-Pakistan relationship ─
despite the historical and religious affinity, socio-cultural resemblance between the Pushtun
people of Afghan side and Pakistani side, and geographical proximity ─ has been addressed.
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Moreover, the unintended consequences of insulator (Afghanistan) [see glossary] and regional
security complex bipolar structure can be analyzed at the four interconnected levels: (1)
Domestic or interstate [regional]; (2) Inter-regional level including (i) intrastate (as insulator
Afghanistan is not part of South Asian region), (ii) and its connection with interstate level actors,
(iii) and other continental great power; and (3) Global Level [See figure 1.3].
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Figure No. 1.3 Levels of Analysis for Studying South Asia Regional Security Complex
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1.2.1 Domestic level: The Geopolitical Context of Foreign Relations between India and
Pakistan
Buzan and Wæver (2003: 17) concisely explain that the generation of new third world was
not free of interstate hostility and even war. In the case of India and Pakistan, The past and current
geopolitics of interstate rivalry determined the regional security dynamic of South Asian region.
1.2.1.1. Prime Endogenous Factors
From the day of Pakistan’s independence, the country has been involved in a prolonged
struggle and bitter tussle with India for its survival and sovereignty. Pakistan was preoccupied with
the threat to its very existence from its most mighty, hostile and larger neighbor, India. Pakistan’s
former President Ayub Khan commented several times in his book (1967: 55, 115, 116), “We have
an enemy, an implacable enemy in India…India’s ambition to absorb Pakistan or turn her into a
satellite. The Indian leaders made no secret of their designs. Sardar V.B Patel, the first Indian
Home Minister and the ‘strong man’ of the Congress Party, announced at about the same time,
‘sooner or later, we shall again be united in common alliance to our country.” As the backfire of
old Great Game’s decolonization process and revival of great game-like politics during the Cold
War, India-Pakistan antagonism transformed the South Asian security patterns and regional
geopolitical dynamics into a permanent conflicting zone. Buzan & Wæver (2003: 101-102) present
this point as;
“The South Asian regional security complex (RSC), like most other postcolonial security regions,
came into being as a conflict formation. India and Pakistan were born fighting each other in
1947…Political rivalry based on religion was long-running in South Asia and in that sense
represented continuity…Pakistan was a new state with no particular historical roots...the interstate
conflict between the two biggest powers formed the core of the RSC, and at the domestic level.
Before independence, the process of securitisation was based on Muslim claims for politico-cultural
autonomy. Afterwards, it was partly based on rival claims to territory (especially Kashmir) by the
two new states, partly on status and balance-of-power issues, partly on claims of mutual interference
in domestic instabilities, and partly on the rival principles of legitimacy embedded in their
constitutions.”

On the other hand, Ian Stephens (1953: 108) has elaborated the gloomy picture of
Pakistan’s two-fronted security threats to uncertain future from another dimension, “it was evident
that if, on Pakistan’s birth, coordinated movements opposed to her could be produced in Kashmir
[India] and Afghanistan [Pushtunistan issue], both of them predominantly Muslim territories and
near to one another, the new state might be still-born, crushed by a sort of pincer-movement.”
However, by contrast with India, Pakistan was less obsessed Afghanistan regarding threat to its
security. Thereby, Pakistan joined hands with the US in the SEATO and CENTO for its security
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against India. This defense alliance-making provided the security shield against the traditional
rival. An Indian writer, Niran C. Chaudhuri expresses, “India held pistol at the head of Pakistan
until, in 1954, the American alliance recovered the country from the nightmare” (Burke, 1977:
358).
Though, Afghanistan could pose fewer challenges such as instigating tribal peoples of
NWFP (currently KPK) province of Pakistan. Therefore, India-Afghanistan nexus had been
developing under the umbrella of the Soviet Union; although India had not joined the communist
bloc officially; however it had good diplomatic relations with the USSR in light of Soviet’s
support to non-aligned movement. India-Afghanistan relationship has been developed as per
classical Kautilyan’s theory which says that an enemy’s enemy is (a) friend. Since the
independence, India has found Afghanistan strategically significant to serve its hegemonic designs.
For instance, Afghanistan, in the case of war with Pakistan over the Kashmir issue, would be used
as the second front against the existential threat to Pakistan’s security through the Northwest
frontier. In this manner, Pakistan could have to deal with two front wars. Furthermore, India,
through its alliance with Afghanistan, could have been able to incite the Afghan tribesmen against
Pakistan (in case of Pushtunistan issue). Hence, Ayub (1967: 175) expresses this situation that
India might have been able to corner Pakistan in the regional and international politics and
humiliate its neighbor (Pakistan) by pincer-type movement ─ in which a military maneuvering is
simultaneously done against enemy from two flanks.
In this way, Kashmir and Pushtunistan issues caused to yield a tensed environment for
Pakistan that there was no chance of a silver lining following the Fall of Dhaka (1971) and the
Indian nuclear explosions in 1974 with the help of Soviet Russia further deepened their
differences. Pakistan survival was only in the case of equipping itself with nuclear capability. As it
was said by former Pakistan Premier, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto once declared that “Pakistanis would
rather eat grass or leaves, or even go hungry, but we will get one of our own [Atomic Bomb], than
surrender the nuclear option” (Chellaney, 1993: 122; Bhutto, 1979: 137). Buzan further highlights
that the nuclearisation of South Asia and the sustained military competition helped fuelling the
domestic conflicts. Owing to the over-spilled India-Pakistan rivalry, “the South Asian Association
for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) never amounted to much and has not affected the security
politics of the region” (Buzan & Wæver, 2003: 103). Internal split within South Asian region drew
the outside interventions and allowed superpowers to earn their sphere of influence in this
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conflicted and less-integrated theater until the end of Cold War. The clear manifestation of
following developments ─ nuclear might in 1998, and the history of three full wars (1948, 1965
and 1971) and two limited battles (Run of Kutch of 1965 and Kargil war of 1998) to gain Kashmir
─ deepened the differences and confrontations among both belligerents.
Increasing arm and nuclear races around with India’s Kautilyan legacy have enhanced
Pakistan’s fears and apprehensions about the ever-increasing Indian hegemonic intentions in South
Asia. Moreover, India has allegedly been blaming Pakistan for infiltration and assistance of
terrorists across Kashmir and in Indian Punjab. For instance, the Punjab chief minister, Mr. Surjit
Singh Barnala urged the center to ask Pakistan through diplomatic channels not to help terrorists in
Punjab (FBIS South Asia Report, 1986). Likewise, following tragic incident of 9/11, “India started
blame-game of Pakistan’s involvement in cross-border terrorism and put all blames about
Parliament attack and Sirinagar attack on Pakistan” (Jahangir, 20 August 2010). In the post-9/11
scenario, India opened confrontation on several fronts. Pakistan’s concerns increased due to the
changing South Asian dynamics owing to Indian massive military build-up, ingress in
Afghanistan, Indian-US civil nuclear deal of 2008. Despite all the differences, a series of
composite dialogues were continued during different intervals, however, the 26/11 Mumbai attacks
derailed Pakistan’s inclination toward India for normalization started under the pressure of sole
power of world politics [United States] because of Pakistan’s role of front-line ally in the Global
War on Terror.
Holistically, even in the twenty-first century, the India-Pakistan traditional hostility is
continued to burn around the basic following long-standing issues; (1) Kashmir, (2) cross-border
terrorism, (3) Communal and religious questions, (4) Indian rising power status (5) Military
competition escalated by the increasing nuclear weapons and missile capabilities [threat of indirect
war] (6) Pakistan feared the Indian hegemonic designs after signing the Indian-US civil nuclear
deal, and (7) and imperialistic Indian intentions in Afghanistan since the GWOT of 2001. Buzan,
Rizvi & Foot (1986: 14) are of opinion, “these two countries were born locked into a complicated
rivalry that defined the central security problem for each of them. They easily overawed the
smaller states, which were geographically entangled within their sphere, and so fell naturally into a
power rivalry with each other.” India-Pakistan antagonistic history and geographical proximity
determine the complex security dynamics of the South Asian region. Regional Security Complex
in South Asian region has been several unintended consequences such as rigid bipolarity, tensed
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environment due to enduring India-Pakistan animosity, lack of functional institutions and so forth
[See Figure 1.4].
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Figure no. 1.4: Regional Security Complex Structure of South Asian Region
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Unfortunately, both key players could not have moved towards eradication of core
conflicts [including Kashmir] so that they focused on growing economic interdependence and
regional connectivity. Former President Pervaiz Musharraf (2004) articulated in a press
conference, “we [India and Pakistan] are like two elephants in South Asia, trampling the grass in
our fight…Look where it has taken us. South Asian is one of the poorest regions and our
economy refuses to take off because of our preoccupation with this dispute [Kashmir].” After
Kashmir, Afghanistan became an additional conflicting factor between India and Pakistan in
post-9/11, while India started increasing its role under the social and humanitarian means to
threaten Pakistan with the US collaborations regarding its Afghanistan policy. “For a long time
US almost exclusively relied on Pakistan in its Afghan policy especially after 9/11, but later
realized India’s strategic importance in its attempts to contain China and to contain terrorism,
shifted towards India slowly. US saw Pakistan unable/unwilling to contain terrorism in
Afghanistan etc and didn’t like Pakistan getting closer to China. Triumph began to look to India
to salvage its situation in Kabul” (A.K.Pasha, personal communication, July 24, 2018).
Therefore, India and Pakistan relationship possess the zero-sum position which is the gain of one
is the loss of other. Therefore, their offensive and antagonistic approaches undermine the
domestic security of the South Asia. This interstate conflict is appearing more complex because
India, as rising power, has been trying to create a uni-centered security complex and has
succeeded somehow in breaking the [rigid] bipolarity security pattern in the region vis-à-vis
Pakistan. Conversely, Pakistan could not have made itself strong internally on account of its
unstable political system and mal-governance, corruption, weak institutionalization, fragile
economic condition, lack of visionary leadership, religious and ethnic issues, unfair autonomy of
army and agencies and their influential role in politics, religious and identity issues, nonavailability of timely justice, lack of rule of law, lack of socio-political cohesion in the society,
absence of peace and security because of terrorism, and unbalanced and reactionary foreign
policy. Therefore, Pakistan’s intrastate stability and strength not only is the key to its security but
also pertinent to sustain the bipolarity of South Asian regional security complex and balance-ofpower dynamics.
1.2.2 Interregional and Global Levels: The Geopolitical Context of Foreign Relations
towards Afghanistan
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In this level, a relationship between Afghanistan’s volatile situation and South Asian key
players (Pakistan and India) has been discussed in this part along with roles of China (as a
continental great power) and the US (sole superpower).
While a state opts a certain foreign policy attitude and act accordingly, it has to keep its
internal as well as external results into consideration which may be negative or positive or
perverse. And, more important, a country’s actions may determine the success and failure of its
foreign policy. Similarly, Pakistan’s Afghan foreign policy has seen several variations in
different time which put far-reaching irrational consequences for the country’s own society,
security and survival. The implications of the Afghan catastrophe can be seen since preindependence. However, the serious impacts started after the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan
in 1979 and casted heinous shadows after the USSR withdrawal. However, the US invasion of
Afghanistan in 2001 grew stronger and longer the shadows of the previous penetration of the
superpower in Afghanistan. The negative impacts of these two invasions have left profound
impressions not only on the historical, eco-political, socio-cultural, religious and even strategic
landscapes of Afghanistan but also of Pakistan. For studying the aforesaid types of unintended
consequences, it is the need of study to look at the historical geopolitical developments in
Pakistan-Afghanistan relations for understanding the present geopolitics with prospective
thinking.
1.2.2.1 Major Exogenous Factors: Afghanistan’s Volatile Situation
Geopolitically and historically, Afghanistan has been critically located at the crossroads
of South and Central Asia and Middle East. In the early twentieth century, the renowned Indian
poet, Mohammad Iqbal, portrayed Afghanistan as “the heart of Asia,” while British India’s
Viceroy, Lord Curzon (1899-1905), called this land “the cockpit of Asia” (Rashid, 2001: 7).
Therefore, Afghanistan has hosted several overtly-and-covertly-held geostrategic competitions
and remained a constant target of the unwelcome drawbacks of the intentional policy actions of
the old Great Game players adopted by Russia and Britain throughout this classical geopolitical
rivalry. The irrational consequences created a security dilemma in Afghanistan and made it a
cockpit which has been witnessing permanent power jockeying and destruction due to [direct]
wars or war-like conditions [indirect wars such as insurgency]. Moreover, the everlasting
instability of intrastate Afghan land had been characterized by back and forth foreign patronage
of different rulers and groups which not only destroyed the political structure but also disunited
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Afghan people by distorting the concept of Afghan nationalism, established by Ahmad Shah
Durrani. The societal fragility and political volatility promoted the culture of warlordism that
exacerbated the internal miseries of the Afghan people. Such internal and external geo-political
maneuverings did not allow Afghanistan to adopt a consensus-based independent foreign policy
and thus maintained a semi-independent status of Afghanistan in the international arena.
Throughout the old Great Game under Britain’s suzerainty until 1919, Afghanistan was
given a geopolitical status of buffer zone against the Czarist Russian expansion that was stopped
at River Oxus in Central Asia following signing a peaceful agreement of 1907 that was
apparently considered the end of this game. However, the power struggle continued throughout
the twentieth century, including W.W.I and W.W.II. In the first half of twentieth century,
Afghanistan was a domain of Germany influence after 1919 and became “the cockpit” of W.W.II
in the Asian canvas with new players and new policy actions with a new struggle in the form of
the Cold War which forced the old Great Game’s player of Soviet Union to join hands against
the new opponent of the US in Afghanistan.
The old Great Game, an intentional policy action of both Russia and Britain, did not only
demolish the political stability of Afghanistan but also rendered problems and territorial disputes
with the proximate regions particularly with Pakistan through the Durand Line (DL) drawn in
1893. Here, it is pertinent to note that the DL was considered as an arbitrary line which is totally
a misconception, as Burke has explained (1973: 87) “It [Durand Line] generally follows tribal
boundaries, separating those [western] tribe which go to market in Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu,
Tank and Quetta from those with economic links with Khorasan, having Kabul, Ghazni and
Kandhar as their market towns. Only in two cases, the Mohmands and the Wazirs is a tribe
divided.” Because, during this geopolitical competition, the western side regions of today’s
Pakistan (Baluchistan, FATA, KPK, Gilgit and Baltistan) were the part of Afghans’ Durrani
Empire and were forcefully detached from the mainland of Afghanistan by colonial Britain
through de facto boundary division of Durand Line to gain three-folded interests: (1) to minimize
the security dilemma to the British Indian colony from the Russians’ aggressive advancement
towards south (Keay, 1979: 275) , (2) to diminish the Afghan power and divide the Pushtun
population, and (3) to strengthen its strategic footing in British India for retaining Britain’s
Asiatic colonies-based empire (Sergeev, 2013: 23) afterwards losing other colonies across the
globe .
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a) Tensed Pakistan-Afghanistan Ties
By the nefarious design of demarcation of the DL as an international border, the colonial
British government allocated the buffer zone status to Afghanistan in South Asia against the
huge white beer. The decolonization and partition in South Asian region increased significance
of Afghanistan. Since the geopolitical game of the Cold War set in, superpower rivalry between
the US and Soviet Union revitalized on the one hand and Pakistan-Afghanistan relations got
strained on the other. In the first case, Afghanistan became the indirect sphere of influence of the
communist USSR, but not with the intention of old Great Game empire building objective. In the
latter case, India started exploiting the DL issue by supporting Afghanistan.
Just after the partition of Indian subcontinent, Pakistan had the security threat from India
and had to come intentionally under the influence of the capitalist bloc without foreseeing
unintended consequences. The steadily growing closeness between the communist superpower
and Afghanistan’s monarchical regime made Afghanistan Pakistan’s most strategically important
Muslim neighbors because after India, Afghanistan had been the second major key of Pakistan’s
foreign policy. Furthermore, the other developments, from Afghanistan side, caused uneasy
Afghanistan-Pakistan relationship which were the perverse results of the colonial power
(Britain)’s rational policies of the nineteenth century Great Game. For instance, immediately in
the post-independence of Pakistan (December 1947), the Pashtunistan stunt was used by the
Afghan government for which it refused to accept the Durand Line as a de jure international
boundary between Pakistan and Afghanistan, and laid a claim to the entire North West Frontier
Province (currently KPK) for the formation of a Pushtun state within the borders of Pakistan, i.e.,
Pushtunistan. For this reason, Afghan government casted the only dissenting vote against
Pakistan for the United Nations membership. Pakistan declined all such kinds of claims made by
the Afghan government, considering these proposals a direct threat to Pakistan’s territorial
integrity and interference in the country’s (Pakistan) internal affairs.
Here, it is noteworthy to comprehend that there were two driving forces behind
Afghanistan’s anti-Pakistan rational foreign policy attitude and actions. The ex-Pakistani
President Ayub Khan described the two drivers along these lines that while Pakistan came into
being, the Afghan leadership had two misconceptions (Ziring, Braibanti & Wriggins, 1977: 174175); (1) Due to the India’s constant propaganda about the uncertain situation of Pakistan and
her survival as a separate state, Afghan leadership firmly believed in this and decided to lay
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claims on the areas which were now part of Pakistan before this country might disintegrate.
Thus, Afghanistan claimed on Pushtunistan. (2) There was in the attitude of the Afghan leaders
themselves. If Pakistan would survive and the Indian assumptions proved wrong, Afghan rulers
believe that Pakistan would be a democratic [capitalist] country which would obviously
undermine the position of the monarchs in Afghanistan. Hence, they thought that by these claims
in hands, they would be able to pressurize Pakistan.
Hence, it appears from these drivers that the reservations of Afghan rulers were basically
fueled by self-deception and fears that the establishment of a democratic Pakistan in Kabul’s
neighborhood would have undesirable repercussions on the Afghanistan’s legitimate
constitutional monarchy. Moreover, this argument can be built up on theoretical preposition of
Robert Jervis (1978: 168) who expresses that “when there are believed to be tight linkages
between domestic and foreign policy or between the domestic policies of two states the quest for
security may drive states to interfere preemptively in the domestic politics of others in order to
provide an ideological buffer zone.” In this regard, Afghan leaders had security dilemma that it
would treat with Afghanistan rationally like the colonial power of Britain and made the country a
buffer zone because as a result of following surprise outcomes of the old Great Game;
1. Afghan territory had been transformed into a land-locked country through imposed borders
(of River Oxus with (Tajikistan) Central Asia and Durand Line with Pakistan) to make it
dependent on the British Indian colony for both land and sea trade. Additionally, Kabul was
economically fragile as compared to Peshawar. Thereby, the DL might have been a source of
creating societal dissatisfaction among the Afghan Pushtuns, who shared very close ethnic
affiliations with Pakistan‘s Pushtuns. Thus, this matter might cause to promote economic
instability in Afghanistan.
2. Demarcation of DL as international boundary was indeed a direct attack of ethnic identity of
the Pushtuns and heinous British designs during the old Great Game. Pushtunistan was the
demand for re-union of ethnic identity of the Pushtun nation. “Pashtunistan in historic
imagery of Pashtun nation has been portrayed as an historical shared homeland and they
considered that this homeland was divided in 1893 in order to serve the nefarious designs of
British government” (Javaid, 2016: 138).
3. As a result of decolonization and demise of Britain colonial empire after the W.W.II, British
had to go for communal partition of Indian subcontinent as a perverse effect of ongoing great
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game politics even in the twentieth century. Afghanistan considered that this communal
division in terms of creation of India and Pakistan ought to have further ripple-effects on the
north-western territory and a Pashtuns homeland would be come into being (Javaid, 2016:
139). Majority of Afghan policymakers and decision-makers deemed Pakistan’s
independence to be a result of ethnic tensions other than the ideological and religious reasons
behind its formation.
Afterward, while Pakistan joined the US-led security alliances (i.e., the SEATO and the
CENTO) with the intention of elevating its security risk vis-à-vis India, Afghanistan fell into the
USSR bloc and also came under the influence of India due to the NAM. 4 The AfghanistanSoviet-India nexus became another irritant in developing cordial relationship between
Afghanistan and Pakistan. India continuously supported Afghanistan on the issue of
Pushtunistan. For instance, in October 1958, All-India Pushtun Jirga was conducted in Delhi in
which numerous resolutions were conceded including demands made in support of Pushtunistan
issue (Jafri, 1976: 65). More importantly, India-Afghanistan axis exploited the Pukhtunistan
issue with the backing of the USSR. Particularly, India continuously supported Afghanistan on
the issue of Pushtunistan.
Consequently, Afghan-Pakistani antagonisms widened from 1947 to 1979, all rulers in
Kabul remained close to New Delhi which had profound cordial ties with the Soviet Union.
Moreover, a close military relationship among Kabul, New Delhi and Moscow was a great
existential apprehension for Islamabad because of two reasons: (1) Afghanistan might have
exploited from the hands of Soviet Union and India to gain their interest-oriented objectives
against Pakistan. Islamabad wanted to settle its territorial disputes with Afghanistan and Iran
because it had to bear the brunt of Pushtunistan issue and tensed relations with Iran. (2) The
strained relations with Afghanistan could have created a threat to Pakistan’s survival because
subcontinent has been invaded historically 90 times from the north (Burke & Ziring, 1990: 85);
as the Soviets had established its strong political hegemony, strategic control and military
presence in Afghanistan before the (April) Saur revolution of 1979 under the Marxist theory of
recification (social and humanitarian means). Afghanistan had totally become dependent on the
USSR for transportation which was a serious apprehension for the United States’ policymakers
who pressurized Pakistan to provide Afghanistan a transit route or a railway link for the trade
with the aim of decreasing the latter’s dependency on the Cold War rival (Javaid, 2016: 140).
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Later on, particularly during 1965 and 1971 India-Pakistan wars, these developments proved the
unexpected benefits for Pakistan; (1) Afghanistan didn’t attempt to capitalize the war against its
neighbor, and (2) both Afghanistan and Iran decided to pursue neutral stance during the 1971
war.
Meanwhile, the East Pakistan catastrophe (formation of independent Bangladesh) made it
obvious to Pakistan’s foreign policymakers; (1) the country’s defense couldn’t be guaranteed
until and unless its relationship with Muslim neighbors (Iran and Afghanistan) are reshaped for
greater collaboration, and (2) the cooperative relations with these two neighboring Muslim states
are important to secure the eastern borders and channelize all military resources of the country to
the eastern border with India. For these objectives, the then Prime Minister Z.A Bhutto of
Pakistan paid a visit to Afghanistan and shortly his wife, Begum Nusrat Bhutto also visited
Kabul. During these visits, several economic agreements were concluded. But soon, Pakistan had
to face unwelcome consequences in 1973 in order to Muhammad Duad’s coming into power
because he was a staunch advocate of Pashtunistan and called this “lost lands” of the Pushtun
nation (Ghaus, 1998: 45). Pakistan got idea about his obsession with this issue during his first
broadcast speech that Pakistan is the sole country in the region with which Afghanistan had
political and territorial disputes. However, he didn’t know enough about this as well. For
instance, in the response of an Indian journalist’s question ‘what does constitute Pashtunistan at
large’, he answered “this is well known” (Mukerjee, 1975: 305).
The Daud’s regime time and again blamed Pakistan for the three consecutive coup
attempts made against him in his tenure, and so did Pakistan for abetting the separatist and
militant entities within Baluchistan and Pashtun tribes bordering Afghanistan. Perhaps this was
the reason that the then Prime Minister Z.A Bhutto wrote a letter to the UN Secretary General,
urging the UN to take practical steps based on the certain proof against Afghanistan’s subversive
activities in Pakistan. The letter said “we have irrefutable evidence that the present Afghan
government is systematically organizing the commission of acts of terrorism through hired
elements” (Mukerjee, 1975: 303). This was followed by the refusal of Afghan President Daoud
to attend the OIC summit hosted by Pakistan on February 21, 1974 rather sent his representative
Abdur Rahman Pajhwak, who seized the opportunity to raise the issue of Pashtunistan but failed
to garner support.
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The situation changed dramatically during the last years of Daoud’s tenure when he and
Bhutto deemed it necessary for peace and harmony to lower the existing tensions between the
two countries. Daoud tried to escape the Soviet bloc and resorted to make flexible and defensive
policies towards Pakistan, India and Iran. Daoud was also convinced to settle the long-standing
issue of Pashtunistan with Pakistan but Bhutto’s government was dismissed in coup by General
Zia ul Haq and thus stalled the negotiation process. The process continued and remained
indecisive until Daoud’s escaping policy towards the Soviets backfired and his government was
toppled down during the Saur Revolution in April 1978.
The Saur Revolution of 1978 brought a significant change in the political setup of Kabul
and turned Afghanistan, once again, to be a satellite state of the USSR. For Pakistan, an alarming
situation was created since it feared the encirclement by a triangular USSR-Afghanistan-India
alliance. The fear became more legitimate when the Soviets invaded Afghanistan on 27th
December 1979. Pakistan not only expected a military adventure by the communist Soviets but
also predicted a possible support to the separatists and militant groups across the border in
Pakistan. With the invasion of Afghanistan on 27th December 1979, Pakistan was confronted
with a direct threat on its western border. ‘‘Even if an armed invasion was a remote possibility,
there was a real concern that Moscow would help separatist movements in Baluchistan and
NWFP [KPK]’’ (Javaid, 2016: 141). Moreover, the Soviets were also aiming to get an access to
the hot waters of the Indian Ocean by unlocking the pathway of Baluchistan. The ex-Foreign
Minister of Pakistan, Abdul Sattar, highlights the challenging situation of Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan in the following words,
“The Soviet military intervention provoked a deep sense of alarm in Pakistan. Suddenly the buffer
disappeared and if the Soviet ruler consolidated their control in Afghanistan they could use it as
springboard to reach the warm waters of the Arabian Sea. Pakistan could not afford to acquiesce in
the Soviet intervention. But neither could it afford a confrontation with a super power” (Sattar,
2001: 283).

In face of the aforesaid “surprise” security challenges for Pakistan and the possible
spread of communism in Afghanistan (close to South Asian region) for the US brought both
countries closer and they found a common ground to limit the Soviet expansionism. After
becoming the ‘most allied ally’ of the US, Pakistan acted as a conduit and armed the mujahedeen
factions against the occupied Soviet forces with weapons and logistics supplied by the United
States as well as China. “The USSR’s grand strategy aimed at encircling China as well as
confronting the US by extending influence in Third World” (Jahangir, 2015: 172). On the other
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hand, the Soviets during their invasion of Afghanistan were aiming to face the US and Chinese
backed forces in the region but over-estimated their commitment and resolve in dealing with
such forces on Afghan soil, instead they came, roamed all over and went back with no fruits in
the basket but frustration and disgrace. Tanner portrayed this point as “they [the Soviets] came
looking for US and China mercenaries and instead found frustration and an opportunity to
murder and loot” (Tanner, 2002: 246). Conversely, the former Afghan President Barbak Karmal
highlighted the elements which funded and trained these forces in Afghanistan and made
destructions by this war to the country at large, in his interview to an Egyptian journalist. Here,
the following excerpt has been taken from FBIS South Asia Report, 23 January 1986
A number of reactionary and imperialist countries organize, train and fiancé the counterrevolutionary elements [mujhedeen] in the countries bordering Afghanistan. I mean Iran, Pakistan,
and China, infiltration, operations and acts of an undeclared war are launched against us [PDPA
government in Afghanistan sponsored by the USSR] from there. Foremost among the countries that
are taking part in the undeclared war against us are the United States, Britain, West Germany, Japan,
China, France, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Egypt ─ particularly during Al-Sadat’s rule ─ and Israel.
The United States has provided the counter-revolutionary elements with more than $1 billion in
order to kill the Afghans and destroy the country. This year alone the U.S. Congress allocated $480
million to fiancé the “undeclared” war against us. The amount of aid the United States has given to
the counter-revolutionary elements is more than 6 times the amount it gave to Afghanistan as aid in
20 years before the revolution. The other countries such as West Germany, Japan, China and Saudi
Arabia, Britain and France gave financial aid to the tune of $800 million.
Despite the close ties between our people and the Pakistani people, Islamabad’s military regime
under Zia-ul-Haq’s leadership has turned Pakistan into a launching point for the counterrevolutionary forces against the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan.
At present there are 120 camps for training in terrorist and military operations on Pakistani territory.
Other groups are being trained in Iran and in Xinjiang province in China.
This undeclared war which our people are confronting is in fact an aggression by the imperialist
countries against the integrity of the Afghan territory and our independence and national
sovereignty. It is part of the aggressive strategy and international terror which the United States is
exercising in order to achieve its objective of imposing its domination of the world and South Asia
in particular.
This war has caused tremendous economic loses which exceeded $35 billion, a figure representing
two-thirds of what was spent on developing our country in the 20 years before the revolution…What
is strange is that the U.S. administration under Reagon’s leadership, which is directly responsible for
sabotage and terrorist operations, describes peoples’ liberation movements, including independence,
as “international terrorism”.

This excerpt reveals many hidden historical aspects which would be analyzed in the
subsequent discussion as per to the developments emerged in the complex systems of
international politics. The resistance against the Soviets was not a US-aided spark in at first but
General Zia-ul-Haq was optimistic about the possible communist misadventure on the Western
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front with hostile India on the east. Therefore, he took a strict stance against the invasion from
the very beginning. The US funding started with about $30 million in early 1980s followed by
President Carter’s support what General Zia called as ‘peanuts’ (and rejected), then later US
granted a massive amount of $3.2 billion during the second term of Ronald Reagan (Carpenter,
1994: 77). The Soviet invasion, although brought significant challenges (unexpected drawbacks)
for Pakistan as it made her to confront a superpower, but it also provided opportunities (positive
unexpected benefits) in wider context. The invasion prompted the United States to engage
Pakistan that helped the South Asian country to overcome many of its security concerns.
Pakistan was also successful in convincing the US that engaging Pakistan is inevitable for the
long-term US influence in the region. This is evident by General Zia when he quoted “you take
Pakistan out of this region and you will find that you have not an inch of soil where America can
have influence” (Matinuddin, 1991: 120). It also made the US to undermine Pakistan’s longsuspected nuclear programme. Moreover, General Zia utilized the opportunity not only to
champion himself as hero in the West but also in Islam by waging Jihad against the infidel
communists.
Moreover, one of the positive prospects of the Soviet misadventure in Afghanistan was
the renewal of US interest in Pakistan. After abandoning and even threatening its ally due to its
controversial nuclear program in the 1970s, the US was now inclined towards Pakistan in pursuit
of its strategic objectives in the region, undermining all previous differences that had stalled their
partnership during the 1970s; as argued by Weinbaum (1991: 497), “Pakistan’s strategic
objectives became convergent with those of United States.” Another positive benefit was that the
successful US-Pakistan-China nexus not only encountered the USSR in Afghanistan but also led
to unexpected upshot of its disgraceful dismemberment. Following the Soviet withdrawal after
the Geneva Accord in 1989, the US held their hands and left Afghanistan and Pakistan aloof to
deal with the leftovers of the bloody Afghan War, which later on unleashed disastrous
unintended consequences for the entire region in general and Pakistan in particular.
The risky nature of the task of limiting the Soviets in Afghanistan can never be defied but
the security challenges foreseen by the Zia administration were detrimental in facing the Soviets
in Afghanistan. The Director General of the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), Akhtar Abdur
Rehman suggested Zia that the Soviets can be controlled on Afghanistan soil by backing the
mujahedeen factions. Pakistan provided arms and ammunition with a considerable support from
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it its ‘‘all-weather’’ friend China. Mujahedeen received Chinese made armaments including
Type-75 14.5mm anti-aircraft machine guns and Russian made AK-47 Klashnikovs and as per
Tanner ‘‘For these and even more effective weapons to come, mujahideen had to thank their old
antagonist, Pakistan’’ (Tanner, 2002: 250). Owing to the direct threat to the rest of Pakistan
territory’s sovereignty following Bangladesh debacle, the country leadership had decided to
become a part of the global jihad ─along with other the US allies without realization of perverse
result. On of them was revitalization of the ancient warrior culture within Afghanistan; as Tanner
(2002: 243) explained “The foreign invasion provoked a declaration of Jihad from thousands of
mullahs, instilling a grim determination in the age-old warrior culture of the country.”
There were some other major unexpected drawbacks as follows: (1) the same kind of
warrior culture extensively got promoted within Pakistani society during post-Cold War and
post-9/11 periods which helped to nurture the terrorists. (2) Pakistani areas of FATA, KPK and
Baluchistan got disturbed for the long run and became save havens of the terrorists which had
been used to train these jihadist fighters for the Afghan War of 1980s. (3) Tanner says that the
first major ally which backed Pakistan’s efforts against the Soviets’ Afghan invasion was China,
however, backing of Pakistani jihadist elements (Jamat-e-Islami used in 1980s against the
communism) disturbed the Pakistan-China time-tested relationship (Haider, 2005: 529), because
they supported the Chinese separatists in Xinjiang province during the post-Cold War when the
Afghan war was over. (4) Babrak Karmal expressed in his aforesaid interview on 23 January
1986, despite the close Afghanistan-Pakistan ties, Islamabad’s military regime under Zia-ul-Haq
turned the country into a launching point for the Afghan mujahedeen against the Afghanistan’s
communist government. (5) The scale of this war had actually expanded beyond the border of
Afghanistan and was closely associated with the developments of Middle East. (6) Iran was in ire
for continuous support to the Sunni Taliban in Afghanistan and it provided aid to the Shia
Hazaras in southern Afghanistan and some elements in Baluchistan (Pakistan) which somehow
provoked sectarian violence and religious ethnicity in Pakistan. (7) It was unknown to the then
Pakistani policymakers and leadership that millions of Afghan refugees would follow as a result
of long ongoing war within Afghanistan because massive influx of these refugees was heavy
economic and demographic pressure. There number reached 3.2 million by 1982 and increased
in the later years. (8) Pakistan was indeed facing physical isolation with a hostile India, the
strong Russian influence on Afghanistan even after withdrawal and civil war-torn Afghan land,
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tensed ties with Iran on the regional front and detachment of US from the Afghanistan at the
global front due to the issue of Pakistan’s nuclear explosions by May 28, 1998, in response of
Indian explosions.
However, to securitize the “surprises” threats emanating from the western border, it was
compulsory for Pakistan to remain engaged with superpower as well as with Afghanistan in
defensive capacity to resolve all disputes and problems. In this regard, Pakistan’s rational
strategic foreign policy actions of strategic depth were to cope with the Afghan debacle, in order
to avert the reconstruction of Afghanistan-India nexus on one hand and to safeguard the country
from the visible spill-over effects after the Soviet invasion, for which Pakistan continued to
support the Taliban emerged in late 1994 as an offshoot of the mujahedeen groups fought against
the USSR in 1980s.
Furthermore, after evaluating the unintended consequences of Afghanistan’s destruction
pre- and post-independence and its impacts on Afghanistan-Pakistan relationship during 19471990, now main findings of this very historical study can be spelled out to interpret the post-Cold
War and the post-9/11 developments and their undesirable outcomes. Since the Soviet
withdrawal and post-Cold War era, the following endogenous and exogenous factors further
complicated the already prevailing complex situation for Pakistan and its Afghan policy:
1. Pakistan didn’t make any long-term ‘grand’ strategy nationally and internationally (except
the Geneva Accord with limited goals of getting the Soviet withdrawal from the Afghan
land) to cope with the upcoming challenges;
2. The continual arms supply by the sole superpower (US) and declined power (Russia) to their
proxies made the Afghan crisis worse as a result of prolonging civil war;
3. The unexpected collapse of the USSR at that time created new geostrategic imperatives and
geopolitical situation in the region after the emergence of newly-independent Central Asian
states.
4. The US interest vanished immediately afterwards the withdrawal and prolonged civil war
that created a power vacuum in Afghanistan which might be filled out by new regional and
non-regional actors, including Russia, India, China, Saudi Arabia, and the CARs. Onset of
new power game (Grand Great Game) by the entrance of new players with their vested
strategic interests could further complicate the geopolitical situation.
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5. In Human Right Watch (2001: 20-22), it was reported that Iran escalated the Afghan crisis
during the Soviet invasion while playing the “Shia card” against the US-sponsored Sunni
Taliban. It was a counter-action for the US strict aggressive attitude towards Iran after its
Islamic revolution and even after the G.W. Bush’s Axis of Evil. Moreover, Iran continued to
fuel the Afghan civil war even after the Soviet withdrawal by the same card because
according to some analysts, Iran’s Afghan policy was actually kept the Afghanistan pot
boiling so that it could earn sphere of influence for the manipulation of trade land routes and
oil pipelines to Central Asian region (Jalalzai, 1999: 123). Later on, India with the cordial
ties of Iran became successful to hold its strong footings in Afghanistan to get on these routes
and pipelines on the one hand and to develop strategic hegemony with Afghanistan for
pressurizing Pakistan in response of the latter’s infiltration in Kashmir [as per Gojral
Doctrine]. This point negates the Buzan’s preposition in which he argues that “neither Iran
nor India has any interest in expanding into what might be called ‘the Af-Pakistan area’. Both
[India and Iran] have more pressing concerns in other directions, and share a durable interest
in containing the chaos without getting too involved in it. The long-term interests of both of
these key players are in maintaining the back-to-back tradition of the security dynamics in
the Gulf and South Asia” (Buzan & Wæver, 2003: 113). He further says that “the Sunni–Shia
split in Islam serves India well, by denying Pakistan the strategic depth of serving as the
frontier of Islam against India. By committing itself to the Saudi-backed Sunni cause in
Afghanistan, and by tolerating violence against its own Shia minority, Pakistan has made a
strategic error of potentially the same gravity as that which lost it Bangladesh (Buzan &
Wæver, 2003: 113).”
6. In the beginning, the US was in accord with Pakistan’s Afghan policy during the USSR
invasion because it used Afghanistan to create pressure for Iran and for its vast economic
interests in the CARs’ untapped oil resources after the Middle East. But, the US stance
changed with the entrance of Osama bin Laden into Afghanistan and made Pakistan once
again important for the sole superpower, which bolstered Pakistan in the pursuit of her
Taliban policy because the US also had to support Taliban until early 1990s when the USSR
influence was still strong despite of its withdrawal.
In fact, the Soviet invasion and later the US interference put Afghanistan at the brink of a
security failure and had adverse effects for the war-torn country. It challenged the social,
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economic and political construction of the Afghan society, turning it back to the medieval ages.
“[The destruction in Afghanistan as a result of the Soviet invasion of 1979] seemed as though we
had travelled back in time to medieval Asia” (Tanner, 245). Similarly, Carpenter (1994: 77)
highlights “the current situation [the post-Cold War situation] in Afghanistan is eloquent
testimony to the disastrous consequences that frequently flow from even well-intended U.S.
interventionist initiatives.” Such a continued destruction of Afghanistan had much to do with the
adverse effects on the Pakistani society as well. The 3.2 million refugees, migrated to Pakistan
during the time of Soviet invasion, decided to stay in Pakistan permanently due to the continuous
civil war in Afghanistan despite the Soviets withdrawal. They scattered across the country,
established their dwellings and started running their own businesses which caused to economic
security of the indigenous population of Pakistan (Dr. Sabiha Syed, personal communication,
May 28, 2017). She also maintained that these refugees have become an additional burden on
Pakistan’s economy. Socially, the presence of Afghan refugees has ruptured the flimsy societal
fabrication of Pakistan, but they have also directly contributed to harvest extremism and
terrorism, political radicalization and militancy, Jihadi cultures, crime, drug-trafficking and
violence in the country.
During the Soviet adventure, Zia-ul-Haq’s policy of political Islamization paved the way
for emergence of religious fanaticism on the domestic scene of Pakistani society which grew
stronger in the early 1990s and kept creeping back to the societal set up of Pakistan even
following the 9/11 thanks to Pakistan’s support to the Afghan mujahedeen and Taliban.
Unintentionally, Pakistan’s society has been transformed into a more radical one due to which
she has become more conservative religiously. Rashid explains that this conservative religious
out has caused to promote sectarian violence within Pakistan [and Afghanistan as well] (Rashid,
2001: 194).
In this regard, both Pakistan and Afghanistan were the direct victims of superpowers’
geopolitical rivalry during the Cold War and in the post-9/11 scenario. Pakistan paid heavy cost
for her leading role while supporting the US for fighting against the foreign intervention of the
USSR in Afghanistan and didn’t get lessons from the past geopolitical adventures in
Afghanistan.
Even in the pre- and -post 9/11 eras, Pakistan didn’t re-act wisely and broaden its external
actions by realizing the emergence of external dangers and geographical opportunities regionally
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and globally. Therefore, since then, Pakistan’s role (with respect to strategic depth) and influence
in Afghanistan reduced at both regional and global levels because of its restricted and reactionary
foreign policy attitudes and actions through the hard power tool. Hence, Pakistan didn’t enjoy
healthy relations with all neighboring and global players. In fact, Pakistan’s policymakers gave
an independent role to the past geopolitics, therefore, her action [and reactions] at domestic and
foreign policy fronts remained restricted. As a result, Pakistan couldn’t make its national
securitization process better and foreign policy was static. Indeed, this is to say that Pakistan
couldn’t play out its foreign policy actions [and reaction] with respect to its national interests and
its diplomacy had been vulnerable and dysfunctional as compared to India. Whereas, India
broadened its foreign policy actions in relations to transformations in international structure and
learned from the past geopolitics in a better way.
As the result, India’s role and influence not only grew in the region smartly especially in
Afghanistan, but also enjoyed full swing with global players. In contemporary scenario, at unit
level, Pakistan’s increasing freedom of action and reorienting its foreign policy decisions, on
account of the emergence of Indian threat from Afghanistan and Line-of-control [(LoC), present
geopolitics], have escalated her regional role and influence. Moreover, India’s interplay with
Afghanistan became normal, as Pakistan-Afghanistan relations were got strained during Karzai’s
period.
Therefore, inter-regional scenario of the Afghan conflict in lenses of South Asian politics
is determined by exogenous players i.e. India, China and US, and their interactions with Pakistan
and India.
b) India’s Rise and Afghanistan-India Relationship
Since the Taliban’s fall in 2001 following the US invasion of Afghanistan, Afghanistan
geopolitically, geo-strategically and geo-economically have become significant once again for
superpower(s) and rising regional powers. India’s political, economic and military prowess has
considerably increased the country’s position in international politics. Therefore, she like the
other great powers has been interconnecting her geographical dimension with strategy to meet a
wide variety of strategic goals of her foreign policy by using soft power (Gordon, 2014: xviii). In
this regard, India has been pursuing a pro-active Afghanistan foreign policy that is one of the
main components of her grand strategy, whereby, multilateral relations have flourished between
India and Afghanistan. Indian interests of having access to Central Asia and extending her
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influence as a major regional player have motivated Indian policymakers to re-shift Afghanistan
policy. Hence, India has modified her foreign policy actions and reaction according to the need
of national security goals in the perspectives of global economic matters and geopolitical
transformation (Mohan, 2004). Therefore, India has pursued social and humanitarian means
smartly to gain her realistic ends in Afghanistan.
As neoclassical realism implies that these are constraints of the international system
which truly shape the behavior of states and determine their foreign policy time across space
(Waltz, 1986: 329); therefore, a change in the international system in the form of rising powers
[of India and China] and their growing interests in Afghanistan has forced the country’s
decision-makers to determine foreign policy conduct. On the other hand, Afghanistan has a
strong realization of India’s growing influence/importance in the global and regional strategic
environment than Pakistan as Robert Gilpin believes “a wealthier and a more powerful
state…will select a larger bundle of security and welfare goals than a less wealthy and less
powerful state” (Gilpin, 1981: 22-23, 94-95). Taking these international systemic limitations and
geographical changes into account, Afghanistan has agreeably set a pro-India foreign policy in
line with rising power of India; As, Karzai reckoned that a deeper, stronger and comprehensive
strategic alignment with India would be in the country’s national interest in the long term, within
South Asian context.
Moreover, the historic classical strategists have illustrated the “state-centric perception
of geopolitics, and geographical determinism” (Flint, 2006: 35). In the former case, a state
internally increases its capabilities that determine power; as per perspective of the classical geopoliticians, “geographic size and location, and the internal makeup of a country determined
power…more scientifically, calculations of power have rested upon the economic, military, and
demographic elements of a particular country” (Flint, 2006: 34-35). In the latter case, the state
escalates the importance of its geographical location and power in expanding its geopolitical
outlook through foreign policy practices (Prof. Colin Flint, personal communication, November
09, 2015). In this regard, India has projected her state-centric notion worldwide by effective
diplomatic endeavors and expanding its influence in light of geographical determinism in other
parts of the world. The classic geo-politicians carried a definite sense of place regarding their
own country and other parts of the world, which was instrumental in formulating their
geopolitical outlooks.
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India’s foreign policy goals of having access to energy resources of Central Asian
countries via Afghanistan are not only a geo-economic matter, but she has far-reaching political
and strategic aspects as well. The dominant factor in India’s relations with Afghanistan for
energy security is geography. Similarly the foremost concern of Afghanistan’s inclination
towards India during Karzai’s regime was financial funding for Afghanistan’s restructuring from
a major regional power other than non-regional players. In fact, resources-enriched states are
mostly landlocked, and this reality brings the geopolitical and geo-economic significance of such
nations more sharply into focus by linking their geographical dimension to the world’s energy
markets and national strategic goals of different nations in such countries.
Afghanistan and India seek for maximizing regional geo-economic opportunities so that
they could fulfill the economic needs of their people nationally. Simultaneously, the two
countries have intended to cooperate with each other so that they can cope with emerging
geopolitical challenges and changing security dynamics as well. In this vein, India has exploited
the geopolitical significance of Afghanistan and her historical links with Afghan people to
maintain her political, economic and military predominance in the region. On the other hand,
Afghan leadership of Karzai strengthened her relationship with India due to rebuilding of the
country’s economic development and strengthening defense with the help of India’s growing
power. As Sir Halford Mackinder argued “geopolitics, the course of politics is the product of two
sets of forces, impelling and guiding. The impetus is from the past, in the history embedded in a
people’s character and tradition. The present guides the movement by economic wants and
geographical opportunities” (Gray & Sloan, 1999: 3). In this critical situation, Afghanistan-India
relations put serious geopolitical obstacles in the way of Pakistan’s strategic interests and
national security goals. These impediments are blocking the save-exit of Pakistan so that she can
play her constructive role in Afghanistan’s peace process and region’s stability as well. This
aspect necessitates addressing the problem of Pakistan in geopolitical perspective.
c) China’s Role in Afghanistan and Foreign Relations with South Asian Key Players
Prior to the Cold War politics, China was perceived neither to be an immediate threat nor
a future one. “From 1979 to 1989, it was an acme of US-China-Soviet triangular strategic détente
and entente, where Pakistan’s role was instrumental in Afghan crisis” (Javaid & Jahangir, 2015:
172) because Pakistan played a mediator role to bring China and US close to each other against
the common rival, the USSR. As the expected positive results, China endorsed Pakistan’s stance
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over the issues Kashmir and Pushtunistan. Similarly, according to the Wilson Centre archives,
Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai communicated with Pakistan’s Ambassador to China on 8 March
1962 that disputes with neighbors ought to be settled directly without any third-party mediation
or interference. “If Pakistani-Afghan relations were eased, Pakistan would have no need to
maintain such immense military expenditures.”5
Moreover, in the Afghanistan civil war, China played role due to her ties with the US and
Pakistan against Soviet-India nexus. However, following to the Soviets’ withdrawal, China either
muted or didn’t move. For instance, the then Afghan President Najibullah Afghan President
wrote a letter to play a major role in diffusion the issue while Afghanistan province Khost fell
into the hands of mujahedeen because he considered that Pakistan was behind Afghanistan’s
instability. China remained silent. Additionally, Rabbani requested Beijing twice to mediate
amid the Afghanistan’s government, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar and General Abdul Rashid Dostum
and later when the Taliban besieged Kabul. Yet again, China remained neutral because she knew
that Hekmatyar was a favorite Pakistani proxy in Afghanistan by Pakistan’s strategic circles.
Moreover, at this junction, China and India were also moving towards normalization, but “it was
assured that China-India relations would never take precedence over Pakistan-China ties” (Javaid
& Jahangir, 2015: 175).
It was 1991, when the climax of the Cold War politics granted China the opportunity to
replace the disintegrated USSR in the world politics and started emerging as a military and
economic competitor to the United States, and not to India. India also began to gain momentum
gradually and progressed both economically and militarily during 1990s, while perceiving China
as a regional rival. The chain continued and Pakistan has always considered India as the only
threat to their security and made India-centric policies. India sees Pakistan as an irritant creating
troubles and diverting India’s attention from China. China has always supported Pakistan in her
strategies against Indian hegemonic designs and her ambitions for regional superiority. “China
continued to back Pakistan’s attempt to match India’s achievement in nuclear and missile
technology, and India continued to site the threat from China, more than Pakistan, as the
justification for its nuclear and missile program” (Buzan & Weaver, 2003: 110). India has in turn
sought military support from the US and Israel to counter Sino-Pak alliance. Such a chain of
competition among these three regional players has created a security risk in the region.
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The focal point of regional rivalries for these conflicting powers is Afghanistan where
they have been involved, overtly and covertly in supporting and opposing groups (proxies),
complicating the security dynamics of the region. India’s growing influence in Afghanistan has
always been an issue of concern for Pakistan. However, India’s influence is not limited to
Afghanistan but goes beyond into the Central Asian region in the late 1990. For example, India
operates a strategically important Farkhor airbase in Tajikistan (Maitra, 10 September 2002),
with the aim of encircling Pakistan. Similarly, it is also considered by the Indian research
participants that Pakistan still possesses a considerable influence over different Taliban groups so
as to keep its policy of ‘strategic depth’ alive. China is also an active player of influence in
Afghanistan and majorly involved in developmental projects as well as in peace efforts between
Afghan government and the Taliban.
This is perhaps the major reason that Buzan and Wæver have placed Afghanistan out of
the Regional Security Complex of South Asia. It will continue to remain what they has termed as
an insulator state due to the internal chaos with weak central government trying to balance
among the regional and non-regional conflicting powers (2003: 46). Therefore, it has always
stood back to back for security dynamics of the Middles East, Central and South Asia, and Gulf
and Southeast Asia. “Afghanistan and Burma provided buffer zones at either sides of the
complex, insulating it from the neighboring local security complexes in the Gulf and Southeast
Asia” (Buzan, Rizvi & Foot, 1986: 14). Besides that, a Turkish professor, Mclean in his case
study of Turkey believed that the peripheral states of a region have conspicuous role in
international politics; states like Afghanistan and Vietnam have shaped great power politics in
the global affairs in the last decade (2011: 5) and Afghanistan is continued in doing so.
d) US Role in Afghanistan and Foreign Relations with South Asian Key Players
Buzan and Wæver (2003: 47) concisely explain that the interstate-rivalry, balance of
power logic and alliance patterns paved the way for penetrations. In this regard, they further
elaborate that the top great powers in the international politics play great game geopolitics and
treat with each other in this power game as global players which project their powers into the farflung regions across the globe for their rivalry, in spite of the adjacent area. For, security is
defined in terms of the threat from near neighbor-state. The same kind of threat was found in
South Asia (between India and Pakistan) which was intentionally exploited by the two
superpowers during the great game like Cold War geopolitics in the pursuit of their “grand”
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strategies for interest-oriented objectives. Additionally, it is pertinent to mention here that the
Cold War game, which was played in South Asia and Afghanistan at the same time, adversely
complicated the South Asian security dynamics because of a few reasons:
1.

Afghan land being an insulator is defined as a political weak geographical area located at

the periphery of South Asia and at the junction of several other regions, instead of being buffer
zone. For, when Afghanistan was used for political influence between the Czarist Russia and
Great Britain during the old Great Game, the status of buffer zone was actually a byproduct of
rational policies pursued in this game. And, Afghanistan with this status provided a security
shield. However, during the Cold War, Afghanistan was neither treated as a buffer zone between
the USSR and the US nor it proved a safeguard to their interests. Rather, Afghan land caused to
introduce a new kind of penetration of the global power(s) with new ends and new means,
particularly since the late 1990s, and also started the regional-based great game geopolitics in the
South Asian region. In the post-Cold War era, US, being a sole superpower, escalated the
security concerns among the traditional rivals of South Asia and de-hyphenated them for its new
long-term counter-terrorism “grand” strategy under the shadow of long-lasting and multidimensional strategic partnership trend. By these rational ends and means, the US interestoriented role has been changed the nature of penetration and alliance-making other than
traditional one done in the Cold War game.
2.

Afghanistan’s interaction (as a separate insulator region) is not only with next-door

region of South Asia but also with other surrounding regions. There if major changes in the
patterns of security in insulator occur, automatically have spill-over impacts and security
interdependence would make the matters worse. For instance, mujahedeen (as a counter-force)
were created as a result of Soviet invasion in Afghanistan. It affected the security trends of the
surrounding regions and made their interactions complex. Transformations of mujahedeen and
global Jihadists into Taliban, Al-Qaeda and currently ISIS (in Iraq) have produced asymmetries
security threat of global terrorism that is affecting Afghanistan and also the regions beyond her
boundaries. This asymmetrical security pattern of Afghanistan has strongly connected the links
with global power(s) in one direction and interplay between the inter-regional players and global
actors. This interaction increases security interdependence.
In post-Cold War era, the US, on the name of security interdependence for countering
terrorism, pursued manipulating strategy and used South Asia rivals [Pakistan and India] for its
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own purposes. It made strategic partnership with India and started de-hyphening these South
Asia rivals as per the requirement of time (following nuclearization of South Asia), and her
interest-oriented foreign policies and strategic needs in the region. In the post-9/11 scenario, an
obvious shift was felt by the US policymakers in dealing with India-Pakistan equation in South
Asia with respect to Afghanistan. Bush administration started granting a greater role in
Afghanistan to India being “strategic partner” with Afghanistan as well as with the US. On the
contrary, the US forged relations with Pakistan on standalone for counter-terrorism policy
without linking with India. Therefore, the patterns of interaction between the global power and
regional power changed which put profound impacts on South Asian security and changed
balance of power dynamics into “Strategic Quadrangle” which could stretch towards the two
poles, i.e., the United States and India incline towards one end and China and Pakistan settle
towards the other. These two sets of actors are gravitated diametrically opposed each other
(Jahangir, 2013: 55).
Each South Asian players in these sets are still in state of limited anarchy according to
their material, social and strategic gains in Afghanistan which pose different security threats to
each other. Limited anarchy can be understood as that there is no absolute situation of peace and
war between India and Pakistan. Principally, Pakistan has been feeling more anarchic situation in
the region and presents security apprehensions as a result of following incidents: (1) US drone
strikes; (2) the US-unilateral intervention within Pakistani boundaries for seizure of Osama bin
Laden on May 2, 2012; (3) the attack of NATO forces on Pakistani airbase; and (4) Indian
warning of US-like unilateral invasion for detention of Hafiz Saeed and other wanted terrorists
after 26/11 Mumbai terrorist attacks. As a result of these drawbacks and unintended
consequences of interactions among different players in different times of history, Afghanistan
has become an additional factor in already tensed India-Pakistan relations in light of actor-andsystem mechanism owing to internal and external factors. Also, these factors have affected
Pakistan-Afghanistan relations as well as US-Pakistan relationship.
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Part IV
1.3 India-Afghanistan-Pakistan Triangular Relationship in Geopolitics Context: A
Reappraisal
Geopolitics of the Cold War times was experienced with international politics, whereas
the realities of present geopolitics are seen within regional framework. At present, regional, and
local level elements of geopolitics have gained importance that have to be given primacy. For
Pakistan, India’s involvement in Afghanistan is a matter of concern in terms of emerging new
wave of terrorism across the country and increasing India aggression on LoC, which demand
reorientation/formulation of foreign policy by addressing these issues. In the light of this UICA,
changes in external situation of Pakistan have created geopolitical pressures and disturbed the
state’s external and internal policy choices as well. Thus, a sudden shift in the external balance of
power has allowed Pakistan to reorient/formulate fundamental domestic and foreign policies.
Therefore, in this changing contemporary regional and global politics, Pakistan will have to
enact vigorously with respect to external conditions, it can play a significant role in its major
foreign policy decisions, expand her influence in a much better way than the old days, and finally
win an overwhelming triumph by tackling dramatic challenges from present geopolitics.
Ultimately, minimizing external pressures of present geopolitical developments will allow
Pakistan for giving an independent role to past geopolitics so that its government can work on
gray areas of the present policies domestically.
As India-Pakistani rivalry is loaded with much “lessons of the past” and no harmony of
interest that compete with the contemporary incentives regarding Afghanistan (Hans Mouritzen
Mikkel, personal communication, July 31, 2015). Both traditional rivals in South Asian canvas
are making a war-like permanent conflicting situation, and more important, their hostility in
Afghanistan is complicating this environment more. The former British Premier, Winston
Churchill said afterwards the W.W.II, “In war, you can only be killed once, but in politics, many
times.” Therefore, there is a dire need of normalizing bilateral interactions between Pakistan and
Afghanistan, and Pakistan and India because no player can play independent role in peaceful
solution of the Afghan problem. All three players have to give equal importance to both past and
present geopolitics especially to resolve ther border disputes (K. Ehsan, personal communication,
June 11, 2018). States should give due regard to the both geopolitics equally, as these two should

be entertained on the basis of policy-options available and their usefulness in the national
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interests of the concerned state. Historical experiences of states have proved that the mere
dependence on past geopolitics in foreign policy formulation without giving importance to the
challenges/future concerns of present geopolitics lead to foreign policy failures of the concerned
state’s governments. In this manner, geopolitics of the great game in Afghanistan will be
analyzed how the nature of New Great Game has changed into the Grand Great Game and how
this new geopolitical development has transformed equilibrium in South Asia into “Strategic
Quadrangle”, as many other players are involved in this game [in subsequent chapters]. As per
this UICA, changes in external situation of Pakistan create geopolitical pressures and disturb the
state’s external action choices. Thus, in contemporary world politics, if a state enacts vigorously
with respect to external conditions by considering both geopolitics of past and present, it can
play a significant role in its major foreign policy decisions and expand its influence in recent
times than the old days, and vice versa.
However, this study is not based on Buzan’s Regional Security Complex due to dealing
Afghanistan another actor. Yet, it provides a close analytical comparison of actor-and-system
mechanism (Afghanistan-South Asian region) for understanding the relational aspect of security
dynamics and geopolitical context behind the India-Pakistan interactions and role of great and
global powers in the region. Indian growing geopolitical interests in Afghanistan exhibits her
rational efforts of earning sphere of influence in the periphery of South Asia which is a perverse
result of Pakistan’s reactionary foreign policies as a whole, but particularly towards Afghanistan.
Secondly, it helps to make clear that today’s Afghanistan’s destructive situation has been made
as a result of major powers’ interventions. Thirdly, Af-Pakistan areas have been exploited by
different players which have adversely affected Afghanistan-Pakistan interaction. Particularly, in
the contemporary geopolitics, Pakistan, being an internally unstable state has been treating as a
nutcracker by India, US, and China and even Afghanistan.
If Pakistan safeguards itself from volatility created due to the emergence of terrorism and
extremism through proactive policies smartly, she can only preserve her security and move
towards prosperity in the days to come. For, “‘the weak and defenceless country in this world
invites external intrusion and offensive behavior,’ as once stated by Quaid-i-Azam (founder of
Pakistan), if Pakistan remains weak internally then it will not have any influence in regional and
international politics” (Jahangir, 2015: 179), [In contrast, Indian governments have made the
country strong regionally and internationally through proactive foreign policy and diplomacy].
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Otherwise, Pakistan’s security environment will get deteriorated more with the prolonged
lodging of the US and NATO forces in Afghanistan and growing Indian regional apprehensions
vis-à-vis the rise of China, her close ties with Pakistan and increasing penetration within
Afghanistan. In the nutshell, these results are truly undesirable perverse outcomes which are
opposed to what Pakistan has originally intended. These ‘backfire’ are irrational aspects of the
policies of Pakistan as well as the United States which has actually undermined Pakistan’s
interests for the long run and has made the Afghan problem worse in the ongoing Grand Great
Game.
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Chapter # 2
Historical Roots:
Orientalist Interpretations of Afghanistan and Indian Subcontinent
(Paradoxical Views)
“Every history has its myth; and if there are different fictional modes based on different
identifiable mythical archetypes, so too there are different historiographical modes—different
ways of hypotactically ordering the "facts" contained in the chronicle of events occurring in a
specific time-space location, such that events in the same set are capable of functioning differently
in order to figure forth different meanings—moral, cognitive, or aesthetic—within different
fictional matrices.”
(White, 1978: 127)

2.1 Introduction
Afghanistan has been presented differently in the historic imperialist narratives and
colonial archival documents. Historiographical prism portrays the archetypal “tropes” of this
land’s picture, while constructing the historical accounts. Tropes are metaphorical presentations
of widely-accepted ideas in which a certain kind of material is produced with disillusionment.
Hence, the Orientalists’ description introduces Afghanistan to the readers with several negative
images. One of the well-known constructs, which is the focus of this research, is the Great Game.
Afghanistan’s history of the great game politics is considerably associated with foreign power
interventions and a series of conflicts including proxy and civil wars. Most of the great game
interpretations of the Western scholars have been one-sidedly constructed with distinct
“intended” policies and practices (attitudes and actions) of imposing a grand geostrategy of the
old Great Game as a state’s policy. However, the geostrategic policy perspective of the Great
Game and its “unintended” impacts on Afghanistan and the surroundings has not touched. These
untold historical aspects have been explored critically in this chapter by the Orientalists’
paradoxical views. .
In light of historical constraints, the historians just highlighted the intended impacts of
the old Great Game to the people of the colonial powers. The proceeding history of Afghanistan
leaves several significant specific issues and conflicts along with intended and unintended
results regarding the changing great game geopolitics and series of wars milieu within
Afghanistan and its surroundings unexplored. It is worth mentioning that it is not easy to amend
the referent imperial material and historiographical misrepresentation of the great game trope in
the new time-space location explicitly; however, an attempt is made to pave the way to compare
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the historical facts analytically and re-construct/reconceptualize the trope of the old and New
Great Games in light of the post-9/11 critical security situation of Afghanistan and South Asian
region and increasing proxy wars. In order to add new scholarship contribution in the existing
knowledge, this research is aimed at to shed light on how Afghanistan turned into a the great
game zone in relation to its transformation into an international conflict with flavor of regional
conflict in South Asia as well.
Archival study of Afghanistan’s history in general and the great game in particular
determines that much about geopolitics of the old Great Game is still unseen outside the history
and even paradoxical to the existing historical facts. This game is just limited to a specific time
frame, but it is continuing in line with changing geopolitical circumstances and security
patterns with respect to states’ attitudes and actions. Therefore, the primary concern of this
work is to make the study of Afghanistan an inventory regarding its history and historiography.
The following saying of the Italian Marxist writer Antonio Gramsci inspired greatly, as
renowned author of Orientalism, Edward Said, quoted him in his interview to Prof. Sut Jhally
(University of Massachusetts, Amherst, United States) “History has left us in an infinity of
traces (through different marks)...the task is to compile an inventory of the traces that history
has left in us” (Edward Said On Orientalism, 2012). Hence, this chapter contributes to
investigate the parameters of the Afghanistan’s history through the Orientalists’ view in terms
of geographical determinism because geography plays a significant role in calculating one’s
political power. So, geography and military adventures were important parameters of the
Orientalist historians for the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in the imperialist literature. It is
significant to understand the Orientalism in detail [as it was briefly discussed in Literature
review portion], before discussing the historical facts of foreign interventions and wars in
Afghanistan.
2.1.1 What is Orientalism and trope(s)?
The word “Orientalism” and the Orient are noun forms of the adjective oriental, which
literary meaning is something related to eastern countries, especially the countries of Asia.
However, in the context of E. Said’s Orientalism, the Western scholarly misrepresentations are
about the people, culture, religion, literature, philosophy, arts, history and so forth of the Eastern
countries in Asia generally, and the Middle East and the North Africa particularly during
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Said has refined that the Orient is the East which has
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been invented by the Europeans, as the geography become the essential determinant of the power
politically. Their interest increased to know about this mysterious geographical part of the globe
and their people, when European colonizers first started conquering distant lands and
establishing great empires, they began representing the Orient. Further, Said has called the
representations which the Europeans produced, Orientalism. He (1979: 183) further explains that
European colonizers labeled themselves as Westerners and the rest people are Orientals. The
Westerns dominate; the Orientals must be dominated, “which usually means having the land
occupied, their internal affairs rigidly controlled, their blood and treasure put at the disposal of
one or another Western power” (1979: 183). The main problem, however, arose when the
Europeans started generalizing the attributes they related with the Orientals, and started
portraying these artificial characteristics associated with Orientals in their western world through
their scientific reports, literary work, and other media sources. For instance, the American and
other western scholars have associated terrorism with Islam and terrorist with the Muslims.
He has developed his thesis of Orientalism on the basis of Antonio Gramsci’s cultural
hegemony and historical inventory, and Michel Foucault’s notion of history of the present. Said
(1979: 6-9) says that European culture after Renaissance ascendency gained them power over
theorization of knowledge and scholarship. He adds the Gramsci’s description that the European
and the West (North America) historians, travelers, literary writers, artists and policymakers
played their part to promote the imperial thought across the globe against emerging the
nationalist feelings. They depicted the Western civil and political society as ‘developed, superior,
civilized, rational, dynamic and non-coercive’ as compared to the Orient (Said, 1979: 14). They
ideologically targeted the Eastern ‘static’ cultures of the Middle East, South Asia, and East Asia
(Said, 1979: 300). Rather, he as a post-modern and postcolonial thinker has reconstructed to look
at historical and present interpretations. He has deconstructed the Orientalist stereotypical
approach towards the East in their historical accounts through content analysis. He has said that
history should be studied with cause and effect relations to develop the validity in the study as
compared to the Western Orientalist.
The Western scholars dealt with the Orientalism “with considerable geography ambitions
[geographical determinism]” to present their imperial interests (Said, 1979: 50). The powerful
nations instinctively defined ‘rational’ goals and develop a “state-sponsored military research”
(Said, 1979: 11). They treated the history of lesser powerful and undeveloped peoples as inferior.
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The Western Orientalists, due to sense of superiority, exoticized and eroticized the Others’
images; they then reinforced that sense of superiority by providing “evidence” of the inferiority
of the other. They believed in the “determining imprint of individual authors” (Said, 1979: 23).
Moreover, he (1979: 18-19) has explicitly interpreted political and economic
exploitations of the Orient by the West though the latter gained military power. He illustrates
critically that since the Westerns considered at the epic of their development that they were
advanced race, this was their duty to make the uncivilized people of the Orient civilized. In order
to achieve their political and commercial goals, they colonized and ruled the Orients. They
misused the Orient and its people for their vested interests. For instance, in early 1800s, the
British Orientalist and policymakers gave their imaginative notion of the old Great Game (OGG)
birth into reality and now this OGG trope has been established in the minds of the reader.
For this study, I would like to define Orientalism as ‘why does one perceive the other in a
certain way. Pre-conception (Orientalist) idea is developed without taking the other. It can be
both negative and positive. One essentializes the other for his own particular intention. The preconceived idea is not innocent because there is definitely intentionality with respect to complex
systems behind that essentailized image. Taking the example about Afghanistan, the Britain and
American have presented this land, its people’s identity and society with an Orientalist
perspective of essentializing Afghanistan. The Afghans have been represented as the warriors
who fight hard against any foreign aggression. The most of Afghanistan’s history is related to
military adventures and political confrontations. Another example is that the West policymakers
and writers (particularly US and Indians) have projected Pakistan’s role in Afghanistan
historically in negative terms as compared to India’s positive role through soft power. Now, the
questions arise why the West has esentailized this negativity, what was the intentionality in their
projection of Pakistan’s image in changing geopolitical dynamics of regional and international
political systems over time, and what have been the unintended consequences of Orientalist
image of the great game in shaping policy towards Afghanistan, Pakistan and India. In reality,
this image of Pakistan is biased and constructed in a particular way to advance imperial interests
and colonial thinking.
In this chapter, Orientalism has been used as a mode of study by selecting Orienalism
parameters of geopolitics (including geography and military adventure) for studying history of
Afghanistan and subcontinent and for providing the critical analysis [archives] for what has been
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written about Afghanistan and subcontinent history [archives]. It looks at Afghanistan’s history
starting from 1747 (Ahmad Shah’s rule and onset of the old Great Game drama) ending to 2014
(end of the Hamid Karzai’s period). Further, Afghanistan-Pakistan relations and South Asian
geopolitics has discussed through the paradoxical Orientalist lens.
There are two levels of analysis – the first is what are the tropes, what do these say, and
not say; the second is why are they employed by the Orientalist, what is the significance for the
ruling powers to use such tropes in relations to the Afghanistan and the great game. Trope has
been derived from the Greek tropos (a turning), trope (a turn), or trepein (to turn). Its other
meanings are “to deviate, to twist, to change”. It has been defined in literature, discourse and so
on differently. But in this study, it has been discussed in order to literature and discourse. In the
former case, the trope concept is used in figuration involving a change in idea or expression such
as a metaphoric representation. In simple words, something recurs, become an agreed-upon
narrative due to its over-usage and becomes a convention. In the latter case, the over-usage of
any idea or phrase may turn phrase or expression from its original sense or hide its ‘true’
meanings. As White says that “tropic (trope) is the shadow from which all realistic discourse
tries to flee” (White, 1978: 2) because a writer rationally rely on the most-widely held belief or
situation, as it has embedded in the minds of audience or readers and their expectations have
been deeply associated with that trope. They merely try to analyze a work in terms of the literary
tropes.
Notwithstanding this minor difference of trope, Maurin (1995) and Horowitz (2005:
2378) has expounded the philosophical aspect of trope in a sense that trope means using
technical terms, phrases or images which meaning should be judged/determined from the
context. In this way, trope means a way of turning thinking from a special situation. For instance,
“It has long been used as a technical term in rhetoric to designate the use of a word or expression
in a different sense than that which properly belongs to it in order to give liveliness, emphasis,
perspective, coloration, or some other quality to an idea” (Horowitz, 2005: 2378).
Studying many primary and secondary sources through the Orientalism lens, it has been
noticed that the most Western scholar have employed certain aspects of Afghanistan and tropes
with “description of the same subject and phenomenon, one claiming to be more realistic, more
faithful to the facts” (Hayden, 1978: 3). In this work, the objective is based on analysis of
historiographical representation of Afghanistan by employing geopolitics of the old Great Game.
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However despite admitting the intensive interpretative aspect of historiography, the purpose was
to exclude certain facts from the long warlike historical accounts as irrelevant to focus on the
narrative of old Great Game of 1800s until the year of 2014 regarding changing geopolitics
dynamics and security patterns in post-9/11. Since Sigmund Freud, in Chapter VI, "The
Dreamwork,” in The Interpretation of Dreams (1965), describes in his psyche model that the
writer should use its unconscious power brilliantly to re-deploy the classical tropes for
transformation of the existing material according to variations of the literary context (Hayden,
1978: 12-14). Moreover, in this regard, Hayden also says that ‘history today has an opportunity
to avail itself of the new perspectives on the world which a dynamic science and an equally
dynamic art offer’ (Hayden, 1978: 51-52).

Part-I
2.2 Episode of Great Game and Colonialism, pre-1947
2.2.1 Historical Roots of Geographical Significance and Linkages of Afghanistan with
Indian Subcontinent
Some historians

6

show that Afghanistan has been closely associated with the

subcontinent. Vogelsang (2008: xii) interprets, ‘the Afghan land is called the “Crossroads of
Civilizations,” through which warriors and traders from surrounding areas ─ Central Asia (CA),
the Middle East (including Persia), the Indian subcontinent, Siberia and the Ottoman ─ took this
passage to their destinations for gaining wealth and prestige mainly through bloody looting
[military adventure]. Afghanistan’s geographical contacts have been with different regions which
were used for long-distance inter-regional trade between Central and South Asia and longdistance nomadic migrations. Tanner (2002) has marked Afghanistan “Crossroad of Empires”,
but during the Ahmad Shah Durrani’s period, the neighboring people were fearsome from the
Afghans because a vast Afghan empire emerged. Afghanistan has been blocked and remained in
isolation from the other empires’ influences until the new empires of Britain and Russia
emerged. Several Orientalists have substantially explained geographical and cultural relationship
of Afghanistan “with other societies in the context of larger regional, national and international
politico-historical processes” (Shahrani, 1979: 255) and the centuries-long clashes among the
Persians, the Macedonians/Greeks (Alexander the Great and its successors), the Hindus (Ghupta
Empire and the Mauryan Empire), the Arabs, the Mongols, the Central Asian Turk rulers and
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their slaves’ reign, the Mughals, the Afghan rulers, the Europeans, the Sikhs and the Russians.
Through the centuries, Afghanistan was a land-lock country nestled between mountains with
defined flowing rivers, firm settlement patterns and trade routes plus shaped varied tribal
cultures.
In the prehistoric period, the boundaries of Afghanistan have been altered significantly.
During the colonial period, the political geographers of the British imposed border on
Afghanistan to keep the British India’s sphere of influences out of Russian power. Its present
international boundaries of Durand Line are considered arbitrary by some circles within
Afghanistan and by some countries as well; however divided-communities as per these borders
are seen as one.
In almost all pre-colonial and some colonial archives, the historians and colonial
authorities have attributed to Afghanistan’s strategically significant major areas like Kabul (in
the east), Qandahar (in the south), Herat (in the west), and Afghan Turkistan or Balkh (known as
Mazar-i-Sharif in the north). Hanifi (2008) illustrates that in modern historical accounts, the term
Afghanistan became used in accordance with the combination of these regions.
Regarding Kabul has been a political centre and trade hub over the centuries. Hanafi
(2000: 50) says that about five centuries ago, in Mughal king Babur’s memories, the term Kabul
has been found more generally and broadly instead of the word Afghanistan. Similarly, he talks
about the author Mahmud al-Hussaini (1974) who explains that the word Afghanistan does not
appear in the official history of Ahmad Shah (first local Afghan King of Abdali/Durrani tribe his
reign 1747-72) because he preferred to use the terms Kabul and Khorasan. Likewise, M.
Elphinstone (most prominent British historian statesman for British India during 1779 –1859)
occasionally employed the term Afghanistan, but he, in his renowned work, The History of India,
commonly relied in the pre-established construct, the Kingdom of (Cabool) Kabul (1843: 3).
Moreover, this land is full of potential because of the geographical deterministic
policies of colonial and imperial historians as well as policymakers. History with combination of
geo-policy practices by colonial governments became a common practice of world politics,
which generated the phenomenon of geopolitics. Geopolitically, Tanner (2002: 4) explains that
Kabul has been “the key to Afghanistan” during all foreign interventions especially Great Game
and Wars (Cold War and Global War on Terror) within the country and its environs (India
subcontinent). Gomman (1995: 3 ) says that ‘tribal breakout of unruly Afghan, Persian, Turks
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and Arab elements collapsed strong tribal confederations [in Kabul] during the 1500s and 1600s
facilitated imperial powers invasion in inner Asia during the 1700s.’
Two powerful colonial empires, Britain and Russia were at play in Afghanistan (Kabul)
and South Asian subcontinent for their economic-territorial gains. They always played an
important role in controlling weak and dividing powerful tribes; thus, the military and political
considerations of the superpowers of those days determined the course of the frontiers. Hence,
the British controlled most of the lands across the world, including the Indian subcontinent.
However, Russian boundary commissions tried to negotiate this zone in order to mark
Afghanistan as outer contours from Russian influence and intentionally detached the British
possessions in the Indian subcontinent from the Russian conquests in Central Asia. This power
contest between the Russians and British in the 1880s was named the ‘Great Game’ as elaborated
by Rudyard Kipling in his renowned book, Kim. During the period of Abdur Rahman Khan (r.
1880-1901), the British consequently acknowledged the semi-independent status of Afghanistan,
but more as a buffer state within its sphere of influence. This demarcation not only hindered any
British soldier from directly facing his Russian opponent and also cut off the borders of modern
Afghanistan from the traditional tribal lands of North-Western Frontier Province (NWFP) in the
Indian subcontinent. The Durand line of 1893 also divided the Pashtuns area [because the
inhabitants of western side voted for Pakistan, in a referendum]. Elsewhere, in the south-west,
this borderline was first defined in 1878 and again in 1904. The hostile environmental conditions
of Afghanistan provided difficult circumstances to the inhabitants and the invaders who were
forced to leave the land.
During the W.W.I and W.W.II, Afghanistan had been a military staging centre such as
during the third Anglo-Afghan war (1919), the Afghans defeated the Britain and emerged as an
independent state with enough military power. This event attracted all major powers’ towards
Afghanistan. The Allies and the Axis power directly and indirectly fought in Afghanistan for
their ulterior motives. Adamec (1974) has explained that all major powers had been familiar
from Afghanistan’s geo-economics significance during these wars. Adamec (1974: 254) further
explains geostrategic and geopolitical important of Afghanistan as
“Regardless of their [economic] objectives, the various force who had a vital interest in the
outcome of the war[s], considered Afghanistan important. For the Axis powers she was a window
into British India and Soviet Central Asia and a base for hostilities into both areas; for the antiAllied forces Afghanistan was a vital link with Axis-power support; and for the Allies Afghanistan
was an unknown quantity in view of the country’s irredentist and pan-Islamic sentiments are the
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grievances that Afghan rulers had held against their neighbors. While the Allies were interested in
a peaceful Afghanistan and were willing to go to some lengths to appease the Afghan
government[s], they were nevertheless determined to contain Afghanistan and to prevent the
country from becoming a base for enemy operations.”

As a result of unintended consequences of the Britain rational [old] Great Game policy,
Afghanistan was intently converted into a land-locked and buffer state by the major powers to
delimit the Afghans powers. Since Sher Shah Sori and Ahmad Shah Durrani, the Afghans had
potentially not only combated with the foreign and internal infidels, but also expanded their
empire towards the southern side (including the coastal areas of the today’s Iran and Pakistan)
and north-western side (from Kabul to Calcutta through Grand Trunk Road [GTR]). They built
strong overland trading network and simultaneously connected the overland routes with the
periphery zones of their kingdom.
Conversely, L.Dupree (1973: 2) shed light on that Afghanistan’s mountainous routes had
never historically been an impediment to the cultural dispersion, economic expansion, political
nomadic incursions and ideas. Similarly, the trading and raiding caravans could not cross those
routes in the cold winters. Therefore, they all made seasonal end-rounds for searching the safe
passage through rocky mountains and reaching the terrain that between the Hindu Kush and
Elburz Mountains in Iran. ‘This terrain comprises of deserts, plains and marshlands stretching
from the Herat via Mashhad (Iran) to Qandahar, from which easy-access to the Indian
subcontinent is open’. Dupree (1978: 253-255) states that the archeological investigations in
modern Afghanistan ─ made by the British, Russian and Americans after World War II and
subsequently the Soviet withdrawal in 1989 ─ present a clear impression that the territorial
landscape of today’s Afghanistan in the times of prehistory, protohistory, as well as modern
period, has been closely linked by trade, religion, culture and military interventions from the
adjacent regions to the north (Central Asia, southern parts of the Soviet Union in past), the east
(Iranian/Persian Plateau), and the west (the lands of today’s Pakistan in Indian subcontinent).
Geo-economically, commercial links of Afghanistan had chiefly been with Indian
subcontinent, Central Asia (Turkistan) and Persian Empire (Iran). Most of the silk fabrics, jewel
products and spices were exported from the country. Similarly, major trade articles and
substances were imported from Bokhara (e.g. silk cloths etc), Russia Empire and Siberia (e.g.
ermine), Europe (mostly metals i.e. iron, silver, copper), the Indian subcontinent including
Multan and Sind through the route of Dera Ghazi (lined silk, cotton-cloths, velvet, kim-khaab,
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herbal drugs, hot spices), and from Persian Empire (horses, utensils, tools and hand-made
carpets) (Priestley, 1981: 15-16). Long-distance migrations and invasions via Afghanistan have
been made between Central Asia and South Asia for trade purposes.
2.2.2 Historical Roots of Military Adventurism of Great Game: Britain-Russia Bilateral
Rivalry and Afghanistan Relations
The Orientalists have narrated Afghanistan’s military ‘history’ from chronological aspect
which is full of complex representations of intentions, chances and unseen consequences. As
Kozlowski states, “history is, of course, the product of a far more complex mixing of intentions
and chances” (Kozlowski, 2002: 868). Concerning this complex history mixture, the Orientalists
have knotted geographical factor of Afghanistan with most of the militaristic policies of the local
rulers and foreign invaders, while having hidden “grand” strategy and planning agenda behind
the [old] Great Game paranoia. Since then, the continuation of this game by the major powers’
interventions has augmented their political power and geostrategic ambitions through military
means. All of them were commonly desired to expand their territorial possessions in Afghanistan
and its surroundings, and to incorporate the commercial overland and sea routes. These military
foreign adventures had overwhelmingly put profound impacts on one of the South Asian state
[Pakistan]. As Tanner (2002: 1) explains:
“When American B-52s [armed forces] went to action on either side of the Hindu Kush in the fall
of 2001, the military history of Afghanistan came full circle. The country that for centuries had
stood at the crossroad of great civilizations of the Old World was suddenly assailed by the young
superpower of the New. This time it was not the centrality of Afghanistan but its very isolation
from the rest of the globe that incurred the wrath of foreign arms. Once a coveted prize of empires
and a source of indigenous warrior kingdoms, the southern Asian country had devolved through
the modern era to the status of a buffer state, then a Cold War battlefield, and finally to a mere
hideout—conveniently pocked with caves offering refuge to international terrorists. Yet in the
twenty-first century A.D., no less than in the fifth century B.C., Afghanistan found itself once
again enmeshed in combat with the world’s strongest military power. Given Afghanistan’s long,
varied history of conflict, this latest development has not been a surprise.”

[Here, it is important to mention that the old Great Game in Afghanistan was a series of war in
Afghanistan in which Britain established indirect control by installing puppet Afghan
government. However, this historical portion has not discussed here due to comprehend the
Afghanistan-India-Pakistan relationship in detail. But this helps a lot to understand the historical
developments; therefore, this part of Afghan history has been added in Annexure V].

Part-II
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2.3 Episode of Cold War and Decolonization, post-1947-89
After W.W.II, the Afghanistan’s activism in foreign relations came to an end and
monarchy continued [See Table], which started after Abdur Rahman’s isolationist policy.
Afghanistan as a nation-state lost its glory and converted into war-torn land. It was going to be
the colony of the Soviet Union in near future because Durrani rule merely needed a final jolt,
which was given by the Young Afghans (educated and pro-communism non-Pushtuns according
to Kakar). Afghanistan and the Indian subcontinent were once again caught up in a proxy
conflict promoted by major powers having hegemonic designs, while undermining the
unintended consequences of the ulterior moves and practices. The two world wars in first half of
the twentieth-century were the unintended consequences of Great Game geopolitics of nineteenth
century. These wars caused the demise of European colonialism and rise of the US hegemony
which commenced leading the western world immediately afterwards of W.W.II. The Soviets
sustained their supremacy and China emerged as a communist state under the influence of the
Soviet Union. The world order was bipolar in nature and dominated by the Soviet Union and the
United States, which were ready to trap the new-born nation-states in the proxy wars across the
globe during the Cold War.
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Table No. 2.1 Democratic Rulers during King Zahir Shah’s Constitutional Monarchy
Sr.
no.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Rulers as Premier during Zahir
Shah’s reign
Muhammad Hasim (Nadir’s
brother)
Shah Muhmud Khan (Nadir’s
brother)
Muhammad Daud Khan
(Nadir’s brother, Muhammad
Aziz’s son)
Dr. Muhammad Yusuf Khan
(non-royal advisor and was
appointed as Afghan ambassador
to Moscow and former minister
of Mines and Industries)
Muhammad
Hashim
Mainwandwal
(Non-royal
advisor
and
Ambassador to Britain, United
States and Pakistan. )
Abdullah Yaqta (Acting) (nonroyal advisor)7
Muhammad Nur Ahmad Etemadi
(non-royal advisor)
Abdul Zahir (non-royal advisor)

Reign
1933-1946
1946-1953
1953-1963

Role and affiliation in
foreign policy
Anti-Western but ProSoviet
Pro-Western more and less
pro-Soviet
Pro-Soviet (was in favor of
balanced approach)

1963-1965

Pro-Soviet

1965-1967

Pro-West and Pro-Pakistan

1967
Neutral
(for three months
only)
1967-1971
Pro-Daud and Pro-Moscow
1971-1972

9.

Muhammad Musa Shafiq (non- 1972-1973
royal advisor)
(for seven months)
Source: The table is prepared by the author.

Pro-western
and
ProPakistan
Pro-Western, Pro-Pakistan
and Iran.

2.3.1 US−Soviet Union Bilateral Rivalry and Afghanistan-Pakistan-India Relations
In the context of the Cold War in South Asia, Afghan borders remained same as were
imposed by the Britain in order to the Durand Line of 1893. In British India, as a result of
Britain’s declining power due to decolonization, the artificial boundaries were drawn in Indian
subcontinent and two states emerged in Afghanistan’s neighborhood, Pakistan and India in 1947.
Mahmud oversaw to develop relations with Pakistan, which had inherited the Pashtunsdominated areas and asked help from the US. Here, it is worth-mentioning that uneven division
of geography of the subcontinent by the British had created two border issues unresolved: (1)
Kashmir between India and Pakistan, (2) Pushtunistan between Afghanistan and Pakistan. These
intentionally-created issues would have been caused for resounding unintended consequences on
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triangular relationship among Afghanistan, Pakistan and India. Adamec (1974: 261) has
precisely summed up the Afghanistan’s foreign policy during the Cold War bipolar world system
that
The late 1940s dramatically changed Afghanistan’s foreign political position: Britain withdrew
from India in 1947, leaving a divided subcontinent, and Pakistan gained the legacy of Afghan
irredentist hostility [owing to de facto Durand Line]. The Soviet Union came out of the war as one
of the victories powers, stronger than ever, despite great human and material sacrifices. The
United States, represent in Kabul since 1942, became the dominant power in the non-Communist
world.”

2.3.1.1 Pushtunistan Issue and King Zahir Shah’s Reign
Following the W.W.II until the end of Durrani reign in 1973, Afghanistan’s foreign
policy can be divided in three periods with respect to premier’s reign: (1) Era of Balanced and
traditional approach (1946-1953), (2) Era of Revisionism and inclination towards the USSR
(1953-1963), and (3) Era of Normalization and predominantly tilt towards the USSR (19631973) [See table 2.1]. Holistically, during all these eras, Pushtunistan question and commercial
and trade relations with major and bordering states were the focus of Afghanistan’s foreign
relationship.
(a) Era of Balanced approach with Superpowers (1946-1953)
Shah Mahmud followed liberal and rational policies in administration at home and abroad.
Mahmud promoted greater patience and liberalization in national politics. As a result, a liberal
National Assembly comprising of the western-educated member of the royal family in 1949
elections started contributing their role more than in the past. He tolerated the activity of
opposition political groups. In 1950, he allowed student unions. The students commenced their
active role along with opposition in Afghan politics as well. The most vocal groups of students
were “Awakened Youth” (Young Afghans), whose revolutionary movement founded in
Qandahar in 1947 and led the country towards internal turmoil in 1960s and 1970s (Kakar, 1995:
213-215).8 On the contrary, the student union of Kabul University was also participating in
politics. The historic significance of power competition between Kabul and Qandahar had been
founded. He liberalized the press in 1952 which was used for criticizing governmental
monarchy, and demanding more open political structure. Mahmud banned the press in 1952-53.
In the 1950s and 1960s, the student union converted into the communist party with great support
of the USSR and caused the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in the late 1970s. Mahmud’s
experiment of political liberalization had awful implications for the country.
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Since the post-W.W.II era, Afghanistan’s foreign policy was dominated by geopolitical
aspects. It tried to maintain balancing policy towards the US and the USSR with changing
geopolitical dynamics of world politics, but inclined towards the US more than the USSR. The
analysts in Afghanistan reported, “the Afghan follow in their attitude the fortunes of
war…[showing a] mercurial sensitiveness to the changes on the battle front…The Afghan
government seriously considered breaking relations with Germany, as did Persia and Turkey
among others to secure the benefits enjoyed by the belligerents [the Allies including the Soviet
Union, Britain & US]” (Admaec, 1974: 260). Zahir Shah’s address to National Assembly in
Kabul on 30 May 1947 paved the bases of strained relations with Pakistan and cordial ties with
India. Moreover, he highlighted the balanced approach towards major powers. It is important that
this address was delivered five days before the 03 June partition plan (when the existence of
Pakistan had been accepted by the Britain). As per the British Government papers, King Zahir
Shah stated;
“The friendly Indian-Afghan relations existing since time immemorial will be further strengthened
and economic relations further developed…[Britain-Afghanistan] have successfully revised the
demarcation of the northern frontier Afghan-Soviet River border [Amu Darya] which was based on
the rightful claims of Afghanistan, through the good will of the Soviet Union. The agreement
reached last year was ratified this year and delegations of both countries are at present
implementing it. Our aim has been to explore ways and means to explore strengthening friendly
relations with those countries, and to expand our trade and commerce.” 9

For, the popular view in Afghanistan’s tribes was to join the Western bloc led by the
United States because of following reasons:
1. The US expressed willingness to extend the economical role previously played by Great
Britain and cemented the economic ties. For instance, in 1946, the US financed the Helmand
Valley Project. Moreover, the Afghans were bitterly annoyed by the British frontier policy
and the Durand Line of 1893. By 1901, the British created new administrative area of the
NWFP which was detached from Punjab and Waziristan. The NWFP was subdivided “into
Settled Districts and Tribal Agencies, with the latter ruled by a British political agent who
reported directly to Delhi” (Blood, 2002: 21). None of the Afghan leader after Abdur
Rahman’s resentment relinquished the idea of Pashtun unity in form of Pushtunistan, while
they continued cooperation with the government of British India in other matters even
following Indian partition.
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2. The Afghans feared from the Soviets’ territorial expansionism and ideological difference

between Islam and the Marxist Socialism. Therefore, they longed to contain the Soviets,
which coincided with the interests of the US.
3. The China had emerged as a socialist independent state.
4. A Third World had emerged on the political map of the globe as a result of anti-colonialism,

whose countries were seeking allies for their security.
5. Due to fear of domino effect, the US was consolidating economic and military treaties with

the neighboring states of the USSR.
6. India launched a non-alignment movement (NAM) in light of the theme of Asian leadership
with the “positive neutrality” policy without joining any camp and promoting peace in the
Third World. Afghanistan was aspired from the NAM so that it could expand its commercial
relationship with the Third World as well. Indian Premier Nehru joined hands with
Afghanistan with the aim of NAM.10 Furthermore, the Indian National Congress (Congress
Party, a pre-dominant Hindu party led by Gandhi and later by Nehru) had developed links
with the frontier provinces before 1947. By 1934, when Britain political agents governed the
NWFP, Blood expressed that ‘the Congress Party had extended its political activities to
include the province. After winning elections, Congress founded its government in the
province. The links between the political leaders of the NWFP (Bacha Khan) and the Hindu
leaders of Congress had been noticed. Bacha Khan originally voted to go with India in the
partition; however the decision probably would have been rejected by the loyal Jirgah in the
province’ (Blood, 2002: 21).
It is important to mention here that British Foreign Office Files for India, Pakistan and
Afghanistan in post-partition show that India adopted a neutral policy immediately in postpartition nor Pakistan joined the US camp. In the former case, India successful played cards of
major powers. Also, the major powers had always been tilted towards India due to cordial
relationship between India and superpowers during pre-partition. Initially, the Indians were also
scared of communism after China’s Independence and looking for financial and military support
for their hegemonic designs. Due to overlapping of US-Indian interests against China, the US
President Truman sent personal invitation to Indian premier Nehru who was attending the
Common Wealth conference in London in first week of May 1949. On 8 May 1949, a meeting
was held between both leaders in New York. It is said, “The Indians appear[ed] to be asking the
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Americans for military as well as economic aid. The US now appreciates the vital importance of
building up India as the…liking potential hallmark against communism in the Far East.”11 The
evidence of US more tilt towards India as compared to Pakistan had been obvious since 1947.
Total US exports to India during 1948 were amounted to US $297 million and to Pakistan in the
same year were US$ 17 million.12
These geopolitical realities had put Pakistan in boot. Notwithstanding, Pakistan’s
inclination “to remain within British Common Wealth and to stand with the West against the
Russian aggression” was due to unsatisfactory response from Russian side over Kashmir and
Pushtunistan issue. The Soviets not only threatened the Hunza and Nagar areas13 to link with
Russia or with Sinkiang (Xinjiang which was not much under Russian influence), but were also
supporting Indians on Kashmir dispute and propagating against Pakistan.14 In this way, the US
had rapidly become the most significant foreign power in South Asia in the late 1940s and early
in 1950s and had influential role in foreign policies of Afghanistan, Pakistan and India.
The unresolved Durand Line became awfully contentious for Afghanistan and Pakistan.
During partition, the issue created the following most vexing and exacerbated situations. (1)
Bacha Khan instigated anti-Pakistan entities in the NWFP after the unexpected results of July
1947 referendum held in the Settled Districts of the province by Britain, in which the 90%
people voted in favor of joining Pakistan. The loya Jirgah held in the Tribal Agencies preferred
Pakistan (Effendi, 2000: 185). (2) In annoyance, Afghanistan behaved irrationally. Firstly, it
casted a negative vote against Pakistan in the United Nations by September 1947 until the
resolution of Pushtunistan issue. Secondly, Liaquat Ali Khan was assassinated ‘by an Afghan
who was in exile and living in Pakistan. Some circles in Pakistan believed that Afghan
government plotted this assassination. However, Pakistani officials accepted Afghan
government’s denial for this act’ (Dupree, 2002: 493).
Thirdly, the unwavering Afghan stance of self-determination of Pushtunistan and
diplomatic connection for seeking Indian support for the issue aggravated the situation and
emanated threat to Pakistan’s both western and eastern borders. For the time being, Nehru’s
response was muted. But later, India created disturbance in Pakistan’s tribal areas through Bacha
Khan (Sufi Jumma Khan, 2016, 344). (3) The offensive acts of Afghanistan propagandists
invited Afghanistan’s military adventure. Pakistan firstly halted the transit route for the Afghan
trading goods through its territory. Later, minor military confrontation between Afghanistan and
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Pakistan was also recorded in 1949, as Congress Pushtun leader (Bacha Khan and Wali Khan
Afridi) crossed the Durand Line. Pakistan aggressively suppressed tribal uprisings on both side
of the line. Responding to this situation, on the Afghan government, the loya Jirgah promptly
declined all agreements including the Durand agreement of 1893, the Anglo-Afghanistan Pact of
1905, the Rawalpindi Treaty of 1919, and the Anglo-Afghan Pact of 1921. In 1950-52, some
propagandist forces under leadership of Wali Khan Afridi crossed the Line to provoke the
Afghan proclamation. Pakistan denied their claim that “they were ‘freedom fighters’ trying it
free their Pushtun brothers from the ‘imperialist yoke’ of Pakistan” (Dupree, 1997: 493). Owing
to worsening situation on the Afghan-Pakistan border, the respective ambassadors of both
countries could not proceed in negotiation but later resumed talks after one or two months.
Fourthly, Pakistan had intermittently halted the Afghan transit route. Due to frequent
Afghan tribal attacks, Pakistan blocked the oil imports of Afghanistan for almost three months.
Shah Mahmud traditionalist policy could not make relations better with Pakistan;
however, this commercial damage pushed the Afghan government to knock the doors of Soviet
Union and India for assistance. In July 1950, the Afghan-Soviet governments signed several
major agreements and the Soviets assisted Mahmud in the formation of five-year development
plan.
In spite of mediation by the major powers, they started exploiting the situation and
founded a decades-long trouble for Pakistan in the north-western frontiers. Some collective
developments including the Britain’s denial to resolve the Pushtunistan issue, the neutral stance
of the US and Pakistan’s blockage of transit route pushed Afghanistan’s government closer to
Iran, India and the USSR. The USSR had established strong hold politically and economically
over Afghanistan until 1955. This new relationship was attractive not only because it made
difficult for Pakistan to disrupt the Afghan economy by blockading or slowing down
transshipped goods, but also because it balanced the US assistance in the Helmand Valley
Project (Blood, 2002: 22). After 1950, the Soviet-Afghan trade increased sharply as the Soviet
technicians were welcomed and a trade office was opened.
With the help of the major powers, Afghanistan found trading route from Iran via
Chahbar port. However, India’s foreign policy regarding Pushtunistan issue was inactive during
1947-55. There have been few reasons as per Misra and British foreign files: (1) death of Gandhi
and Nehru’s unresponsiveness. (2) Confusion among Congress leaders over the legitimacy of the
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Durand Line because Kashmir was also likely divided between India and Pakistan on the same
lines (3) Several inherited traditional issue between India and Pakistan. (4) India wanted to avoid
any military adventure after 1948 war because Nehru was preparing grounds for India’s peaceful
image internationally through NAM and for leading the Third World. Hence, it seems that Nehru
might have thought of letting Afghanistan alone to handle the issue. However, historically, it has
been a cemented fact that India indirectly had been involved to instigate the issue and
intentionally made Pakistan unsecured on western and eastern borders as per historical archival
data of British Foreign Files.
(b) Era of Revisionism and inclination towards the USSR (1953-1965):
Since 1953, a rift developed between the young western-educated liberal and old
conservative royal family members. King Zahir Shah appointed young royal member,
Mohammad Daoud as new Afghan premier who was king’s cousin and brother-in-law. As Daud
wielded power in Kabul, he had to face resistance by the Young Afghans greatly due to many
reformist economic policies and by the loyal Jirgah thanks to emancipation of the women, when
ministers’ unveiled wives attended the celebrations of 40th national independence in 1959
(William, Vogelsang, 2008: p? ; Blood, 2002: 22). He forcefully suppressed all anti-Daud
voices by force.
Daud’s foreign policy revolved around three objectives. (1) To maintain a balanced
approach towards both powers because he did not want Afghanistan to become once again the
focal point of the international rivalries during Cold War. (2) To actively pursue the Pashtunistan
issue by every possible means. (3) To develop relations with the Third World and find new
markets for Afghanistan’s good (S. Syed, person communication May 28, 2017). These three
goals got great importance thanks to several events in 1954 and 1955 respectively.
This was the time of the Cold War when the US and USSR were exploiting the Third
World states through foreign military and financial aid for development. The countries of the
Third World were becoming dependent on the major powers for their survival. The US collective
security alliances [SEATO and CENTO] were joined by Iran, Turkey, Pakistan and so forth in
1954 and 1955 respectively against growing influence of the Soviet Union. In Afghanistan, new
premier Muhammad Daud had taken charge of government in Kabul, which was not centre of the
whole country’s power. This is to say that the political representation was just limited to one
family. In Daud’s regime (1953-63), the policy shift of Afghanistan towards the USSR and in
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response, the US encirclement of the Soviets in response through defense-oriented alliances
indicated a possible international rivalry and confrontation in Afghanistan. Daud was very
assertive in his foreign relations with the USSR and furious about Pushtunistan issue than his
predecessors. Ahmad (1990: 269) says that “[Daud’s] emotional treatment of the Pushtunistan
issue landed him in a mess that he could not take care of. He was drawn closer to the Soviet fold,
which all the Afghan rulers had successfully evaded close so long.”
Rapprochement between Afghanistan and the USSR was an era of revisionism in Afghan
foreign policy and internal politics. The year 1955 is considered the start of a new cooperation
between both countries because of the visits of Soviet president Nikita Khrushchev and foreign
minister Nikolai to Kabul. A five-year transit pact and a postal agreement were signed. The
Soviet-Afghan treaty of 1931 for settling border issue over Amu Darya and water rights were
resolved. Khrushchev promised Daud to provide a US$100 million loan for developmental
projects. Daud’s tilt towards the USSR provided an opportunity to Afghanistan for procurement
of military and financial aid from the Soviets as well as its allies (especially India). In 1955, the
USSR gave approximately military equipments of worth US$25 million. Additionally, the USSR
commenced military airfields construction in Afghanistan at Bagram (near Kabul), Shindand
(near Iranian border) and Mazar-e-Sharif (near Uzbekistan’s border) (Blood, 2002: 23) [See Map
no. 2.4]. In 1957, Griffiths (1981: 10) says that under the Daud’s autocratic rule, the Russians
were the pioneers to start aid progarmme covering three projects of vehicle maintenance depots
tied in with road construction. There was no doubt among the British that “the time ever came
both projects could serve a military purpose” (1981: 10).
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Map No. 2.4: Military Airfields Construction in Afghanistan by the USSR

Source:http://www.talkingproud.us/Military/ODA3336/ODA3336/ODA3336HistoryAfghan.htm
l
At this critical junction, the détente between the US and USSR was the outcome of
Khrushchev’s policies “peaceful co-existence” and “positive neutralism” (Adamec, 1974: 266).
It has to be kept in mind that India was the pioneer of both of these policies as in the form of
NAM. In 1955, China and India experienced a successful Bandung Conference and united the
Third World Countries. Relations were re-engineered among nations. In this fashion, Daud
emphasized on normalizing relations with Pakistan and negotiation commenced. But, he actively
supported Pushtunistan issue. His obsession over the issue turned into aggression when Pakistan
announced ‘One-Unit Plan’ (abolition of four provinces of West Pakistan and formation of one
province excluding the Tribal Agencies). Daud’s propaganda techniques of 1953-54 extended.
For instance, he provided payments to tribesmen to erupt uprising on both sides of the Durand
Line. The dissemination of antagonistic propaganda by Daud led the closure of Pak-Afghan
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border for five months in 1955. In addition, Daud approached the US and Iran to provide an
alternate trading route access through Chahbar port but went futile. The reason for their denial
was the Daud’s refusal to join the US military alliances. Further, the scale of US economic aid to
Afghanistan also reduced. These developments reinforced the desire of Daud and his local allies
to improve relations with the USSR so that transit routes could have been reserved for the
Afghan trade in any undesired situation.
The Pushtunistan conflict remained dormant for few years, yet Pak-Afghan relationship
moved slightly towards betterment. As a result of 1958 military coup in Pakistan, General Ayub
Khan, a Pushtun, wielded to power in Pakistan. He threatened Afghanistan by ‘lecturing Afghan
foreign minister “about Pakistan military might and its ability to take Kabul within a few hours”
(Kakar, 1995: 9). He put Bacha Khan behind the bars to suppress the Pushtunistan issue in the
NWFP. Later, Ayub sent Bacha Khan to England for medical treatment (Taizi, 2002: 3),
although it was an exile. The enduring propaganda activities of Afghanistan and Pakistan
aggravated the situation and considerably worsened Afghan-Pakistan relation in 1959, while
Daud ordered Afghan military to mobilize towards the NWFP (Bajaur where uprisings against
Pakistan had been started) in 1960. Pakistan military overthrew the Afghan forces and Bajaur
tribes. Before a full pledged war, the two countries submitted the Pushtunistan conflict to an
international commission, in which Turkey, Iraq, Iran, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia were included.
Daud’s unsuccessful rational effort of manipulating events slowed down his popularity
among Afghans. During this era, both fought war by radio. The worsening Afghan-Pakistan
relationship was “much to the disadvantage to Pakistan” (Kakar, 1995: 7-8) for few reasons. (1)
Soviet-Afghan defense relationship consolidated in 1957 and 1960. The Soviet Union extended
its military and technical backing to Afghanistan and provided political support on Pushtunistan
issue.(2) By September 1961, Afghan-Indian rapprochement started when “traffic between the
two countries came to a halt, just as two of Afghanistan's major export crops, grapes and
pomegranates, were ready to be shipped to India. In a valuable public relations gesture, the
Soviet Union offered to buy the crops and airlift them from Afghanistan. What the Soviets did
not ship, Ariana Afghan Airlines flew to India in 1961 and 1962” (Blood, 2002: 23). (3) At the
same time, the United States and the USSR attempted to mediate in the dispute. Daud declined
the offer, while Pakistan refused the bid of both superpowers. Pakistan’s relations with the US
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got soured due to growing US-Indian military ties. The role of China and India was silent in this
critical situation. In the mean time, Pak-Afghan border remained close for several months.
Similarly, this event put severe unwanted impacts on Afghanistan. (1) Due to closure of
border, trading material and machinery for developmental projects provided by the major powers
to Afghanistan could not reach Kabul. (2) Nomadic migrations of Ghilzai tribe to Pakistan were
blocked. Later, they were allowed by the Pakistani government. (3) Afghanistan had to face
serious economic setbacks because of dramatic fall in customs revenues and trade, and
significant depletion in foreign exchange reserves. This economic crisis was one of the major
reasons of Daud’s downfall, but was a last jolt to the constitutional monarchy as well. In March
1963, King Zahir Shah with support of the royal family pressurized Daud to resign due to the
deteriorating economic and political situation of the country resulted from his assertive
Pashtunistan policy (Vongslang, 2008: p?; Peter, 2002: 24).
(c) Era of Normalization (1963-1973) and Configuration of People's Democratic Party of
Afghanistan (PDPA)
King nominated Dr. Muhammad Yusuf Khan as new Afghanistan premier who was non-Pashtun,
non-royal and German-educated technocrat. Within a few months, he promulgated the 1964
constitution which closed the doors for the royal family participation in politics. In it, the word
Afghans was used to indicate the people of Afghanistan. Strict Islamic ideology was introduced.
Constitutional role of loya Jirgah in the form of Wolesi Jirgah (the lower house of the
parliament) was presented in which representation of all Afghans were made possible. He
reestablished diplomatic as well as economic relations with Pakistan by signing agreements. On
the proposal of King Zahir Shah, Yusuf invited Bacha Khan from England. He was welcomed by
the Pushtuns and Afghan government on December 12, 1964 (Taizi, 2002: 3). Later, backed by
the King, he opposed One-Unit plan in Pakistan and indulged in propaganda of Pushtunistan
issue. The plan was disintegrated by Ayub with the suggestion of Bacha Khan to reduce tensions
because Bacha Khan could not see the Pushtuns in trouble. Pakistan released the Afghan
prisoners of 1959 incident. Since his period, the anti-Pakistan propagandist activities, enduring
on the name of Pushtunistan issue, turned down with the help of Bacha Khan’s mediation efforts.
Yusuf normalized relations with all neighboring states and two superpowers.
However, the change in governments in Pakistan and Afghanistan, Pushtunistan issue
was not so much prominent. Yahya Khan (new military ruler of Pakistan) in 1969-71 normalized
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Pakistan-Afghanistan relations through Bach Khan and wanted his party, Awami National Party
(ANP), to contest in 1970s elections in Pakistan. Perhaps, the ANP might win in the NWFP,
which put an end to the Pashtunistan rhetoric. On contrary, “the Afghan government
[Muhammad Nur Ahmad Etemadi] would not like to have seen the ANP win the elections in
NWFP, because [he] would then have no point to continue her propaganda for Pushtunistan”
(Taizi, 2002: 6). At the critical juncture of Pakistan-India war of 1971, some tribal Jirgah
[supported by India] asked Bacha Khan to fight against Pakistan for the liberation of
Pushtunistan, therefore, they needed arms. They met with Bacha Khan and King Zahir suggested
them not to create any disturbance on Pakistan’s western frontier. The King officially assured to
Pakistan of not allowing any problem from the Afghan side.
Yusuf was also interested in normalizing relations with all neighboring states and two
superpowers. All successors of Yusuf could wield power as prime minister for short period
except Etemadi due to different reasons. Generally, they established strong economic ties with
the West and normalized relations with Pakistan. In their periods, the USSR found opportunity to
strengthen its influence over the Young Afghans (who formed People's Democratic Party of
Afghanistan (PDPA) in January 1965).
Etemadi was Daud’s supporter and paved grounds for Daud’s military coup in 1973.
Daud had the sympathies of Afghan armed forces that wanted to be close to the USSR and got
military assistance. Later, the Daud’s regime was challenged by the PDPA. At the time of
formation, Nur Muhammad Taraki, Babrak Karmal and Hafizullah Amin, were part of it. Taraki
was selected as secretary general and Babrak as deputy secretary. In 1965 election, the PDPA
achieved its primary goal of getting parliamentary seat, as they just got 4 seats. But with the
passage of time, the PDPA split into two factions due to differences by 1967: Khalq (means
Masses − middle class rural representation) and Parcham (Banner − elite, highly educated urban
reformists including Hazara Shia). Taraki and Amin led Khalq, while Karmal led Parcham.
In this regard, when the geopolitical atmosphere of world politics had ended the détente,
international armed confrontation between two superpowers intensified after spy U-2 incident of
1960. Pakistan provided air bases to US at Peshawar. Wars were fought between China and India
in 1962 followed by Pakistan and India in 1965. China tested nuclear explosion in 1964. In 1971,
new nexus and alignments emerged in changing geopolitics of Cold War in South Asian canvas.
These realignments were particularly China-Pakistan-US, USSR-India and US-India in which
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states were following more complex mixing of offensive and defensive foreign policies. The
Soviet invasions was the practical test of quadrilateral US-Pak-USSR-India
During these complex international and regional systems, Afghanistan had become
politically unstable due to following reasons of internal disorder from 1969-73. (1) Zahir treated
unequally the leftist factions Khalq and Parcham of PDPA. Taraki’s Khalq was not allowed to
publish newspaper, while Karmal’s Parcham had the permission to publish newspaper.
Resultantly, the former accused the latter for having association with king who could not manage
the critical anarchic political polarization. (2) Disastrous food draught of 1971-72 struck
Afghanistan badly. Zahir Shah could not cope with the situation, as the delivery of 200,000 tons
US aid of wheat was delayed because Pakistan-Afghanistan border was closed as a result of
Pakistan-India war in Bengal (now Bangladesh). Moreover, mismanagement of Zahir’s
administration in this emergency grew anti-government sentiments. (3) King’s absence within
the country (due to medical treatment) created political vacuum, which was filled by Daud’s
coup d'état (Tanner, 2002: 234).
This coup was not only the end of constitutional monarchy of Zahir Shah and
parliamentary democracy by the Orientalists. Indeed, it has been analyzed that this event led
Afghanistan to revitalization of old Great Game like politics after the Soviet invasion of 1978
and an end of Durranis’ imperialism established by Ahmad Shah Durrani in 1747. Moreover, the
Soviet Union pursued Britain’s geographical determinism for two objectives; (1) To fulfill the
old dream of dominating the world politics and expand the Russian Empire as Britain did during
the old Great Game of nineteenth century. (2) To break the ring of encirclement made by the US
in the periphery of the Soviet Union. (3) To gain access to the warm waters of the Persian Gulf
and the Indian Ocean.
2.3.2 Re-emergence of the Great Game in Afghanistan: Soviet Intervention and Role of
Major Regional and non-Regional Players [US, USSR, India, & Pakistan]
King Abdur Rahman truly said in his memories, “Don’t trust the Russians”…“Afghanistan
is a poor goat on whom the lion and the bear have both fixed their eyes and without the
protection and help of the Almighty the victim cannot escape very long” (Ahmed, 1990: 33-34).
About one and a half century ago, Great Britain and Russian fought on this land and Afghanistan
could not escape of its fallouts. During the Cold War, the juvenile Afghan political leaders
gained trust of the Russians and Russian won the hearts and minds of the Afghans through their
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humanitarian assistance. These things pushed the country into the fire of the great game politics
once again. Among the Orientalists, there had been differences about nature of the Soviet
invasion. Some called it Afghan-Soviet crisis or war. But a few Tanner, Rodmanwere and
Griffith have highlighted the thesis of the great game in the Cold War era. For instance, Griffith
(1981: 217) says, ‘Russians were determined to reach the “warm waters” (of the Indian Ocean)’.
Moreover he states that ‘the West reengineer the conditions [of the old Great Game].’
Rodmanwere has called the invasion and changing geopolitics after this a start of “new Great
Game”. Moreover, while describing Afghanistan’s geopolitical significance in the Cold War and
the GWOT, Rashid says that this country has become a ‘cockpit of Asia’ whereby the great game
by two global powers for Asian hegemony is being played for centuries. The statement of
Singapore foreign ministry issued on December 31, 1979 after the Soviet invasion of December
27, 1979, explicitly highlights the revitalization of the great game geopolitics in Asia:15
“The overthrow of the government of Afghanistan by the Soviet troops is a clear warning to Asia
that Western Imperialism, now largely defunct is now without a successor. Now that the limits of
Soviet power in Europe have defined, Soviet action in Afghanistan is a signal to Asia that in the
eighties it will be the target of Soviet ambitions. This is the first time since World War 2 that the
Soviet troops have moved in force against an Asian country” [Afghanistan which was among 90
non-aligned nations].

2.3.2.1 Role of Soviet Union and India
(a) Daud's Reemergence and Republic of Afghanistan, 1973-1978
Daud as a conventional strong-military-man took charge of Afghan premiership. He
became successful due to (1) support of the armed forces especially the USSR-trained junior
officer, (2) patronage of some loya Jirgah’s conservative members’ thinking about Pushtunistan
issue as Daud favored this issue, (3) radical Islamic fundamentalists (the militants of Khudai
Khidmatgars movement16), and (4) backing of Karmal's Parcham faction which had integrally
been involved in the planning of coup (the Orientalists didn’t find a strong link for this stance).
At the national front, he made closed association with the Parchamis. He abolished all
king’s political system, but could not make government of royal family as their role in politics
had been barred in 1965 constitution. He declared himself as a president and the country as the
Republic of Afghanistan. He appointed senior Parchamis at key ministries and sent young
Parchamis to different provinces to equip them with some experience. In fact, Daud overthrew
the Khaliqs members and suppressed any anti-government resistance by 1975. In 1974, he
created his own political party (the National Revolutionary Party). He operated all his political
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activities using this platform. Eventually, in January 1977, his party formed a constitution with
approval of the loyal Jirgah. As per new constitution, presidential democracy and one party
system were established. He became president and declared the country as Republic of
Afghanistan.
At foreign policy front, he followed the USSR communist outline in early years of coup
and supported Brezhnev’s Asian Security plan during his visit to Moscow in 1974. When Daud
began purging the leftists, he replaced the Soviet advisers with Afghan military units and called
on other countries (particularly India and Egypt) for training Afghans military with the Soviet
arms. However, being the largest foreign aid donor of Afghanistan, the USSR insisted that “no
Western activity, economic or otherwise, be permitted in northern Afghanistan” (Blood, 2002:
27). At this time, Indian interests in Afghanistan were mutually growing on the lines parallel to
the USSR. The representative of Afghanistan voted regularly in favor of the “Soviet Bloc or with
the group of nonaligned countries. In 1974, it formed a military training program with India”
(Blood, 2002: 26-27). Daud contacted Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait for development and
financial aid. Later, he gradually started reducing Afghanistan’s reliance on the USSR and
shifted towards the West for aid assistance but remained unsuccessful. He needed an abundant
western aid for developmental projects included in seven-year economic scheme (1976-1983).
As a whole, the Soviets remained dominant and signed a treaty of friendship with Daud, which
greatly consolidated her influence.
He remained a prominent figure in supporting Bacha Khan on Pushtunistan issue. Since
1974, he did not pay heed to this issue as he did in the past which created a minor rift between
Afghanistan and the USSR, with no impact on the economic and military cooperation. Pakistan
remained dormant due to Fall of Dhaka in 1971 and abandonment of the US-led security alliance
which strained relations with the US. Pakistan’s relations with the USSR, Afghanistan and India
remained soured except China and Iran. In 1974, Pakistan’s Premier Z.A. Bhutto decided to
support Afghan fighters to safeguard the country against the emerging threat in case of the
USSR’s advancement towards Pakistan. By 1977, Afghanistan-Pakistan relationship notably
improved and both signed an agreement during Daud's visit to Islamabad in 1978. In response,
Pakistan’s President Mohammad Zia-ul-Haq released imprisoned Baloch and Pushtun militants
and expelled them from Pakistan. In exchange, Daud withdrew Afghanistan’s military backing
and financial support to Pashtun militants in Pakistan. Further, he agreed to take refuge to these
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released prisoners in Afghanistan. His rapprochement with the Western bloc was obvious after
his visit to Washington by spring 1978. Moreover, he was cordial with Iran and Saudi Arabia.
Reasons to dismantling the Daud’s regime and the Soviet invasion were as follows; (1)
Daud’s purging of the leftist including the Parchamis and dismissals of the Soviets’ officials. (2)
His alienation of the Soviets and realignment with the West and Pakistan. (3) His antiPushtunistan stance annoyed the Soviets and Islamic radicals. (4) Daoud's new cabinet
comprising of Khaliqs, but later, replaced them with other forces. (5) The condemnation of the
communists’ activities within Afghanistan and the USSR’s role to create chaos. (6) His failure
regarding cooperating with the two factions of the PDPA caused reunion of the party which
showed their localities to the Soviets. (7) Circles within the Afghan military stood with the
united PDPA (Tanner, 2001: 241). (8) Amin mobilized cadres of the PDPA within the Afghan
military.
(b) Saur Revolution of April 1978 and the PDPA-led Communist Rule
The major reason for the demise of Daud’s regime was the murder of two persons. One
was labor who led the aviation strike and other was Mir Akbar Khyber (Parchami ideologue and
PDPA cadre). The PDPA exploited the murder of the latter on April 17, 1978, when about
10,000 to 30,000 demonstrated against Daud and gathered around the US embassy with stirring
speeches being delivered by Tarakai and Karmal to accelerate anti-western sentiments of the
communist Afghans because the Central Investigation Agency (CIA) was alleged behind his
murder (Agwani, 1981: 5). Even, President Karmal said about Amin that “this person calls
himself a mullah, but he destroyed Islam and worked against Muslims” (Griffith, 1981: 11). His
actions of bloodshed against the Afghans and the Russians, forced the latter to intervene. This
immense communism demonstration shocked the US and upset Daud’s regime when his own
armed forces intently reacted late in implementing his arrest order of all prominent PDPA
leaders. According to the well-known Afghan writings, Amin who was in loose custody at his
home conveyed all messages by his family for the coup to the PDPA members (William Maley,
2002: 211). Daud along with his family were shot dead in the presidential palace. Blood (2002:
27) explains that as per statement of Hafizullah Amin, “the April 1978 coup was implemented
about two years ahead of time.” The Orientalists have marked the coup of April 27, 1978, as
Saur Revolution 17 . It can be divided into two phases: (i) Invasion of the PDPA and its rule
against Daud’s regime, (ii) invasion of the Soviets against the PDPA (Amin’s regime).
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(i) Reign of the PDPA and the Role of the Soviet Union
Generally, the Saur Revolution was not the complete end of two hundred and thirty-one
year long Durrani imperialism established by Ahmad Shah Durrani and his successors. It was the
end of Abdali (Durrani) clan’s rule. The cycle of history provided a chance to Ghilji Pushtuns
(PDPA) to terminate the Abdalis reign that snatched the rule of Kabul from the ancestors of
Ghiljis. The Orientalists have presented this coup as an anti-Islamic coup. Here changing
regional geopolitical circumstances had to keep in mind for some reasons. (1) This was a time
when Islamic movement was going on in Iran. (2) Zia had reinforced Islamic ideology in
Pakistan. (3) Daud was also thinking of declaring the country an Islamic Republic. (4) The
Islamic radical forces were active in the Soviets’ Central Asia and China’s Xinjiang province.
This wave of Islamic ideology was considered as a threat to the communist ideology by the
Soviets as well as by the Chinese. Indians were also looking the rise of Islam a threat in light of
growing uprising in Kashmir in 1970s and 1980s.
In this regard, the Soviets were seeking India’s diplomatic support to this, but they
adopted neutrality and advised the Soviets not to invade Afghanistan. In contrast, the US also
had fears of losing Iran and contacted Pakistan and China. This coup was a gateway to the reemergence of a ‘new Great Game’ in Afghanistan whereby the grounds were paved for some
unintended consequences including start of proxy role of Pakistan and India, rise of the Taliban
in Afghanistan, civil wars, and finally a start of the Global war on terror in response to the
terrorist attacks on US by the second generation of mujahedeen, the Taliban [stood by the US
itself].
It is noteworthy here that there is a need to critically evaluate the three different, but
directly intertwined events starting from the Saur Revolution of 1978 and ending with complete
departure of the Soviet forces in February 1989: (1) those happening within PDPA communist
government in Kabul; (2) those including the mujahedeen (holy warriors and armed wing of
Khudai Khidmatgars) fighting against the USSR-led PDPA with the support of US and its CIA
backing from established military bases in Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran; and (3) and those
relating the USSR invasion in December 1979 and its withdrawal from Afghanistan after nine
years later. Here is their analysis and unintended fallouts on the geopolitics of Afghanistan,
region and international affairs.
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The PDPA united but with unstable merger succeeded the power in Kabul under Taraki’s
leadership with ambiguous government structure. Initially, the cabinet was constructed after
careful distribution of positions between Parchamis and Khalqis and issuance of series of
decrees. Taraki hold both ranks of Premier and President of Democratic Republic of Afghanistan
(DRA). Senior deputy prime minister were Karmal and Amin who was also foreign minister.
There are few reasons in culmination of Taraki’s regime;
(1) At home: (a) during early July of 1978, when Khalqi started purging Parchamis,
Karmal as Afghan ambassador along other Parchamis were sent to Czechoslovakia. The
government was in hands of Khalqis and Amin appeared a second powerful man after Taraki. (b)
Some decrees were viewed by conservatives and revolutionary groups as opposing Islam,
whereas the PDPA was publically adhered to Islam before assuming power. (c) Unrest grew
among non-Pushtun Dari speaking people against the elite of the PDPA (Pushtun speaking) who
were promoting Pashto rather than Dari. (d) In these circumstances, Hazara people after
mujahedeen were appeared potential opponents against the “infidel” communist rule. The
centuries-long-buried Shia versus Sunni conflict was overwhelming inflamed in Afghanistan by
the great powers and regional players, which ignited the Islamic revolutionary wave.
(2) At foreign policy front: (a) in spite of growing resistance inside and outside the
regime, Taraki signed twenty-year Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation with the Soviet Union
on December 5, 1978, “Article 4 of which stated that both parties ‘shall consult each other and
take appropriate measures to ensure security, independence and territorial integrity of the two
countries” (Vogelsang, 2008: 306). (b) In February 1979, US-Afghanistan relations got soured
due to the death of US ambassador to Kabul, Adolf Dubs. As a result, the US did not only stop
aid to Afghanistan, which was continued despite the USSR’s strong influence, but also started
deeply involved in Afghanistan after Iran. For, the Americans feared the possible USSR seizure
of Afghanistan and its territorial advancement to the warm waters of Persian Gulf and India
Ocean; as the US had lost its ally, Iran after Islamic Revolution of 1979. This incident not only
weakened the US ideological position in the heart of Asia, but also reinforced the Islamic
ideologically-oriented resistance within Afghanistan against the PDPA in Kabul and Herat (close
to Iranian border). The Iranian Islamic leaders were re-thinking of turning to Afghanistan and
their influence was rapidly growing.
(c) Intended Soviet Invasion of 1979 against the PDPA under Amin’s Regime
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Meanwhile, in-between summer and fall of 1979, the internal increasing resistance and
enduring power struggle within Khalqis caused Taraki’s removal, Amin’s appointment as
premier with extended powers and later alleged Taraki’s death in September 1979 (Volkov,
1980: 87). The Soviets first backed Amin in Taraki’s murder, but they soon realized that his rigid
adherence to Marxist-Leninist ideology might have threatened the USSR influence in religious
and conservative Afghanistan. Hyman (1984: 166) has explained the reasons of Soviet invasion;
(1)Amin’s request of military assistance for suppressing armed resistance and strengthening its
political position. (2) Soviet’s commitment to provide assistance as per article 4 of 1978 treaty.
(3) Collective self-defense against the proposed foreign-armed aggression by the US and its
allies, according to UN charter [article 51]. Additionally, Blood explained more reasons; (1) the
Soviets wanted to maintain neutral status of Afghanistan on its frontiers (Central Asia). (2)
Brezhnev’s doctrine said that Soviet Union would assist its endangered socialist allies.
Furthermore, Some other factors such as Amin’s lust for power, his mishandling of the
resistance, opposition from the masses and the army, his tilt towards the West and request of the
Soviet ambassador’s recall, and lastly, the Americans’ great involvement in Iran pushed the
Soviets for invasion by removing Amin and installing Karmal, who came in Afghanistan under
the Soviets’ guardianship. The Soviet invasion was the climax of the [New] Great Game in
changing geopolitics of the bipolar Cold War. The Soviet Union always interested in establishing
a cordon solitaire of subservient or neutral states on its frontiers, was increasingly alarmed at the
volatile situation on its southern border and entered Afghanistan as a security guarantor under the
Brezhnev doctrine.
For this study, the Soviet invasion has been divided into two phases: (i) the post-27
December when Karmal was pawn in the hand of the Soviets. (2) Interim Constitution of 21
April 1980 when an attempt was made to strengthen the communist regime of Karmal, to
reconcile with armed militants and reduce influence of external players in Afghanistan. The
Afghan-Soviet war was going to be transformed into an international conflict of the great game
and proxy wars. This scenario cannot be understood without discussing the roles of US, Pakistan
and India.
By December 27, 1979, the CIA reported that troops and military weapons in a largescale had been transferred by the USSR in Kabul, in which the Soviets attacked on Amin’s
palace, took over all military bases and killed Amin. During the first period, Karmal and the
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USSR declared that Amin was a CIA spy and going to organize a coup d’état with the back of
Hekmatyar’s Hizb-i-Islami sponsored by Pakistan in Kabul (Volkov, 1980: 91-92). In these
circumstances, Kabul control was in the hands of Karmal which remained in power until 1986.
On the advice of the Soviets, Karmal tried to reconcile with Hekmatyar and other militants. He
released political prisoners, introduced Islamic based interim constitution and secret police or
Afghan intelligence agency (KHAD) to handle the Afghan resistance.
The international community disapproved the Soviet invasion and her aggression to
suppress the escalating uprisings. By January 1980, the UN General Assembly by a resolution
called for the immediate withdrawal of the Soviet military from Afghanistan which ended in
1989. By the mid 1982, the number of USSR troops had reached to some 120,000 except the
civilian advisors. Karmal was succeeded by Dr. Najibullah, Ghilji Pushtun and former head of
the Afghan intelligence. His tenure was 1986-92. [Discussing events of the Soviet invasion in
detail is out of scope of this study, so here we are turning our focus on the great game politics in
Afghanistan and proxy roles of Pakistan and India sponsored by the superpowers for their vested
interests in Afghanistan].
2.3.2.2 Role of United States in the Soviet-Afghan War and Pakistan’s Response [The post27 December Scenario]
Prior to the Saur Revolution, in 1974, the fundamentalists of Afghanistan called
themselves mujahedeen 18 who were fighting in Panjsher valley against the communists were
called to Pakistan by Premier Z.A. Bhutto and paved grounds for ‘Afghan policy of supporting
fundamentalists and trained them in Peshawar (Fort Bala Hisar). Most prominent were
Hekmatyar and Rabbani. Under this policy, these young trained Afghan militants were sent back
to Afghanistan to counter the Communist threat’ (Gen. Hamid, interviewed by Kashif Abbassi,
“Who Killed Gen Zia ul Haq Gen Hameed Gul Exposed” at ARY News , 2016). During this
period, the Soviets installed Taraki and Amin, Pakistan recognized all these Afghan
governments. At that time, Carter administration declared “Afghanistan is closed chapter”, but in
reality it was not thanks to scores of unintended consequences such as the Afghan resistance,
influx of the Afghan refugees to Pakistan and Iran, the Soviets forward advancements and deep
ingress in Afghanistan, increasing radicalization and militancy in Afghan-Pak territories. These
were the key immediate unintended outcomes of the confrontation between Daud and the PDPA
downfall, which led Afghanistan towards the Soviet invasions and the old Great Game cauldron
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in the country. In this great game thesis, the impacts of the Soviet interference were not limited
to Afghanistan, but also had affected Pakistan adversely in following ways: (1) intensification of
internal political constellations in both countries. (2) Promotion of ideological agenda behind the
international geopolitics of superpowers rivalry. (3) Weakening Pakistan’s position regionally as
it was going to become a nuclear state. Two forces (the regional groups and the external parties)
were responsible for the conundrum of ideologically-oriented great game in Afghanistan and
Pakistan during pre- and post- Soviet invasion [during the Cold War]. Vogelsang (2008: 311)
states about these forces;
“The regional groups originated mainly from local networks, local, ethnic or religious. They were
led by the Islamist and traditional Islamic leaders who before and after 1979 had sought refuge
abroad. Most of the Sunni leaders resided in Peshawar, while the Shia tended to live in Quetta
(Pakistan), or Iran. In spite of these basic differences, a process started from the very beginning
whereby the internal and external forces amalgamated. One of the main reasons for this
development, which in the end placed much power in the hands of the Afghan leaders outside of
Afghanistan, was the fact that foreign aid for the Afghans resistance was mainly channeled via
Pakistan and the external resistance parties. The mass exodus of Afghans to Pakistan, some three
million in total, also contributed this situation.”

During this period, many Afghans groups were organized within Afghanistan and those
who fled to Pakistan and Iran began to organize in Pakistan (Peshawar). They were called
“freedom fighter” by the western media. Generally, all the groups were militarized against the
Communist regime, and had called themselves mujahedeen, “a word derived from the Jihad
[holy war] for “soldiers of God” (Tanner, 2002: 244), who were fighting [global] Jihad in
defending Islam against the “infields” (the communists). This was the time in July 1979, while
Zia-ul-Haq in Pakistan was facing four challenges; (1) receiving the floods of refugees, (2)
seeking the legitimacy, (3) maintaining balance against Indian hegemonic designs in the region
through arms race, and (4) planning for securing its western border from the Soviet aggression as
Griffith (1981: 205) explain “Russia strategic aim in the region has undoubtedly been
surreptitiously to create a state of chaos in which Pakistan would completely disintegrate.” Under
the Islamisation policy, Zia declared Jihad and organized (global Jihadists) groups to send
Afghanistan for fighting. As India with the help of the Soviets had got leverage [on humanitarian
assistance during Afghan War] in regional geopolitics, it was getting closer to China as well as
the United States.
In these circumstances, the Soviets supported the Indians against Pakistan regarding
Pushtunistan and Kashmir issues, nuclear and political hegemony, and formation of Bangladesh.
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Owing to this scenario at regional and global levels, Pakistan had no other option and Zia had to
attain a strategic depth in Afghanistan for counterbalancing India and other opponents. Pakistan
had to engage defensively in supporting the mujahedeen because its survival and territorial
integrity could have been under threat by many fronts, according to a few Pakistani experts
during personal discussion.
At the critical junction of the Soviet occupation on December 27, 1979, in Afghanistan,
the superpower of United States had opened another front of war in the form of instigating Iraq
to start war with Iran in 1980 nearby by Afghanistan and Pakistan. Pakistan was a single option
for the US after Iran which was considerably annoyed from the USSR and the US as well. Iran
was second country receiving three million Afghan refugees after Pakistan. Moreover, the
emerging conflicting situation of Afghanistan made Pakistan’s strategically significant for the
US and her intelligence agency, CIA. The US president Jimmy Carter called Pakistan “a frontline state in the global struggle against communism,” in his State of the Union address in January
1980 (Blood, 2002: 30). He ordered to cut down aid to Afghanistan and offered Zia US$ 400
million aid despite the sanctions due to its nuclear program. Zia marked this assistance as
‘peanuts’ and declined the offer. Afterwards, no assistance was offered by the US until October
1981.
In October 1980, Zia summoned a conference of Organization of Islamic Countries (OIC)
in which 42 countries members sent their foreign ministers to discuss the emerging Afghan
situation after the Soviet invasion [and the Middle East situation due to Iran-Iraq war]. Iran
passed a resolution which dealt with: (1) Russia should vacate their aggression; (2) Afghans must
be allowed to go home with dignity and honor; (3) Afghans should be allowed to choose their
own government; and (4) Islamic character of Afghanistan must not be disturbed (Gen. Hamid,
interviewed by Kashif Abbassi, “Who Killed Gen Zia ul Haq Gen Hameed Gul Exposed” at
ARY News , 2016). In the following year, the Reagan administrations provided US$3.2 billion
military and financial aid to Pakistan undermining Pakistan’s nuclear program. Hence, Zia
accepted to play a role “as conduit for United States and other assistance to the Mujahideen”
(Blood, 2002: 30). Being strong allies of the US, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Britain, China and
Turkey, all intended to contain the Soviet power in the region. And thus, they provided arms and
funds to mujahedeen via Pakistan since the inception of 1980s (Hyman, 1984: 137). International
aid for handling 3 million fleeing refugees would also be provided, but no separate assistance
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was provided at all. For instance, while the UN High Commissioner for Refugees [UNHCR]
representative, Jean Pierre Hocke arrived in Peshawar and visited to the North-West Frontier
Province, it was told to him by Minister for States and Frontier Regions of Pakistan, Syed Qasim
Shah that Hocke must “hold talks with aid-giving countries on increasing aid for the Afghan
refugees [to Pakistan because] such aid has decreased slightly in recent times” (FBIS South Asia
Report, 1986, April 3).19
Pakistan opened border with Afghanistan for refugees and trans-crossing of the Afghan
mujahedeen and Jihadists to Pakistan. In addition, Pakistan’s Intelligence agency (ISI)
cooperated with the CIA to transfer weapons to these fighters through Peshawar-based Sunni
groups. These were major seven groups who were chosen for weapon and financial aid transfer
(Vogelsang, 2008: 312-314): (1) Hizb-i-islami (Islamic Party) led by Gulbaddin Hekmatyar; (2)
Hizb-i-Islami (Islamic Party) led by Mawlawi Yunis Khalis; (3) Ittihad-i Baraye Azadi
Afghanistan (Islamic Union for the Liberation of Afghanistan) led by Abdul Rasul Sayyaf; (4)
Jamiat-i Islami (Islamic Society) led by Burhanuddin Rabbani and Afghan General Ahmad Shah
Masood; (5) Harakat-i- Inqulab-i Islami (the Islamic Revolutionary Movement) led by
Muhammad Nabi Muhammadi; (6) Jabha-i Najat-i Milli (National Liberation Front) led by
Sibghatullah Mujaddidi; and (7) Mahaz-i Milli Islami (National Islamic Front) led by Sayyid
Ahmad Gaylani. None of them were Durrani Pushtuns.
In 1980s, Pakistan and the US agreed to select Hekmatyar for two reasons: (1) Pushtuns
with Ghiljis were resisting against the elevation of Hazara to high rank in Karmal’s government.
They were supporting Hekmatyar, who was not a Durrani Pushtun and his organization Hizb-iIslami consisted almost 75% Pushtuns, mainly from the Ghilji and other small tribes, located in
the northern Afghanistan (Goodson, 2001: 61-62). (2) His armed revolt in Afghanistan was the
strongest one and radical. (3) He had been working with Rabbani (who was the part of Hizb-iIslami during 1976-77) for creating disturbances in Central Asia via the Panjsher valley (in
northern Afghanistan). Due to these reasons, he got the largest amount of US aid throughout the
war.
It is pertinent to describe here that a very brutal war was fought during 1980-88 between
the USSR-led Kabul troops and Pakistan-led mujahedeen and Jihadists, backed mainly by the
US, China and other players. The former parties occupied the main cities and latter controlled the
countryside of Afghanistan. There was massive collateral, financial and infrastructural damage to
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Afghanistan, but more importantly, Afghanistan and Pakistan became the forthcoming safe
heavens for the Jihadists and mujahedeen of 1980s and stockpiles of weapons as a result of this a
decade-long Afghan war and [great game politics]. The diplomatic efforts and negotiations could
be the mere solution of this war because the United Nations (UN) Security Council had failed to
stop the war, as the Soviets used the veto power. The UN General Assembly could not take any
constructive measures rather than just passing resolutions against the Soviet aggression.
Singapore foreign ministry statement ironically criticized the UN role and non-aligned member
[India and its nexus with the USSR] against the Soviet aggression:
“it has done only a month after the United Nations adopted a modified Soviet sponsored resolution
condemning all forms of “hegemonism”…The Soviet Union has in the past encouraged small
nations to pursue non-alignment as a means of security, their political integrity and independence.
Some 90 nations, including Afghanistan, joined the non-alignment movement. But neither nonalignment nor pro-Soviet policies [allies especially India in Asia] have saved Afghanistan’s
independence and dignity. The question now foremost in the minds of all nations, particularly in
Asia, is: “After Afghanistan, who next?”20

The Soviet leadership was of the opinion that the US didn’t want a viable solution of the Afghan
quagmire. Since, Mikhail Gorbachev added during his talks with the PDPA General Secretary
and the Soviet-trained security chief, Najibullah by December 12, 1986, that if the United States
wants a settlement it must start “scaling down the interference” in Afghanistan's internal affairs
(FBIS Middle East and South Asia Review, Daily Report (15 December 1986). Similarly, Iran
and China promised to support Pakistan’s stance for Afghan solution. For instance, on December
14, 1986, the vice chairman of the Standing Committee of the Chinese National People's
Congress, Mr. Gena Biao, called with Pakistani Prime Minister, Mr. Mohammad Khan Junejo, in
Rawalpindi. Mr. Biao categorical supported Pakistan’s just position on the Afghanistan and
lauded the principled stand taken by Pakistan on the Afghanistan problem and said it is based on
just international principles (FBIS South Asian Report, 15 December 1986).
Besides, Mr. Biao commended the people and the Government of Pakistan in providing
shelter and subsistence to such a large number of Afghan refugees which, be said, was a noble
humanitarian gesture. In return, Mr. Junejo expressed that Pakistan sincerely wants to reach a
peaceful and honorable political solution of the problem so that more than 3 million Afghan
refugees could return to their homes with honor and dignity. 21 Likewise, the visiting Iranian
Deputy Foreign Minister, Mohammad Javad Larijani conferred with Pakistani Prime Minister
Mr. Junejo on the issue of Afghanistan. During the meeting, Larijani said that any solution to the
Afghanistan issue depends on the formation of an independent, non-aligned, and popular
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movement in Kabul which can establish friendly relations with its neighboring countries. Such a
government should also be fully supported by the Afghan Muslim people. Moreover, Larijani
also outlined the grounds for Tehran-Islamabad cooperation in solving the Afghanistan issue.
Junejo also reiterated that the Afghanistan issue will not be solved, unless the Islamic Republic
of Iran contributes to the issue. He said that it is essential that both Tehran and Islamabad
cooperate in finding a constructive solution to the Afghanistan issue.22 One of the solutions that
was presented informally by the Soviets was “Don't apply European or American standards to
societies like (the) Afghan society. Afghanistan was not and is not a parliamentary republic in
the Western sense of the word, no question about it. Afghan people had and have no tradition of
this kind,” 23 said Mr Gankovskiy, a senior Soviet official who formed part of Mikhail
Gorbachev's delegation during the Soviet leader's 25-28 November 25-28, 1986 visit to New
Delhi.
With support from the UN official, Diego Cordovez, Pakistan-Afghanistan proximity
talks began in June 1982 and which were attended by both the US and the USSR. The Soviet
Union agreed to withdraw because of: (1) a wider range of national and international criticism
following immense collateral damage and loss of economic resources within Afghanistan and the
USSR, (2) Mikhail Gorbachev’s u-turn on the USSR’s Afghan policy after assuming power in
Moscow by March 1985, for a face saving exit from Afghan soil due to the demoralized Soviet
troops who had accepted defeat in front of mujahedeen fighters, those were equipped with
outstanding guerilla tactics and weapons backed by the US and her regional and non-regional
allies and (3) reshuffled Afghan politics due to two reasons: (a) Najibullah succeeded Karmal in
May 1986 by making settlements with the Afghan mujahedeen on his part to consolidate his
power, and (b) mujahedeen rejected any reconciliation even Najibullah promised to give Islam a
greater role.
Moreover, the Soviet Ambassador to Pakistan, Abdul Rakhrnan Khalil Ogly Vezirov,
who expressed deep optimism about a political settlement of Afghan question in the ‘near
future’, said “people may hear good news very soon.” He, however, refuted the Western
propaganda that the only problem to be solved in regard to Afghanistan was forcing the Soviets
to withdraw their troops. He said that the troop withdrawal is interlinked with the stoppage of
‘interference in the internal affairs of Afghanistan’ [by regional and international players]. He
said the Soviet Union by withdrawal [as published) six regiments unilaterally has proved its
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sincerity to have a political settlement at the earliest. He said that “Mr. Gorbachev in his
statements in New Delhi has made it abundantly clear that the Soviet Union wanted to see
Afghanistan as a secure, independent and “non-aligned state”.24
It is important to note that the Soviet Union was planning to replace India in Afghanistan
after its withdrawal because of three reasons: (1) Indian military might and political prowess was
escalating in the region following nuclear explosions in 1984. (2) At that time, India and
Afghanistan were getting close day to day. High profile visits of the PDPA members to India
were being done. For instance, Mahmud Barialay, Politburo candidate member and secretary of
the PDPA Central Committee took part in the 100th anniversary of the founding of the Indian
National Congress in New Delhi. Barilay met with Indian External Affairs Minister Beli Ram
Bhagat who said, “the Republic of India and the DRA’s traditional, friendly, and fraternal
relations enjoy a long history, and increasingly are become broader and expanding in the interest
of the two countries’ peoples.”25 He emphasized on increasing role of the DRA Government
within the Non-aligned Movement. Similarly, Barbal Karmal met with Indian Parliamentary
delegation in Kabul and Karmal spoke about expanding the good relations between the people
and Government of the DRA and the Republic of India.26 (3) The PDPA regime [either Babrak
Karmal or Najibullah] in the DRA were supported by both the Soviets and Indians because all
three parties were on same page regarding the aggression and intervention of reaction and
imperialism, headed by the US imperialism [and Pakistan’s role], in the DRA’s internal affairs. 27
The proximity talks continued in Geneva until an agreement, the “Geneva Accord” was reached
between Pakistan and Afghanistan, which scheduled the Soviet withdrawal within nine months,
safe repatriation of the Afghan refugees as well as announced the creation of a neutral Afghan
state. The treaty, with US and USSR as guarantors, went ambiguous upon many mujahideen
groups, since they wanted communist-backed Najibullah’s departure as condition for any
peaceful settlement.

Part-II
2.4 Episode of the Post-Cold War: Civil War in Afghanistan and Outset of New Great
Game, 1990-2001
2.4.1 Warlords Period, 1990-1994
As per Geneva Accord, the last contingent of the Red Army of the USSR crossed the
‘‘Friendship Bridge’’ from the war-torn Afghanistan (back) to the city of Termiz (Russia) by 15
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February 1989 (Killer, 16 February 1989). The retreat of the Red Army conferred the Americans
upon an opportunity to celebrate in the CIA headquarters and the White House, while the
mujahedeen celebrated their victory in the Jihadist camps, in the outskirts of the capital (Tanner,
2002: 271). None of the parties (regional or non-regional players including superpowers) were
able to ascertain the possible unintended consequences of the conflict that just ended in
Afghanistan and were skeptical about the stalemate they left in Afghanistan. Since, the Soviets
were weakened enough to disintegrate, while the US went chest thumping with a claim to have
defeated its rival’s strongest military through a cost-effective clandestine proxy war in
mountainous Afghanistan. Earlier, Vezirov explained the fundamentals of Soviet foreign policy
and said the main international task of the Soviet Government was to promote peaceful coexistence and make the world free of nuclear and destructive weapons (FBIS South Asian Report,
19 December 1986).28 Since, geopolitical environment, geostrategic realties and security patterns

of Asian politics were rapidly changing. India has revived its relations with growing power of
China on the decades-long Bandung principle of peaceful co-existence. The clouds of Gulf war
were straying.
Following the Soviets’ withdrawal, a volatile government of Najibullah ruled the
Democratic Republic of Afghanistan (DRA) having political disorder and resurgence of multiple
factions and groups of the warlords, which included seven Peshawar-based Sunni groups and
other major were Abdul Haq who fought extensively against the DRA, Siraj-ud-Din Haqqani of
the Haqqani Network, Abdul Rashid Dostum (An Ethnic Uzbek), Muhammad Ismail Khan (An
Ethnic Tajik) and so forth. They were abandoned by the policy-makers in the Washington DC.
They, used against the Soviets, were still active in the country, and tried frequently to seize
territories and reach out to Kabul by toppling down the communist backed regime of Najibullah.
These groups planned to form the Afghan Interim Government (AIG) against Najibullah’s
government, which was predicted by most of the observers including the US to be overthrown in
a few months withstand the fierce attacks by the mujahedeen, until they forced Najibullah to quit
in a bloody siege of Kabul by April 1992.
2.4.1.1. The Post-Soviets’ Withdrawal Proxy Complex led to Civil War
The Soviet military adventurism brought multiple following unintended consequences,
not only for Afghanistan but also for the whole region and international system structure: (1) The
post-Soviets’ withdrawal proxy complex caped bloodshed and long-suffered civil war in
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Afghanistan, and Goodman (1998: 480) has highlighted this volatility as a “high intensity civil
war” which totally weakened the political structure and peace in Afghanistan. (2) It hindered
regional economic engagements and extended the societal problems in Afghanistan. (3) The
Soviet invasion, which actually put an end to the Cold War, also ended the mono-organizational
socialism with the disintegration of USSR as a territorial unit (Maley, 2002: 153), into many
other Central Asian Republics (CARs). (4) With the collapse of Najibullah’s regime
(interregnum), the Russians didn’t have any proxy which could be used as a strategic asset for
safeguarding the armed assets in Afghanistan for the long-term strategic goals of the New
Russia, as they were still facing the united armed groups, backed by Pakistan, China, Iran, Egypt,
and Saudi Arabia (FBIS South Asia Report, 23 January 1986).29 (5) It actually asserted a scenario for
more complex geostrategic engagements among the regional powers and beyond in the form of
New Great Game.
2.4.1.2 New Great Game Geopolitics
This game geopolitics ultimately turned the region into a cockpit of competition lying
deep inside the landlocked Central Asian countries that can easily be defined in terms of a ‘‘New
Great Game’’. Some Western authors called it the second phase of the New Great Game which
basically started during the Cold War. Different stakeholders exploited the war-torn land of
Afghanistan, for their vested interests, using anarchy and the inherited warlord structure for their
pivot interests.
The New Great Game as defined by Foster and Abilov is a geo-political game hinged on
the energy resources of the Central Asian and Caspian Basin regions (Foster, 2008: 1; Abilov,
2012: 30). Analytically, it was a geopolitical and geo-economic game of gas-oil politics and its
spillover effects which were not geographically restricted to aforementioned regions. After
winning a proxy war against the USSR, the United States lost focus on the strategic imperatives
in the region, although retained the economic factor with considerable view on the natural
resources of the Central Asia. The Russians feared the possible closeness of the US and the
CARs. During this game, the Russians did not completely evacuate as Afghanistan being in the
door-step of newly-emerged Russia could not be left abandoned, especially to the US-backed
hostile mujahedeen factions. It maintained a minimum aerial and supervision role with a
significant presence of the country’s premier intelligence agency, KGB, so as to wage a proxy
conflict against the rival mujahedeen because they could create disturbance in Russian areas by
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extending their control over the newly-independent CARs. Moreover, using Najibullah’s regime
as a strategic asset was the priority of the so-called ‘godless’ USSR, so as to effectively maintain
leverage over the geopolitical changes in the region. The Soviets were skeptical about the
possible access of their puppet government to the armed factions from the North of Afghanistan,
commonly called as the Northern Alliance, who has already served the USSR in their efforts
against the rivals (mujahedeen) during the Soviet-Afghanistan War throughout 1980s.
(a) Pakistan’s Afghan Policy with ‘‘Strategic Depth’’ and Proxies (Taliban)
Pakistan, being in the door-step, was not being able to undermine the catastrophic events
caused by the Soviet invasion of neighboring Afghanistan. Pakistan feared the communist USSR
expansionism, and thus started organizing its strategies concerning the Soviet imperial ambitions
in the region. Pakistan’s involvement traces back to 1980s, whilst it joined the US bloc in
countering and combating the Soviets on the Afghan soil. Pakistan’s premier intelligence agency,
the ISI in collaboration with CIA, rose up and funded the Afghan mujahedeen, to fight the Red
Army up to the last communist soldier. These counter-offensive strategies of both the US and
Pakistan continued throughout 1980s, until the retreat of the Soviet Union in early 1989.
The Soviet departure and the US abandonment created political vacuum not only in
Afghanistan but also in resources enriched CARs. Every regional player desired to exploit these
untapped energy resources. Rationally, Pakistan was seeking a land route for trade with the
CARs through Afghanistan under the policy of “strategic depth”. This policy was greatly threefolded Pakistan’s Afghan policy, as per analysts: (1) to replace Gulbuddin Hekmatyar with
other proxies because he, as a strategic asset and Afghan-based proxy for Pakistan since the
Soviets invasion, constantly failed not only to multiply his influence from the South to the
North and Kabul by the end of 1994, but also to secure long-term Pakistan’s influence in
Afghanistan against the Russian-backed Najibullah’s regime and the Norther Alliance (NA).
Ahmad Rashid in his book ‘Taliban- Islam, Oil and the new Great Game in Central Asia’ states
‘‘Pakistan was getting tired of supporting a loser and aggrandized their efforts in finding
another potential Pashtun proxy’’ (Rashid, 2001: 26), (2) to reduces the engagement of Kabul
with New Delhi (Khalil, 16 December 2016), (3) to turn to support a new emerging movement
started already with the name of the “Taliban” which was continuously gaining ground in
Afghanistan and proved later to be a long-term strategic asset in the region for Pakistan.
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The criticism of Maley along with other western, Afghan and Indian authors and
journalists that Pakistani elements supported the Taliban as per this policy seems invalid.
Matinuddin (1999: 21), states “the exact origin of the Taliban movement is, however, still
shrouded in mystery. Although several articles have been written on this so-called ‘mysterious
army’, no research or authentic material had so far been published on the historical perspective
of the Taliban movement.” Matinuddin further explains that this movement’s inception was
naturally ─ clandestine and independent ─ and was not engineered by the Pakistani government
or intelligence. The unjust treatment with the Afghan people motivated Taliban leaders, which
they believed to have been resulted due to power struggle among various Afghan groups who
did not adhere to the moral code of Islam (Matinuddin, 1999: 17-23). However, he concurs that
the credit for the nourishment and furthering of the Taliban circle in Afghanistan goes to
Pakistan since it provided massive support to the Taliban in advancing towards the rest of
Afghanistan from their origin place of Kandahar, which ultimately led to the fall of Kabul by
the end of 1996. Here the question arises why Pakistan did this. The post-Soviet era was marked
significantly by countless unintended consequences of changing geopolitical circumstances for
Afghanistan and Pakistan. For instance, Afghan skirmishes and civil war, and suspension of all
funding by the Russia and US (as per Geneva Accord) to different groups in Afghanistan were
crucial in relation to Pakistan’s role in Afghan affairs. The disengagement of both superpowers
from Afghanistan allowed Pakistan to replace interference from the North with interference
from the South in 1990s to secure Pakistan’s security and stability (Lafrai, 2012).
(b) Proxy Role of India and Iran
Following the withdrawal, Russia was keen to invest not only their own resources but
also to convince their strategic partners in the region including India and Iran, to aggrandize their
efforts in limiting the fire power of the Afghan mujahedeen in Afghanistan. India, being owed to
support of the communist USSR in 1971 war with Pakistan, was eager to facilitate the Soviets in
their conflict with the armed groups in Afghanistan. Hence, the grave strategic interest of Russia
in Afghanistan provided India with the opportunity to extend their strategic influence to Central
Asia, and hence paved a way for a direct Indian involvement in Afghanistan. Indian influence in
Afghanistan began to grow in the Cold War era [See Annexure VI for India-Afghanistan
Relations in the Cold War] as the Soviet Union signed 30-years long Treaty of Friendship and
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Partnership with India (Duncan, 1989: 41), subsequently supporting the Northern Alliance
against the US-Pakistan alignment.
Since the post-Cold War era, Afghanistan-India relations have been gaining momentum.
Duncan further explains that India, in disguise of a facilitator, exploited the opportunity to utilize
the potential of the Soviet-backed Northern Alliance against the Afghan Mujahedeen, which the
Indians thought were responsible for the fresh wave of resistance in the Jammu and Kashmir
(disputed region between Pakistan and India). For New Delhi, the Afghan ground suited best to
address her own issues as well in relation to the security situation in Kashmir. On the one hand,
they were abetting proxy war in favor of the Soviet Union to prove themselves a potential ally of
the communists, whilst on the other hand, tackling the Afghan mujahedeen was one of the prior
objectives in India’s own strategic interest, since they viewed these mujahedeen as a Pakistansponsored entity that could exacerbate the insurgency in the occupied territory of Jammu and
Kashmir (Palival, 2017). India has been regarded as the best place to seek asylum for most of the
Afghan elites as the Najibullah’s family resided in India (Nunan, 15 July 2016), following the
collapse of the DRA government in 1992. Najibullah’s wife Fatana, with her children, left for
Delhi (Maley, 2002: 186; Ahmed, 2001; 49). The strategic ambitions of India can never be
constrained to the abovementioned particulars, but they had a strategic advantage in advancing
their own proxies (Karmal and later Najibullah) in Afghanistan so that they can squeeze their
arch-rival Pakistan from both Eastern and Western fronts, which would allow them to pressurize
Pakistan on the issue of insurgency in Jammu and Kashmir, started in early 1989 (Maley, 2002:
205).
The Iranians, though were insolent about the Soviets ambitions in the very neighborhood,
joined the Soviet bloc in fomenting the proxies of the USSR against the resistance groups by
assisting the Northern Alliance, because the Afghan mujahedeen were basically US-backed
Sunni fundamentalists whose dominance in the bordering Afghanistan could have threatened the
security interests of Shiite Iran, more than the Soviets. The Iranian support for the Northern
Alliance following the Soviet withdrawal also was shaped by traditional and religious
commonalities, since it had supported mostly the Tajiks and Hazara Shiias in the NA against the
Sunni mujahedeen. Moreover, the Iranian support to the warlords of the NA could also be seen
through the lenses of the Afghan Refuges for they thought the Northern leaders would help in
repatriating almost 1.5 million refugees, who have earlier crossed into the Iranian territory during
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the Soviet invasion. This can be evident by the assistance provided by Iran, in 1993, to Ismail
Khan, a prominent Tajik leader, in establishing order in Herat (close to the Iranian border) for
they thought would help in settling back refugees in Afghanistan. The Saudis had been pouring
money as much as the US in counterfeiting their efforts of sustaining influence in the backyard
of Iran. This had also compelled the Iranian actions to adopt a flagrant approach towards the
mujahedeen faction and helped the dispersed Shiite militias to converge into a united front of
Hizb-e-Wahdat (Party of Unity) (Maley, 2002: 173), which latter shaped themselves to be a
formidable body in fight against the Sunni mujahedeen outfits in the region.
(c) Gas-Oil Pipeline Politics and New Re-Alignments
The pipeline politics was noted to be one of the important factors of the New Great
Game. An intense competition started between the regional powers and the Western oil
companies, as for who will construct the lucrative pipelines which will transport energy to the
markets in Europe and Asia (Rashid, 2002: 6). Concerning the artistic moves by different
nations, this game genuinely explores the relation between the geo-economic and geo-political
imperatives of regional players. India, being an emerging economy, had been desirous about a
formal access to the CARs just in order to fulfill their future energy requirements. Pakistan,
being a more dynamic actor in the Afghan politics, has also used their leverage, not only to help
the US in transporting gas through gas pipeline but also to exploit the energy reserves of Central
Asia. China, on the other hand, was another emerging economic power and had to intervene with
the Pakistani support to undermine the regional economic importance of that region for their
economic development. The US out-reach to the CARs was not only a strategic advantage but
would also have provided them with the opportunity to utilize the energy potential of the CARs.
Iran has been doing all it can exploit their cultural ties in her engagements with the CARs. For
example Turkmenistan, being a Shiite state, is more interested in letting Iran to exploit and
extend their energy resources to the international markets because Iran can be seen a viable
transit route for such a transportation of energy resources.
Moreover, growing Russia-China cooperation was prominently counter-productive to the
American efforts of establishing their footholds in the CARs because their policymakers were
seen the possible US strategic expansionism as a common threat, to their interests in the region
and beyond. This prompted both Russia and China to diversify their strategic cooperation on
regional matters that resulted in the formation of Shanghai Five in 1996. This organizational
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integration attracted four of the five Central Asian States for: (1) projecting a shield against the
US ambitions in the region; (2) safeguarding their security from emerging shadows of nontraditional threats of terrorism in the South and Central Asian regions; and (3) increasing
harmony of interests regarding economic interdependence. Thus, the SCO can be viewed as a
joint Sino-Russian strategic partnership to undermine the rationale for a Western security
presence in the region and an important factor in this New Great Game (Kegley, 2008: 344).
Since the pipeline had to pass through the troubled region of Afghanistan, so the regional
dynamics and the role of internal factors in Afghanistan became imminent. This created another
scenario in the NGG which gave rise to the grouping and re-alignments within and outside
Afghanistan. For this reason, two internal forces of Afghanistan were used by the regional and
non-regional powers, the Taliban and the Northern Alliance. The United States was enjoying the
alliance of Pakistan, Taliban and Saudi Arabia while the other bloc included Russia, India, Iran
and the Central Asian States.
The stakeholders in the New Great Game also included different oil companies with each
struggling to exploit the assets of natural resources in Central Asia. Two of them are more
significant with their nature of rivalry and geopolitical backing of different countries, Bridas
(Argentina based Oil company) and UNOCAL of the US. The commencement of regional rivalry
over Central Asia or the initiation of the NGG can also be attributed to both of these countries.
The Bridas started their efforts in Central Asia in early 1990s, while the US based UNOCAL
emerged as rival of the Bridas in 1995 which was backed politically by the US.
All internal and external stakeholders involved in Afghanistan by exploiting their soft
assets and helping them in building up the infrastructure and strategic installations. Their
involvement in Afghanistan was for a broader ‘grandeur strategy of diverging interests to the
economic and political grounds so as to get an access to the energy resources of Central Asia. All
these pursuits, involving multiple nations of the region and beyond, led to a complex web of
proxies, which actually turned Afghanistan into a battleground for regional rivalries. Maley
(2002: 201) has portrayed all this scenario of New Great Game and Afghan civil war,
“Much of the violence that smashed parts of Kabul reflected rationally self-interested decision
making by leaders, parties and militias in a situation in which there was no state to provide an
overarching guarantee of security. It also reflected the interest of some of these decision makers in
preventing any such state from taking shape.”

2.4.2 Genesis of the Taliban Period (1994-2001)
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As a result of rising chaotic and anarchic trend of the civil war and the NGG, Afghanistan
has transformed into failed state like Somalia, Rwanda but with same territorial boundaries. The
Taliban (Islamists and veterans) emerged as “messiah” and acted as counter-revolutionary
segment of resistance in response to Najibullah miscalculated quest for ruling Afghanistan
(Matinuddin, 1999: 24). The Najibullah’s regime, installed by the Soviets and supported by the
Indians, could not withstand the fierce of the mujahedeen-Tribal forces complex and collapsed
in April 1992, leaving behind a fractured political structure and fragile system of order under
President Rabbani (1992-1996). Under Rabbani, though, almost 1.4 million refugees had
managed to return to their homeland Afghanistan in the first year of 1992 (Maley, 2002: 195),
but at the same time the power struggle among multiple tribes and groups saw an increment
marked by a significant tussle between traditionalists and Islamists. The latter joined the
Madrassas in Quetta or Kandahar for their Islamic education, in return when the traditionalist
tribal leaders and warlords failed in enforcing the Islamic Shariah and instead engrossed in
satisfying their appetite for power and influence, which added to the sufferings of the longsuffered people of Afghanistan. As once quoted by Mullah Muhammad Hassan, second in
Taliban movement to his old friend Mullah Muhammad Omar;
“I moved back and forth for Quetta and attended madrassas there, but whenever we got together
we would discuss the terrible plight of our people living under these bandits (Warlords). We were
people of the same opinions and we got on with each other very well, so it was easy to come to a
decision to do something’’ (Mukarji, 2003: 75).

Till 1994, the Islamist movement, “the Taliban” flourished under Mullah Muhammad
Omar (a veteran Jihadist fought against the Soviets back in 1980s), until the traditional
leadership in Kandahar was perished (Rashid, 2002: 19). Mullah Omar sounded alarms for other
regional Warlords. The initial strength was just fifty men, which went on increasing with more
and more madrassa students “talibs” joined the movement from across the border and within
few months, the number of the Taliban fighters climbed to 15,000 that joined the movement
after crossing the Pak-Afghan border from the madrassas in Pakistan (Matinuddin, 1999: 25). In
reality, they were the second generation of mujahedeen. The Taliban’s emergence was likely a
bad news for the fellow Pashtun based armed groups such as Gulbadin Hekmatyar.
2.4.2.1 Afghan’s Internal Power Struggle and Post-Taliban Resurgence
The Taliban hunted their first prey when in October 1994, Taliban-Pakistan client-patron
relationship became obvious as Pakistan asked the Taliban to rescue their 30 trucks which they
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aimed to reach-out to Central Asia through a land route via Afghanistan (bypassing the
Rabbani’s Government), but the trucks were captured by a local warlord named as Mansur in the
Southern Afghanistan. The Taliban successfully rescued the convoy with Mansur hanged from
the barrel of a tank. This successful starting provided the Taliban with a boosted morale and
further advanced their moves towards the Kandahar and captured the entire city, in November
1994, with loss of a dozen (Maley, 1998: 22). The effective strategies in at first by the Taliban
paid off, when they overran twelve provinces in the South within just three months of their
inception (Tanner, 2002: 280), with the establishment of strict order under the Islamic Shariah
Law. The heroic victory of the newly emerged Taliban over multiple fronts not only fulfilled the
requirement of a perfect client for Pakistan, but also caused panic among other warlords
operating in the northern and southern Afghanistan including the Rabbani’s regime. By the end
of 1994, the Taliban was perceived by the domestic and regional rivals a significant threat to
their influence across Afghanistan.
The Taliban were obvious in their moves against the rest of the warlords and turned
towards the North, in January 1995, which confronted them with the Hekmatyar’s forces. The
Taliban easily ruined Hekmatyar’s forces and had a fierce confrontation with the forces of
Ahmad Shah Masood, who was enjoying the incentives of being the Defense Minister, exploited
the opportunity of the Hekmatyar’s defeat and attacked the Hazaras, who were supporting
Hekmatyar in his efforts of capturing Kabul. The Taliban’s first defeat in March 1995 by
Massoud in Kabul clearly was major blow to their prestige and morale, but not to their
determination due to inexperienced young madrassas talibs.
Until May 1995, the Taliban were pushed even more by Ismail Khan30 to almost two
hundred miles away from Herat due to shortage of men and ammunition. Since the advance of
the Taliban towards Kabul was Pakistan’s long-standing desire, hence the Pakistani ISI was
tasked by the government to catalyze the flow of the Taliban fighters across the PakistanAfghanistan porous border and to make sure the fighters were properly armed and trained
(Tanner, 2002: 282). Pakistan responded the Taliban’s call of new fighters. With a fresh bulk of
support from Pakistan, the Taliban counter-attacked and devastated Ismail’s men and finally
captured Herat and Timurid Capital by early September 1995, with Ismail fled to Iran. The
Taliban were again crushed by Massooud in capturing Kabul in October 1995.
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Once again early 1996, the capital Kabul experienced some major political developments
and a hub for the warlords, who, by surprise, were the same regional rivals including Hekmatyar,
Massood and Abdul Rashid Dostum. They were having their differences on regional power
distribution and influence, and were struggling for power against each other before the
emergence of the Taliban. They all put their differences aside as a common threat to the socalled regional political order of the country. In June 1996, Hekmatyar accepted the offer of
Rabbani’s government for premiership ─ even before but he declined. Mullah Omar, who was in
Kandahar, directed the Taliban to offensively rush through the east of Kabul, which resulted in
capturing Jalalabad in early September 1996. With the successful advancement of the Taliban,
Massood left Kabul abandoned to the Taliban. By September 27, 1996, the Taliban entered
Kabul with not much resistance, and finally Kabul, was now back in the hands of Pashtuns.
Mullah Muhammad Omar, who still was in Kandahar, said on the fall of Kabul:
‘‘War is a tricky game, the Taliban took five months to capture one province but then six
provinces fell to us in just 10 days. Now we are in control of 22 provinces including Kabul. The
whole of Afghanistan will fell to our hands. We feel a military solution has better prospects now
after numerous attempts to reach a peaceful, negotiated settlement’’ (Yousufzai, 30 March 1997).

2.4.2.2 Afghanistan: Under the Islamists (1996-2001)
The fall of Kabul to the Taliban was one of the most significant geopolitical
developments in Afghanistan. It brought the Islamists regime into the mainstream of the Afghan
politics, with multiple complexities still in circulation surrounding the capital Kabul. The group
eventually imposed the hard-line interpretation of Islamic Shariah Law with women and children
being treated harshly that allowed the International Human Rights bodies to criticize their
principles of rule and order. But they continued to exercise various conventional and even
unconventional warfare techniques to implement their goal of establishing an Afghan state
governed with a strict Shariah Law (Vogelsang, 2008: 298).
2.4.2.3 The US Perspectives about the Taliban and Emerging Geostrategic Dynamics
Initially, with the takeover of Kabul by the Taliban, the United States looked just beyond
the surface found a regional partner in the form of the Taliban. They seemed to have endorsed
the Taliban in early period of their takeover in Afghanistan. The policymakers in Washington
DC were skeptical about the potential the Taliban could offer in achieving their long-term
strategic objectives, not only in Central Asia but beyond into the doorstep of their arch-rival
Russia. The interests of the US were not confined to the restoration of peace and order in
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Afghanistan, but were marked by other strategic and economic interests lying there in the region
with Afghanistan. The United States was eying on two things out of their relationships with the
Taliban fighters.
1.

It was having a tense relationship with the Iranian Islamic regime after the Iranian

revolution in 1979, since Iran persuaded the regional countries in limiting their approach to the
United States. This compelled the United States to open their options for a new regional ally that
would help in countering the Iranian threat to their ambitions in the region. The Taliban, on the
other hand, were also in odd to Tehran, since they were Sunni-fundamentalists and had a history
of killing Shiite minority in Afghanistan during their drive for Kabul. Thus, the US saw the
Taliban to be the most preferred ally in Afghanistan. This relationship has also been confirmed
by a Pakistani journalist Ahmad Rashid, as Poolos quoted him, “The US didn’t provide arms or
anything to them, but the US was very sympathetic to them [Taliban] because they were antiIran, anti-Shiite. And the US at that time [in 1990s] was looking for allies in its confrontation
with Iran” (Poolos, 18 September 2001).
2.

This was the time when unintended consequences of the Gulf War in the Middle East

began becoming obvious on the South and Central Asian region, especially Afghanistan. Iran
was growing role in Afghanistan and Central Asia so that the US oil companies could not exploit
the untapped resources of the CARs and Iran might have capitalized its oil in increasing oil crisis
during the post-Gulf War era Poolos, 18 September 2001. Rationally, the Clinton administration
had planned to endorse the Taliban’s regime because the US oil companies had set up for the
pipelines out of the Middle East that would pass through its allies such as Pakistan, because, in
1995, the US oil company UNOCAL and Saudi corporation Delta Oil had already signed a
memorandum of intent with the Turkmenistan’s government for a pipeline through Afghanistan
and Pakistan. Rashid expressed “The US at that time was also looking for pipeline routes out of
the Gulf, which would be under the control of the US allies. And they hoped [it would be]
through Pakistan to the Gulf” (Poolos, 18 September 2001).
The Clinton administration was somehow expecting a weird outcome of empowering the
Taliban in Afghanistan. The US was caught to have been driven by three main misperceptions
about the Taliban which has been expressed perfectly by Maley
“Afghanistan’s problem is the lack of order. The solution is to establish a common national power.
The Taliban are the right people to fill this void. They are Pushtuns, from whose ranks
Afghanistan’s rulers must be drawn. They are Sunnis, and hostile to Iran. They are not antiWestern, and may well invite the former King to return. And once they restore order, the Taliban
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will withdraw from politics as they have promised. The US energy cooperation can construct oil
and gas pipelines through Afghanistan, and rents from these pipelines will fund reconstruction”
(Maley, 2002: 228).

These miscalculations by the policy makers in Washington brought drastic repercussions
not only for the US itself, for Afghanistan, for South Asian region and the international politics
by large. There were three major developments in the late 1990s, which broadly influenced the
strategic directives of the US foreign policy. (1) Security dynamics of South Asian region were
getting altered drastically due to mounting nuclear race between India and Pakistan. India, with
the dream of being regional hegemon, was extending its influence in Afghanistan so that it could
put hurdles in the way of Pakistan. Being nuclear powers after 1998 explosions, Afghanistan was
going to be next power jockeying for major South Asian giants. (2) Terrorism and extremism, as
byproduct of superpowers’ rationally policies, were rapidly proliferating in Afghanistan and
surrounding. (3) China emerged as an Asian power and another rival of the US in Asianoriented world politics.
Under the shadow of Russia-China strategic partnership, the Shanghai Five was
extended and the SCO was founded in 2001. The US policymakers were having keen eye over
the South Asian developments. Simultaneously, the internal struggle for the dominance of Kabul
continued among different militant and political factions within Afghanistan until the Taliban
were defeated by the Northern Alliance in Mazar-e-Sharif by Dostum’s forces, which created
insecurities among the oil companies for the pipeline, since the Taliban had no control over
major parts of the region, which was to host the US backed pipeline. The pipeline issue became
more complex, when the Taliban demanded the US to recognize the Taliban government. The
US rejected the request by the Taliban, which prompted the Taliban to hinder the construction of
any such pipeline by the US-backed companies. The United States back-fired and made a
commitment to end the Taliban regime. Following the breakout of a civil war in Afghanistan in
late 1998, the Taliban got weakened because the US had removed all their support to the Taliban
and an internal conflict again seized the opportunity to bring about insecurity in the whole
Afghanistan. This insecurity led to the cancellation of all plans made by both UNOCAL and
Bridas, and ultimately put an end to the first phase of the NGG, until the intervention of the US
in 2001. Some says, the post-Cold War era was a second phase of the NGG (Q.Fatima, personal
communications, June 2, 2018).
(a) Osama bin Laden: The Ignored Factor of US Taliban Policy
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Over centuries, the United States has been driving their [rational] foreign policy, like any
other sovereign country, in a style and design that would add much to their national interest and
strategic influence around the globe. But she has to react irrationally as a result of some rational
actions taken by different US governments in past. There were many things that gone missing in
the analysis of the strategic designs of the US foreign policy, but two factors ignored by the US
while dealing with the Taliban and which in later completely devastated the strategic balance of
the US mode of action in this part of the world. These two were Osama bin Laden and
renaissance of global Jihad against the US, which she started against the godless communist
USSR in Afghanistan.
Osama was a Saudi citizen, born to a wealthy family, and was strongly opposed to the
presence of US forces on the holy soil of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, that were stationed there
for security purposes after the Gulf war in early 1990s. After he was expelled by the Saudi’s
regime in 1991, he went to Sudan and then set up an organization dedicated for the global Jihad,
which was named as “Al-Qaeda” in 1992. Osama bin Laden arrived in Afghanistan in 1996,
before the takeover of Kabul by the Taliban in September 1996, and established strong
relationships with Mullah Muhammad Omar (Stack, 6 December 2001). Following the takeover
of Kabul in the late 1996, the Taliban not only sheltered the leader of Al-Qaeda, but also allowed
Osama bin Laden to set up bases and recruit new fighters for the global Jihad.
It was in August 1998 when the terrorists blown up two of the American embassies in
Africa, in Kenya and Tanzania with simultaneous bombings that left almost 224 people dead
including 12 Americans. The attacks were serious blow to the US and the CIA. The CIA,
however, was quick in tracing the attack back to the Al-Qaeda bases, operating in the
mountainous regions of Afghanistan. The revelation prompted the Clinton administration to
order the terrorists’ camps run by bin Laden be hit (Maley, 2002: 248). The US military quickly
responded and bombarded the suspected military bases of bin Laden’s Al-Qaeda in the region
around Khost and Jalalabad with almost 72 cruise missiles (Tanner, 2002: 286).The Taliban were
continuously pursued and pressurized by the Americans to extradite bin Laden to the US, but
they refused to do so and rather insisted on a procedure under supervision of the OIC because the
Taliban considered it a “neutral international organization” (Mashal, 11 September 2011). The
US officials also utilized their channels in Pakistan and pressurized the Pakistani government to
make the Taliban extradite bin Laden, but the Taliban maintained their stance. Following the
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failure of all these efforts in persuading the Taliban regime to hand over bin Laden to the US, the
United Nations Security Council passed two resolutions UNSCR (1999) and 1333 (2000)
imposed wide sanctions, including an air embargo on the Taliban government in Afghanistan
asking the Taliban to cease their support for the terrorists, including bin Laden (US Department
of State, 24 May 1999).31
2.4.2.4 Kabul’s Foreign Policy (1994-2001)
Unlike most of the countries where foreign policy of a country has some well-defined
parameters, representing a consensus-based behavior and terms for establishing a role in the
international system, the foreign policy of Kabul has never been a consensus-based approach
throughout the history of Afghanistan. Wars, anarchy and more importantly the warlord culture
resulted in anarchy and irregular formation of local militias and tribal forces based on ethnicities
that discouraged a sense of Afghan nationalism. The period between 1992 and 2001 is significant
in relation to the Afghan foreign policy adopted by both governments of Rabbani and the
Taliban.
Rabbani’s government adopted much more flexible foreign policy based on wider
perception of engagement involving multiple ethnicities. President Rabbani enjoyed the support
of the local warlords, mostly from the Northeast such as Massood, Dostam, and Hekmatyar (in
late 1996). This wide range of support was the reason behind the unprecedented support
provided by the regional countries to the NA, not only during government but also when they
fought against the Taliban regime for Kabul after 1996. Rabbani’s government had formal ties
with multiple regional powers including Russia, Iran, India, Turkey and four of the five Central
Asian Republics – Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. Afghanistan’s foreign
relationships with these countries were also driven by a fact that most of the warlords involved in
his government were from the traditionalists and tribal sections having less or no radical
approach towards domestic and international affairs, and perhaps this was the reason that
Rabbani’s regime was successful in retaining their seat in the United Nations up to 2001, despite
being overthrown by the Taliban in late 1996. The effectiveness of Rabbani’s foreign policy can
also be seen through the lenses of limiting the Taliban’s regional and international approach,
since they lobbied extensively and made it sure to the regional powers that the Taliban’s radical
approach could threaten the regional stability and thus, never let the them to engage closely with
the Taliban. Pakistan, however, was the only factor in the Rabbani’s foreign policy that was in
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odd with the foreign policy of Rabbani’s regime. Pakistan did not like President Rabbani because
he was actively supporting Indian role in Afghanistan so to assist his government against the
Taliban fighters. Pakistan strongly opposed and hence supported the Taliban for the sake of their
so-called narrative of “strategic depth” in Afghanistan (Goodson, 2001: 68-70).
Unlike Rabbani’s government, the Islamists leaders started the Taliban movement for
establishing a pure Islamic Afghanistan. Afghanistan foreign policy under the Taliban regime
was also driven by the domestic narratives of the Taliban. After gaining power in late 1996, the
Taliban immediately enforced strict interpretation of the Islamic Shariah Law. Their significant
restrictions in the society against women in particular caused an immense damage to the already
spoiled image of the Taliban worldwide and were believed to have radical approach towards
domestic and international matters. Due to his radical approach and little respect for Human
Rights, the international community remained distant from the Taliban regime and this was
resulted in an international isolation of the Taliban since 1996 to 2001, despite having control
over most of Afghanistan. Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates were the only
three countries in the world that recognized the Taliban regime and established formal
diplomatic relations with them. Pakistan, however, played a main role as the Taliban’s most
active ally in the world so as to earn international support for the Taliban. For example, the late
ex-Pakistani Premier Benazir Bhutto is believed to have sent multiple emissaries to the US
urging Clinton administration to side Pakistan and the Taliban in the conflict, but despite having
common ground with the Taliban against Iran, the US refused to publicly side the “radical”
Taliban regime (Rashid, 2002: 46). The Taliban, despite having the central authority in Kabul,
were failed to earn their seat in the United Nations.
The major unintended consequences of the post-Cold War Era with respect to
Afghanistan’s geopolitics were as follows
(a) Reconstruction of “trope” New Great Game
Unlike the old Great Game, fought between the Russians and Britain from late 19th to
early 20th century, the New Great Game involves multiple players with regional and domestic
groups that have projected the regional political and strategic dimensions to be more complex
than ever in the history of both Afghanistan and Central Asia. Regional and non--regional
stakeholder’s complex and their competition for regional strategic and economic dominancy with
diversified objectives, varied strategies and more importantly the involvement of multiple
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players has shaped the New Great Game to be better called as the ‘‘Grand Great Game’’ (GGG)
[See chapter 3 for detailed discussion].
(b) Afghanistan, Theatre of Proxy Warfare
Afghanistan, in 1980s and early 1990s, had been “a proxy battleground” for the Cold War
between the United States and Soviet Union (Dormandy, 6 February 2007), and the post-Cold
War era. The two great powers not only continued their own proxy battle, but also caused two
other regional rivals, Pakistan and India, to interfere on their own behalf. The continuous and
lethal strategies in the form of proxy war waged by both superpowers and later by both South
Asian hostiles have made Afghanistan more vulnerable to the proxy conflict since then. The end
of the Cold War profoundly averted the international security patterns and geopolitical dynamics
of engagements from global superpowers’ rivalry to regional powers’ enmity. This transition of
power struggle between regional players is the characteristic feature of the changing security
order during the post-Cold War and post-9/11 eras for which Afghanistan is still hotly contested.
Because, the Soviets’ withdrawal from Afghanistan created a security vacuum in the region with
both Pakistan and India were eager to exploit the Afghan soil for their proxy war. However, in
the 9/11 era, India extended its role under the soft power approach and Pakistan could not work
on this as compared to India, as stated by M. Kamal, “Pakistan has no soft power role in
Afghanistan” (personal communication, July 2, 2018). [This point will be discussed in detail in
chapter 4].

Part-III
2.5 Episode of Global War on Terror in Afghanistan [post-9/11]: Hamid
Karzai’s Period, 2002-2014
2.5.1 Afghan Foreign Policy (2001-2014)
Soon after the dismissal of the Taliban regime, the power vacuum was filled with an
interim government led by Hamid Karzai, a powerful Pashtun leader from Kandahar, the power
base of the Taliban (Adamec & Clements, 2003: 142). President Karzai had to deal with a
country left by a regime known for their brutal practices and human rights violations. The new
regime was more cautious about the war-torn Afghanistan and its historical nature as a medium
for the regional and international conflicts, which caused a huge economic and infrastructural
disparity to the country. Therefore, President Karzai was visible in extending a reconciliatory
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approach towards Afghanistan’s foreign policy in dealing with the regional and non-regional
major powers. The foreign policy goals of Karzai government can be classified as follow.
1. To restore order in the Afghan society by linking the fragmented Afghanistan under a
centralized democracy.
2. To establish peace by bringing the Taliban to the negotiating table.
3. To maintain a neutral approach towards regional players, especially between Pakistan and
India.
In the past, the foreign policy of Afghanistan was majorly dominated by the traditional
concept of ‘bitarfi’ or neutrality among neighboring and major hegemonic powers. The ‘bitarfi’
segment of the Afghan policy is not new to the day; rather it remained a dominant feature of the
Afghan foreign policy throughout the blending history of peace and war. The aim was to offer a
leveled approach between the neighboring and hegemonic powers, as it did between the Soviet
Union and the British Empire in the Great Game followed by the US and the USSR in the Cold
War politics and later post-Cold War era [two phases of the New Great Game]. In the post-9/11
era, the sole influence of the United States (with rare Russian influence) allowed the Karzai
government to apply the same policy of neutralism more on regional level. However, the Afghan
government and especially President Karzai was found to have been critical about using the term
neutrality,32 for he, time and again tried to pursue congenial relationships with the major powers
such as the US and the NATO. The neutral, although obscure, approach of the Afghan
government towards India and Pakistan reflects a perfect archetypal of such a regional approach.
2.5.1.1 Afghan Foreign Policy towards Pakistan
The events in the aftermath of 9/11 drafted a new pattern of security paradigm on part of
the regional political engagements. The US invasion of Afghanistan in pursuit of Al-Qaeda and
the Taliban made Pakistan the most viable and potential partner for the United States. This new
era of cooperation between the two countries also led to have drastic effects on the Afghan
policy towards Pakistan. Pakistan has always remained an irritant to the successive Afghan
regimes over years, thanks to the disputes of the Durand Line and so-called Pashtunistan issue.
The Karzai’s ascendency to power in Kabul did little in bringing a significant change to the
Afghan foreign policy towards its immediate eastern neighbor, Pakistan. However, the existing
threats in the form of Al-Qaeda and the Taliban forced the Karzai regime to adopt a ‘security
centered’ foreign policy, undermining the traditional concerns about the Durand Line as was
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echoed by the Afghan rulers in the past. The immediate need of the new regime was security and
peace as it was, even after ousting, still vulnerable to the resurgence of the Taliban. The priority
of security was also stressed by the United Nation’s special envoy to Afghanistan from 2001 to
2003, Lakhdar Brahimi who once argued that Afghanistan needs three immediate things,
“security, security and security” (Schetter, Glassner & Karokhail, 2007: 136).
Karzai was uncomfortable about the course of action adopted by Islamabad in dealing
with Afghanistan issue. He was critical of the Pakistan’s Afghan policy and blamed Islamabad
for continuing to support the Taliban insurgents, undermining the legitimacy of the Afghan
government. He was also seen criticizing Pakistan’s long term policy of strategic depth that is
aimed to create a space for strategic assets in the form of different groups against a possible
hostile regime in Kabul. However, C. Rakisits, stated that “this is all quite academic in the
context of the ‘strategic depth’ discussion because this policy, if ever it existed, is now obsolete
[post-9/11 era] and no longer a factor in Pakistan’s military calculations in the event of an armed
conflict with India” (personal communication, May 4, 2018).
This, however, did not stop Karzai from adopting a persuasive approach towards
Islamabad and continued to seek Pakistan’s assistance in brining the Taliban to the negotiating
table. Like the US, the Afghan government largely believed that the road to peace in Afghanistan
goes through Islamabad, citing the considerable influence Pakistan enjoys over the Taliban. Even
the activists within Afghan society called for negotiating with Pakistan, and not the Taliban
(Sharifi, 2017: 185).
The reconciliatory approach was also directed towards the Taliban, the main opposition
group entitled as the main ‘trouble makers’ for the Afghan government, which was found
multiple times trying to reconcile with the Taliban throughout the Karzai’s era. For example,
notwithstanding the fierce of the Taliban onslaught in 2003, the President Karzai sought to
attract ‘moderate’ entities within the Taliban but was deliberately failed in producing credible
outcomes for peace and reconciliation. The efforts did not lasted and continued until the
‘program for strengthening peace’ was established in 2005, to make the Taliban come to the
negotiations. However, Karzai was skeptical of the role of regional countries including Pakistan
and believed it to be part of the problem. It is for this reason that between 2006 to the end of his
tenure in 2014, Hamid Karzai continuously pursued Islamabad to help in bringing the Taliban to
the talks (Sharifi, 2017: 191). The mistrust on Pakistan, however, led the efforts not to bear
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fruitful results which in turn impeded cooperation with Pakistan and even blamed Islamabad for
the trouble in Afghanistan (Kakar, 2014: 23).
The increasing strategic and military partnership between Afghanistan and India has also
been a key factor in curtailing open cooperation between Islamabad and Kabul. The fact that
Karzai studied and remained in India for long, for it holds no surprise anymore to see his affinity
towards India. Karzai’s pro-Indian policies forced Islamabad to adopt a pro-active approach
towards peace and security in Afghanistan. There have been two major security objectives of
Pakistan’s policy towards Afghanistan;
1. To help broke a peace deal between the Afghan government and the Taliban.
2. To limit Indian influence on Afghan soil as much as possible.
On part of the first objective, for it takes no more a rocket science to understand that the
situation in Afghanistan has a direct effect on Pakistan. The Pakistani officials have continuously
claimed that peace in Afghanistan is subordinate to peace in Pakistan. As far as the second
objective is concerned, Pakistan has always feared growing Indian encirclement through
Afghanistan. Moreover, it also found Indian hands in exacerbating insurgency along the frontier
tribal regions and Baluchistan. Pakistani officials have continuously warned that the majority of
the terrorist attacks in Pakistan have been perpetrated from across the border in Afghanistan. The
Afghan government, however, gave little attention to such claims and rather endorsed Indian
presence on the Afghan soil, which has made the era between 2001 and 2014 to be deteriorating
and difficult in reference to the Afghanistan-Pakistan relationships.
2.5.1.2 Afghan Foreign Policy towards India
India was one of the first countries which supported the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan;
thereby degrading the credibility of the world’s largest democracy in terms of her foreign policy
approaches (Parth & Panda, 1983: 262). This was aimed to not only to secure the trust of her
traditional ally, the USSR, but also to counter Pakistan’s efforts of inciting insurgency in the
disputed territory of Jammu and Kashmir. India also remained distanced from Afghanistan
during the Taliban rule from 1996 to 2001 (Pant, 2010: 4-5). The dynamics, however, changed
after 2001 with the incident of the 9/11 and the rise of India as a major political, economic and
economic potential; making her a potential contender for influencing the regional strategic
environment. The neo-realism contends that the actions of state are constrained by the structure
of the international system. This also suggests that the foreign policy imperatives are shaped by
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the structure for it is the structure and hierarchy in the international system which forces a state
to adopt a foreign policy in line or compatible with the relative position of the very state in the
international system. Cementing the theory of Gilpin states that “a more wealthy and a more
powerful state…will select a larger bundle of security and welfare goals than a less wealthy and
less powerful state” utilizing all the means at its disposal to comply the regional strategic
environment (Gilpin, 1981: 94-95).
The terrorist attacks of 9/11 and the subsequent ascendency of Hamid Karzai as a result
of the Bon conference was a blessing in disguise for India in terms its geo-political and geostrategic objectives in the region. Just as their support for the USSR backed regime in Kabul in
1980s, India immediately recognized the Karzai regime installed by the US and coalition
members. India’s happiness can be reflected by the then Indian Minister for External Affairs
(IMEA) Jaswant Singh, who swiftly flown to Kabul to participate in Karzai’s inaugural
ceremony and to re-open Indian embassy, which remained closed during the Taliban’s rule. The
more Indian pliant Karzai extended its full support to the India’s vast strategic paradigm,
attracting in response Pakistan’s hostile behavior. Unlike its relations with Pakistan, the
relationships between India and Afghanistan have been of diverse nature ranging from economic
cooperation and humanitarian and social assistance to security assistance with special emphasis
on trade and regional connectivity.
It was India’s huge economic potential and military capabilities that attracted the policy
makers in Kabul to go in congenial terms with India. However, part of this relationship can also
be attributed to the Karzai’s close association with India for he studied in India for a brief period.
Kabul was optimistic about its urgent need of economic and security assistance in a situation
when the coalition forces were fighting the Taliban. Such a unilateral tilt of Kabul towards India
can be seen through the lenses of a plethora of interests ranging from economic and
infrastructural development to the security assistance. On part of the economic and
infrastructural developmental assistance, India has provided and invested millions of dollars in
the era after 9/11 which includes education, public health, humanitarian assistance infrastructure
such as building roads, energy sector including the Salma Dam project and many other small
scale developmental projects (Abdali, 2016: 99-101).
As far as the security partnership between Kabul and New Delhi is concerned,
Afghanistan has continued to deter the vulnerabilities exist in its relationships with Pakistan by
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embracing India as the most suitable counter-weight. This has been explained by J. Alexander,
expert on Afghan issues at the United States Institute of Peace (USIP), that Afghanistan has long
been considering India as a “potential counterweight in its relationship with Pakistan” (Bajoria,
2009, July 22). This has provided basis for a strategic partnership between the two countries
reflected in a Bilateral Strategic Agreement (BSA) between India and Afghanistan which allows
India to provide assistance in education and technical fields, modernize the infrastructure and
institutions, encourage regional connectivity through Afghanistan, explore natural resources,
increase the capacity building of the Afghan nation and duty free access to Afghan products to
the Indian market under the South Asian Free Trade Agreement (India-Afghanistan Relations,
2015). The Zaranj-Delaram highway or Route 606 is pertinent to be mentioned which was built
by India in 2009 and is vital route to connect Afghanistan to the Chabahar Port of Iran. An
Indian participant expressed, “India’s success in establishing its influence in Afghanistan is
because Iran facilitated transportation of Indian goods, physical and non-physical, to Afghanistan
through Chahbar port. Remember, India has no direct physical links with Afghanistan except
over Pakistan. Of late, India’s role has pronounced with the changed US Pakistan and South Asia
policy and, more so, because the US lately legitimized India’s role in Afghanistan for peace
restoration” (M.A. Kaw, personal communication, June 07, 2018).
Such a huge economic and infrastructural ‘carrots’ worth of $3 billion helped India gain
an integral position in the Afghan foreign policy in the post-9/11 era. As part of the Soft Power
strategy, India has attracted huge popularity among Afghans by extending opportunities in
culture, arts and education including many scholarships for the Afghan students (Bajoria, 2007,
December 5). Another Indian analyst maintained that “Politically, economically, culturally and
security wise India invested a lot in Afghanistan to prevent Pakistan from achieving its strategic
goals in Kabul despite the US and all other factors in her favor. India’s fears from terrorism,
Kashmir issue and instability drive towards her determination to secure friends in Kabul” (A.K.
Pasha, personal communication, June 19, 2018). This in turn has made India successful in
winning the hearts and minds of the Afghan nation as part of their soft power strategy.
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Chapter # 3
Critical Historical Perspectives 1:
Unintended Consequences of Grand Great Game in Afghanistan
In the first portion of this chapter, this study maps out the use of the ‘great game’ and
‘grand game’ discourse within the English writings. It tries to establish that historical records
show that the trope of great game was indeed ‘grand’ in nature and scope during the nineteenth
century. This study merely traces out those facts. Secondly, the changes in geopolitical dynamics
and security patterns in post- Cold War and 9/11 scenarios has also altered the international and
regional arenas. Therefore, it is a need of time to reconstruct the prevalent ideas or [old] Great
Game or New Great Game accordingly. In the second portion, the diverging and converging
reasons have been given why the connotation ‘grand’ should be added up in the widely-know
trope of the great game to define the changes in contemporary world political structure in general
and in Afghanistan in particular. In the 3rd portion, the role of US, as a sole super-player of the
world politics, has been discussed in view of its ‘grand strategy’ of the Global War on Terror
(GWOT) in Afghanistan. It looks briefly at the Afghanistan as a regional conflict between India
and Pakistan and their proxy warfare. Most of the research participants testified the idea of 3G in
different ways and emphasized on re-conceptualization of the idea of great game. Generally, the
changes in geopolitical dynamics and security patterns in the pre- and post- 9/11 scenarios are
never the same. These changes have altered the international and regional arenas and states’
attitudes of interactions. Therefore, it is a need of time to reconstruct the prevalent ideas or [old]
Great Game or New Great Game, as per the prevailing historical studies and factual
developments. [This aspect has been discussed in detail in 5th chapter]. Here, a few examples are
described. One senior international participant commented,
“Using the term Great Game [GG] is a bit misleading because apart from the fact that today's
inter-state competition is taking place in the same geographic neighbourhood as the original GG,
there is very little similarity. Having said that, you could of course use your 3G nomenclature but
you would need to explain right from the beginning the differences and the similarities with the
original term (C. Rakisits, personal communication, May 4, 2018).

A senior Indian participant confirmed that “Grand Great Game is more appropriate as it is
different. As the Great Game involved the UK and then the US in Cold War and focused mostly
on the USSR. The 3G not only involves Russia, Central Asian states plus, China, India, Iran and
others” (A. Kamal Pasha19 June 2018). Similarly, a senior Pakistani professor indicated that
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“As the Geo-Politics of the region has changed mostly after 9/11 and new players have entered the
game, I think the word “Grand Great Game” would be appropriate. This is how political words
develop with changing time and geo-politics. International Politics before and after 9/11 will never
is the same. Apart from politics and economics, religion has entered international politics and in
some areas, it is playing the dominant role and it is connected to each other all over the world e.g.
Africa, Afghanistan and Syria etc” (A.H. Khan, personal communication, May 22, 2018).

Part I
3.1 Transformation of the Great Game into the Grand Great Game
It is often said while assessing the current situation in the previous political perspectives
that ‘‘history repeats itself’’. It is for no reason to deny the conflicting situation and warmongering scenario between Britain and Russia during the [old] Great Game, and US and USSR
during the Cold War, in the battlefield of Afghanistan. Each player had been engaged in a naked
competition that led them to altercate both overtly and covertly in Afghanistan. However, it is
pertinent to comprehend the meaning of old Great Game (OGG) and New Great Game (NGG) in
general terms so that the focal idea of Grand Great Game (3G) could be understood in a better
way. Prior to this study, no attempt has been made to define this term generally on the one hand,
and need to coin new term for the presentation of international geopolitical and security changes
in world politics after the 9/11 incident.
3.1.1 Genesis of Great Game and its Historical Traces
Historically, it is widely considered that initially, the term ‘great game was superficially
introduced by Rudyard Kipling in Kim published in 1901. However, the well-known author of
Orientalism, Said (1979: 300) philosophically talked about “things that exists”. In the
development of this idea, the leaderships and policymakers of the colonial powers played a key
role to institutionalize this concept as a policy, which was pre-existing in their minds. While
writing Kim, this idea was already in Kipling’s head; however, this was left moot. “The truth is
somewhat different. First of all, so far as Kim is concerned the book owes practically everything
to Kipling's imagination. Almost the only bit which is not his invention is the expression “The
Great Game”, although he is often credited with it” (Morgan, 1973: 55).
In fact, as per assumption of this study, the Kim novel made reification of the trope ‘great
game’ as a policy of the imperial powers’ grand strategic agenda for their long-term geostrategic
objectives. “Today, through the agency of “authoritative” Afghans and international “experts”
and “specialists” on Afghanistan, American and other international actors are reifying dominant
forms of British Indian colonial knowledge about the country and its people” (Hanifi, 2009: 21).
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According to Burris (1988: 22), “reification is a way of changing something abstract [existing an
idea or thought] into something real.” This is to say that it is the act of making something
(prevailing notion) concrete and easier to understand. This has been asserted by historians
“during the 19th century the involvement of the British government increased, turning the old
Great Game from a private venture into part of imperial defence, foreign and colonial policy.
The methods used were those of secret agents, coupled with overt military action upon occasion”
(Edward, 2003: 84). This term was constructed as a policy for the description of political
struggle against fear and apprehensions about each rival’s advancement towards their sphere of
influences.
This policy of the [old] Great Game was the intention of British leadership contributed in
setting up this very idea a hot topic of the area studies, but without tendentious theorizing. This
thing can be proved by Said’s assumption, “something that exists is institutionalized”
(Orientalism, 1979, 300). For instance, British high ranks military and government officials in
British India during the 1800s played their part in establishing this term and even used in their
official letter written to the administrative political agents in Afghanistan, as stated by Morgan
“in fact it was popular usage in the Army and by the members of the Indian Civil Service long
before he [Kipling] wrote the book [Kim], which was first printed when the game was nearly
over in 1901” (1973: 55). According to Anwar and Khan (2016: 72), “[the Great Game] coined
by Conolly and introduced in the mainstream by Kipling, the term, Great Game was
institutionalized by Lord Curzon.” Moreover, Sir John William Kaye [as mentioned in
introduction] has drawn the picture in his two classical pieces of literature History of the War in
Afghanistan (1853) and Lives of Indian Officers: Illustrations of the History of the Civil and
Military Service of India (1867), how the term “Great Game” was formally institutionalized by
British army and administration in British India. In this dissertation, some presumptions have
been established after the studying of these classical pieces of literature that this game was being
played at many levels at that time and fought across the globe. Therefore, this game was largely
defined as ‘grand’ game.
Having said this, Kaye has presented the proof of two letters written by Captain Arthur
Conolly (1807–42) who used the term first time. Conolly was the British political agent to
Afghanistan, attributed to the term game as ‘the Great Game’ in a letter to Major Henry
Rawlinson, who had been recently appointed as the new political agent in Kandahar (Yapp,
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2000, 180). Hopkirk (1997: 7) mentions Conolly’s words: “You’ve a great game, a noble game,
before you.” Kaye describes the use of term game in another letter as such on July 20, 1840, the
main British spying agent in Afghanistan, Sir William Hay Macnaghten, employed the term
game in the letter, which he wrote to the then Governor General in British India for the
annexation of Herat in western Afghanistan, “We have a beautiful game on our hands. If we have
means and inclination to play it properly our advance upon Herat would go far to induce the
Russian government to attend to any reasonable overtures on the part of Khan of Khiba” (Kaye,
1853, 56).
So far as the significant meaning of connotation ‘grand’ in re-conceptualization of the
great game as the Grand Great Game in this study is concerned, Kaye describes that this game
was widespread played at different levels at and diverse strategies used by Britain. For example,
Kaye referred to the second letter of Conolly sent to Henry Rawlinson at Kandahar in 1837 after
a month later. Conolly believed that ‘Rawlinson's new post gave him the opportunity to advance
humanitarianism in Afghanistan and regeneration of the Afghans’ civilization particularly to
reduce the level of frustration among the Afghans due to the Russians’ [grand] design’ (Yapp,
2000: 181). Conolly summed up his thinking as
“If the British Government would only play the grand game — help Russia cordially to all that she
has a right to expect — shake hands with Persia — get her all possible amends from Oosbegs —
force the Bukhara Amir to be just to us, the Afghans, and other beg states, and his own kingdom
— but why go on; you know my, at any rate in one sense, enlarged views. Inshallah! The
expediency ─ nay, the necessity of them will be seen, and we shall play the noble part that the first
Christian nation of the world ought to fill” (Kaye, 1867, 104).

In this quotation, Kaye pinpointed that British misused Afghanistan as pawn in this game
against the Russians’ and pursued the social and humanitarian means to gain their political
realistic ends in the game. Moreover, they used Afghanistan’s neighbors like their horses to plot
against their continental and non-regional opponents. Additionally, Kaye linked up the great
game with ‘grand’ differently that during 1799, in front of Lord Wellesley (along with Captain
John Malcolm who sailed to Persian Gulf for signing alliance with Persian Shah), “there was a
grand opportunity before him of check-mating France in the regions of Central Asia” (Kaye,
1967, 145). Here, Kaye is highlighting to the large scope of fighting the great game with
European rival (France) other than the Czarist Russia at the heart of Asia (Fromkin, 1980: 936).
Later, Kaye used ‘grand’ for its ‘grand combination’ of treaty-negotiations with Shah of Teheran
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against Zaman Shah. They signed political and commercial treaties for availing ‘grand’ prospects
in the region of Central Asia through Cabuol [Kabul] (Kaye, 1867: 146).
The study of British historical archives written by the Orientalists suggests that the term
Great Game [in Afghanistan] had always been the part of British intentional plan; i.e., essentials
of an overall ‘grand’ strategy, rather than being ad hoc, because the British policymakers,
historians, geographers, travelers and so forth have caught into the popular imagination of the
trope of Great Game due to shadowy fear and struggle for Czarist Russians’ political and religion
hegemony, and strategic ascendancy of Asian continent and vice versa. Moreover, Anwar and
Khan highlight that
“the story of the Great Game seems incomplete without mentioning George Curzon, a staunch
Russophobe, who traveled to Central Asia and warned on the Russian military preparation for the
invasion of India. The British were overawed by the idea of Napoleon of France and Czar
Alexander, joining hands to get the Jewel [India]. Therefore, all possible routes to India were
diligently watched and agents were sent far and wide to gather information and comb the areas for
possible Russian agents” (2016: 76).

Also, Becker (2012: 61) explains that “players of the great game were British army
officers and political agents dispatched to gather intelligence, Indian agents similarly employed,
and private European travellers.” However, Anwar and Khan (2016: 76) argue “The Great Game
was not fiction but a deadly war, fought by men of great human courage, who hated to look back.
On both sides [British and Russia], the fear was genuinely felt at such dangerous places like
Tibet, Pamir, Bokhara and Afghanistan.” Hopkirk (1990: 524) interprets “But to Burnes and the
Pottingers, Burnaby and Rawlinson, it seemed real enough and ever present. Indeed, India’s
history appeared to bear out their fears.”
The same is also true for the Russian policymakers etc., who had taken this game as a
great challenge. Hopkirk further concludes about the Russians’ fear of the British suzerainty in
Afghanistan and beyond because Britain, via Afghan land, could have invaded in their sphere of
influence of Central Asia. Hopkirk elaborates, “Equally, men like Kaufman and Skobelev,
Alikhanov and Grombchevsky, feared that unless they staked Russia’s claim to the Central Asian
khanates, the British would eventually absorb these into their Indian empire” (1990: 524).
Similarly, such an analysis of the Hopkirk’s book with perspective of Orientalism, the term
‘Great Game’ was no popular among the Russian policymakers (1990: 5), however, some
referred this power struggle as the Bolshya Igra (Tournament of Shadows) (1990: 7). Middleton
(2008: 1) argues that ‘in 1837, a former Russian Foreign Minister, Count Nesselrode (1822 to
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1856) who was in power at the apex of the Great Game period used the term ‘Tournament of
Shadows’ owing to involvement of spies and military personnel in espionage and intelligence’.
Moreover, Meyer and Bryssc (1999: 5) connect the Bolshya Igra with the Russians’ imperialistic
interest-oriented policies for the colonization of Central Asian region due to describing the
stories of spies and military personnel involved in espionage and intelligence activities against
the British. However, the ‘Great Game’ had caught the popular imagination among the academia.
Referring to the levels of the game, in reality, British started playing this old Great Game
from India and expanded at different level. And, these levels had made the game complex to
understand. The unit level of this game was Indian colony, then expanded Afghanistan, Central
Asia, Persia and Tibet. “The brunt of the tussle [of Great Game] was mainly borne by
Afghanistan, the Central Asian Khanates and Tibet” (Anwar & Khan, 2016: 74). Becker (2012:
66-67) establishes that the intention of Lord Wellesley [British political and colonial administer
who served as Governor-General of India during 1798-1805] was to establish complete British
hold and control over India. Here it is important to note that the great game was being fought for
the Western Asia [within Asian continent]. Yapp (2000: 181) quoted W.H.C. Davis that has
defined the old Great Game as “a bid for political ascendancy in the Western Asia.” This was the
first level of the game in which a series of war-oriented policy was firstly pursued by the British
and fought wars with the Afghans by alliance-making with the Sikhs and the exiled Afghan
rulers. Dynastical quarrels of Afghanistan helped the British a lot to divide this land and rule it in
the late 1800s [See Annexure V for Anglo-Afghan Wars].
Also, Kaye reported as Lord Wellesley stated that, the term great game was ‘wholly
impossible to play with limited treasury and lowest credit’ (1867: 126). There can be two
possibilities to explain this point. In the former case, Kaye talks about the great game playing
within India and Afghanistan in terms of two aspects; one is struggle for political supremacy
within British Indian Empire after fighting a military war or peaceful political settlement. For
example, Kaye sheds light on “before the great game was to be played in Central India…”
should be defeated. “We ought to have settled the centre of India (1867: 260)”. Moreover, he
says that “if the Britain went without settling this, it would be “the grand and irreparable
mistake” (Kaye, 1867: 260). And, the second struggle was about power competition between the
British and powerful external forces to extend the Britain sphere of influence [in Afghanistan and
surroundings of Indian colony]. For instance, when Marahattan snatched the power from
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Moghals and established their supremacy in Upper (Northern) India and were contesting with
each other, Britain appointed Mr. Elphinstone, who was considered “the most propitious for
those who panted for action” (Kaye, 1867: 237). For, Kaye maintains, “this is as our opportunity.
The great game was now to be played with something like a certainty of winning (1867: 237).”
In the latter case, Kaye has interpreted the term to show power play among the British high ranks
military and political officials such as “for all the resolution of a veteran politician” (1867: 377).
Kaye further explains, “The “great game” has commenced when General Lake’s army
took the field of British India (1867: 388). But Becker presented viewpoint of Walter Millar
Thorburn how Afghanistan became the part of great game policy formulated by British Indian
government. Thorburn in his book The Great Game: a Plea for a British Imperial Policy (1875)
mentioned that the British included Afghanistan in India. For this, Thorburn explains that Lord
Auckland, British Governor-General in 1836-1842 who initiated the First Afghan War planned
the ‘grand’ Britain geostrategy and treated “Afghanistan as part of India” (Thorburn, 1875: 32).
Thorburn has also portrayed the military strategy of Auckland in which India was reorganized
into “sixteen provinces under the Viceroy, each with a Lieutenant-Governor” (Thorburn, 1875:
54). Most of the provinces comprised local Indian states and districts under direct British rule.
Afghanistan, including regions Herat and Kandahar in particular, was also one of the 16
provinces under British administrators. However, Kabul and Kafiristan [other parts of
Afghanistan] were ruled by the native rulers (Thorburn, 1875: 57).
The historical roots of the old Great Game show that Afghanistan surges with itself the
undeniable factual segments that derives the pattern of complex strategic and military
engagements between regional and trans-regional powers. The extended geopolitical interests of
Russia and Britain and their forward [rational] policies in nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries to attain such goals compelled both powers to fight a covert and overt war[s], what the
historians have termed as the ‘‘Great Game’’, in Afghanistan caught the popularity. Rationallyoriented foreign policy attitude and actions of the parties were employed on the Afghan soil in
order to set ‘so-called’ ‘natural’ or ‘scientific’ borders for Russia’s continental empire as well as
Britain’s Asiatic colonial empires in the aftermath of loosing European sphere of influences by
Napoleon. “The history of the great game in Asia [shows] the contest between the British Empire
and the Russian Empire for control of Central Asia” (Hamm, 2013: 395). Hosting such a
flagrantly-held strategic geopolitical competition between the two major powers, Afghanistan
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remained a continuous target of the undesired reactions of the policy actions adopted by both
imperial superpowers (Russia and Britain) throughout the old Great Game.
The rational policy actions resulted in multiple irrational and unwanted consequences that
created a security dilemma in Afghanistan. The to and fro foreign backing of different local
individuals and groups within Afghanistan destroyed the political structure and concept of
Afghan nationalism. The fragility and inconvenience in political structure endorsed the idea of
warlordism which aggravated the internal sufferings of the Afghan nation. Such internal and
external geopolitical maneuverings did not allow Afghanistan to adopt a consensus-based
independent foreign policy and thus maintained a semi-independent status of Afghanistan in the
international politics. Rationally, the Great Game was an effort to secure British India from the
Russian aggression, but the controversial line inherited an unintended consequence in the form of
international struggle between the US and the USSR, and one the one hand, a regional tussle
between Pakistan and Afghanistan in latter half of the twentieth century, and on the other hand, a
regional power play between India and Pakistan in Afghanistan since the first decade of twentyfirst century.
3.1.1.1 Diverse Viewpoints about the Continuity and transformation of the Great Game in
Different Timeframes
(a) Ewans’s Classical Division, 1839-1907
Apparently, the old Great Game ended with the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907 and
has roughly been divided into three phases, “from the beginning of the nineteenth century till the
First Anglo-Afghan War, 1939-42, and the period up to the Second Anglo-Afghan War, 1878-80
and the signing of the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907” as mentioned by Ewans (2004: iv).
Palace (2002: 64) concludes that Britain’s involvement in Afghanistan’s affairs truly started in
1839, while Lord Auckland attempted to place the cooperative Afghan monarch in Kabul other
than unhelpful Dost Mohammed who could willingly work with India. Behind this action, British
were feared that Russians were trying to expand their sphere of influences by Afghanistan.
Therefore, British government reified the imaginary idea of the great game as a ‘grand’
geostrategic agenda and formulated forward policies since 1840s on account of their intellectual
authority. For example, William Moorcroft, British military officer and political spy to Kabul in
1824 coined the term “forward policy,” i.e. “a British military regiment needs to change the
ruler” (Meyer & Brysac, 1995: 45) [within Afghanistan to place Shah Shuja in place of
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Muhammad Khan Doaud] and later, became a policy against the Russians’ thwart (Kaye, 1853,
56).
It became established in British scholars that the first Anglo-Afghan War fell both states
into a destructive bilateral conflict, which apparently lasted four years; however, commenced a
process of reactions and re-actions for removal of misunderstanding that not only strained the
Anglo-Afghan relationship until the official ending of the [old] Great Game in 1907 but also
impacted deeply Afghanistan-Pakistan-India trilateral relations. In case of Britain, this war was
costly and shameful which furthered the conflict for the second Anglo-Afghan War of 1878. The
dreadful murder of Alexander Burnes with his staff and their British army and their families
caused an appalling defeat to the British Empire in Afghanistan in 1841 which prompted British
departure from Afghanistan in 1842 and created a great opposition of British forward policy.
According to Keay (1979: 176, 182) states that ‘after this incident, the North-West
Frontier particularly and Baluchistan generally [in today’s Pakistan] had acquired a ferocious
reputation. For, the former was made a criterion of rapid promotion for those ambitious young
officers by the British Indian government. Secondly, these areas were a “great natural high-road”
for slave and goods trade from India via Afghanistan to Bukhara slave market in Central Asia.’
The British new government of Benjamin Disraeli in 1878 stepped back from the forward policy
and geographical determinism under the old Great Game grand strategy which caused “the
renewal of Russian forward policy” in 1879 (Palace, 2002: 64)). While Britain adopted the noninterference policy with India’s neighbors and frontier policy to make their peripheries secured,
it attempted “to bring Afghanistan firmly into the scheme of India’s defences” (Keay, 1979: 98).
However, ‘a policy of non-interference policy in the affairs of India’ neighborhood came
under the strong attack’ (Keay, 1979: 45), when Russian renewal was also prompted by 1860s
domestic disturbances inside the Czarist Russians. Palace also explains that ‘Russian military
and geostrategic adventurer, Nikolai Stolietov contacted the Afghan rulers to intrigue against the
British India. British appointed those Russophobian officers who preferred political solution
rather than war’ (2002: 65). In 1893, Afghanistan formally became an integral part of the British
Empire and Abdur Rahman was installed in Kabul. However, the Russian strengthened their
footings in Central Asia and tried to control Afghanistan indirectly. The 1905 Russian defeat by
Japan forced Russians to roll back their covert strategies of the [old] Great Game which ended up
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in 1907 (Halliday, 1996: 42). After 1919, Afghanistan again became the fulcrum of the great
game politics with new players.
(b) Edwards’s Modern Division, 1839-1991
Similarly, Edward (2003: 84) also presents three phases:
1.

The first started with the imperial advancement of the Russian Empire into the Central

Asian and Caucasus regions during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, which rang
the alarming bells for the British Indian government. Driven by security apprehensions and fears
about Russians’ intentionality, British Indian government had failed in establishing influential
expansion outside the boundary of Indian colony and transformed Afghanistan into buffer zone
and defensive station. The British decided to fight a covert war after experiencing the disastrous
defeat in the Anglo-Afghan wars and sent officers to the northern borders of India for
exploration of the overland Russian expansion. Edward argues that during the former half of
nineteenth century, the involvement of British Indian government escalated by secret agents and
turned the old Great Game from a private venture of East India Company into part of Great
Britain’s imperial defence, foreign and colonial grand policy. This phase ended up with the
signing of the Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907.
2.

The second phase was dominated by Germany increased involvement in Afghanistan and

Anglo-Russian joint venture was launched by the same operational methods of the great game
pursued in the first phase in which local Pushtun tribes and Afghan people were manipulated by
secret agents with the aim of controlling Afghanistan indirectly by using land of India.
3.

Following the WW.1, Russian Revolution of 1917 and the Anglo-Afghan third War of

1919, third phase of the great game geopolitics began, while the Bolsheviks consolidated their
power over the old Czarist domains ‘by the means of armed uprisings for the ends of liberating
the whole of Asian nations from imperialist British domination’ (Hopkirk, 2002: 61). This study
asserts that the historical archives clearly show that this phase ended with the withdrawal of the
Soviet occupation in Afghanistan and independence of Central Asia and Caucasus.
(c) Hamm’s Advanced Classification [including 9/11 Era]
Hamm (2013: 396) divides the history of Afghanistan regarding the great game
geopolitics into three phases: (1) the 19th century, (2) the Soviet invasion, and (3) the 2001 war.
Furthermore, Hamm (2013: 395) finds that Afghanistan, during the great game in Asia in all
afore-mentioned phases, remained “unconquerable” and became the “graveyard of empires” in
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which firstly British Empire failed, twice during nineteenth century and once the twentieth
century, to conquer Afghanistan. Later on, the Soviets control ended not only in Afghanistan but
also their sway in the Central Asian region in the late twentieth century. Even the US and its
NATO allies have also failed. However, political commentators argue that the power struggle
continued throughout twentieth century, encompassing W.W.I and W.W.II, and finally emerged
the same great game like power struggle involving two major players along with regional ones in
form of the Cold War.
3.1.1.2 Unintended Consequences of the Modern Great Game Geopolitics
Indeed, Kipling’s forewarning about the fatal unintended consequences of the great game
geopolitics proved true throughout the twentieth century. These consequences in the
subcontinent and surroundings were in the form of colonialism and imperialism. “The new
imperialism of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries created a world in which, for the
first time, actions taken by the European states had truly global consequences” (Westad, 2007:
78). A period of policy reforms within the imperialist powers and colonialized nations by the
colonial powers was coincided with the apex of the colonial period, around 1900 (Westad, 2007:
75). When the great game ended in 1907, the modern resistance movements in the colonies
began against the direct colonial rule or indirect semi-colonial aggression. This period signified
the starting point of the World War I, byproduct of the old great game (Westad, 2007: 79), but a
new chapter of the old Great Game began with new motives and players. In this regared, Westad
(2007: 73) further states,
“from the mid-nineteenth century up to 1920 more than 450 million people in Africa and Asia
came under direct colonial rule. Britain, France, Russia…– the old European colonial powers –
were followed by the newly formed Germany and Italy, by Belgium, and, in a somewhat hesitant
manner, by the United States…joined the club of aggressors. While the capacity for expansion
arose from the changes in technology, organization, and communication that took place in the
nineteenth century, the motives varied from the search for markets and raw materials to religious
zeal and national pride. By the early twentieth century most people in the capitalist countries had
stopped asking for motives: imperialism to them has become the natural order of things, just like
the Cold War would be two generations later.”

Moreover, the end of the W.W.I created following unintended consequences:
1.

It shook the global power set up of European players especially the Britain in chessboard

of India subcontinent due to rising of resistance movements. Additionally, the Britain couldn’t
sustain its triumph of W.W.I in third Anglo-Afghan War and it had to face a terrible defeat in
1919, which made the British Indian colony unsecured and opened to Russian thwart from the
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western side of Afghan boundary adjacent to Indian colony because independence of
Afghanistan was a stimulus for the people of the Indian subcontinent.
2.

This war laid down the foundations of creating Third World which restricted the empire

building system and promoted the nation-state system outside the European boundaries. For
instance, the breakdown of the Ottoman Empire created several small Muslim nations. With the
ending of buffer zone status, an independent Afghanistan emerged as a third world state with
weak defense, porous borderline (Durand Line) and dependent economy (either on Russia or
Britain). A political vacuum was created in weak state of Afghanistan. The humiliated treatment
of Allied powers (particularly Britain) with Germany provided a golden opportunity to the
German leadership in 1920s and 1930s to fill this vacuum in Afghanistan and took revenge by
creating disturbance from the two of W.W.I major Allied powers, i.e. British in Indian colony at
one side and from Russian in Central Asia at other side. While King Amanullah was seeking the
European style of political state system and modernization within Afghanistan owing to the twofront security dilemma: one is from Russian advancement on the northern side and other is
British oppression from the eastern side. At this critical junction, Germany was the best option.
3.

“The colonizers possessed such a surplus of arms, technology and organization they had

succeeded in taking control of the world, and their possessions – both material and territorial –
showed their supremacy…As if power was not enough, the colonizer were subjected to relentless
propaganda – often through Christian missions – about the justness of the new order and the
bankruptcy of their own ideals and beliefs. The degree to which this intended destruction of
indigenous culture and organization succeeded in the third world is still hotly debated” (Westad,
2007:74). The imperial and colonial powers introduced some kinds of reforms under the direct
colonial rule in terms of soft and humanitarian means such as developmental projects, supply of
modern technology and armaments to the weak nations, and promotion of their ideas and new
modernized political system for displaying their supremacy.
The Westad (2007: 75) states that that the colonial developmental projects that were
developed during the nineteenth century were tremendously different in character. For instance,
“the ideology of “welfare colonial,” combined with the authoritarian power inherent in colonial
rule, encouraged ambitious schemed to remake Third World societies, both through grand
projects and through general policies of resettlement and mechanization” (2007: 79).
Furthermore, in fact, a new battlefield of ideas for socialism and capitalism was launched in172

between the time period of W.W.I and W.W.II by the new players of the game. “The 1920s and
1930s the struggles between empires and their opponents was also a battlefield for ideas of social
revolution or capitalist development” (Westad, 2007: 74).
On the one hand, the resistance movements on the basis of state-oriented economy in
socialism and non-state oriented economy (privatization) in capitalism were promoted. Despite
the economic aid, imperial powers bought loyalties in the controlled geographies by promoting
their ideologies. They attempted to spread their own culture of modernization and institutions to
the nations they had controlled directly or indirectly assimilated with a wide range of local
systems. Furthermore, the imperial powers disseminated their ideologies and hegemonic deigns
by the tool of propaganda and spying. They also exploited the desire of the weak nations to be
politically and culturally modern and economically developed. In case of Afghanistan, during the
former half of twentieth century, all these soft tools were used by different players to win the
game in heart of Asia. Therefore, these intended foreign policy actions helped Germany prior to
the W.W.II, and the USSR and the US during the Cold War to imprint their strong footings to
buy their sphere of influences across the globe generally and in Afghanistan particularly. Most
importantly, the development card was overwhelmingly misused by major great powers for their
realist-oriented rational policy goals.
4.

In response to the soft means used by the imperial powers, the natives of the Third World

used religion rationally against their opponents for increasing their political power in the
international politics. Afghan King, Amanullah’s intentionality of possessing economic, military
and political power was stimulated mostly by the international and regional factors. The Ottoman
Empire was broken down by new players of the game. At that time, Amanullah wanted to
convert independent Afghanistan as a powerful Muslim Empire so that it could lead the Muslim
Ummah generally, and revitalized the historic glory of Afghan nationalism particularly.
Regionally, Afghanistan, after ending the British suzerainty, found a chance of running
its foreign policy by its own and searched new partners who might contribute into the
development of modern Afghanistan. For these intended goals, Westad asserts that
“the nativists [people of the Third World commonly and the Afghans mainly] thought their history
and, often, their religion, were weapons against colonialism that would also determine their
peoples’ future direct after the struggle for independence had been won…The nativists saw
rebuilding the economic, social, and military strength of their countries as the key objective, which
could be achieved by honoring indigenous traditions and by strong leadership” (the global Cold
War, 2007: 81).
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King Amanullah tried to revive his father Habibullah’s tactic of the Global Jihad used
during the W.W.I in support of Pan-Islamism movement. Blood (2002: 16) has written about the
intended action of King Habibullah that ‘he shrewdly capitalized the W.W.I and tried to make
Afghanistan independent, but couldn’t succeed. However, he was successful in gaining
numerous wealth and weapons to make the country a modern Muslim state’. Likewise his father,
Amanullah politicized Islam and made the alignment with new European power of Germany, a
rival opponent of Britain colonial Empire. In addition, the subsequent Afghan leadership of King
Muhammad Zahir Shah also capitalized the tool of politicalization of religion and Global Jihad
to legitimatize their monarchal ruling. Afterward the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, the
constitutional monarch within Afghanistan ended, when the same religion tool intentionally
misused by the external forces, the US and its Third World Muslim countries against the Soviets
by supporting the proxy players within Afghanistan. In the subsequent years, the
misappropriation of religion factor proved to be a major factor of ethnicity within the societies of
Afghanistan and Pakistan.
However, the end of W.W.II started a new form of the great game politics labeled the
“Cold War” because it caused to formal end of British rule in the neighborhood of Afghanistan
and entrance of new players in the game. The US replaced Britain in the global great game
geopolitics but the rival was same, the Soviet Union. Regionally, Pakistan and India emerged
after the partition of the subcontinent. The new global rivalry of Cold War between US and
USSR was diverse in nature from the old Great Game in the sense that regional-based great game
geopolitics was launched in which superpowers’ military interventionism and imperialism were
encouraged for fighting against the opponent by standing their bulwarks and proxy players
within the pawn such as Afghanistan. Anwar and Khan (2016: 72) states, ‘views of Edward Said
have been juxtaposed to arrive at a conclusion that the novel [Kim and imperial struggle of Great
Game] is also a celebration of imperialism. In today’s scenario in Central Asia particularly
Afghanistan… premises of superpower interventions in Afghanistan have been laid down.’ For
example, the Czarist Russians imperialized Central Asia during the latter half of the nineteenth
century and followed same policies as its rival Britain did in the subcontinent. Its direct
hegemony ended in the CARs in 1991; however, Afghanistan had been the key pawn of Britain
during the nineteenth century great game and of the USSR during the most of the twentieth
century power struggle between the US and USSR. Klass has found the roots of the Soviets
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interference in the Indian subcontinent beyond the nineteenth century. The Soviets had been in
pursuit of access to the warm water of Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf, and control of the
Indian subcontinent via Baluchistan, which commenced at least as early as 1791, when grand
invasion strategies were planned under Catherine the Great (Klass, 1989: 275). The Russians
swayed Central Asia in nineteenth century and Afghanistan following 1919 Bolshevik
Revolution. ‘[the] Soviet[s] control over and manipulation of the Baluchis, their encouragement
and support for Baluchi nationalism started in the mid seventeenth century as part of the [old]
Great Game’ (Klass, 1989: 276) and British [and latter US] attempted to foil these Soviet
efforts.
3.1.2 Start of New Great Game and Phases of Modern Great Game Geopolitics
Though, the end of the W.W.II dramatically changed the world order and introduced the
bipolar nature of the international system. The British might cease to exist with the
decolonization at the end of the Second World War. Consequently, the United States replaced
Britain in global rivalry of the Cold War in which the US and the Soviet Union emerged as the
superpowers of the modern times during the New Great Game. It was not late than the
conclusion of the World War, when both powers began to compete for their geostrategic and
economic interests worldwide under such an altercation in their grand strategy that was marked
as the ‘‘Cold War’’ between the US and USSR. Owing to the support of the USSR and relief
cherished following the end of the World War, Afghanistan tried to provoke rivalry with the
newly-independent state of Pakistan on the issue of Pashtunistan which adversely affected the
relationships between the two neighbors and heralded the penetration of regional-based great
game geopolitics in the South Asia. As Buzan proclaims this point as “a variety of regional
‘great games’ is being played out by rival external powers in Central Asia, the Middle East,
Southeast Asia, and Africa…But South Asian politics is different in sense that this game is being
played put in Afghanistan, located at its periphery (Buzan, 2003: 15).
The timely endeavored opportunity ─ of great game geopolitics between war-torn
Afghan territory and conflicted South Asian region dominated between India and Pakistan ─ was
exploited by the Afghan rulers until the Soviet invasion in 1979, which once again turned
Afghanistan to become a war theater for the regional and non-regional powers. The rationally
defined aggression of the Soviet Union triggered multiple resisting outfits to emerge using the
platform provided by the US, Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan, erupting as an unintended consequence
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for the Soviet policymakers in Moscow. Buzan says that “for the global powers, the regional
level [in Cold War great game] is crucial in shaping both the options for, and consequences of,
projecting their influences and rivalries into the rest of the system. The regional level matters
most for the states within it, but also substantially for the global powers” (2003: 47). In this
regard, the Soviets called on India to join them in a complex web of rivalries among regional and
non-regional powers in Afghanistan. The struggle continued but proved disastrous for the
geopolitical diameters of Afghanistan and the South Asian region.
In this vein, the superpowers’ policy of the Cold War ended with the signing of Geneva
Accord for the Soviet withdrawal in 1989. However, the irrational configuration of regional
security and political patterns totally changed the geopolitical and security dynamics of the
global system structure and regions such as South and Central Asia, and resulted in multiple
unintended consequences with durable affects on regional politics. There were some inheritances
of the rational policy actions adopted during the Cold War such as the upsurge of Pashtunistan
issue, the Soviet intervention, the US involvement and rise of Afghan mujahedeen,
politicalization of Islam and radicalization of Afghan society, Indian involvement for
development of Afghanistan, proxy warfare and regional confrontations between Pakistan and
India over the support of Taliban [second generation of mujahedeen ] and the Northern Alliance,
destruction of the post-W.W.II political structure of Afghanistan and Soviet backing of PDPA,
the formation of terrorist network of Al-Qaeda, and mafia for drug trafficking and opium trade,
and finally displacement of the Afghan people. Halliday lucidly (1996: 38) explains the muddled
situation of Afghanistan as a result of these legacies of the Cold War power play in the following
words,
“Afghanistan was one of those countries in which a combination of internal conflict and external
intervention led to terrible war. Over a million people, as much as 10 percent of the population,
died. Up to a third of the population was displaced as refugees. Most of the educated elite fled.
Nor has the end of the cold war led to peace.”

Such a chaotic environment and unintended consequences of the continued great game
geopolitics transformed the region into a new phase of geostrategic competition starting early in
1990s.
3.1.2.1 Meaning of the Modern Great Game in the Cold War
Analytically, the great game during the Cold War has been defined as a drama for
political concerns. But generally, the following meanings of this game have been concluded:
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1. Fear for high stakes of ideological differences;
2. Deception of other’s political supremacy for dominating the whole world and establishing a
huge empire system. Like every game, this game has a starting point and an ending point.
1.

The starting point of this game is considered as diplomatic and political confrontation

between the two players in power politics particularly referred to competition between the USSR
and the US for spheres of influence (laid in the entire Eurasia). Both moved inch by inch nearer
to one another until they confronted in Afghanistan by the proxy players instead of direct
fighting. The USSR’s defensive strategy in response of the request of People's Democratic Party
of Afghanistan (PDPA) to the USSR troops to come for their help which was forward policy.
According to this policy, Russia wanted to expand its influence in Eurasia via Afghan land. The
factual reason of the USSR entry into Afghanistan has been analyzed that it opted the chance of
advancing humanitarianism in Afghan land and regeneration (Yapp, 2000: 179) of the Afghans’
civilization with amalgamation of the socialism and Marxism. [It was the same purpose pursued
by the British during the old Great Game particularly to diminish frustration among the Afghans
due to the Russians’ offensive authoritative strategy. However, this idea of Britain was negated
by a few British officials].
Moreover, at the regional level, Rubin (1996: 23) has pointed out in The Fragmentation
of Afghanistan that two rival modernizing elites have been stood in Afghanistan by the
superpowers: (1) one PDPA who advocated Marxism, and (2) the supporters of Islamism “under
the influence of Pakistani and Egyptian fundamentalists.” These bulwarks were endorsed by the
US. Halliday’s view is that ‘in 1973, when Muhammad Daud’s coup carried out with the support
of one faction of the India [subcontinent], established a republic that came under increasing
pressure from Iran and Pakistan to lessen its links with its northern neighbor, Russia. In the same
period, an Islamist tendency, drawn equally from those with education and based in the capital,
began to get backing from abroad, and most particularly military backing from Premier Zulfiqar
Ali Bhutto of Pakistan, to form an opposition to the KabuI regime’ (Halliday, 1996: 42)
2.

But the later, the ending point for the Cold War was having risk of war when peace

situation in the form of the status quo gets disturbed. If one tries to interfere in other’s sphere of
influence then both conflicting parties bound each other through agreements/peace-alliances or
interdependence not to break the status quo. But here it is pertinent to mention that the Cold War
game was slightly different from the old Great Game in the sense that status quo got disturbed by
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the fragmentation of the USSR and independence of the Central Asian Republics. The old Great
Game ended with sustainment of power equilibrium, but the Cold War game finished with
breakup of the status quo of bipolarity because the US emerged as the sole superpower.
3.

A geostrategic maneuvering which cause to create political anarchy in which the players

act and react in order to covert and overt strategies. Ultimately, this political show came to an
end with the signing of a peace agreement between Britain and Russia. Needless to say, this
development couldn’t put a full stop to the Great Game; rather, it became more aggressive and
anarchic with the start of world wars culture and remained continued throughout the twentieth
century with new players during the W.W.II and the Cold War.
4.

However, an alternative term, the ‘New Great Game’ has been considerably using since

the post-Cold War and in the post-9/11.
It is also worth-noting that this study tries to establish that Afghanistan became a power
jockeying cockpit during the Cold War after the Soviet invasion and later the US intervention.
This argument is supported by afore-discussed Hamm’s advanced classification of Afghanistan’s
history into different phases regarding the continuing great game (2013: 396). Afghanistan
became an international conflict. ‘Afghanistan has changed into an international conflict with a
regional flavor’ (C. Rakisits, personal communication, May 4, 2018). “Afghanistan is one of
those countries in which a combination of internal conflict and external intervention led to
terrible war” (Halliday, 1996: 38), as a result of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Halliday
(1996: 39) explains that “The Kabul regime [PDPA], which continued to receive Soviet financial
and military help, held on and fought off guerrilla attacks [the global Jihadist and mujahedeen].
But the ending of Soviet aid after the August 1991 coup in Moscow, and escalating interethnic
and inter-factional disputes within the regime, led to a final collapse in April 1992” (Halliday,
1996: 39).
Moreover, an excerpt is taken from the former Afghan President Barbak Karmal’s
interview to an Egyptian journalist; he called the Soviet invasion “an undeclared war” that was
started by the US and other anti-Soviet elements. “Foremost among the countries [players of the
game] that are taking part in the undeclared war against us are the United States, Britain, West
Germany, Japan, China, France, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Egypt ─ particularly during Al-Sadat’s
rule ─ and Israel” (FBIS South Asia Report, 23 January 1986). He further made clear that for this
war, different sub-battlefields were used to prepare the core theater of war in Afghanistan. “A
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number of reactionary and imperialist countries organize, train and fiancé the counterrevolutionary elements [mujahedeen and guerilla insurgents] in the countries bordering
Afghanistan. I mean Iran, Pakistan, and China, infiltration, operations, and acts of an undeclared
war are launched against us [PDPA government in Afghanistan sponsored by the USSR] from
there” (FBIS South Asia Report, 23 January 1986). The Western players along with China, Saudi
Arabia and Egypt provided the financial and military assistance. Iran provided its land for
establishing training camps. Pakistan played a vital and extensive role in fighting and ending this
undeclared war.
Also, it is analyzed that this invasion was the beginning of second phase of New Great
Game because inclusion of diverse players got involved in Afghanistan and the scope of game
was grand and enduring not limited within the boundaries of the Afghan and for a specific
timeframe. Moreover, the levels of this Afghan conflict became complicated with the passage of
time. Here it is worth-mentioning that there was a prominent difference between this New Great
Game and the old one that was an international pluralistic forum, United Nation was involved in
ending this game, whereas a bilateral agreement was signed between Russia and Britain.
Halliday (1996: 41) says, “The U.N. became involved soon after the Soviet intervention, and put
forward a series of proposals on the timing of a Soviet departure.” Moreover, the prime aim of
the Washington and Pakistan was to get the Russian out. They signed an agreement of Geneva
Accord with Afghanistan and Russian under the patronage of the UN commission. However,
these both players didn’t make any commitment to end the supply of arms to the Islamic
Jihadists after the Soviet withdrawal. Halliday asserts that
“they [US and Pakistan] saw the agreement signed with Kabul. Pakistan and the Soviet Union in
Geneva in April 1988 as merely a means to get the Russians out, and neither Washington nor
Islamabad was prepared to honor the commitments in those agreements that called for an end to
military supplies to the guerrillas. Instead, amid a flurry of conflicts and internecine quarrels
amongst the Mujahedin, they pressed on, to ensure that what was now a coalition dominated by
the most regressive and brutal fundamentalists, and amply funded by the trade in opium, came to
power” (1996: 41).

3.1.2.2 Changes Occurred in International Politics in the Post-Cold War Era
Following the withdrawal of Soviet Union, the New Great Game entered into third phase.
The situation was apparently reflecting ease in the previously intensified strategic conflagration
inside Afghanistan. Both the US and the USSR disavowed themselves from the responsibility of
building and settling up the war-torn Afghanistan. The unintended consequences of the Cold War
politics back-fired and exacerbated the domestic political struggle into another struggle among
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regional and international powers, based on certain strategic and economic interests concerning
Afghanistan and Central Asia in 1990s. Such a diversified conflicting situation and the extended
great game competition was termed as the ‘‘New Great Game’’ by the political commentators.
The emergence of Central Asian Republics played key role in extending the geopolitical
and geoeconomic interests of major powers from Afghanistan to the Central Asia. These powers
were determined to exploit the natural resources and energy assets of Central Asia. The New
Great Game was not limited to the strategic and economic primacy but also embodied in itself
the cultural factor used as lever by the conflicting powers. Iran and Turkey exploited historical
cultural ties and association with the CARs to further their influence across the region (Israeli,
1994: 22). Similarly, a major portion of this cultural factor of the NGG was filled by Pakistan
and India since both struggled for political influence in the region as part of their strategic
rivalries. Hence, the NGG did not only amalgamate in itself many of the regional and nonregional players but also overwhelmed the entire region especially Afghanistan with IndiaPakistan rivalry. The NGG was, therefore, a multifaceted game with priorities ranging from
strategic and economic imperatives to social and cultural primacies (Edwards, 2003: 87).
Hanifi (2009: 21) states “the result [of the continued power jockeying following the postCold War era and 9/11] is that the majority of actors and observers of Afghanistan are trapped in
a colonially constructed intellectual black hole [of Great Game].” Some obvious reasons have
been noticed. However, several transformations in international politics took place. By analyzing
these developments and events, some reasons can be drawn why the term New Great Game was
replaced with the old great game by the political commentators. For instance, Edwards (2003:
85) highlights “while the term ‘the New Great Game’ may not be used explicitly, this
competitive element is one that is present in much analysis of the region.” The analysis, of the
regional developments and security dynamics during the post-Cold War era, is as follows:
The ending of Soviet sway over the Central Asian region gave birth to the newly-born
Central Asian Republics (CARs), modern nation-states. This entire region emerged as the
resources enriched area after the Middle East and a NGG emerged due to new geostrategic
imperatives and security patterns which was “a competition for influence, power, hegemony and
profits in Central Asia and the Transcaucasus” (Edwards, 2003: 85). The analysts of international
politics asserted that ‘Central Asian region, panorama of the OGG between the British Empire
and the Soviet Empire during the nineteenth century, was once more vitally associated to the
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security of the whole Eurasia’ (Starr, 1996: 80). In this regard, this new game was convergent to
the old game since Russia ‘was geostrategically on the defensive front…had been engaged in
intricate geopolitical maneuvering inside its sphere of influences [Central Asia] on the one hand
and entangled in geo-economic contest into its adjacent “Great Space”’ (Erickson, 1999: 257258) [of Afghanistan]; as Britain was waged in the old game in her domain of Indian
subcontinent at one side and in Afghanistan at the other side. Due to this fact, according to
Tsepkalo, ‘the West [particularly the US] did not want to see rising any other structure or power
in Eurasia [during this New Great Game] which paved the way for Russian hegemony’ (1998:
107).
Undoubtedly, Oil and gas pipeline politics in Central Asia started a new geopolitical
game in Eurasian that was termed as New Great Game. The Eurasian became a new zone of
Asian power play between the regional and non-regional players. The non-regional players
included the sole superpower of US and all European states, and all of whom were contented for
resources. Sariahmetoglu (2000: 68) maintains that ‘Caspian petroleum became a vital point of
power struggle in the international politics’ (Sariahmetoglu, 2000: 68). by the Western world
with ‘access to that energy resource so that their potential wealth geostrategic interests could
have secured because petroleum became a clash of interest which stirred national objectives [of
the CARs], motivated corporate interests [of the Western companies], rekindled historical
claims, revitalized imperial ambitions and fuelled international rivalries’ (Brzezinski, 1997: 125).
Since the withdrawal of the USSR, the US policymakers had been following the
Mackinder’s philosophy which he summed up in the famous phrase: ‘Who rules East Europe
commands the Heartland; Who rules the Heartland commands the World Island; Who rules the
World Island commands the World.’ Therefore, Brzezinski wrote that a new and grand
Chessboard game started, while “for the first time ever, a non-Eurasian power has emerged not
only as a key arbiter of Eurasian power relations but also as the world’s paramount power. The
defeat and collapse of the Soviet Union was the final step in the rapid ascendance of a Western
Hemisphere power, the United States, as the sole and, indeed, the first truly global power”
(Brzezinski, 1997: xiii). Brzezinski further viewed that ‘for establishing American supremacy,
the chief geopolitical prize was Eurasian region because it was a non-Eurasian power that was
preeminent in Eurasia – and now US’s global supremacy was directly dependent on how long
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and how effectively her predominance on the Eurasian continent is maintained by the US
policymakers and leadership’ in the days to come (1997: 30).
On the other hand, simultaneously, “China's growing economic presence in the region
and its political stake in the area's independence [Central Asia] are also congruent with
America's interests” (Brezinsiki, 1997: 149). The West feared the re-emergence of strong
Russian footings. Moreover, Russia and China altogether assembled the CARs under the
umbrella of Shanghai Five in 1998, to uphold their influence over the Central Asian region and
later on its surroundings. In this vein, the accumulative rising power of Russia-China bloc in the
SCO became a great threat to the American global power status. Henceforth, “the United States
may have to determine how to cope with regional coalitions [SCO] that seek to push America out
of Eurasia, thereby threatening America’s status as a global power” (Brezinsiki, 1997: 55).
This grand chessboard rivalry was changing gradually from geopolitical character to geoeconomics and geo-cultural thanks to emerging new geostrategic imperatives. However, the
reasons were remained political which are as follows;
Firstly, Iran’s Islamic image and growing power after the Gulf war of 1990 was
considered a threat by the West to their interests. This game had become infinite in character
because the fire of the Afghan conflict started igniting even in the Middle East.
Secondly, many other players such as China, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Israel, and Iran got
involved in this competition and trying to sustain their influences bought following the Soviet
invasion in Afghanistan. “The involvement of non-regional governments in the concept is
complicated further by the involvement of China, Pakistan, Iran, Turkey and Israel, whose
governments and companies are active in pursuing their own national interests in a variety of
areas” (Edwards, 2003: 86). Moreover, it was China that got most attention of the Western
policymakers and academia due to her grand plans for pipelines: One was from Xinjiang
province to Shanghai area which would greatly be prosperous for Chinese land-route exporting
gas and oil from Central Asian regions, and (2) the second pipeline was from eastern Siberia
(part of Russia) raising the great potential for exporting Siberian oil (Munro, 1994: 225-228).
Munro ( 1994: 229) further argues that “it was not cultural, linguistic, or religious “aid” that
Central Asia’s elites crave; that is economic development…Of course, China intends to do well
by doing good,” not to repeat her past geopolitical mistakes of being involved in external conflict
militarily such as she got involved in Afghanistan during the Soviet invasion of 1979. At this
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critical juncture, the game was not between two players as the old Great Game or the Cold War
[or new Great Game] was in past.
Thirdly, the rise of Taliban within Afghanistan and Pakistan’s role in Afghanistan was
also perceived as a threat not only by the West but also by India.
Fourthly, Indian power was rising rapidly. The emerging economic power of India was
seeking for energy resources as well as extending political influence in contrast to Pakistan’s
strategic depth policy. After the nuclear arm race in South Asia, India-Pakistan territorial
hostility entered into a new geography of Afghanistan other than Kashmir, when India started
pursuing a grand agenda of forward policy such as her ingresses in Afghanistan in comparison to
Pakistan’s strategic depth policy. Haqqi quoted Robert Fisk, the Middle East Bureau Chief
for The Independent in UK, “The battles in Afghanistan, the war in Afghanistan, is not about
Afghanistan — it’s about Kashmir…By allowing India to control to fate of Kashmir, we [the
West particularly US and Britain] have not only helped Pakistan to disintegrate, but ensured that
Pakistani forces will help the Taliban, and the war will continue in Afghanistan” (Haqqi, 23
February 2012). The West [particularly US] began tilting towards India as China was greatly
backing Pakistan to maintain the South Asian [US de-hyphenating policy towards South Asia].
Fifthly, the regeneration of decade-long civil war in Afghanistan had a spillover effect
over the Central and South Asian region, as the West especially the US had left Afghanistan
unmanaged and unstable in the late 1990s.
Sixthly, the mujahedeen factions, created by the US with the help of Pakistan to fight the
communist Russia in Afghanistan, were scattered across the world; as they were all set to wage
“Global Jihad” and thus led to the formation of the Al-Qaeda. In this regard, a new and gigantic
security challenge of terrorism became globalised trail for all Eurasian and non-Eurasian players.
Russia and China union with the CARs in the SCO was mainly aimed for countering this
emerging threat of terrorism and extremism.
In short, Edwards (2003: 85) concisely expresses the Eurasian scenario of the New Great
Game which caused post-9/11 changes and reconstruction of the 3G “the struggle for Eurasian
oil became a multidimensional security, geopolitical and [geo]-economic game…this [New]
Great Game is quickly becoming a paramount challenge for American policy making toward the
year 2000 and beyond” (Cohen, 1996: 7).
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This study, after the content analysis of historical regional developments during postCold era comparatively and critically, argues that the uncontrolled civil war and insurgency in
Afghanistan put Pakistan’s survival at risk because of two following reasons;
1.

Kashmir became the major lynchpin of all India-Pakistan conflict particularly

Afghanistan issue. The historical roots of Afghan conflict linked up with the Indian hegemonic
aspirations. Pankaj Mishra draws attentions towards the historical relationship of Afghanistan
and Kashmir conflicts as “India facilitated the secession of Pakistan’s easternmost province (now
Bangladesh), provoking its humiliated army and intelligence officials to pursue a policy of
creating “strategic depth” against India by seeking Pashtun clients inside Afghanistan” (Mishra,
2009). Therefore, this dissertation asserts that Taliban backing was the last policy choice in front
of Pakistan’s armed forces and leadership at that particular time frame for securitization of the
country’s strategic interests. However, the continual arm supplies to the Taliban was the biggest
mistake ever made by the sole superpower of US and Pakistan with the back of without realizing
the grave unintended consequences of this intentional negligence. For, the West feared the reemergence of strong Russian footings in Afghanistan even via the independent CARs. In fact,
this reaction of the US watered the seeds of terrorism planted in Afghan soil during this NGG.
This very action of both (US and Pakistan) stood Taliban and Al-Qaeda, a global terrorism
network which adversely affected the peace worldwide.
2.

The US re-acted as a result of 9/11 incident and decided to invade Afghanistan for

uprooting the root cause of this evil and Pakistan had no option in spite of standing side by side
with the US during the continued NGG in Afghanistan. This re-action was the beginning of
“Grand Great Game” which was nothing but the unintended consequence of the rationally
oriented policy actions and attitudes of the US during the Cold War and informal ending of
NGG. The emergence of Al-Qaeda did not only lead to the destabilization of Afghanistan but
also changed the geopolitical dynamics and security patterns of the entire region. Afghanistan
was again chosen as the main base for what their founders have asserted as the ‘‘Global Jihad’’
and thus made Afghanistan a focal point for the War against the international terrorism [and
Pakistan a frontline ally to fight the US fight from its own land], initiated in the beginning of
twenty-first century. Buzan & Wæver (2003: 3) perfectly portray the picture of this grand game
after 9/11 in these following words:
“Almost nobody disputes that the end of the Cold War had a profound impact on the whole pattern
of international security but, more than a decade after the transition, the character of the post-Cold
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War security order still remains hotly contested...since decolonization, the regional level of
security has become both more autonomous and more prominent in international politics, and that
the ending of the Cold War accelerated this process. Cold War, both the remaining superpower
and the other great powers (China, EU, Japan, and Russia) had less incentive, and displayed less
will, to intervene in security affairs outside their own regions. The terrorist attack on the United
States in 2001 may well trigger some reassertion of great power interventionism”

Becker referred to Thomas Friedman in The New York Times on November 2, 2011, “as
the United States was preparing “to extract itself from Iraq and Afghanistan, it is worth rereading a little Central Asian history and recalling for how many centuries great powers – from
India to Persia, from Britain to Russia, and now from America to Iran, Turkey and Pakistan –
have wrestled for supremacy in this region, in different versions of what came to be called ‘The
[grand] Great Game’” (2012: 61).
This comparative analysis shows that there is a need of reconstructing the new concept of
great game politics. Therefore, a new term, “Grand Great Game” or 3G has been coined to
illuminate the changes developed as a result of intentional post-Cold War policies, and the grand
and long-term strategy of Global War on Terror of the US to counter the terrorism. This 3G is a
re-action of what has been doing by the US since last five decades in Afghanistan that is
highlighted as the “great-power Chauvinism” (Karimove, 1997: 29). Therefore, in the subsequent
section, the role of the superpower of US in initiating the Global War on terror in Afghanistan
has been discussed, which caused to genesis of the 3G. It is worthy to mention that the 3G
concept is in fact a revitalized of this idea referred to the British historical archives that discussed
in the first portion. And, the political commentators merely paid the heed to the term “Great
Game” and derived a new term of “New Great Game.” Hence, the perceived wisdom of the
above-discussion is that the NGG emerged with the Soviet invasion of 1979 during the Cold War
in Afghanistan for exploring the Central Asian resources. This can be called the first phase and
continued in the 1990s which was the second phase. It neither emerged in early 1990s nor
continued even today; as Edwards asserts, “the New Great Game, emerging in the early 1990s
and continuing until the present day” (2003: 87). The Grand Great Game has come into sight
since the 9/11 and is continued by today. This 3G is multifaceted, covering diverse sectors of
both soft and hard securities, from politico-economic, social and cultural, to the other strategic
questions, with various players playing this game in numerous geographical regions. However,
the epicenter of this game is Afghanistan. So, the aim of this study is that the old [and original]
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Great Game politics ended while the NGG started and by now the 3G has taken the place of the
NGG.
3.1.3 [Re]-Birth of the Grand Great Game
Edwards quoted Rudyard Kipling who asserted about the Great Game in his famous book
‘‘Kim’’ (1901) that; ‘When everyone is dead the Great Game is finished. Not before’ (2003: 84).
Rudyard Kipling’s words can be seriously considered while analyzing the post-2001 events and
developments as well as the rising regional and international alignments. The unsettled mess of
the Cold War backfired in early new millennium when some terrorists associated with Al-Qaeda
attacked the US by ruining World Trade Center and the Pentagon on 11 September, 2001. The
9/11 attacks were detrimental in turning the pivot towards another major change in the geopolitical dynamics and foreign policies of the entire world. US flagrant military response in
Afghanistan in pursuit of Al-Qaeda brought the same political gestures and paralleled the
situation after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in late 1970s. “The security order of the postCold War world is to call it ‘the new world disorder” (Buzan & Wæver, 2003: 3). The
emergence of the CARs in early 1990s provided early basis for a culturally diverse,
economically persuasive and strategically obsessive competition commenced in the dawn of 21st
century. The India-Pakistan strategic obsession reached to an all time high during the US
invasion of Afghanistan in 2001.
In face of the US demands, Pakistan had to abandon their public support to the Taliban
regime and formally joined the US-led War on Terror. Indian presence gained momentum and
indulged more legitimately in the Afghan conflict as counter-reactionary measure to the
Pakistani influence. The Russians and Chinese deemed it necessary to consider their regional
economic and strategic interests vulnerable to the US onslaught. The international involvement
in the form of NATO and ISAF and regional players including Pakistan, India, China, Russia and
Iran; translated this new struggle in the eve of 21st century into another Game with diversified
economic and strategic interests. The complex strategic engagement under a new international
organism and structure with sub-regional games and competitions between regional and nonregional players, the old concept of the NGG of 20th century demands to reconstruct its
transformation of 21st century in the form of the 3G.
Therefore, according to the assumptions of the study, the post-9/11 anarchic scenario has
determined vital changes not only in international system but also in great game politics.
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According to my understanding, the 3G ─ a high fear of rising something or somebody or an
intended struggle against deception─ is a style of thinking against high fear of losing means and
a conscious power struggle against fear will approach to the crisis point that led to unintended
consequences of generating another complex but unique game.
Apart from it, there is a following question why this game is called the “grand” game.
Firstly, anti-state element in the form of Al-Qeada appeared which attacked the US World Trade
Centre. US paved the way for a new war entitled as the Global War on Terror and invaded
Afghanistan on part of its ‘Grand Strategy’ (Mead, 2004: 9) against the asymmetrical threat of
globalised terrorism which changed the course of interventionism made by the superpower.
Secondly, the primacy of the US during the early years of the post-Cold War era was greatly
challenged by the rise of great powers in the different regional security complexes with the dawn
of new millennium. The argument is that post-Cold War era and the post-9/11 anarchic scenario
have determined changes not only in international system but also in the great game politics.
To best comprehend the significance and meaning of the Grand Great Game, it is first
necessary to explore the diverging and converging aspects of the 3G in contrast to the old Great
Game or New Great Game geopolitics, and trace the context of post-9/11 and the US grand
policy international agenda of the GWOT and regional proxy warfare between India and
Pakistan in Afghanistan.

Part II
3.2 The Analytical Utility/Value of the Grand Great Game Concept
Re-conceptualization of the great game idea demands to look at the convergences and
divergences to testify the concept Grand Great Game.
3.2.1 Convergences and Divergences: A Case of Uniformity or Transformation
3.2.1.1 “Geo” Dynamics: Game of ‘Geo’-political, ‘Geo’-economics and ‘Geo’-culture
Edwards (2003: 86) elucidates that “Economic security and primacy is not the only facet
of the New Great Game,” but it is also the main feature of the 3G with slight transformation.
Mainly after the post-9/11, it has become the matter of human security covering all sectors
within a number of regional security dynamics as demonstrated by Barry Buzan at length, along
with a variety of players. Because, in the old great and new great games, the great interest of the
players’ leadership has not been the country’s people; as Keay states that “great interest of the
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country, was, after all, its people” (1979: 137). After the grand gesture of the GWOT, the US and
international community superficially started thinking of security of their people.
However, it will not be wrong to say that the US and western world would have some
ulterior motives behind this highly-organized military adventurism in Afghanistan, particularly
the US is intended to have an eye on Chinese rapid geographical penetration in the different
regions of Eurasia against its supremacy in the region. Keay (1979: 2) says that “the process of
geographical and political penetration” of the great powers happens because the great powers,
and regional and non-regional players didn’t want to create a vacuum in Afghanistan and the
CARs, as “a vacuum was [/is] a threat, defence [of the realist-oriented interest] was the priority,
and demarcation the ultimate aim” (Keay, 1979: 6). Geo-economics, it may be argued, has
supplanted geopolitics as the motivation for world events, switching from ideological conflicts to
the quest for economic superiority and the assurance of a constant supply of necessary resources.
Amongst these resources, oil is the most important, providing the lubrication for all developed
economies. There are other conflicts that could be identified as motivated by geo-economics.
Commentators also view the Gulf war as being a conflict motivated through the economic
prudence of securing future supplies of energy resources (Kellogg, 2003: 81).
3.2.1.2 A Contest for Cultural and Ideological Influence and its Societal Unintended
Consequences
Another converging aspect among the 3G and the NGG and the old Great Game (OGG)
is cultural and ideological supremacy. During the OGG, Britain was ‘struck by the superiority of
the Christianity over all rivals. This, it seem[ed] to [it], explained the ascendency of the white
man in India’ (Keay, 1979: 186). This action of colonial Britain laid the strong foundations of
racism which has been highlighted by Said in his book Orientalism. In contrast, it was a grand
rivalry between two Christian superpowers, Britain and Russia. Also, both players were
confronting with the Muslim-majority spheres of influences. Britain was securing its Christian
missionaries from the Hind-Muslim Indian colony and Muslim neighbors of India subcontinent.
Russia was also defying the ideological clash within the Central Asia. Moreover, the same
history was repeated in the Cold War. But there is a case of transformation that colonialism and
racism formally ended after the decolonization.
However, the inception of the 1990s during post-Cold era following the collapse of the
USSR, it was commonly anticipated among the political analysts of international relations and
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politics that once again this game would also be a tussle for cultural and ideological influence in
the centre of Asia, Afghanistan. But, it would be wide-ranging and multifaceted now. Thus, in
this regard, the New Great Game was argued to spread towards the Persian Gulf (Singh, 2001:
363-364) and South Asia (Lansford, 2002: 127). And, it seems true as underlined by Israeli
‘certainly, the most historic and intense competition on the soil of the emerging independent
Central Asian Muslims is between two Muslim countries, Iran and Turkey’ who are indication of
two diversified faces of Islam: the former is Shia and the latter is Sunni’ (1994: 22). It was
asserted that these two states naturally wanted to augment their influences in the CARs being
their junior partners in a regional [Islamic] bloc on the basis of historical, religious and cultural
relationships (Tarock, 1997: 187-188; Pasha, 1997: 243-244).
Also, it was noticed that Saudi Arabia via Afghanistan also tried to extend their
influences in the new emerging CARs because on the other hand, it was a competition between
Iran and Saudi Arabia. Therefore, Saudi Arabia supported the Taliban by the means of Pakistan.
Since the Soviet invasion of 1980, Saudi Arabia had been another prominent Islamic player in
Afghanistan along with Pakistan “as part of the Washington-Riyadh-Islamabad triangle, which
supported the Afghan resistance in its fight against the Soviets” (Steinberg and Woermer, 2013:
3). Besides the US, Saudi Arabia was the main Muslim financer of the Afghan mujahedeen and
the Global Jihadists. By the mid-1980s, Riyadh built her own contacts and searched her proxies
among the Afghan resistance forces. The Saudi involvement remained continued even in the
early 1990s and later in the post-9/11 era to extend its influence beyond Afghanistan to monitor
the Iranian activities. Coll (2004: 297) wrote “Saudi Arabia still feared Iranian influence in
Afghanistan and Central Asia.”
Moreover, Steinberg and Woermer (2013: 3) elaborated this subject matter with different
dimensions that Saudi interests were slightly changed in Afghanistan and pursued a different
agenda after the withdrawal of the USSR in 1989 and the end of the Najibullah’s regime in 1992.
This agenda was two-folded during 1990s: (1) to have an eye for checking the Iranian
involvement in Afghan land and the CARs, and (2) to provide a supportive hand to Pakistan in
backing the Taliban regime, but merely because the Saudis got disappointed deeply by her own
Afghan proxy allies, Gulbuddin Hekmatyar and Abdurrasul Sayyaf, who had totally ignored the
Iraq’s attack on Kuwait during August 1990 and criticized the Riyadh’s decision of calling US
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troops for safeguarding the holy places against Saddam Hussein aggression. Steinberg and
Woermer maintained that
“Saudi Arabia – besides Pakistan and the United Arab Emirates – became one of only three
countries which recognized the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan as the government of the country
and supported the Taliban with money and equipment, [however] Saudi relations with the Taliban
seemed to have deteriorated after Mullah Omar did not keep his alleged promise to hand Osama
bin Laden over to the authorities of his home country in 1998” (2013: 3).

As far as the cultural expansion of the NGG and the 3G is concerned, a game was started
playing between India and Pakistan, two South Asian rivals; as both were “vying for influence in
Central Asia as part of an extension of their own strategic rivalries” (Edwards, 2003: 87).
‘However, this development seemed a sideshow in a sense that ‘both are minor players with
weak hands. And the game is picking up as the major players are moving closer’ (Dietl, 1997:
143). It is noteworthy here that “a variety of regional ‘great games’ is being played out” as stated
by Buzan (2003: 15). The goal of a [traditional] chess game is to win the competition. Therefore,
the conventional rivalry between India and Pakistan in Afghanistan is likely to be traditional
chess game in which both are trying to win the influence over the other. Conversely, other many
players are united for a common cause of terrorism rather than these two actors. For that reason,
the nature of great game politics seems different in the South Asia because of being played as in
Afghanistan situated at its periphery” (Buzan & Wæver, 2003: 15).
Another transformation has been noticed regarding chessboard game politics in South
Asian canvas in which Afghanistan is not a buffer zone [a geographical security shield] between
South and Central Asian regions as it was in the past games because buffer zone of Afghanistan
was defensively made by the two superpowers either in the OGG or in the Cold War. But since
the post-Cold era, Afghanistan has been emerged as an insulator [as labeled by Buzan & Wæver
in his book Power and Regions, 2003], a weak zone which can become a basic cause of political
and strategic conflict. Consequently, Afghanistan has become a conflicting geographical area of
escalating India-Pakistan hostility other than Kashmir [this point will be discussed in detail in the
subsequent heading]. Afghanistan has faced this journey of being insulator from modernization to
the war-torn state that leads to the failed state. Its leadership has tried to establish a strong power
center of Kabul or Kandahar within state through democracy since the start of Cold War, while
the other units in the rest of the country remain weak and people politically marginalized.
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3.2.1.3 A Chessboard Game
Chess, a game that accounts for the most complex and deep rooted games ever introduced
in human history with a unique sense of playing and puzzle. The game distinguishes itself in its
pattern of outsmarting the opponents on the board with critically devised [smart] strategies and
smart planning (Arquilla, 2008). Like many other board games, chess also entails in itself a
variety of players with defined roles and boundaries to play the very role in. Emerging initially in
Northern India and Afghanistan, the chess game traced its way to the Arab world through Persia
and then landed in European society as a game of tactics and geostrategy. The game entertained
the entire world [the Orient, particularly in the cockpit of Asia ─ Afghanistan] with its unique
way of confrontations on the board, but it touched new heights of popularity when re-oriented by
the political scientists into the interpretation of real political events and confrontations. The old
Great Game, fought between Russia and Great Britain in late nineteenth century provides a
viable archetypal of such an interpretation. The board for the game changed over time and
stretched across the world but main centers had been South and Central Asian regions. However,
the idea of the chess board game was not confined to the great game rivalry and was also visible
in the Cold War and the NGG, and even now in the 21st century with an altered interpretation in
the form of what this dissertation have termed as the Grand Great Game.
Here to discuss the OGG in detail is out of scope. Even before the start of the Cold War
and during W.W.II, Afghanistan was treated as chessboard between Germany and the US-USSR
nexus. However, the inception of US-USSR hostility and decolonization, “it had long argued that
third world countries should not become pawns in the [international] Cold War chess game”
(Mazumdar, 2014: 65). Nevertheless, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 majorly paved
the way of regional chess game of twentieth century in which Afghanistan again become a
perfect pawn in Eurasian rivalry between the US and USSR along with a variety of players
located in different sub-regions. As per comparative analysis of the chess game played during the
Great Game and the Cold War (first phase of NGG), this game was played between the
superpowers of that time. But during the post-Cold War era, the grand chessboard concept in
Eurasian attracted the heed of the policymakers and political analysts. For instance, Brzezinski in
post-Soviet Afghanistan became a prominent supporter of this notion in his 1997 book, The
Grand Chessboard that revolves around the idea of “controlling” the Eurasian heartland (1997:
xiii-xiv) which is very close to Mackinder philosophy. Therefore, this study argues that the US
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and different players started traditional “grand” chess game when different types of actors got
involved in the New Great Game. ‘These were multinational companies involved in the oil
tendering procedure and the state governments of the diverse actors waged in the diplomatic
standpoint during the 1990s; however, since September 11, 2001, the transnational organizations
including both governmental and non-governmental organizations (Edwards, 2003: 87), and substate influential actors, for instance local warlords and factions were used as proxies have all
supposedly been a significant part of this New Great Game’ (Burke & Beaumont, 21 July 2002).
Another convergent point between the 3G and the OGG and NGG is that fears and
doubts, about the rising power and geographical advancement of the foe, were diffused by the
literature and policymakers. These are the game of intelligence, spying and espionage. But the
3G is identical to the NGG because nuclear technology or modern weapons were transferred by
the major powers to their allies in response of gaining their vested interests, such as the USSR
provided nuclear technology to India to get Indian political backing for its stances against
Pakistan which was a key ally of the US against the USSR in South Asia in the Cold War
bilateral rivalry. China transferred nuclear technology to Pakistan to stand it against India in
South Asia against the Soviet ulterior motives. Moreover, Reagan administration ignored the
imposition of sanctions on Pakistan’s nuclear programme during the 1980s in response of its
assistance for withdrawal of the Soviets from Afghanistan. Most importantly, the 3G is different
with the NGG that this game has become a ‘hi-tech’ game in which modern technologies have
been used (Tanner, 2002: 298). For instance, drone strikes, heavy missile-oriented air
bombardments other than guerilla warfare, surgical strikes etc. Moreover, in the NGG during
Cold War, the US was blamed by the international community for disrupting the Geneva Accord;
since Reagan administration declared to provide “Stinger rockets” to the Afghan counterrevolution and allocated over 470 million dollars for military assistance in the form of modern
military technology against the Soviets. This military assistance could disturb Afghan-Pakistan
talks for resolution of Afghan problem (FBIS South Asia Report, 7 May 1986).
In regard of above-discussion, the 3G is convergent with old and new great games in the
sense that traditional chessboard game, in terms of war of hegemonism and neo-colonialist
practices, was a contest in order to using capitalism and socialism, globalization, democracy and
cultural imperialism/cultural hegemony through acquisitions of sphere of influences by military
power across the region and globe.
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Regarding the US Afghan policy, a decisive issue of terrorism was uplifted which was
indeed a show of US military power and indication to the major regional powers to come with
the US to fight back with this new and global security challenge with full military force. So, the
GWOT provides basis for new kind of imperialism and revival of geostrategy. Here it is
acclaimed that this research redefines geo-strategy and marks it as “geographical determinism”
(GD) in international politics after adding up states’ geo-economics, geoculture and forward
policy patterns. This GD concept had been alike with one of the Mackinder’s key tenants which
says that “the actual balance of political power at any given time is obviously the product, on the
one hand, of geographical conditions including both economic and strategic aspects and on the
other hand, of the national power, covering relative number, virility/chivalry, equipments [policy
tools] and organization of competing peoples [strength of armed forces, strong cultural values]”
(Mackinder, 1904: 437). Edwards (2003: 102) states that ‘much of the NGG literature has
ignored this thread of geographical determinism’ found in the afore-mentioned Mackinder’s
philosophy which underlies the idea of initiating great game geopolitics.
Therefore, this study has come into sight this idea of GD and redefined it. Geographical
determinism is a strategic management of geopolitical and geo-economic realist-oriented
interests in a particular geographical area under the umbrella of grand strategy, in which ‘states
get their political ends by playing a double game by smart power, covering the means of war on
the one hand and socio-economic normative and humanitarian means, and cultural values on the
other, while having conflict of interests and harmony of interests, respectively. Since, some time,
states have to react irrationally, either with offensive mood or defensive mood, by rational
foreign policy tools of hard and soft powers regarding the changing external political scenario
against their rational grand geostrategic agenda. For example, all regional states with US-led
NATO forces irrationally retorted with offensive mood by hard power in reaction of the terrorist
attacks as a result of September 11, 2001. After fighting a decade-long war against the non-state
actors, these players had to re-act positively for reconstruction and economic development of
Afghanistan by other soft power policies. Moreover, they had negotiated with the Taliban for
viable peace resolution of Afghan conflict. Besides this harmony of interests, the United States
and other western powers possess conflict of interests with Russia-China led bloc in the form of
SCO in the region. Pakistan has identical conflict of interests with India [in Afghanistan]
(Angstrom & Widen, 2015: 24-26). A senior Indian analyst expressed that “Hence there is the
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need to look beyond geopolitics and see through the possibilities of geo-economic and geocultural cooperation in this 3G between India, Afghanistan and Pakistan. Regional economic
cooperation will bring both peace and prosperity to the region and its peoples” (K. Warikoo,
personal communication, April 9, 2018). Another expert described this topic in different words;
[In support of new conceptualization of Grand Great Game], prior to 9-11 conflict between states
was assumed to occur because of power clashes over conflicting interests (primarily in regards to
competition over scarce resources). Post 9-11 revealed the extent to which cultural values, cultural
worldview (e.g. religion), and identity play a role in relations between states. Thus, there is a need
for reconsideration of additional factors (L.M. Miller, personal communication, July 8, 2018).

Moreover, the US, on the basis of its military power, was in fact aimed to crush its
opponent’s power behind the curtain of counter-terrorism strategy. This was an inappropriate
military re-action to the thwart of terrorism generated by the US in response of its reactions to
the Soviet invasion during the Cold War and actions of continual weaponry supply to the
Taliban. This has been noticed by scores of counterterrorism pundits, for example, Andrew
Bacevich, a retired US Army colonel explained: “the concept of global war as the response to
violent Islamic radicalism is flawed. We ought not to be in the business of invading and
occupying other countries. That’s not going to address the threat. It is, on the other hand, going
to bankrupt the country and break the military” (Scott, 2010, 179-180).
Therefore, these international and regional power struggles were the true reflections of
Mackinder’s notions of the ‘geographical pivot of history and ‘the heartland Theory’. For
instance, these ideas are most widely-accepted and often used to make obvious a theoretical
geopolitical thinking with reference to the concept great game politics. Hence, it is said that these
ideas became relevant even in the contemporary politics but at the regional level not at the
international politics. For, there is no longer any actor which can challenge the military power
and supremacy of the US. According to the international participants, China is a player who can
defy the American primacy, but not at present, may be in future. However, China would never
involve in the Cold-War like great game politics with the US or any other player because it
would be a hurdle in front of its economic development. Moreover, there is no chance of start of
the Cold War between China and the US in Afghanistan (C. Rakisits, personal communication,
May 4, 2018).
Nevertheless, the Afghan war of 2001 reinitiated great power intervention, which paved
the way to transform the traditional chessboard game either played in the OGG or the NGG.
Also, It is interesting to notice that Mackinder’s statement ─ the Central Eurasian pivot area is a
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key to the domination and hegemony in the world politics ─ has changed in the context of 3G
which is divergent from the previous games because of the following reasons as per analysis of
this study:
Internationally;
1.

Today’s chess game is created neither for having the direct globe-spanning empire

building nor keeping the contending chess players in balance (The Spectator, 4 September 1897).
Rather, the master of this game [US] has tried to buy political influence indirectly by devising
new strategies, new tactics and new game rules to content with new players, such as the sole
superpower with allies has moved towards gaining the direct influence in Afghanistan in disguise
of countering the global challenge of terrorism under the long-term grand strategy of the GWOT.
This point is truly expressed by Rubin and Rashid (2008: 30).
“The Great Game is no fun anymore. The term “Great Game” was used by nineteenth-century
British imperialists to describe the British Russian struggle for position on the chessboard of
Afghanistan and Central Asia, a contest with a few players, mostly limited to intelligence forays
and short wars fought on horseback with rifles, and with those living on the chessboard largely
bystanders or victims. More than a century later, the game continues. But now, the number of
players has exploded, those living on the chessboard have become involved, and the intensity of
the violence and the threats it produces affect the entire globe. The Great Game can no longer be
treated as a sporting event for distant spectators. It is time to agree on some new rules.”

“The notion of a single chess player is equally false, especially in Central Asia, where
dominant states (the U.S., Russia, and China) and local states are all alike weak” (Scott, 2010:
178), because “the emergent new structure of international security is 1 + 4 + regions” (Buzan &
Wæver, 2003: 40), including the US [the international superpower, 4 rising powers and other
different regions]. Therefore, it is significant to mention that the chess game has changed that
appeared in the post-9/11. This game is not planned one because planning means formulation of
actions and reaction in foreign policy. On the contrary, the Grand Great Game is a backfire of the
US planned strategy of the Cold War after the Soviet invasion of 1979.
Moreover, during the post-Cold war era, there was no chess game in Afghanistan in light
of international perspective because the only sole player of the unit [US] won the Cold War
chess game after the fall of the second player [USSR]. Therefore, to play a game, there must be
two players [as per Waltz’s unit actors or states]. However, as a result of the 9/11 incident, the
primacy of the unit actor of the US internationally was challenged by the blurred non-state
player, which was the global terrorism in terms of the Al-Qaeda and the Taliban as well. The
game, in form of the GWOT, started by the sole player as a result of 9/11 tragedy, which
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heralded the 3G that was US perverse re-action of the Cold War backfire. This policy was
basically not the planned one as compared to the old Great Game and the Cold War.
2.

This basic assumption makes the divergence of the 3G with the previous chess games in a

sense that the levels of chess game in the post-9/11 era is diverse as explained by Nye in these
words: “The world politics today is like three-dimensional chess game. At the top level, military
power among states is unipolar, but at the middle level, of interstate economic relations, the
world is multipolar and has been so far more that than a decade. At the bottom level, of
transnational relations (involving such issues as climate change, illegal drugs, pandemics and
terrorism). Power is chaotically distributed and diffuses to non-state actors” (Nye, 2009: 162).
Figure No. 3.1: Joseph Nye’s explanation for Three-dimensional Chess Game in
Contemporary World Politics

Global military power (unipolar e.g. US)

Interregional or interstate (regonal) economic relation between
economic powers (mulitpolar ity e.g. China and India and
regional organizations)

Transnational relations among most world states (e.g. terrorism)

Source: the figure is drawn by the author.
Here is also a divergent point, that at the regional level, the chess game even in the
current scenario is being played with the logic of balance of power. But due to the threats
emerged from the aforementioned three-dimensional game, the status quo consequences have
been disturbed and penetrated into the regional security patterns. The rising rivalry, in the
perspective of the 3G, is between the two nuclear powers, India and Pakistan but not in the
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canvas of South Asia. Their new strategic competition is over the heart of Asia, Afghanistan
other than Kashmir. Moreover, “for Pakistan, the primary interest is to gain geostrategic depth
through political influence in Afghanistan ─ and to deny to Iran the exercise of such influence in
Afghanistan and Tajikistan ─ and to benefit eventually from any pipeline construction linking
Central Asia with the Arabian Sea” (Brzezinski, 1997: 139). D’Souza mentions that Indian
objectives in the following three-broad categories, the security concerns, economic interests and
the regional aspirations (2011: 2). Contrarily, Hanauer and Chalk discusses Indian intended goals
are in Afghanistan in line with India’s careful consideration of her regional and global interestoriented grand strategy in the [post-9/11]. ‘Indian interest is to curtail Pakistan’s influence in
Afghanistan as one of her main objectives but India is also pursuing her broad range of interests
that go beyond simply obstructing her traditional rival state’ (2011: 11). This is focal point of
this study which will discuss in subsequent chapter in detail.
It is notable that power struggle in Central Asia was expanding and affecting the Middle
East as well which led to the Arab Spring crisis in 2011, emergence of ISIS, Saudi invasion of
Yemen, US-USSR invasions of Syria against the Syrian ruling power. These series of Middle
Eastern crisis are the perverse results of the NGG and the 3G in Afghanistan. Simultaneously,
such a contemporary intervention in Central Asia particularly was based on seeking a chance of
humanitarian activities according to the normative rules of interdependency, cooperation, and
developmental assistance. Moreover, the culture of intervention through proxy wars had been
escalating since 9/11 in all security regions complexes of the Eurasian.
4.

The chess originated either as peace or as warfare; therefore, a war game started

playing in the chess game. This pattern was seen as game tactics and strategies embedded in
Europe. The power struggle between the European states replaced the idea of chess game into
warfare. The status quo (means peace) was used as a ‘soft’ tactic during this warfare to establish
peace but the war-like conflicting situation always remain there (The Spectator, 04 September
1897). This soft plus smart tactic has been alliance-making. But the strategic partnership has
replaced the traditional alliance-making patterns during the Grand Great Game of the twenty-first
century. In global chessboard, nature of relationship among states has also perplexed with
respect to recognizing the friends and foes because special relationship among friends and allies
(Kegley et al., 2008: 545). Traditional balance-of-power has expanded from alliance-making
based on “military-security concept” to strategic partnership in which balancing strategy is used
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to reduce or match the Capabilities of a powerful state or a threatening actor, the various means
that states adopt, besides increasing their military strength or forming alliances (Paul, 2004: 2-3).
5.

In this 3G, a powerful [hegemon] player, either at global level or regional level, pursues

its realist-oriented foreign policy actions and attitudes within the scope of ‘grand strategy’.
Foreign policy is simply taken to mean the “approach chosen by the national government to
achieve its goals in its relations with external entities” (Hudson, 2012: 12). Foreign policy could
be considered a key constituent of a nation’s grand strategy. And, strategy, in geopolitical terms,
has been mostly a part of foreign policy in military-centric dimension. 33 However, Grand
strategy (GS), in emerging geo-economic and geostrategic imperatives, integrates the state’s
political, economic, and military aims to serve long term interests both normative and material—
including the administration of those interests by way of mapping ends and means (Chaudhuri,
2012: 205). Moreover, the GS “deals with the momentous choices that a nation makes in foreign
affairs” (Art, 2003: 1). Hence, grand strategy is about drawing on the nation’s resources and the
manner in which those resources are deployed to both deter threats. The GS can extensively be
defined by inclusion of both power tools — soft or hard — in foreign policy attitude and actions
to gain national interests. The term grand strategy has been coined by B.H. Liddell, the British
strategist (Bajpai, 2012: 62). Mead traces out the history of ‘grand strategy’ in the following
words;
“the concept of grand strategy comes to us from the German military writer Carl von Clausewitz.
Tactics, said Clausewitz, was about winning battles; strategy was about winning campaigns and
wars. Grand strategy was about deciding what wars to fight. Tactics was for generals and other
officers; strategy was the business of the general military headquarters; and grand strategy was for
ministers and kings” (2004: 14).

Therefore, the Martel cites the John Lewis Gaddis, “Grand strategy is the calculated
relationship of means to large ends” (2015: 32). Kennedy (1991: 5) defines the grand strategy
‘the capacity of the nation’s leaders to bring together all of the elements, both military and
nonmilitary, for the preservation and enhancement of the nation’s long-term . . . best interests.’
Moreover, Art (1991: 6) delineates the GS in such way that a state formulates a strategy for
coping with all “threats to a nation’s security” and “the military, political and economic means to
meet them”. Therefore, the US grand strategy of the GWOT has become a fundamental
instrument to use its smart power and a tool of exhibition of its mighty military power to the
world. Under this grand strategy, the US is following a long-term counterterrorism policy but its
hidden designs are something else. Mead says that “Clausewitz grand strategy requires long-term
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thinking” (2004: 12). Therefore, it seems that that US leadership and administration, and military
and strategic circles have been following the same Clausewitz’s philosophy in her GWOT and
initiated the trend of great powers’ military interventions with diverse motives. Maley highlights
that the US invasion of Afghanistan following 9/11, is indeed “a transitioning process form
military interventions to long-term counter-terrorism policy” because “interventions may be
evaluated on the basis not just of intended but also of unintended consequences” (2016: 54).
Similarly, India is in the pursuit of the same lines of the US at the regional level. We can
understand this point within the context of Merton’s actor-and-system-centred mechanism
mentioned in chapter 1. The intentions of United States, which is a centred power in the global
system, are composed in course of its domestic security purposes. To fulfill its national interests
and objectives, the US not only utilizes its all resources but all make alignments with the subsystem (regional) centred power, for example, in South Asia, one of US-India strategic
partnership aspect has been as a matter of Afghanistan conflict. Therefore, its unintended
consequence have not been limited to the US or Afghanistan. Similarly, the hegemonic designs
of India, who is deemed a central power of South Asia not only by itself but also by the global
community, are affecting the regional security patterns under the umbrella of system-centred
mechanism. Also, its hegemonic advancement towards Afghanistan and Afghanistan-India
growing interplay are great security apprehensions for Pakistan. In this grand strategy,
Afghanistan-India or US-Afghanistan relations have been successful in terms of contouring
dyadic strategic relationship on the normative bases and humanitarian means for realistic ends.
For example, India’s involvement in Afghanistan is based on using soft power. “India has
adopted soft power approach towards Afghanistan, to receive her historical, traditional, socioand civilizational linkages with the country” (Lone & Kalis, 2014: 10).
Moreover, Chanana (2009: 14) states that “to be effective, India needs to mix hard and
soft power [in Afghanistan], now that its sphere of aid delivery is submitting substantially.”
Therefore, this study supported the Nye’s argument that this combination of hard and soft power
is “smart power”. Thus, it can be said that US’s GWOT is slideshow of its smart power in
Afghanistan. Similarly, India has projected her rational foreign policies tools of hard and soft
powers under the umbrella of ‘grand’ agenda of smart power in light of Kautiliyan classical
foreign policy philosophy. Indeed, in Afghanistan, the nature of Pakistan and India rivalry is soft
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power oriented. As Hall and Smith (2013: 1) argued, “there are two arms races happening in
Asia today: one for military capabilities and another for weapons of ‘soft power’”.
6.

The unpopularity of attaining objectives through overt means in the modern times

encouraged the policy makers to employ covert means for attaining foreign policy objectives in
response of previous irrational actions. Different regional players started to exploit the potential
of proxies that can best advance their vital interests and thus relied heavily on proxy wars. Proxy
war is described more precisely by G. Hughes in his book My Enemy’s Enemy that proxy war “as
a tool of policy” is the one ‘in which the belligerents use third parties as either a supplementary
means of waging war or as a substitute for the direct employment of their own armed forces”
(2012: 13) In the same way, Proxy conflict started becoming prominent feature of international
politics partly after the end of Cold War and wholly after 9/11, as Hughes argue that “proxy
warfare is in itself also partly a legacy of the Cold War” (Hughes, 2012: 14). He further explains
its significance in today’s politics that
“Proxy conflict are [more] relevant to the current security environment firstly because of
increasing prevalence of intra-state [and inter-state] wars since the end of the Cold War, and also
because many of internal conflicts (insurgencies, civil wars etc) possess an external dimension. In
these, states decided their interests within a particular country – strategic, political, and economic
– necessitate support for either the indigenous government or its adversaries” (Hughes, 2012: 14).

In regard of Afghanistan, it has become a case of proxy conflict since the Cold War, in
which not only intra-state wars are going on but also external dimension of both regional and
international aspects have been incorporated. This makes Afghanistan a complex international
and regional proxy conflict to comprehend. The relentless struggle between Pakistan and India
provides an archetypal for most pivotal regional proxy conflicts emerged ever after 9/11.
Here, it is a slight difference that nature of involvement by all regional and international
actors in Afghanistan conflict is not restricted merely to their strategic, political, and economic
interests. It has transformed into culture one as well. For, Porter (2009: 13-14) asserts that
cultural aspect basically determines the strategy of war’. Porter also argues that ‘culture is so
powerful that ‘it largely covers an uncertain range of ideas rather than a clear code of action. The
[Global] War on Terror has especially divided the world culturally into Western, Asiatic, or
Islamic ways of war. This is truly a misconception because this cultural division dictates war
strategy and profoundly put impacts the culturally strong actor’s approach to portray the present
and future conflicts’ (2009: 143-147). For example, ambiguous repertoire of views and ideas
were spread by the US against the USSR. For this, mujahedeen and the Taliban were rose and
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supported. Another example is that a military action, on the basis of unclear belief of presence of
Osama bin Ladan in Pakistan was conducted by May 2, 2012. For this reason, Porter’s idea of
Orientalism varies from the Said’s Orientalism in a sense that this is military Orientalism, which
decides how culturally strong players of the game will fight against its enemy and underpin its
strong footings in strategically significant area through different strategies [especially grand
strategy], rather than making a colony.
7.

Such a game, or a chess board game where Afghanistan was the board, was a zero-sum or

negative-sum game with win-lose or lose-lose dilemma respectively, each actor wins but also
had to bear some loss or in case both actors had to lose in the bargain. In the zero-sum,
distributive bargaining is done, for example, Abd-ur-Rahman, despite having serious concern,
didn’t stop the Britain to demarcate the NWFP from Afghanistan by the Durand Line because
distributive bargaining was done. As a result, Abd-ur-Rahman got recognition from Britain to rule
Afghanistan. Or, the negative-sum is a game in which competition starts among participated
players. For instance, the game after 9/11 is more diverse and different in the context of players,
objectives, strategies they adopted for the varied goals, and more importantly, the alignments
made among various groups having common ground in the conflict. Unlike the old Great Game,
today’s 3G chessboard is more diverse and further complicated by the conflicting interests of the
pawns and regional players backed by the major powers thriving for their own vested interests.
Moreover, the 3G is more about alignments and strategic partnerships, leading to cooperation
based on mutual interests for getting their rational objectives, although with some unintended
consequences, and thus have landed the chessboard game in the positive-sum with win-win
situation. For example, the United States and India have a strategic partnership and consensus on
mutual cooperation in Afghanistan with both parties achieving their defined rational objectives.
The US is keen to handover the war-torn country to an economically stable regional power
which the US believe will help in nation building of Afghanistan, while in return allowing India
to surface as an influential player in a country bordering its arch-rival Pakistan.
Today’s chess game should truly become a positive-sum game (win-win situation) rather
than zero-sum game in which cooperation starts, when two or more than two parties negotiate for
common and mutual interests alliance-making or strategic partnership making. Rubin and Rashid
say that to end this war, there is a need of grand bargain in which “to overcome the zero-sum
competition taking place between states, ethnic groups, and factions, the region needs to discover
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a source of mutual benefit derived from [grand] cooperation” (Rubin & Rashid, 2008: 43). After
the withdrawal of the US and NATO forces from Afghanistan, there can be two aspects to
achieve this cooperation. First is that China can be that source due to with its economic
development of exploring mineral resources, building access road networks in Afghanistan and
Pakistan, the financial support it provided to Pakistan for building the Gawadar Port, and her
extension of the Karakoram Highway that links up China to northern Pakistan. If this may not
happen then another regional traditional chess game between India and China will be
commenced in Afghanistan in which to whom the US will back, that will be a litmus test for the
US policymakers. For, India has profoundly engaged in Afghanistan regarding the economic
development and using of smart power as compared to Pakistan. However, a Pakistani analyst
declined the idea of starting another regional great game politics between India and China in
Afghanistan (Y. Moeed, personal communications, May 18, 2018).
The other aspect is that both India and Pakistan have to contribute in Afghanistan’s
development so that every actor in the region may get benefit from China’s economic
development under the umbrella of Chinese ‘one belt, one road’ grand strategic vision. For, the
narrative is that India-Pakistan geopolitical hostility will continue to form Pakistani reaction and
apprehensions to the mounting bonhomie between Afghanistan and India, and Indian increasing
engagement in Afghan land. The “western analysts fail to see the expanding India-Afghan
relations beyond the prism of a ‘zero-sum’ game between India and Pakistan” (D’Souza, 2012:
223). She further explains that the Realist paradigm marks the India-Pakistan geopolitical contest
[as a regional chessboard] in Afghanistan a zero-sum game. Therefore, it can be said that
Afghanistan has become a part of regional chessboard.
8.

Despite several cooperative efforts of the US and other players, Afghanistan has become

a headache to the global and regional peace. It seems that there is no any strong player because
no one is ready to be a liable for resolving Afghan conflict. Or, no international or regional
constructive effort to bring to end this long-war has been successful yet. “It is one thing to bring
relatively strong players together and help them cut deals, since the strong players
themselves can enforce those deals. But in Afghanistan are there any strong players? The
Karzai government seems pretty weak” (Bruno, 2010). Therefore, Afghanistan, within the
framework of the 3G, has become an international conflict within the ambit of Asiatic game
which has gradually and deeply penetrated in the margins of South Asian regi on.
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3.2.1.4 Afghanistan, a Zone of International and Regional Conflict: Land of Conflict of
Interests and Harmony of Interest
One research participant maintained that ‘Afghanistan conflict is an international because
of its intensity and a number of non-regional players involved in Afghanistan, including NATO
members, the US and Australia. “But warfare has changed completely into an asymmetric
warfare that is global in nature so I suppose the war in Afghanistan is international but with a
very strong regional flavor to it” (C. Rakisits, personal communication, May 4, 2018). Another
research participant elaborated this point that
“Afghanistan has become another theatre of competing powers of non-regional and of South Asia.
Afghanistan is the only state which doesn’t share border with India in South Asia. Therefore, India
has been investing huge in Afghanistan to further extend their area of influence till the Central
Asian countries and alternative economic routes. India and Pakistan are actively engaged in peace
process in Afghanistan where the role of Pakistan is overlooked sometime. However, this is area
of conflict and cooperation as well” (F. Konain, personal communication, April 6, 2018).

Theoretically, conflict of interest is a state of clashing the self-interests of two or more
parties with the universally-harmonized interests. If the socially-constructed phenomenon of
‘conflict’ is discussed in light of International Relations, it is a set of circumstances that develop
a conflicting situation between the national goals of nation-states and mutual interests. For
instance, the US with its allies including China and Russia are cooperating with each other in
Afghanistan against the common threat of terrorism; however, the US governments have been in
competition with China in the same time. In this competition-cooperation situation, sometimes
the self-interests of the states get compromised because states have to give preference to the
normative or harmonized interests. Nevertheless, the players within a system don’t lose their
self-interests. This geopolitical struggle between conflict of interest and harmony of interest is
constant one among the states of international politics. As According to Carr, in the curtain of
doctrine of harmony of interests, states (particularly the predominant player of the system or subsystem) capitalize this doctrine to justify their vested interests and maintain their dominant
position (Carr, 2001: 75). In this regard, the potential player expands its influence in a particular
geographical area as part of geographical determinism whereby her vested interests lie down. For
fulfillment of these interests, a grand strategy is pursued in this game of power politics.
Holsti (1976: 43-44) elucidates in his book International Politics that the following four
components are significant to examine the international conflict in the twentieth century,
including parties, issues, attitudes, and actions.
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1.

Parties: most of the players are more involved in bilateral conflicts, by and large with

major power(s) as compared to small power(s). [As per my understanding], the major power can
be a unit [nation-state] or non-state actor. For example, in the light of global perspective, the US
is in conflict with a powerful non-state organization of Al-Qaeda as well as with emerging power
of China. In the region of South Asia, Pakistan and India are greatly involved in bilateral conflict
excluding other regional countries, while both are considered key players.
2.

Issues: These lead to conflict crises that are restricted primarily to territorial disputes,

with composition of a government, and clashes in which one state attempts to protect its security
interests regarding territorial rights from the other state. Some other conflicts are national honor
discords, unrestricted imperialism, liberation clashes and conflict emerging from a government
of the state’s action of unifying a divided/alienated country. [For instance, internationally, the US
Afghan war has become a challenge for American national honor likely the Vietnam War. The
US, in disguise of the GWOT, is attempting for its unlimited imperialistic objectives by tackling
conflicts arising from Taliban activities and helping Afghan governments’ efforts of unifying a
divided country with strong Kabul. Besides, Afghanistan has currently become a hot issue and
territorial conflict between India and Pakistan other than Kashmir. Moreover, in past, Pakistan’s
conflict with Afghanistan emerged due to the Durand Line, and more importantly, in terms of
derailing the USSR-sponsored PDPA government with backing of the US and many other
players, and composing the Taliban government as per her Afghan policy].
3.

Attitudes: Perceptions and attitudes are shaped according to suspicions and fears (security

dilemma) are directed towards the foe, issues are escalated by the policymakers as they develop a
feeling of urgency to encounter the opponent actions. Under the pressure of feeling of urgency,
the policymakers identify fewer policy choices and options either as the rapid military action or a
mutually-agreed opinion of the policymakers that war is a solution of problem for any perceived
threat. For example, during the old Great Game and -Cold War, suspicions and fears about the
foe’s advancement were diffused. In the aftermath of 9/11 incident, the US policymakers marked
Osama bin Laden as a head of the Al-Qaeda and its supporters, the Taliban great threat to the
security of the US. Therefore, they attacked on Afghanistan in 2002.
4.

Actions are opted as coercive measures such as diplomatic protest, denials, allegations

and accusations, ambassador’s withdrawal, deterrence, threat of grave action such as economic
embargo, suspension of diplomatic relations, propaganda, diplomatic harassment, official
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blockades, and eventually war may occur. The possible conflict settlements and resolutions
cordial measures for the international conflict are done: compromise and conciliation, forced
compliance, voluntary withdrawal, award and passive resolution and forceful. All of these are the
expected results of a conflict. For conflict management, there are some other procedure as
mediation, good offices, negotiations, adjudication and arbitration, and solving disputes in the
UN. Public diplomacy, appeasement, and usage of soft power may also be utilized for cordial
measures.
Having said that, both colonial powers (Britain and Russia) and imperial power of US
manipulated Afghanistan’s people and their land, in return, the Afghans reacted against these
international imperial exploitations and the grave situation of imposed wars. Likewise, the same
conflict of interests, for buying spheres of influence and safeguarding their realist-oriented
interests have been continued in Afghanistan during the Cold War (1945-1989), civil war of the
1990s, and since 9/11. Foreign powers have invaded Afghanistan and used this land and its
people for their own vested interests during these historic times.
In relation to the past geopolitical events, the nature of “conflict of interest” has changed
in post-9/11 with exchanging of game players, their interests, and strategies. In spite of the
changing chessboard game fact, the battlefield of this game, geographically and historically, has
been Afghanistan in place of the Central Asia. The basic argument made in what follows is,
Afghanistan, despite the military perverse outcomes of all wars and chess-games, has indeed
been determined a geography construct in terms of historiography, politics, security and
strategic, and geopolitics and geo-economics. The zones of Afghanistan (including Pakistan) has
remained immune from the foreign interventions and penetrations emanating from colonial and
imperial actors, and regional players due to the unintended consequences of the NGG and the
GWOT. Nonetheless, after understanding the intricacy of this new game by examining the 3G
phenomenon, this dissertation discusses the proxy warfare and the involvement of Pakistan and
India in Afghanistan (with the back of major powers in the South Asian politics) through the
prism of regional chess-game in the emerging current global geopolitical developments of
anarchic-and complex interdependent world structure. In short, the 3G is a dynamic conflict of
interests and harmony of interests, and a constant power struggle, for sustaining global primacy
and for countering against the non-state actor of terrorism, to be played by the United States,
even following 9/11 with help of launching proxy warfare. And, this struggle shares geopolitical,
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geo-economic, and geo-cultural competition factors with a wide range of changes from all
previous great game-like competitions.
Given that convergent and divergent unintended consequences of the 3G, the conflict of
interest in Afghanistan has been approached with the help of ‘level of analyses.’ According to
L.M.Miller (personal communication, July 8, 2018), “the new conceptualization of 3G what
cause conflict between states requires a multi-level analysis thus the role of sub-state actors,
individuals, networks, culture, and cultural values are important.” Moreover, Buzan stated the
nature of conflict, in the contemporary global politics, mostly determines in order to social or
humanitarian security. As per analysis of British historical archives, this policy was firstly
introduced by the Britain in Afghanistan during the OGG. In the current days, the US launched
the GWOT policy for the humanitarian security of its people not the people of Afghanistan.
However, Goldstein & Pevehouse in their book, International Relations has mentioned this
approach of conflict at following levels: Individual level of analysis (rational decisions of
government/leaders, Deviations from rationality) and domestic level of analysis, interstate level,
and global level of analysis. Therefore, This research argues that Grand Great Game in
Afghanistan is needed to be studied at all levels, therefore, as per requirement of this study, the
framing of this dissertation has been made as per the explanation of Buzan, and Goldstein &
Pevehouse, such as the second chapter depicts the historical viewpoints of Afghanistan and
Afghan leaders’ rational decisions towards imperial powers and their proxy players (Pakistan and
India) in Afghanistan. Third chapter presents the 3G phenomenon along with US global policy
towards Afghanistan, and finally, fourth chapter discusses the stances of India and Pakistan
towards Afghanistan.
Regarding these levels of analyzing conflict of interest, types of conflict can be described
as per Peter Wallenteen and the Uppsala Conflict data base. It has been observed, while studying
the Afghan conflict globally and regionally, that conflict is categorized by cause and by
(political) actors.
1.

Conflicts by cause can be subdivided on account of ideas covering ethnic, religious and

ideological and [national] interests, including territorial conflict, governmental dispute, and
economic discord (scarce resources). It is notable here that after reviewing the literature dealt
with Afghanistan as a conflict or crisis, there are following conflicts: (i) conflict by idea is
geopolitics (ii) conflict by interest ‘strategy’ (use of available resources for gaining any
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objective). The idea of strategy became prominent in the international politics by Mackinder’s
philosophy in early twentieth century. British military personnel associated this idea with
military and geostrategy appeared. But later, this idea transformed into globalised concept of
‘grand strategy in which geographical determinism motivates the states for strategic partnership
among heterogeneous nation-states which covers economic, military, and political aspects of
foreign policy. This geostrategy has frequently being used under the great game politics to
determine their foreign policy ends and means based on irrationally-driven unintended
consequences.
2.

Conflits by actors has been sub-categorized by Angstrom & Widen (2015: 7-9) as

follows: (i) interstate, conflict between two or more nation-states; (ii) intrastate, a conflict exists
internally within a nation-state between government and non-governmental group; (iii) intrastate
with foreign involvement, a conflict where one nation-state’s government or non-governmental
group receive external backing from the government(s) of other nation-state(s); and (iv) extrasystematic, a conflict between a nation-state and a non-state group outside its territory. All of
them have been going on side by side throughout the OGG, the NGG and the 3G (up to 2014). In
keeping with explanation of Goldstein & Pevehouse, the result of this intricacy conflict of
interest [in Afghanistan since 9/11] surfaces in the form of total war covering civil war and
insurgencies, guerilla and aerial fighting, covert and overt combat, and proxy warfare. These
battles have been noticed merely in the land of Afghanistan. It has been discussed in detail in
second and third chapters that conflict by idea in Afghanistan has been ideological and religious
during the Great Game, Cold war and NGG and even continued in the GWOT. Though, conflict
by interest in Afghanistan has been geo-economic and geo-culture in nature by and large, states
have been misusing Afghanistan’s geography for their strategic interests.
After studying Afghanistan as an international conflict through rhetoric argumentation in
the framing of unintended consequences of the 3G philosophy, this dissertation maintains that
the Afghanistan conflict has also emerged in the form of complex regional proxy warfare within
the country and its spillover effects on the South Asian region, due to which Afghanistan conflict
has transformed into a full-fledged international and regional conflict. Maley views that
“Afghanistan’s problems are not just internal, but transnational: they reflect the complexities of
the wider region in which Afghanistan is nested” (2016: 18). The international GWOT has paved
the way for initiating proxy war culture in Afghanistan and involvement of Pakistan and India in
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Afghan soil. Therefore, the GWOT and role of US are chiefly harbinger of this 3G in which
heterogeneous players are wrestling for their realist interests under the cover of collective “war”
against terrorism. The Orientalists has generally presented conflicts in Third World as lowintensity conflict. Since Angstrom and Widen (2015: 23) referred to “Clausewitz’s logic is still
valid – even in modern so-called low-intensity conflict in the Third World. Call it what you will
– new war, ethnic war, guerilla war, low war, low intensity war, terrorism, or the war on
terrorism – in the end, there is only one meaningful category of war, and that is war itself.”
Maley’s argument seems wrong when he explains that
“For escalating international conflict situations and crises, assuming that the intervening power
works with a clear political objective and plans well, the faster an intervention is deployed, the
greater its chances of success. Paradoxically, crises often have to attain a certain level of severity
before enough political support in the intervening state can be mustered for active involvement.
Appropriate contingency planning is essential if an intervention is to occur expeditiously” (2016:
9).

Analytically, US just invaded in Afghanistan without any constructive planning,
therefore, after fighting 17 years long war, the international conflict of Afghani stan is still
unresolved. The rest of the policies have been discussed in detail in the subsequent session.

Part III
3.3 The US Afghan Policy: Grand Great Game and India-Pakistan Proxy
War, post-9/11−2014 [a Reappraisal]
3.3.1 US Invasion of Afghanistan after 9/11 and Restrainment Policy in form of GWOT
In this portion, the discussion is made regarding US invasion of 9/11 with respect to
rational foreign policy objectives and actions under the administrations of George B. Bush and
Barak Obama towards Afghanistan and South Asian region. Moreover, the role of key players of
South Asia (India and Pakistan) has been explained briefly.
3.2.1.1 President Bush Response: Global War on Terror Policy and Approaching to
Pakistan and India (2001-2008)
With months after assuming office, the Bush Administration met deadliest terrorist
attacks on the US on September 11, 2001. These attacks highly determined in influencing the
future foreign policy of the United States and the possible US engagements in Afghanistan. The
US investigation teams were clear of that fact that Al-Qaeda organization of Osama bin Laden
was responsible. Even the CIA Director George Tenet indicated that bin Laden was behind the
attacks. The Bush administration repeated the Clinton era soft approach of requesting the Taliban
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to hand the bin Laden over to the United States, but the repeated demand coupled with the
repeated denial of the Taliban and yet again demanded the US for providing credible evidence
against Osama bin Laden. The Taliban, in accordance to their Islamic traditions, were unwilling
to expel Osama as then stated by the Foreign Minister of the Taliban, Wakil Ahmad Muttawakil;
‘‘Expelling or handing over a guest to a third party is un-Islamic and against the Afghan
traditions’’ (Lansford, 2003: 83).
The situation was critical when the policymakers and analysts in Washington perceived
that the Taliban would never compromise over their stand, and that military action is inevitable
for securing the American security interests in the region. The US officials also had to consider a
wave of public sentiments demanding a quick military move that will punish the perpetrators of
the 9/11. The President Bush had a call for the international community to certify their stance on
the issue of globalised terrorism. In his speech to the joint session of Congress a few days after
the attacks, President Bush said while launching counter-terrorism policy, “Every nation, in
every region, now has a decision to make. Either you are with us, or you are with the terrorists.
From this day forward, any nation that continuous to harbor or support terrorism will be regarded
by the United States as a hostile regime” (Text of Geog Bush’s speech, 21 September 2001).
President G.W. Bush was in favor of a swift military action and was determined to do so
with amalgamation of soft power smartly by generating a consensus commitment by
international community against the common evil of terrorism. “For, other countries have
recognized the significance of investing in both hard and soft powers” (Kugiel, 2016: 31). The
determination of President Bush led to a policy formulation in the form of “restraintment” policy
under the grand strategy of the GWOT. Martel (2010: 356) explains, “With the end of the Cold
War, the subsequent global war on terror, the global economic recession, and wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq, one would think that the United States would have formulated a grand
strategy for dealing with these problems. [he pursued] ‘‘restrainment”…that US policy must seek
to restrain—individually and collectively—those forces, ideas, and movements in international
politics that create instability, crises, and war” (Martel, 2010: 257). Moreover, Martel (2010:
357) define the USA’s restrianment policy as “a foreign policy the central purpose of which is to
counteract the forces that undermine international peace and security, while lending greater
coherence and direction to U.S. policies.”
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This restrainment policy has two front long-term grand strategy of the GWOT against the
Al-Qaeda and the Taliban, and international terrorism at large: (1) To improve the domestic
security layers so as to effectively counter any similar attack in future and (2) To project an
international offensive against the Taliban. The second part of this strategy had three stages; (a)
To limit the international engagement of the Taliban and the Al-Qaeda so as to isolate them from
the supporting countries; (b) to garner a worldwide support in order to form an international
coalition of troops that will face the Taliban and Al-Qaeda in Afghanistan; and (c) to get
international support in freezing the Taliban assets and imposing sanctions.
Following on the second part of the broad and grand strategy against terrorism, the
United States first tried to bring Pakistan in the US orbit because of the universal agreement on
the importance of Pakistan as a perfect site for the US operations into Afghanistan. Moreover,
Pakistan was considered as the most essential non-NATO country that could better help in
dismantling the Al-Qaeda Network in Afghanistan. However, the Bush administration was
unclear if Pakistan would side them since it has been the main supporters of the Taliban. The
confusions were over-ride when President Musharraf agreed to the seven demands brought by
Collin Powell from the Washington DC (Lansford, 2003: 164). This was a moment when
Pakistan formally joined the US grand strategy of waging a massive and long-term ‘‘Global War
on Terror’’. Thus, the US was successful in garnering support for its possible comprehensive
military action against Al-Qaeda and the Taliban.
President Bush, on October 6, 2001, authorized Rumsfeld to initiate military operation in
Afghanistan, while on October 7, 2001, announced in front of the American public the GWOT
(Shahrani, 2016: 180). This was enforced on the very same day when the US and Britain forces
launched air bombings by cruise missile with significant backing of the Anti-Taliban Tajik and
Uzbek forces (The Northern Alliance, NA) from the North and Northeast. The Taliban leaders
were not expecting such a horrific raid by the United States, and this was for two reasons; (1)
Taliban were of the opinion that the US would never risk its forces in Afghanistan while air
power will be effective little in the irregular terrain of Afghanistan. (2) The whole power of the
Taliban just paralyzed before the American onslaught, NA’s rapid control of Kabul [on
November 13, 2001] and most of the Taliban fighters were either killed by bombings or captured
by the US-backed Northern Alliance forces. The US, however, was unable to locate and destroy
the premier targets which were two in number, Osama bin Laden and Taliban’s leader Mullah
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Omar about whom the US troops were believed to have escaped into the nearby regions of
Pakistan and Afghanistan border.
(a) Hamid Karzai’s Government and Challenges to USA-backed Coalition Forces in
Afghanistan
Following the ousting of the Taliban regime the US was mindful of the fact that leaving
any power vacuum in Kabul rationally could have catastrophic [unintended] effects over their
own retrainment policy and GWOT grand strategy. Therefore, they planned to install a regime
that would be acceptable to the Pashtun majority people of Afghanistan as well as to Pakistan.
The issue was transferred to the UN which led to an agreement in Bonn (Germany). The power
sharing ‘‘Bonn Agreement’’ was signed on 5 December 2001 and the vacuum was filled with an
interim government headed by the Kandahar based Pashtun leader, Hamid Karzai who then took
power on December 22, 2001 (Tehran welcomes Afghan Accords and interim Chief, 2001)). As
per the United Nations accords, a loyal Jirga (Grand Assembly), government replaced the
interim regime and appointed Karzai as permanent Afghan President to lead the new government
of the NA, with some 80% of votes. The new government included a mixture of almost every
major ethnic group such as Pashtun, Tajik, Uzbek, Hazaras and Shiite Muslims (Lansford, 2003:
180).
The speculations were on rise about whether the US-backed regime would fall the same
tragic way as happened with the Soviet-backed Najibullah’s regime in early 1990s. But it
sustained because the US forces continued to exist in 2003 and kept engaging the Taliban and
Al-Qaeda fighters in the country-side of Afghanistan. The NA government was limited to Kabul
mostly.
In 2003, the US embarked on another journey overseas when Iraq was invaded by the US
forces. This threatened the security situation in Afghanistan since the US was now more focused
on Iraq and overthrowing Saddam Hussain’s regime appeared to have been the real target in the
Bush’s offensive strategy, not only for retaining its global primacy but also for extending its
sphere of influences under restrainment and GWOT (against all kinds of terrorism) with support
of its regional great power(s). The Taliban regrouped in their strongholds in the south and east of
Afghanistan, and started mounting attacks on the US as well as the coalition forces. The situation
was so contributed about 40% of the Afghanistan economic in 2003 (Goodson, 2004: 15).
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The centrality of Iraq in the GWOT continued throughout 2004, a year that saw many
political struggles embodied within the US efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq. After the Taliban
gained momentum and their ideological warfare adjoined the local population in their support,
the US administration was obvious about the fact that Afghanistan still needs a long-term
presence. The grand strategy of GWOT was believed to be extended for years. Even President
Bush, during his presidential elections campaign, claimed that the restrainment and GWOT
might find no end. The idea was also elaborated by him in his address to the joint session of
Congress immediately after the 9/11 attacks; “our [global] war on terror begins with al-Qaeda,
but it does not end there. It will not end until every terrorist group of global reach has been
found, stopped, and defeated” (Address to Joint Session of Congress and the American People,
2001).
During 2004, the Taliban and Al-Qaeda forces mounted deadly attacks over the foreign
as well as the US-backed Afghan forces with resorting to ambushes, rocket attacks and through
other guerilla tactics. The same year the Taliban leader Mullah Muhammad Omar also refreshed
the Taliban’s resolve to continue resisting the coalition forces and announced an insurgency
which was aimed to counter “America and its puppets,” while pointing towards the US-backed
Afghan regime, in order to retake the “state” and its “sovereignty” (Gall, 13 November 2004).
The October 2004 Afghanistan’s general elections brought significant victory by 55.4 % of votes
for Hamid Karzai and allowed him to join the Presidential Palace once again. The following
month in November, G.W. Bush was also re-elected in US presidential election and continued to
join the White House. During the second term, President Bush faced severe criticism over his
adventures in Iraq and Afghanistan.
The situation in Afghanistan continued with high causalities to Taliban fighters in 2005
until the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) forces replaced the US boots on the
ground in southern Afghanistan in 2006. The ISAF was a UN mandated force that was
established as a result of the Bonn Agreement in 2001 with a restricted task to secure Kabul and
surroundings, but the ISAF’s operational responsibilities increased over time by the UNSCR
1510 (2003) (Sperling & Webber, 2012: 345).
During campaigns against Taliban and Al-Qaeda fighters, the increasing aerial bombings
committed by the troops of US and NATO killed a large number of civilians up to 2006. These
gross violation by the coalition forces resulted in resentment among Afghan masses. The Taliban
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forces capitalized the situation. The year 2007 proved more challenging for the US-backed
foreign troops in Afghanistan. For instance, the “Shinwari Massacre” in which almost 12
civilians were killed by the US marines, caused a flagrant approach among the Afghan civilians
once again and ultimately scored better for the Taliban and Al-Qaeda forces. The growing
domestic opposition and a significant surge in the Taliban fire-power compelled the US as well
as the British government to build up their military strength in Afghanistan. The British
government announced to expand the strength up to 7,700, which was followed by the US surge
in troops in March that year (Baker, 24 March 2007). The year experienced heavy casualties on
part of the US forces and thus made 2007 as the deadliest year with 100 US servicemen dead.
The 2003 invasion of Iraq by the Bush administration turned out irrationally to be
disastrous for the US and coalition forces in Afghanistan. The war in Iraq also served one of the
Al-Qaeda’s strategic goals of dragging the United States into Central Asia and the Middle East
(Riedel, 2010: 121, 133), as Riedel believes that Al-Qaeda wanted to entice the US in “bleeding
wars” in Afghanistan and Iraq (Riedel, 2010: 133). The [rational] policies of the Bush
administration were highly controversial and attracted widespread criticism due to the reliance
on aerial bombardment offensively in civilian areas. Moreover, the coalition forces were finding
it hard to counter the asymmetric and guerilla warfare tactics being employed by the Taliban
forces at that time. The policy shift of President Bush from Enemy-Centered Counter Terrorism
to Population-Centered Counter Insurgency was effective to an extent. The policy was
developed to target the Taliban fighters in populated areas with precision and to avoid collateral
damage. It was aimed to “Afghanize” the issue by increasing the capabilities of the ANA). The
policy helped in strengthening the relationships between the US and Afghan government. The
policy shift was successful not only in limiting the Taliban control in rural areas but also earned
a “rare” support from the Afghan people (Shahrani, 2016: 23).
3.2.1.2 Obama’s Response to GWOT: New Vision with a New Strategy (2009-2014)
The Americans saw a significant change in Bush’s policies towards the GWOT, when
‘Barack Obama resumed office as the 44th President of the United States in January 2009. Even
prior to his presidency in presidential election campaign, it was appeared that Obama would act
in contradiction to the widely known “Bush Doctrine”. President Obama, unexpectedly favored
fighting the war in Afghanistan and termed it as the “War of Necessity” while pushed for ending
the war in Iraq or what he termed as the ‘‘War of Choice’’. It does not mean as if he was
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favoring a war to continue, but a strategy to accomplish which can satisfy the basic targets of the
so-called GWOT. Obama administration was embracing an engagement policy [instead of
restrainment], while he rejected scores of principles which enlivened [the rational and irrational]
foreign policy of Bush administration’ (Kagan, 3 March 2010). Obama’s strategy was revolving
around “disrupting, dismantling and defeating Al-Qaeda” and to deny them the capability to
target the US or their allies in future (Bergen, 2011: 309). He, in his address to the nation at West
Point on 1 December 2009, announced that he would deploy more 30,000 troops in Afghanistan,
and promised to withdraw forces from Afghanistan by July 2011. Another reason for the surge in
US troops was to enforce the idea of “Afghanization” by training and equipping the ANA so as
to quickly draw the US forces out of the country.
In 2009, Hamid Karzai again elected and joined office under the veil of corruption, which
forced the US to reconsider their blank-check policy for the Afghan government. President
Obama said, “The days of Blank check are over… we expect those who are ineffective or corrupt
to be held accountable” (Fair, 2010a: 5). The Americans also started their echoes of withdrawal
and handing the country over to the Afghan governments and its people. The Obama
administration was of the view that Bush policy of keeping forces there in an endless war was
[irrational] catastrophic for the democratic structure and stability of Afghanistan. Obama’s men
thus started whispering in Karzai’s ears that America will leave Afghanistan sooner or later. As
once quoted by General Petraeus in June 2010 in reference to the July 2011 deadline by the
President [Obama];
“Productivity experts say that there’s no greater productivity tool than a deadline. The message of
urgency that the deadline conveyed was not just for domestic political purposes. It was for
audiences in [the Afghan capital] Kabul, who… needed to be reminded that we won’t be there
forever’’ (Petraeus Discusses Pros, Cons of July 2011 Deadline, 2010).

At this critical junction of the Grand Great Game, “It is one thing to bring relatively
strong players together and help them cut deals, since the strong pla yers themselves can
enforce those deals. But in Afghanistan are there any strong players?

The Karzai

government seems pretty weak.” Afghanistan, however, was on the verge of continued
destruction and extreme instability, and was experiencing immense corruption, suicide attacks,
drug trade and trafficking, criminal activities and the rapid growth in the Taliban insurgency in
early 2010. In an effort to stabilize the Afghan conundrum through peaceful and political means,
while focusing on Al-Qaeda, the US State Department released its Afghanistan and Pakistan
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Regional Stabilization Strategy in January 2010. This policy, be part of the grand strategy of
GWOT, was aimed to support the “reintegration” process of different insurgent groups like the
Haqqani Network, the Taliban and to use financial allurements to draw Taliban out of the
insurgency (Shahrani, 2016: 25). The policy of reintegration was strongly supported by the
Karzai government, who were wishful of a political resolve for the decade-long war in
Afghanistan. The strategy failed on account of the suspected killings of prominent Afghan
warlords and commanders including the former president Burhanuddin Rabbani in 2011. The
killings were supposed to have been carried out by the Taliban or Al-Qaeda fighters, which
reflected their mistrust over the US and Afghan government and their demand of a complete
withdrawal of the foreign troops from the country.
Simultaneously, President Obama, as promised earlier to end the “War of Choice” or
what he also called as the “Dumb War” in Iraq, enforced the strategy of drawdown form Iraq. As
per his policy, all of the US troops will be drawdown form the country. Finally, the US combat
role in Iraq in the name “Operation Iraqi Freedom” came to an end and all forces were
withdrawn by August 2010. Here it is important to note that Obama’s policy shifted towards
“defensive” policy rather than Bush’s offensive one; however, both leadership continued to use
the smart power to cope with this security challenge of terrorism on the one hand and to encircle
the emerging geopolitical rivalry with China and other dynamics within the Eurasian on the
other.
(a) US ‘Limited’ Military Adventurism inside Pakistani Boundaries: Execution of Osama
bin Laden
During the first term of his presidency, Obama continued to support Bush strategy of
Drone strikes into the Pakistani territory in pursuit of the high-value targets. This was actually a
commitment he made back in 2007, he said, “If we have actionable intelligence about high-value
terrorist targets and President Musharraf won’t act, we will” (Holland, 1 August 2007). The
reliance on the CIA drone strikes curtailed cooperation between the two countries and raised the
existed cooperation to suspicion. Obama never hesitated to enlarge drone operation and even to
double the drone strikes across the Pak-Afghan border (Muscat, May 2013). The cooperation,
however, continued alongside and as per Obama’s National Security Strategy, the Pakistani
government secured a considerable aid and developmental and defense contracts that would help
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in stopping the expansion of the radical networks in the country (The White House – National
Security Strategy, 2010: 22).
US-Pakistan relationship took a new drift due to US irrational strategies in disguise of the
GWOT, when the US marines crossed into the Pakistani territory and killed Osama bin Laden in
the city of Abbottabad. The operation was executed on 2 May 2011 and named as “Operation
Neptune Spear.” The killing of bin Laded meant a lot for the United States and its allies
[particularly India in South Asia] who were involved in this long-war in Afghanistan. There are
three things that can be considered as the main incentives America has achieved by the killing of
bin Laden: (1) the killing of him would have, to some extent, satisfied the anger of the 9/11 as
well as the victims of the Al-Qaeda terrorism across the globe, (2) the US was already facing
criticism for the loss of lives and money in their meaningless and long-war on terror by the
American people, so this significant development conferred the war a ‘‘meaning’’ and an
opportunity to celebrate ‘‘mission accomplished’’, and (3) bin Laden was a motivation for the
radicals and extremists around the globe, so the ideology of Global Jihad discouraged following
the killing of Osama. Besides, India also took the advantage of this incident to establish their
viewpoint of labeling Pakistan a terrorism-sponsored country. India basically wanted to “isolate”
Pakistan given that the so-called blame of cross-border terrorism in Kashmir. Moreover, India
wanted to get an extensive and influential role in Afghanistan as compared to Pakistan behind
the curtain of supporting the US’s counter-terrorism strategy.
(b) Extension in the Timeline of the US-led Forces’ Withdrawal
Obama set a goal for the withdrawal of the US forces by July 2011 in his address of
December 2009. But this timeline and strategy was conditioned with the “conditions on the
ground” which were wary of the US expectations because they were foreseeing a strong
democratic government and military police in Afghanistan that would help in regaining the
control of the country. Contrary to the assumptions, Afghanistan was experiencing the most
corrupt government in the world that was failed to make any progress towards development with
foreign aid. It was believed that any cut to the military personal and spending would make the
Afghans unable to “create and sustain” effective security measures in the country (Cordesman &
Lin, 2015: 4). Thus, the situation on the ground forced the Obama administration to extend the
timeline for the troops’ commitment in Afghanistan to the end of 2014.
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On the other hand, he started focusing on political settlement with the Taliban insurgents.
The main objective of the Washington in peaceful settlement was to create an Afghanistan that
will no more be a safe haven for the international terrorists. In an effort for a peaceful transition
in Afghanistan, an Enduring Strategic Partnership Agreement (SPA) was signed between the US
and Afghanistan in May, 2012. The move indicated an intention of the US government to settle
the long war issue politically and through negotiation. The SPA also hinted at a drawdown of the
US and coalition forces from Afghanistan because its points reflected strengthening of the
Afghan government internally with stronger democratic institutions, which will be able to take
care of the country after withdrawal.
However, in September 2014, the new Afghan government headed by President Ashraf
Ghani and Chief Executive Abdullah Abdullah signed a Bilateral Security Agreement (BSA)
with the US and NATO. The agreement triggered the US to draw its forces out of Afghanistan
while allowed a considerable number of the US and NATO troops to stay for the “anti-terrorist”
operations as well as to train the Afghan National Army. The following month in late December
the NATO mission also ended with the replacement of an assistance mission “Resolute Support”.
The BSA was important on part of the US because it allowed the United States to maintain a
long-term presence in the region by retaining the operative bases (in Afghanistan and Central
Asia) (Akhtar & Sarkar, 2015: 4).
(c) Role of the US in Afghanistan and South Asian strategy in the context of GWOT
The US has played a role in de-hyphenating Pakistan and India in her South Asian policy
even prior to 9/11 and the nature of US collaborations with India towards Afghanistan is as a
result of this policy in initiating a proxy war between India and Pakistan in Afghanistan.
Pakistani analyst states that the USA has been following the de-hyphening policy in South Asia
prior to 9/11 and US inclination towards India due to its growing economic rise. India’s role in
Afghanistan is a by-product of US-India strategic partnership made in 2003. Moreover, the
troubled US-Pakistan ties and uneasy Afghan-Pakistan relations and more importantly, China’s
rise contributed a lot to provide space to Indian strong footings in Afghanistan (M. Yusuf, 18
May 2018). J. T. White, an international participant indicates that
“Dehyphenation drove the US to try to advance to advance its relationships with India and
Pakistan on more or less separate tracks. The US welcomed India’s economic and political
engagement in Afghanistan, but gently dissuaded it from significant engagement in Afghanistan’s
security sector. That said, I think that India’s general policy of restraint (eg, not sending military
advisors, or much equipment) has less to do with what the US advised, and more to do with
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India’s own belief that if it acted too assertively in supporting Afghanistan’s military, it would
engender an unhelpful response from Pakistan. That is to say, India has largely been self-deterred
from deeper investments in the security sector” (personal communication, May 1, 2018).

Indian analysts view that US played a long term strategy and used the land of Afghanistan
so can watch easily India-Pakistan-Iran-China. Both countries went far away to each other (India
& Pakistan). Tension increases to each other as well as regional. China is threat to US so there
strategy became in a way that they succeed to engage South Asia in this way (S. R. Hussain,
personal communication, May 01, 2018). On the other hand, Indian experts maintained that it
does not seem that US-India had any sort of security collaboration regarding Afghanistan. It does
not seem even now except that both are committed to fighting “religious extremism” in
Afghanistan and elsewhere. This situation has been elaborated by another Indian professor,
Actually, the role of US is double standard towards South Asia. Strategically, Washington needs
Islamabad. On the other hand, for a big market and security purposes it needs the help of New
Delhi. Often, the US imposes restrictions blaming it as a terrorist state. In practice, Washington
never stops its foreign aids to Islamabad. On the question of securing the democracy both the US
and India have hold a common view. The US administration already decided to withdrawn its
military troop from Afghanistan. If finally, it does, it will be very problematic for the security in
South Asia, especially in Afghanistan. The economic vulnerability and inability of defense have
jointly made Afghanistan a dependent state. If the US forces withdrawn from the Afghanistan,
then terrorism will remain the guiding force in Afghanistan (D. Nandy, personal communication,
April 6, 2018).

In this entire scenario, Afghanistan associated Indian role in Afghanistan backing by the
US owing to perverse consequences of the Pakistan’s role in Afghanistan and US wrong policies
“the 9/11 could rightly be called the beginning of new era in US-Pakistan relations. Pakistan was
forced to restrain its Kashmir-focused proxies and the United States, in the course of time that
followed 9/11, realized that India could be a more reliable ally in South Asia when it comes to
converging interests than Pakistan. As for as I know, the past and present US administrations are
in favor of an increased Indian role in reconstruction and peace and security of Afghanistan.
However, while India is contributing in terms of reconstruction, it shying away from an active role
in terms of peace and security in Afghanistan” (D. Khattak, personal communication, April 16,
2018).

In the current situation due to the US role in
Afghanistan and de-hyphenation policy in South Asian, an Afghan expert states that
“Afghanistan is part of India and Pakistan’s proxy war having replaced Kashmir as a battlefield
between both the two rivals” (Ahmadzai, 2010: 4). In general, US supporting for India has been to
strengthen it against China and Pakistan. The United States sees Pakistan as a supporter of
terrorism. With increasing rivalry between China and US, the United States uses the offshore
balancing strategy to curb China, it means it uses India to balance China. US helps India to
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strengthen its power. While China uses Pakistan to curb India. In recent years, the US has moved
from Pakistan to India and has a good relation with India.
The fact of the matter is that the US policy in South Asia has been vacillating and amoral and
aethical and thus focused to its own interests than those of others. Outwardly, it may publicize for
South Asian peace but inwardly it would want the region to remain fragile. Who will buy its arms
and ammunition if peace prevails in South Asia? (M. A. Kaw, personal communication, June 07,
2018).
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Chapter # 4
Critical Historical Perspective 2:
Indian Soft Power Engagement and Proxy Role in Grand Great Game of
Afghanistan (2002-2014)
“Instead of contributing troops to the international mission, India chose a low profile strategy
based on strong diplomatic support for the new government of Hamid Karzai, civilian engagement
in reconstruction, and the rehabilitation of Afghanistan” (Kugiel, 2016: 145).
The Afghans are “the largest beneficiary group. The example of Hamid Karzai himself, a
graduate of an Indian University, in Simla, emerged as a pro-India politician, is a vivid example
of benefit of such a long term [civil] investment [of India in Afghanistan].” (Kugiel, 2016: 143).

The chapter has broken down into three portions. The first portion deals with Indian
rising power and its indices which assist it to move towards formulation of Afghan ‘grand
strategy’ of civil engagement. In second portion of this chapter, the role of India in Afghanistan
has been analyzed with respect to its soft power approach. However, Pakistan’s role in
Afghanistan has been mostly hard power oriented. As Pakistani analyst expressed that Pakistan
has been a security state, therefore, its soft power role in Afghanistan is imperceptible (M.
Yusuf, personal communication, May 18, 2018). Therefore, its role in Afghanistan has not been
discussed due to unavailability of literature related to Pakistan’s soft role in Afghanistan.

Part I
4.1 India and Geopolitical Dynamics of South Asia
Indian subcontinent, comprising of Pakistan [Bangladesh after 1971, but not focal point
here] and India, has been key players of South Asian region. Prior to independence of Indiansubcontinent, the dynastical history of India shows that “Indian empires never expanded
militarily beyond the subcontinent, but at various times South Asia’s commercial and influence
extended throughout Asia” [via Afghanistan] (Buzan & Wæver, 2003: 95). Owing to the diverse
culture, geography, religion, and ethnicity, the subcontinent has rarely been subjected to be ruled
as one unit under a single power center. Such a fragmentation has never enabled the existence of
multiple monarchies and power centers to rule but also invited foreign intervention in the form of
colonization. As indicated by Kanti Bajpai, while referring to the British colonialism that the
internal disunity and backwardness was responsible for the successful colonialism and foreign
interventions (Buzan &Wæver, 2003: 42). The region of South Asia has been passing through
different phases of power domination from imperialism to colonialism and decolonization led to
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conflict formation zone and evidently, in the contemporary scenario, since 9/11, the ascending
Indian hegemonic designs in the region and expansion beyond its immediate neighborhood.
Moreover, South Asian regional security and geopolitical dynamics have been traditional
military-political one in which the war, balance-of-power, and deterrence between India and
Pakistan are distinct possibilities. Besides, a low interaction capacity among all members of
SAARC and penetration of superpowers or great powers rivalry are also characteristic features of
South Asian geopolitical dynamics.
4.1.1 Indian Hegemonic Attitude
Since independence and the end of British colonialism in the subcontinent in 1947, this
portion [today’s Pakistan and India] of the South Asian region was viewed as a bipolar zone
throughout the Cold War. However, this trend greatly started changing with India’s rise as an
emerging ‘centred’ regional power [within South Asia] and a potential player in global affairs
with the end of Cold War generally and in the post-9/11 particularly. Its growing power
generates security dilemma for rest of the states, as
“there is a ‘centred’ region in every regional set up, where centralisation of power in a region
reaches a point at which its centre is primarily to be seen as a participant in the global security
constellation among the greatest powers, and the regional dynamics can no longer be seen as a
subsystem in which the primary fears and concerns of a group of states are defined by each other”
(Buzan & Wæver, 2003: 54).

Moreover, it is indicated that a slow polarity shift in South Asia can be noticed from
bipolarity to unipolarity (Buzan & Wæver 2003: 97). In the contemporary globalised politics,
Buzan & Wæver has categorized two types of Regional Security Complexes: (1) Standard and
(2) Centered. The standard is formed out of two or more powerful actors which possess largely a
military-political security agenda, wherein they are anarchic in its structure. In such a regional
security complex, the major regional powers defines the polarity of the regional system (e.g.
Pakistan and India in South Asia) which may be uni-polar or multi-polar, whereby unipolarity
defines a system having one regional power with no global power status. For, security-oriented
politics in the former complex is seen in order to interactions between the regional players
because their relationships not only determine the nature of situation for the small players but
also the global powers’ interference in that region (Buzan & Wæver, 2003: 55). The centered
RSC can unlikely be a unipolar with a regional [great] power that can enjoy the status of global
power all together. For instance, ‘‘India’s desire to attain a Global Power status has been
challenged by the fact that Pakistan still is capable to challenge its status as a sole regional
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power” (Buzan & Wæver, 2003: 93). However, there is a third special case in which unipolar
standard transforms into a Centered one wherein centred power emerges as a great power or
hegemon. South Asia presents such kind of specialty where India has become successful in
elevating itself from regional to great power status [through soft power approach].
India’s thrive for becoming a regional hegemon, however, also shapes its regional
political engagement with other smaller states of South Asia. These countries include
Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, Maldives, Sri Lanka and Pakistan. These states have desired to
maintain their own identity and keep themselves away from India’s umbrella of diversified
culture and traditions; however, India still is home to all the ethnicities found in major of all
these states and hence maintains a cultural supremacy in the subcontinent. Javaid and Kamal
pointed this
“There are more Muslims in India than in Pakistan which are created as the homeland of the
Muslims of South Asia, half as many as Bengali speakers as in Bangladesh which was created so
that people could speak their own language, and more Hindu than in Nepal, more Buddhists than
in Bhutan” (2015: 123)

4.1.2 A Rising India and Contributing Factors
Indian leadership has been a vision of ‘grand strategy’ since independence; as Das (2005:
68) explains that
“From 1950 to 1990, India had a vision of itself as a self-reliant, non-aligned, secular state, albeit
disregarding its economic potential. From 1991 to 2001, India viewed itself as a globalizing
economy, but an increasingly fractious society. From 2002 to 2020, India would like to see itself
transform from a developing to a developed country.”

4.1.2.1 Economic Ascendency and Increase in Military Expenses
It is important to look at India’s national factors contributed in making its powerful state.
For instance, it has the largest population of the world next to China. Das indicates (2005: 16)
that the Hindu growth rate ranged of 3-4% a year in 1990s. Indian GDP growth rates varied
between 7% and 8% in 2003 and 2004. In this way, India moved towards developmental agenda
not only within the country but also started “aid diplomacy”. In recent years, India’s rapid
economic growth has been of 5-7% yearly. The Goldman Sachs assessed “India’s potential or
sustainable growth rate [would be] at about 8 percent until 2020…Our assessment suggests that
India’s influence on the world economy will be bigger and quicker than implied in our
previously published BRICs research” (Poddar & Yi, 2007: 4). In-between 2003-2007, India’s
growth rate was between 8-9% yearly with stable economic structure which generated a debate
about India’s rising economic power not only within the country but also at international level
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that make economics “centerpiece of India’s global engagement” in Indian history for the very
first time (Sinha & Dorschner, 2010: 76). International political and economic commentators
wonder that India, a developing country of the huge size and diversity of cultures, has achieved
this high growth rate under the democratic regime(s) as compared to any other countries of the
Asian continent remained under authoritarian regime Moreover, India earned USD 50 billion in
exports in 2010 (Das, 2005: 69). Jabeen states that Indian economy is at 4th number in the
world’s rating of countries in order to purchasing power.
Also, Tharoor claims in Pax Indica that “[Indian] economic growth and entrepreneurial
dynamism, both allowed to flourish only in the last couple of decades, have created a different
India, which therefore relates to the world differently. ‘Material well-being is supreme,’ wrote
Kautilya in the fourth-century BCE Arthasastra. Twenty-five centuries later, we may have
returned to his timeless wisdom” (2012: 290). It owns the 4th largest standing army of the world
and is amid of the 8th largest industrial economic powers (Jabeen, 2010: 242). On the basis of
strong economy, India has grown its defense budget because its yearly military spending has
escalated from USD 7.99 billion in 1991 to USD 47.95 billion in 2015 (Basrur & Sullivan de
Estrada, 2017: 87).
India’s continuous economic ascendancy since 1990s and its economic centered foreign
policy have integrated the global market into its favor. The steady economic and military growth
in the last one and half decade has further endorsed India’s desire to be viewed as extra-regional
power. “A new factor is shaping India’s global polices: its ambition to be recognized as world
power” (Alvai, 2001: 219). While discussing Indian hegemonic designs in South Asia,
Shanmugasunaram (2012: 2) has stated that such powers emerge not only by challenging the
existing system, but also as a new norm builder in international politics; therefore, these powers
prioritize their objective to project themselves as the regional hegemon in their respective
regions. Mitchel has suspected that India is perceived as a great power on the basis of however
powerful it is, not on how much influence it possesses in its region (23-25 July 2014: 18). This is
more important because on part of influence India lacks the balls to justify its position as a major
influential regional power. Moreover, Cohen (1 June 2000) argues that India’s economic and
military strength can endorse its rhetoric based (with little additive) foreign policy. Ernst and
Young state that countries with their strong ‘soft power’ brands considerably magnetize more
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and more foreign direct investment [FDI] (Kugiel, 2016, 19). Tharoor (2012: 277) claims that
“India’s potential leadership role in the world lies in its soft power.”
Despite all the theoretical approaches, it is also true that India posses certain capabilities
that make it qualify for the status of regional as well as global power. Frazier and StewartIngersol suggest that a state must hold a “significant share of the regions’ power capabilities in
order to qualify as a regional power” (Mitchell, 2014: 04). On part of India, this required a
‘significant share’ that can be compiled in five areas: (1) History and traditions; (2) Democratic
culture; (3) Pluralistic society; (4) Economic liberalism; and (5) Nehru’s charismatic leadership
who held that economic growth is vital to defense and without industrial progress no army can
survive. Since Javaid expresses, “the basic factor in defense is the growth of the economy, and
all the armies in the world without an industrial background cannot function” (2014: 4)
Furthermore, India has transformed itself politically and at a point economically, “within
the embrace of globalization” (Buzan & Wæver, 2003: 9). Sagar explains that India is drawing
ever closer to become a leading player in the international politics due to expanding its economic
prowess, military potency and cultural power. Basically, Indian foreign policy under the
umbrella of grand strategy (GS) is formulated by four visionary groups: (1) moralists who
advocate that India can serve as an archetype due to admirable actions of Nehru’s non-aligned
and peaceful co-existence in the external relations. [However, this is not true in case of its
relations with Pakistan]; (2) Hindu Nationalists who deems India as a potential promoter and
defender of Hindu civilization worldwide; (3) liberalists who seek to move towards the way of
progress and peace by escalation of economic interdependence and trade; and lastly (4)
strategists who believe that India’s state power is needed to be cultivated through development of
strategic and military capabilities (Sagar, 2012: 64).
4.1.2.2 Grand Strategy: Objectives and Limitations in way of Effective GS
Indeed, the acceleration of India, like any other major [or global] power, is driven by a
“grand strategy” which was pursued by India since independence. Subrahmanyam maintains,
“[India] is one country which started with a comprehensive grand strategy at the dawn of its
independence, to meet both external and internal challenges towards becoming a major actor in
the international community” (2012: 13). This grand strategy culture was put forward by the
Prime Minister Nehru on 15 August 1947 in front of the Indian Constituent Assembly during his
oath. However, at the dawn of 21st century, Venkatshamy and George reflects that it is
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significant that Indian grand strategy should be formulated by taking the 3Ds [defence,
diplomacy and development] jointly into consideration and by interconnecting regional and
global scenarios. India, while formulation of grand strategy, should deem its progressive national
interests aimed to promote stability and security in its neighborhood as well as in the world
community (2012: 12).
Venkatshamy and George (2012: 5) mention that some strong aspects such as notions of
the international politics and their usage, power, and influence are important to form a grand
strategy. India’s grand strategy has been a complete a package of all these aspects. They
advocate that while framing an effective GS, a holistic outlook must be taken into account for the
country’s broad security considerations and a long-term futuristic vision which includes both
internal and external threats and opportunities. In this regard, Subrahmanyam (2012: 14) states
that Indian GS was a combination of nonalignment in coping with external security challenges,
to adopt the Indian secular and democratic constitution for addressing the governance problems
and accelerating the political status, and to underline a partially designed developmental strategy
to development of a newly to boost

the country’s economic growth. Nonalignment was

exclusively Jawaharlal Nehru’s strategic vision for its hegemonic designs and influential role at
regional and international levels. Thus, Indian two major objectives in its external relations under
the GS are: (1) to expand its global status as a great power, and (2) to safeguard peaceful
international milieu conducive to rapid financial growth. To gain these objectives, India seeks a
stable neighborhood so that security can be preserved from external threats.
Sinha and Dorschner (2010: 77) highlight that that Indian policymakers must concentrate
on both national and global mechanisms of the transformations rather than be stayed in fame of
rising India. India is trying to remain proactive in winning alliances on regional level which
enables her to use power, thereby, increases its ability to influence regional countries to accept
her legitimacy and willingly support her leadership in the region. She is also trying to manipulate
her bilateral and multi-lateral relationships so as to transform its status to become a global power.
However, several factors are limiting India’s power of influence in the region. That is “despite its
disproportionate capability relative to its neighbors, it is limited by the internal conflicts,
instability in neighbors, and the on-going rivalry with Pakistan” (Mitchell, 2014: 18). Therefore,
India has designed I.K Gujral doctrine rooted in a conviction of Indian policymakers and security
experts that global status cannot be attained until the regional conflicts remain unresolved. Indian
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rivalry with Pakistan over the dispute of Kashmir is further damaging Indian image as a soft
power internationally, as per Cohen, “India’s relationship with its neighbors, especially Pakistan,
will be the most important factor in determining whether it emerges as a great Asian power” (1
June 2000).
Furthermore, Indian hegemonic as well soft power attitudes and course of actions
according to such attitudes in Afghanistan will also determine either it attains such a global
status or not. Pant (29 March 2010a) terms Afghanistan as a ‘‘litmus test’’ for India and that only
India’s role can be decisive in its status as a global power. Thus, he argues at another place that
“Afghanistan is now a test case for India as a regional and global power on the ascendant”
(2010b: 145).
4.1.2.3 Geopolitical Realignments: From Non-Alignment to Peaceful Co-existence
Throughout the Cold War, India pursued non-alignment in 1964 as a strategy to keep the
country aside the bloc politics and to defend Indian security. However, he devised this policy
following the speech of Churchill’s Fulton that was considered as the beginning of the Cold War.
Nehru used this term during his broadcast speech of September 7, 1946, while he was of the
opinion “We propose, as far as possible to keep away from power politics of groups aligned
against one another which have led in the past two world wars and which may again lead to
disasters on an even vaster scale” (Subrahmanyam, 2012: 15). Indian politicians have raised
country’s status of power and influence being a regional and global power by merging Nehru’s
principled policy of “peace diplomacy” or “bilateral relationships” with that time geopolitical
dynamics with visionary idea of peaceful coexistence. For instance, Nehru emphasized on
mounting mutuality of security and strategic interests with the USSR vis-à-vis China and all
great powers. With the help of its cordial ties with all great powers of the Cold War, India made
itself kept the Indian nuclear weapon option alive The early fifties, the Indian leadership, from
Jawaharlal Nehru a Indian nuclear weapon technology firstly in 1984 but stayed muted and later
in 1998, declared the country a nuclear weapon power in a world. In this way, India has used
nuclear weapons and missiles against Pakistan as the currency of military power
(Subrahmanyam, 2012: 17).
During the 21st century, a dual policy of the US has reinforced a bilateral Strategic
partnership mechanism as a critical “hedging approach” against China’s peaceful ascent (Ji,
2009: 5) and the consequential restructuring of the Asian continental order within the framework
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of Strategic Quadrangle ─ China-Pakistan Strategic Partnership versus Indo-US Strategic
Partnership (Jahangir, 2013: 54-55). Therefore, the sole superpower started taking great interest
in India as a new strategic partner in South Asia, while de-hyphenating Pakistan as a traditional
ally of it. On the other hand, India decided not only to go inside the Asian friendship owing to
Chinese rise in Asia other than Russia but also joined hands with the US. Bajpai explains key
threats to Indian security at different levels: (1) Domestically, India’s security is endangered
largely by insurgencies either in Kashmir or any part of the country, and terrorist activities and
sectarian violence; (2) Regionally, China and Pakistan pose the greatest military challenge to
India in terms of the nuclear and conventional; (3) Continentally [at Asian level], China’s rise is
a threat for India in order to Chinese growth rate which could make it a continental hegemon in
future by ousting US and other emerging economies; and (4) Internationally, India must watch
closely China and the US (Bajpai, 2012: 40). As Ashley J. Tellis describes,
“India’s rise represents a net benefit for American interests, the growing challenges emerging in
Asia will only bring the two countries closer than ever before. Keeping the focus on nurturing the
relationship with India ─ which is the grand prize for maintaining a balance of power that favors
the United States in Asia ─will thus require committed attention on the part of American
policymakers even when they might be otherwise distracted by the necessities of engaging other
powers, including India’s competitors such as Pakistan and China” (2011: 40-41).

Consequently, the United States has developed strong relationship with India as an
“indispensible partner” to erect as a counterweight force against Chinese fast growing influence
on Asian spectrum (Mohapatra, 11-13 January 2012). Since, the US was seeking for a potential
ally that could work together for meeting the global challenges of terrorism and so forth. It is
note-worthy that India’s growing hegemonic designs are not only due to its internal drivers but
the global powers’ tilt towards it and vice versa also cause to rise up its regional power and
global aspiration such as Obama expressed that India is not only an emerging power, however, it
is “already emerged” with recognition of its global ambition (Kugiel, 2016: 141). Following the
US invasion of Afghanistan, India’s outreach to Afghanistan [being the US “strategic partner” in
the GWOT] has been more expeditious than in the past (during the eras of the Cold War and the
post-Cold War). This outreach for regional hegemony is endorsed by India’s natural hegemonic
ambitions owned by its geographical size, economic growth, technological advancement,
political stability through democratic steadiness, it enjoys in the contemporary world.
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4.1.2.4 Indian Democratic Model
Subrahmanyam has maintained that India, at the end of the twentieth century, has become
a strong pluralistic and secular country, and the largest democracy of the world…India under
democratic conditions has become an industrializing state (2012: 15).
Despite being the largest democracy on earth, India did little in promoting her democratic
ideas abroad or at least in its own region. Domestically, it is engulfed with conflicts including on
cultural identity. India’s policy of democratic proliferation is limited discriminately held by its
strategic interests in the region and used as tool while dealing with the neighboring countries.
Firstly, Kugiel observes that India has not got benefits from her democratic politics. In fact, it
“suffers from overly bureaucratized government and its [democratic] reputation is burdened with
the problem of the long standing dispute over Kashmir” as analyzed by J.Nye (2016: 16).
Secondly, India has managed to prosper politically when compared with other regional
countries; but still it lacks certain features to be called as a the democratic model due to lack of
rule of law, societal violence, extremism and executive superiority over the parliament. It is for
this reason that India’s democratic culture is widely appreciated, but is not accounted for being a
model democracy. No Indian government has tried to sustain the promotion of democracy as a
foreign policy priority for a long time. Thus, despite having a fair democratic culture at home,
India seems reluctant to promote the very democratic culture abroad or in regional countries,
which also its limited desire for regional institutional cooperation among the regional states.
(Subrahmanyam, 2012: 7-8).
Today, India is thriving to maintain constructive engagement with its neighbors. It has
adopted a ‘Soft Power’ approach towards Afghanistan so as to attain its long-term geo-political
objectives in South and Central Asia. D’Souza suggested that in Afghanistan, India is trying to
share its own political experience of nation building in Afghanistan covering formation of a
liberal and democratic constitutional order, development of an electoral system and a political
party system, decentralization of local governance, and inclusion of ethnic minorities, women
and marginalized groups into main political streamline. Similarly, Indian can share its security
experience regarding building of counter-insurgency force in Jammu & Kashmir in Afghanistan.
Likewise, the Afghans greatly accept the given Indian experience in the fields of social and
cultural sectors (D’Souza, 2012: 218). In short, Indian altruist attitudes and actions are results of
its proactive policy towards Afghanistan and offensive realist strategy towards Kashmir, in
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which it seeks to counterweight Pakistan’s defensive strategy at the regional level as well as
China at the continental level.
4.2 India, a Regional Hegemon: Attitudes and Actions
India’s thrive for becoming a regional hegemon is not only due to the contributing factors
but also its soft power plays a great role to devise hegemonic designs.
“The Indian elephant cannot transform itself into a mouse. If South Asia is to get itself out of the
crippling binds of conflicts and cleavages, the six will have to accept the bigness of the seventh.
And the seventh, that is India, will have to prove to the six [not six now seven after inclusion of
Afghanistan] that big can indeed be beautiful” (Gupta, 30 April 1984).

After 9/11, the South Asian region continued to take the regional rivalry and
confrontations among various stakeholders including India and Pakistan. However, the
developments in Afghanistan after the Soviet withdrawal were instrumental in providing a
ground for such a confrontation. During the course of time, India has ascended to become a
regional power, which pursues a proactive approach to extend its sphere of influence in the
region (Afghanistan and Central Asia).
India seeks unilateral concessions while dealing with bilateral conflicts and economic
cooperation, forcing her to indulge in security cooperation for extended influence in the region.
In the post-Taliban Era, India holds a number of strategic imperatives and hegemonic interests
and she uses her soft power and cooperation to attain such geopolitical and geo-strategic
imperatives in the region. Fair elaborates these imperatives. India seeks to be a hegemon of the
Indian Ocean (IO); (1) for promoting stability in the IO; (2) for performing a natural role by
figuring out regional security settlements; and (3) for acting proactively to safeguard her realistoriented interests against anti-Indian developments (Fair, 2010: 5).
However, India’s proactive strategy should not be mistaken for preemptive strategy.
Rather, India utilizes her soft power assets such as cultural norms, economic and political model
to garner influence in the region. This signifies India’s intentions towards hegemonic desires in
the region at large. She does have many other strategic and security interests in Afghanistan but
factually, she does not hold any interests in expanding into the Af-Pak region. These strategic
interests have also made her to align with Iran which also finds a common ground with India in
the region. Hilali argues that ‘‘while other states may resist, India is destined to play the
dominant role in South Asia and the Indian Ocean region….and destined to be not only regional
hegemony but a global power as well” (2001: 740). Similarly, Hanifi describes that “India is
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perceived to be the most credible regional power in South Asia that can has the capability to deal
with the perverse security threats [and unintended consequences] emanating from the
destabilizing security situation in Afghanistan” (2009: 06).
Besides, Pant (2010b: 3) states about Gilpin that he speculates that economically
powerful state is able to secure its goals and to be a hegemon in a better way than the weak state
within a particular geostrategic environment of the region (2010b: 3). India’s desires in the
region reflects the same pattern drawn by Gilpin where she is seen as the best possible option
(by ignoring Pakistan) for the US after the withdrawal of the coalition forces from Afghanistan.
However, such biased approaches towards India’s strategic expansion in the region by the US
threaten the security interests of other regional powers [Pakistan and China] (Mushtaq &
Hashmi, 2012: 258). Such a concern has been outsmarted by the India’s proactive [soft power
based] foreign policy towards engagements with small and weak states including Afghanistan.
As stated by Wagner (2010: 338) that its developmental assistance pledges to focus on
promotion of democracy in Afghanistan which makes it an ideal partner for the western powers
in Afghanistan. Moreover, India clinches the distinction to be the largest donor to Afghanistan,
thereby intruding into an area proximate and sensitive to its arch-rival Pakistan (Wirsing, 2007:
167).
4.2.1 Kautilya Principle and Gujral Doctrine
Kautilya, an Indian classical author, provides the Hindu political realist thinking in his
book The Arthashastra. This book covers all subjects of a statecraftship especially foreign
policy, war and defense. His realist views are traced back in Indian subcontinent history during
the invasion of Alexander the Great, when the Hindus were seeking for the strong Hindu empire
which was later established during the Hindu rulers (such as Chandragupta and Maurya Gupta
and Asoka). His thoughts have been written in three parts (Rashed-uz-Zaman, 2006: 231-232).
His writing related to foreign policy reveals the hard realist strategies taken by the rulers in order
to consolidate the state’s power for survival among the warring states (Basu, 2012: 172). Further,
he claims that the moral reasoning is not “very” useful foreign policy option to state rulers faced
with anarchy and intrigue (Basu, 2012: 172). Therefore, it was felt by the Indian policymakers
that the principle of non-alignment after declining bipolarity in international system is not
applicable. They continue to pursue peaceful co-existence policy at global and continental levels,
but at regional level [to deal with Pakistan], India adheres to follow the Kautilya doctrine in
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which “Kautilya advised rulers to use power to advance their interests, for self-protection i.e.
enlargement of territory by conquest or, in today’s terms, enlargement of a sphere of interest, are
used by Indian strategists today” (Rashed-uz-Zaman, 2006: 236). Therefore, the Indian rulers are
using the same strategy and ideological imperatives of Kautilya’s ‘enemy’s enemy is a friend’ in
order to enhancing their power for gaining hegemonic role in South Asian region and selfprotecting their strategic interests in Afghanistan wherein their interests are clashing with
Pakistan.
Just after independence, India was not in a position to embark on hegemonic ambitions
due to the lack of a ‘grand strategy’ which was to be supported by huge economic and military
potential. This kept India away from becoming a major regional power. Shanmugasunaram
(2012: 4) believes that Indian foreign policy was characterized by ‘strategic autonomy’, which
means that it did not allow any state to interfere in its region. However, a transformation has
occurred from Nehru’s idealism to the Indira Gandhi’s defensive policy which was a security
response to the changing security environment. This policy was reaffirmed not only by her son
Rajiv Gandhi but also by the political opposition of the BJP during their first tenure. This
defensive approach has now been transformed into a proactive approach towards regional
security environment under ‘Gujral’s Doctrine’. Madhavi indicates that during the latter half of
the Cold War, ‘the Indira Doctrine was the most obvious example cited as a justification of
India’s hegemonic aspirations is the Indira Doctrine’. Since the post-Cold war, the Gujral
Doctrine came into limelight in Indian grand strategy that “is not a doctrine of good neighborly
relations but a Bharti Plan to seize the neighbor peacefully,” as stated by Altaf Gauhar, leading
Pakistani columnist (Madhavi, 2008: 13). Indeed, since the 9/11, the Gujral doctrine has been a
Indian Afghan policy instrument to create troubles against Pakistan (particularly in KPK,
Baluchistan, FATA, and Karachi) via Afghanistan.
Moreover, the crux of Kautiliyan classical foreign policy philosophy is that an enemy’s
enemy is (a) friend. It depends upon the Rajmandala theory which has six tenets (Sharma et al,
2011: 196). The most important are the fifth and sixth tenets which describe that the ruler should
pursue “certain technical manoeuvrings” including all non-aggression pacts “to outsmart the
enemy” and open war or attack as a last option. But one should adopt pretence to contain the
enemy through pretence (Rashed-uz-Zaman, 2006: 236). Boesche (2003, 28) describes the point
of deceit as “if one can’t attack strong or [week] neighbor, one can harass it silently and weaken
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it over time.” [This aspect can be traced in the Cold War. India has always been found out
opportunities to harass Pakistan and weaken the country’s security over time. In the case of the
Durand Line when India, with the help of the USSR, backed Afghanistan which declined to
accept this border line and created Pushtunistan issue. This issue remained a cause of strained
Pak-Afghan relations since 1970s. In the present scenario, India is weakening Pakistan’s security
by intervening in Baluchistan, KPK, and FATA via Afghanistan].
However, Kautilya believes in the pursuit of coercion policy through alliance-making
rather than direct diving into the war. However, he emphasizes on preparation of indirect war
[smartly] through proper use of soft power under the umbrella of ‘grand’ strategy by considering
the economic condition of the enemy (Ahmed, 1993: 220). Prasad (1978: 241) asserts that
Kautilya has introduced extremely immoral, aggressive and opportunistic geostrategies in
politics to gain the strategic leverage in its sphere of influence as compared to the enemy;
however, he elucidates peace after punishment as well. His emphasis has been mostly on
preemptive and proactive realist strategies. The Gojral doctrine is a true reflection of Kautilya’s
philosophy regarding Indian involvement in Afghanistan during Karzai’s tenure and its grave
unintended consequences for Pakistan.
4.2.2 India in Afghanistan: As a Soft Power or Smart Power
Here, it is important to view soft and smart power by the other analysts’ view prior to
move to the subject matter. Kugiel (2016: vii-viii) defines that
“Soft power describes the ability to influence the actions of others by virtue of one’s culture,
values and policies rather than by force…Yet Soft power is not an alternative to hard power, but
rather, a supplement. An effective amalgamation of in a comprehensive external strategy is what
can make a country a smart power. [A] smart power assumes mindful balance of hard and soft
power asserts. If India can translate this rule in its foreign policy it is set to emerge even more as a
major global power.”

Coming back to the debate, India has disseminated its soft image in pursuit of soft power
approach. Therefore, it is essential to know the indices of soft power and how states use it in
their foreign policy, while interacting in the realpolitik. Nye (2011a: 16) describes that a country
uses three co-optive means of soft power to gain its realist-oriented ends: “agenda setting [to
shape intentionality behind to foreign policy attitude and actions], persuasion [to outline the
means to get planned goals] and attraction [to adhere the others by leaving ever-lasting
impacts]”. Moreover, a country’s soft power is associated with the four “intangible power
resources” (Nye, 2004: 11): (1) cultural values (it causes attraction to others); (2) political norms
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(the stronger they are, the better and greater the chances of living up the country’s image at home
and abroad); (3) foreign policies (they determine the legitiamcy and authority of the state). (4)
He declines the inclusion of economic intruments into soft power tools, such as payments,
foreign aid or economic sanction. Economic indicators are hard power tools and expands its
categoriszation of soft power tools covering “public diplomacy, broadcasting, exchange
programs, development assistance, disaster relief, military-to-military contacts” (Nye, 2011b:
228).
Regarding India, Kugiel (2016: xi) has categorized two groups, who talk about Indian
potentiality in soft power. The first identifies that India as a major power already possesses great
soft power. For example, Shahsi Tharoor has long asserted that soft power is India’s one of the
most assertive claim in its foreign relations. Also, another proponent, Purushothaman (2010)
opines that “India has a substantial amount of soft power and has the potential to augment it”
(2010: 14). Joseph Nye, in the 2006 recognized India’s soft power aptitude and forecasted to be
turned into “smart power” (Nye, 2006b). The second group talks about the shift of India’s power
from hard to soft in its foreign policy under the umbrella of grand strategy with the passage of
time. For instance, Wagner argues that India has not been using its potential of soft power
effectively [since independence in case of Pakistan] and has been “defensive soft power” (2010:
371). Malone (2011b) contends that Indian [democratic] regimes have been rather defensive in
forging of external relationship and “selective” in projecting its soft power approach (Malone,
2011: 38). Further, Hymans maintains that several strengths in Indian soft power approach
represent its own “soft vulnerabilities” (Hymans, 2009: 245) such as Abraham professes that
India has denied itself much of its soft power since it turned to a foreign policy build around the
projection of hard power (2007: 4209).
Prior to independence, India, through Mahatama Ghandi’s non-violence tool, is narrated
as a soft power image of India during through the independence movement. Moreover, Nehru’s
five principles of peaceful co-existence and non-aligned movement are considered the pillars of
Indian soft power). Tharoor (2012: 217) says that “today’s India truly enjoys soft power, and that
may well be the most valuable way in which it can offer leadership to the twenty-first-century
world”. He further indicates that India’s ‘soft power’ is due to huge Bollywood cinema industry,
massive production of books and music genres, educational opportunities for international
students, health care programmes [offering specialized and advanced treatment for South Asian
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nationals both free of cost as well as at discounted charge in different Indian hospitals), sporting
exchanges [such as IPL], tourism and cultural schemes and diverse branding schemes of
Shinning India & Incredible India. India’s soft power resources are also included cultural
heritage, political and democratic values, foreign policy, its diaspora, and growing financial
potential (Kugiel, 2016: 31).
Practical application of soft engagement of India is presented by the Indian academia in
Afghanistan. India retains the distinction among all the major players in Afghanistan by using its
soft power approach not only to extend her political, economic, and security interests in this
strategically important country located at crossroad of the Asian continent, but also has earned
greater fame among the local Afghans. “The extant of popular support for India ─ a byproduct of
its “no-strings-attached” strategy of reconstruction assistance, soft power projection, and
outreach to all major Afghan ethnic groups – is particularly striking when compared with
Afghans’ perceptions of Pakistan” (Hanaur & Chalk, 2012: 23).
Wagner (2010) terms few factors as instrumental in making India qualify the soft power
projector, which includes domestic democratic tradition with Gandhian non-violence and
peaceful conflict mediation (as per Gujral Doctrine) and cultural and traditional projection
through it Bollywood industry. Moreover, he also considers India’s attempt to bring Afghanistan
in regional sphere of trade and economic integration as the main driver behind her success in
projecting her soft image.
“These development and changes in Indian foreign policy towards the region reflect a change from
hard to soft power strategies in dealing with the neighbors. Previously India regarded South Asia
as part of her own national security. Today Indian policymakers emphasize the attractiveness of
their country as economic hub for her neighbor” (Wagner, 2010: 340).

India exploits such a dynamic ‘societal state model’ as a soft power approach in pursuit
of her interests while dealing with Pakistan in Afghanistan. “India has adopted soft power
approach towards Afghanistan, to receive her historical, traditional, socio- and civilizational
linkages with the country” (Lone & Kalis, 2014: 10). Moreover, the continuous US support for
India’s actions has not only cemented its image as a soft power but also acts as a protector for the
social and economic ventures of India in this war-ravaged country. “The greatest benefit of the
current situation is that New Delhi has employed the soft-power approach as it has the tacit cover
of US and NATO security forces” (Kasturi, 20 Feburary 2012).
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On the other hand, another debate is going on regarding use of Indian hard power behind
the curtain of soft power [in the Gujral doctrine]. However, India has now perceived the
imminent presence of hard power as inevitable and is involved in projecting her soft power
coupled with the hard power under the broader agenda of a ‘smart power’. India is pursuing her
regional and global interests by utilizing her soft and hard power assets. It believes that “to be
effective, India needs to mix hard and soft power, now that its sphere of aid delivery is
submitting substantially” (Chanana, 2009: 14). New Delhi is optimistic about the role of its
military power in projecting its regional (South Asian and Indian Ocean region) and global
security objectives. Since 1950, India has engaged in military diplomacy by projecting its
military troops (almost 100,000) and cooperation in different parts of the region. For example it
has built air-force for Tajikistan, training Kysgyz forces, maintains defence cooperation with
Nepal while stations considerable number of security personnel in Kabul for security situation. A
considerable number of Indian policy makers believe in employing hard power in Afghanistan
but majority disagrees on account of the bad history of Indian peace-keeping in Sri Lanka in
1980. Kasturi (20 Feburary 2012) highlights two reasons for the reluctance in deployment of
Indian troops in Afghanistan: (1) the US disagrees to any such move since it can irritate Pakistan
by undermining its security concerns; and (2) the Indian political leadership discourages and
denies hard engagement outside the country.
This historical analysis depicts that India possess smart power, as the analysts seem
agreed with this argument. As Kugiel enlarges that Indian leadership role basically started from
hard power attitude and historically, its foreign policy has undergone several transformative
phases starting from hard to soft leading to smart power. Its struggle of developing a new grand
strategy for its comprehensive and long-term foreign and security policy may only become
successful through the concept of smart power. Kugiel (2016: 6) indicates
“While developing its hard power capabilities, India can move vigorously use its soft power assets
to expand its influences abroad. Stronger soft power could assist India in being accepted as a
leader among South Asian countries, attracting more foreign capital and visitors, and garnering
increased support to strength its position in the international forum, including in the UN Security
Council. A Smart combination of soft and hard power best uses India’s capabilities, assets and
resources, to advance India’s global rise and to put it in a stable, yet dynamic position.”

However, Pant signifies in India’s Afghan Muddle that India needs to break the pretence
of soft power by firmly holding of smart power tool (2014: xii). Nye maintains that soft power is
not an ethical direction. It can be used both for good and bad purposes” (23 February 2006a).
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Kugiel quoted Nye while he explains India’s potential smart power characteristic feature, “it is a
safe belt that India’s hard and soft power are likely to rise in the coming times. If India can
combine the two successfully, it will be a smart power” (2016: 31). Kugiel further elucidates that
in today’s politics the US is the most influential smart power, but India is next emerging
significant smart power.
This is to say that Afghanistan has become a litmus test in which India has been
exercising its smart by using both hard and soft powers to expand its geostrategic and geoeconomic interests and to sustain its soft power projection. Rahul Rudra Chaudhuri, an analyst
and senior lecture at South Asian Security & Strategic Studies, King’s College London says that
“as India’s influence grows it will become increasingly involved in the local politics of a foreign
country. It cannot afford to see itself as an innocent bystander anymore” (Sengupta, 9 July 2008).
Likewise, a former Indian diplomat, Rajiv Sikri, criticizes India’s soft power approach in the
light of grand strategy, Indian security profoundly gets affected by what occurs or will happen in
Afghanistan, ‘India’s disadvantage is that it is not involved in Afghanistan’s security in any
meaningful way’ (Sikri, 2009: 52).
In perspective of Indian strategic and security challenges be a result of Pakistan, there is
an urgent need of redefining Indian interests in Afghan matrix and framing new [smart]
strategies for engagement with Pakistan and exploitation of influences to perform responsibly
(D’Souza, 2011: 13). Moreover, Indian intelligence agencies have highlighted the Obama’s
decision of withdrawal of US-led NATO forces from Afghanistan starting from 2014 ending in
2016 as “one of the biggest challenges” emerged for India’s counter-terrorism strategy. Owing to
this challenge, Pant argues that “it would increase terrorism and extremists’ infiltration attempts
along the Pakistani border” (Pant, 2014: xi).
The year of 2014 is a “biggest watershed” since the GWOT began in 2001 for
Afghanistan. It is also a turning point of setting in its [smart] power in its coherent, pro-optive,
proactive and assertive Afghan policy because the stage of Afghanistan would be set for India, a
[mighty] regional power with global ambitions. The decisions of Afghanistan’s inclusion in
SAARC and stand with the US in GWOT were widely viewed as great moves so that by
supporting new Afghan government of Karzai, India attempted to entrench its strong and deep
footings in South Asia and beyond. The time has come for India to fight its own battles instead
of leaning primarily on the US and continuing to impotently blame Pakistan” as stated by Pant
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(2013: xiii-xiv). The Afghan scholars expressed once, while attending a South Asian conference
in New Delhi that time has come for India “to be aggressive” rather than “too soft”, while
dealing with Pakistan, by assertion of a leader’s “natural role’ in the South Asian canvas, chiefly
over the Afghanistan issue. “Balance of power in the South Asian region has shifted long back.
India has advanced economically as well as militarily far more than Pakistan” (Kashani, 11
March 2012) said by Haroun M. Mir, a US educated Afghan commentator. Pant concludes that
“the pretence that India’s soft engagement in Afghanistan was enough had to go, and Kabul took
the bull by the horns (Pant, 2013: 2) because the Afghans are interested in developing strong
“security partnership” with smart power of India, including provision of conventional weapons
and defence hardware given that week defensive mechanism [of the ANA and ANP].
It is note-worthy here to describe that Pant’s aforesaid analytical assumption highlights
the behavioral aspect of the soft power which is smart power. A Chinese analyst, Mingjiang Li
(2009: 3) tries to elaborate the soft power in behavioral terms as “soft use of power” through
Nye’s explanation of soft power concept. Li persuasively signifies that analysis of propositions
of Nye’s soft power theoretical framework demands that soft power is not merely name of
certain indices of power. However, it needs to be cultivated by soft usage of power. He further
says that
“If culture, ideology and values can be used for coercion and military and economic strength can
be used for attraction and appeal, a better to soft power is how resources are used rather than
associating of power as soft or hard. In essence – he suggests – soft power lies in the soft use of
power to increase a state’s attraction, persuasiveness, and appeal” (Li, 2009: 7).

According to the debate of soft usage of power, Indian Prime Minister Narenda Modi,
after resuming the power in 2013, he smartly underpinned the larger role of the soft power in
India’s foreign relations generally and in Afghanistan particularly in the context of five “Ts”
notion covering Tradition, Trade, Tourism, Talent, and Technology. This proposition indeed has
been set up as a significant part of its ‘grand strategy’ for the purpose of greater usage of India’s
wide-ranging power as an indication of “better-articulated mart power approach” (Kugiel, 2016:
201).
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Part II
4.3 India’s Geopolitical Interests in Afghanistan under Hamid Karzai’s
Tenure (2002-2014)
4.3.1 Indian Concerns and Objectives in Afghanistan
To best understand the India’s concerns and objectives in Afghanistan, it is essential to
look at these two things in two time periods pre-2014 and post-2014.
4.3.1.1 Pre-2014 Scenario
D’Souza (2011: 2) states that Indian geopolitical interests in post-9/11 Afghanistan are
based on three broad objectives: (1) security concerns; (2) economic interests and (3) regional
aspirations. The geo-strategic and geo-economic significance of Afghanistan is evident from the
history, when it provided the only route to invade India and an access to the Central and South
Asian region as well as to the Middle East. The ancient ‘‘Silk Route’’ which was a trading route
and land bridge in the form of a network of intertwined routes (named in Han Dynasty for the
Chinese traders from 206 BC to 220 AD) “where philosophies, religious, ideas, goods, and even
the plague spread across cultures” (Anne, 2012). However, the Silk Route of the modern times is
the revival of the ancient Silk Route which is aimed to bring regional connectivity such as to
connect South Asia to the resource rich Central Asian region. Here too Afghanistan can play a
vital role in facilitating such an ambitious project which will connect the CARs to the rest of the
Asian region. Sharmain (2011: 111-112) expresses Indian energy and commercial interests in
Afghanistan and beyond and activities pursued by India in the following words;
“a stable Afghanistan has the potential to serve as a key land bridge to facilitate India’s energy and
commercial interests in hydrocarbon-rich Central Asia, thus facilitating the diversification of oil
and gas supplies and reducing India’s excessive dependence on supplies from the Middle East…
Afghanistan also has considerable amounts of untapped reserves of oil and natural gas… For
Indian industry, too, Afghanistan offers a huge untapped market which is presently dominated by
Pakistan, Iran and Turkmenistan. It also has the potential to serve as a gateway to penetrate the
Central Asian market, which is presently flooded with cheap but low-quality Chinese goods and
expensive imports from the West. In particular, both the Afghan as well as the Central Asian
markets offer immense potential for Indian tea, pharmaceuticals, food processing, information
technology (IT), banking, health, tourism, consumer durables and automobiles industry…In light
of Pakistan’s refusal to grant trade transit rights.

(a) Indian Security Concerns vis-à-vis Pakistan and Af-Pak Region
Pakistan and India are locked in a security paradigm in the region, with both having
security concerns regarding each other’s attitude and actions in Afghanistan. Any action by an
actor is considered as a security threat by the other actor whose ultimate response brings
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deterioration in the security situation at large (Pant, 2010: 139). According to the Indian analysts,
the first and foremost threat has been perceiving to India falls in Afghanistan that runs through
Kashmir because historically, Pakistan’s support to terrorism and the creation of Taliban created
political turmoil in Afghanistan that led to chaos and uprising in Kashmir at that time which
hindered Indian relations with Afghanistan. Therefore, the Taliban have been security threat to
India in Kashmir. “Political disorder and civil war in Afghanistan hampered New Delhi’s
relations with Kabul in this period. India did not recognize the Taliban government and had
already closed its embassy in Kabul before Taliban’s coming to the power. India considered
Taliban as a threat to its security, especially in the state of Jammu and Kashmir” (Upadhyay &
Zafar, 2013: 3). Another Indian analyst highlights the extended security apprehensions from
weak Af-Pak border area [that is FATA]. D’Souza underlines that India’s stakes from Afghan
land are seen in the frame of security archetype that contain the terror menace from the porous
Af-Pak border region and its [unintended] consequences for the Indian land [including Kashmir]
(2014: 378).
India sees its presence in Afghanistan as a regional security compulsion vis-à-vis
Pakistan. Indian presence reflects its grave concerns regarding Pakistan which is considered by
India as part of the problem, and not a solution. The proactive approach adopted by India is
largely to counter Pakistan’s footholds in Afghanistan, reduce chances of growing influence of
religious extremism and to prevent the possible revival of the Taliban. Prakash elaborates this
point that Al Qaeda has become one of chief threats to Indian national security, emanating from
its save heavens in the Afghanistan-Pakistan frontier area because it is turning out to be
compounded network by growing connections with Taliban in Afghanistan in general and with
Pakistan-based terrorist groups such as the JeM, the LeT and the LiJ (Prakash, 2012: 122).
Indian analysts identify that terrorism derived from religiously-oriented extremism breeds
the sectarianism, which was nurtured in Afghanistan by Pakistan and other players of the Cold
War vis-à-vis the USSR and its proxies. The wave of terrorism has been heavily expanded across
the boundaries and posed a great threat not only to Pakistan but to the region and international
community as well. These historic facts have been well-narrated in the following words;
“The gravest security challenge India faces is the jehadi terrorism for which the epicentre is
Pakistan. Apart from India, the US, the UK, Russia, Indonesia, Spain, Iraq and Pakistan itself have
been subjected to terrorist attacks. Pakistan has been using terrorism as state policy since it
acquired nuclear weapons with Chinese help and with US acquiescence in the eighties. That was
also the period when with Saudi monetary support and the US CIA’s technical support thousands
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of jehadis were trained to fight the Soviet forces in Afghanistan. They were also conditioned by
Wahhabi jehadi cult. The Pakistani army shielded by nuclear deterrence decided to use this force
of trained jehadis against India in Kashmir and wrest control over Afghanistan by imposing the
Taliban. The jehadis having persuaded themselves to believe that they defeated the Soviet Union
the superpower [USSR] concluded that it was their manifest destiny to defeat the US, the other
superpower, and expel them from Muslim lands. (Subrahmanyam, 2012: 19).

Sisodia describes the Af-Pak region as an “epicenter of international terrorism” and
blames Pakistan Army that it again wants to seek historic strategic depth in Afghanistan and use
Jihadis like LeT as its “strategic assets” against the traditional rival of India (2012: 31). For, the
unstable Af-Pak region is a “grave security concern” for India and the world because Indian
embassy and Indian nationals are targeted and attacked in Afghanistan. For instance, Indian
Embassy was attacked twice on July 7, 2008, and October 8, 2009, respectively. In March 2010,
an attack was made on Afghan hotel lodging by Indians. Therefore, despite these immense
security threats, India is fully committed on its part to help the Afghan regimes to build a
defensibly secure, politically stable, and economically developed and progressive Afghanistan.
4.3.2 Post-2014 Scenario
4.3.2.1 Indian Political and Economic Concerns from Afghanistan
On the other hand, India is concerned about the inability of the Afghan nation to sustain
their standing and is even more optimistic about the possible implications for the region due to
much undesired situation in Afghanistan. Indian economic objectives in Afghanistan and beyond
in the CARs are directly related to the country’s political situation. Tiwari (2015: 2-3) has
outlined the following challenges that Afghanistan is currently facing;
1. Mal-governance with power held by individuals or groups within autonomous areas. He
terms political consolidation as the major cause of political failure on part of Afghanistan.
2. India also fears the resurgence of the Taliban and their possible share in Kabul. She believes
that just as it survived the fierce of the ISAF and NATO massive strikes, it has the capacity
to emerge once again as a potential candidate for power in Kabul.
3. The continuous downturn in economy possesses a serious threat to the sustainability of the
Afghan government for long and is impeding the nation-building efforts in this war-torn
country.
4. The traditional dominating factor in Afghan exports such as Drug trafficking and Opium
Trade still remains a major source of income for the poor people of this troubled nation,
which also causes socio-economic downfall. ‘‘Afghanistan is responsible for the production
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of almost 80 percent of the illicit Opiate in the world causing huge problems including
corruption, subversion of legal economy, terror financing, mal-governance and major health
issues’’ (Tiwari, 2015: 3).
5. India is also concerned about the impeding factors in empowerment of women and the
intense human rights violations in this country.
Hanaur and Chalk have exploited the Indian careful assessment of her multi-purpose and
a wide range of interest-oriented policies to derive multifaceted objectives in Afghanistan [in
post-9/11 era]. From the above-discussion of concerns, it seems that containing Pakistan’s
expanded security interest in Afghanistan and in its surroundings (particularly in Kashmir) is an
integral part of India’s Afghan policy interests, however, India aims much than just countering
its arch-rival Pakistan (2011: 11). Besides, India considers various policy options which can help
it in emerging as a global power in world politics. In case it happens, then such a development in
Afghanistan will be decisive in changing the status quo [of the South Asian region in the
battlefield of Afghanistan between India and Pakistan] and will open up a new regional political
paradigm. India’s unnecessary presence in Afghanistan reflects its exaggerated security concerns
in the region, since Pant indicates “in many ways, Afghanistan has become emblematic of such
an ambitions course that India seems to be charting in its foreign policy” (2010: 4). D’ Souza
categorizes Indian objectives in three dimensions; 1) security interests; 2) economic interests;
and 3) regional ambitions (2011: 2). She outlines India’s soft power approach in achieving these
three objectives in Afghanistan.
India strategies and actions in Afghanistan can largely been counted in terms of soft
involvement, bypassing Pakistan’s realist concern regarding the so-called ‘strategic
encirclement’. Kugiel expresses that usage of soft power, like any indices of power, can be for
rationalization or good purposes, for example CBMs, and for bad reasons such as validation of
interference of other country’s affairs and unjustly incursion (Kugiel, 2016: 6). Nye articulates
the same idea “soft power is a description, not an ethical prescription. Like any form of power, it
can be wielded for good or ill” (Nye, 2006a).
4.4 Indian Attitude and Actions in Afghanistan: Multi-dimensional Perceptions, Policies
and Projects
India’s engagement in Afghanistan revolves around a low profile of “civilian strategy” in
terms of soft power approach under the umbrella of grand strategy for multi-dimensional actions
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and activities, including enhancing human capital, infrastructural development and helping in
nation-building by improving its military and non-military capabilities for her interest-oriented
objectives. By international and Indian analysts, Afghanistan has frequently been presented “as
the best proof of Indian soft power effectiveness or “civilian” strategy in the post-2001 period”
(Kugiel, 2016: 141). Also, it is stated that India initially, in spite of military contribution or be a
part to the international mission against counter-terrorism measurements, has preferred to pursue
this civilian strategy in order to support Hamid Karzai’s government diplomatically since 2001
and to play a constructive [proxy] role in civilian engagement through reconstruction, rebuilding
and rehabilitation of Afghan society in post-2011 era.
Basically, Indian low profile soft power strategy and decade-long civilian engagement in
Afghanistan reached at apex, while on October 4, 2011; both signed the Agreement on Strategic
Partnership (Gupta, 11 October 2011). This was the ever first long-term, comprehensive and
multifaceted deal endorsed by Karzai’s regime with any foreign country since the US invasion of
Afghanistan after the 9/11. This partnership covers four major areas: (1) politics and security; (2)
trade and economy; (3) capacity development and education; and (4) social, cultural, civil
society and people-to-people relations. Moreover, both partners mutually agreed on the
following steps: (1) to coordinate more in regional and global forums. For example, India would
seek to have Afghan support for its permanent seat in the UN Security Council; (2) to establish a
Security Dialogue which would meet regularly for discussing three things: (i) to fight against the
several evils such as international terrorism, illegal drug trafficking and money laundering and
organized crime; (ii) to focus on finding ways and means to promote trade and investments, and
regional economic cooperation and interdependence; and lastly, (iii) to work jointly for
development of the Afghan economy, administration and civil service, improvement of women’s
right and so forth (Kugiel, 2016: 142).
Among all the major stakeholders, India is regarded as the major one provided its stakes
in security and socio-economic development happened since 9/11. India believes that its
cooperation with Afghanistan is driven by soft power approach and is nothing but people-centric
(human development) or humanitarian assistance aimed for the Afghan nation-building. As this
strategic partnership is publicized by the IMEA in the following words;
“India’s expanding partnership with Afghanistan has grown into multi-sectorial activities in all
parts of Afghanistan. India’s reconstruction and developmental programs in Afghanistan follow
priorities of the Afghan Government and people. These encompass education, medical services,
transport, telecommunication, civil aviation, agriculture, irrigation, power generation, industry,
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and rural development. India is building in Afghanistan structures from public toilets to
transmission lines. A strong political relationship underwrites this partnership” (India and
Afghanistan: a Development Partnership, n.d.: 5).

4.5.1 Security Dimension: Perceptions, Policies and Plans
Indian security concerns have expanded into India’s pre-emptive actions regarding the
safety and security of its workers, for a large number of Indian advisors and workers are
involved in major developmental projects such as education, health, energy and infrastructure
etc. This is, perhaps, the main reason behind India’s deployment of a considerable number of
para-military personnel including at least 200 India-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) commandos.
However, these personnel have never been exercised for any military purpose activity. There
have been numerous attacks on India installations in Afghanistan, which were traditionally
blamed on Islamabad, as argued by Gross in the following words;
“Recurring attacks on installations such as the bombing of the Indian embassy in Kabul in July
2008 and October 2009, or the assault on a residence housing Indian aid workers in 2010 – were
alleged to have been instigated or supported by Pakistan’s Inter-Service Intelligence (ISI) impact
on Indian involvement and expose the long shadow cast by the fractious relationship with
Islamabad” (Eva, 2014: 1-2).

4.4.1 Perceptions about Ending Religious Extremism and Terrorism
India’s prime objectives include the prevention of Afghan territory to be used against
India interests in the region, particularly disturbance in Kashmir. This perception can be seen in
terms of the Indian allegations against Pakistan for using Afghan territory to instigate extremism
in the disputed valley of Kashmir. This has also prompted India to control the Islamic extremism
resulted by the Hindutva extremism, which threatens India’s social fabric by trying to replace the
secular India by a Hindu state, thereby, irritating minorities including Muslims. “Islamist
terrorism in India and the region provides grist for the mill of Hindu nationalism and its violent
offshoots” (Fair, 2010: 8). The ultimate deterioration brought in Kashmir region due to the
Islamic extremism has conferred India an opportunity to play the victim card to earn support and
to legitimize its military buildup in the disputed region. For, international and Indian
commentators observe that “Pakistan also made much political mileage out of the various Hindu
Muslim clashes within India” (Buzan & Waever, 2003: 108). India also feared that “the radical
elements in Kashmir have channels to fundamentalist elements in Afghanistan” (Kiesow &
Norling, 2007: 66).
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Overall, thwarting the resurgence of Islamic extremism and the Taliban is vital to the
Indian interests in Afghanistan. India exploits multiple options in attaining this very objective
which includes the increase in the capability of the Afghan National Army, supporting proxies
and other anti-Taliban forces. Pakistan on the other hand is seeking its strategic advantage in its
support to a pro-Pak Pashtun-dominated religious regime in Kabul so as to pressurize India for
the resolution of the Kashmir problem. The threat posed by the possible revival of the Taliban
was better fitted by Brajesh Mishra, former National Security Advisor (NSA) of India,
“India will be one of the biggest losers if Talibanization grips Afghanistan and extremism spreads
through Pakistan. Therefore, it is imperative that India ramp up its defense preparedness, which
has been hopelessly neglected since the end of the Cold War. India should also expect more terror
attacks from Pakistan-based groups, if the Taliban find a high enough space in Kabul. In the
Afghanistan game, India stands to be the big loser and Pakistan the big gainer. India will need to
think ahead to reserve that situation” (13 March 2010).

4.4.2 Policies and Plans: Security and Military Training
By the US-led NATO forces created ISAF and particularly ANSF for neutral and stable
Afghanistan. It consists of: (1) Afghan Armed Forces (i) Afghan National Army, (ii) Afghan
National Air-force, (2) Afghan National Police, (3) Afghan Local Police, and (4) intelligence
agency of Afghanistan, NDS.
Both Pakistan and India advanced their offers to Afghanistan for training the Afghan
National Army (ANA) as well as to build strong military-to-military cooperation. The IndiaAfghanistan Strategic Partnership agreement of 2011, however, gave an edge to India over
Pakistan by allowing the country to train the ANA and other law enforcements of Afghanistan.
This includes training of Afghan forces in Indian military institutes as well as stationing of India
military trainers in Afghanistan. As clarified by Ghosh and Kanwal that “around 100 Afghan
defense personal are trained at different Indian military academies every year and India has also
posted of its army officers to Afghanistan to teach basic military field craft and English skills to
ANSF” (2012: 82). Kumar and Menon gives even a greater number which says that India
contributes in military training by training almost 30,000 personnel each year (2010: 21). As part
of the defense cooperation under the IASP among the SAARC countries, India has also provided
Afghanistan with high-tech weaponry including 4 Mi-35 attack helicopters. Analysts estimates
that “India has provided almost USD 8 million worth of high-altitude warfare equipment to
Afghanistan, shared high-ranking military advisers and helicopter technicians from its
clandestine foreign intelligence and counter-espionage organization, RAW” (Ganguly, 2010: 4).
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However, despite all these overt military assistance, India has never been vocal about any sort of
military engagement in Afghanistan.
4.4.2.1 ANSF Training
In 2010, when a “strategic shortfall” developed owing to unavailability of sufficient
Western trainers in the ISAF to increase quality and capacity of the ANP and ANP, India came
forward to provide its services to the ANSF. Partlow and Sheridan indicate that 795 trainers were
urgently required (14 October 2010). India had already trained the officials of the ANP such as
34 ANP cadets were trained in India’s National Defence Academy (NDA) until 2010. After the
visit of ANP’s chief of general staff, Sher Muhammad Karimi to India in October 2010, IndianAfghan military relationship started burgeoning (Afghan Army Chief at NDA, 24 October 2010).
Since then, India gradually began escalating training to ANP and ANA officers in Indian
academies and military training centers (Raghavan et al., 2010: 5). The Afghanistan National
Security forces (ANSF) are imperative for stable Afghanistan.
“Reports have recently surfaced that India, a non-ISAF and non-NATO member could provide training to the
ANA. An Indian team is expected to be deployed in Afghanistan by mid 2007 to conduct infantry and
education corps related training that include teaching English, weapon handling, map crafting and battalionlevel staff work” (Chan, 2007, 8-9).

Pakistan raised concerns over the issue of increasing Indian engagement in military
training and supply of low tech defence equipments to the ANSF; in reply, the ISAF officials and
Karzai leadership asserted that Pakistan should not worry because Indian training to the ANSF is
gradual and transparent because of short-term courses. For instance, India would provide short
courses of couture and 8-weeks long war training with ISAF at its five Regional Military
Training Centers (International Crisis Group, 2010).
4.4.2.2 India Reintegration and Reconciliatory Policies aftermath of the ISAF Withdrawal
It has been put forward a suggestion of reintegration and reconciliation with antigovernment forces of Afghanistan. Chaudhri defines reintegration as “co-option” and
appeasement, and reconciliation as “political accommodation” of anti-government (Taliban)
forces so that they would be encouraged to lay down arms and to make them a part of
mainstream politics. Since 2001, a numerous efforts have been made to initiate a reconciliation
process with middle level commanders. This procedure might contain appeasement.
According to Indian perspective, both policies of reintegration and reconciliation would
be barely acceptable because the anti-coalition forces of the Taliban backed Al-Qaeda had
indirectly been the sponsor of anti-Indian groups [such as the LeT] for the longer time. With the
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announcement of proposed plan of ISAF withdrawal from Afghanistan, President Karzai
launched a reconciliation process when Mullah Umar became a leader of the Afghan Taliban.
For example, Rutting reported that in October 2010, Karzai regime instituted a 70-member High
Council for Peace aiming for to be “a dialogue-bridge” between the government of Afghanistan
and the Afghan Taliban. 53 members out of 70 were belonged to armed factions of the 1980s and
1990s and twelve were the part of Taliban government from 1996 to 2001 (Rutting, 20 October
2010). Moreover, Afghan experts publically initiated a campaign for dialogue and political
settlement with the Taliban by writing a letter to the US former president, Barrack Obama (The
Letter from Afghan Experts, 2010).
In light of these developments, Indian experts started a debate of pursing India’s own
approach towards reconciliation. For example, Shukla (2010) explains that Indian government
might publically support negotiation merely due to one reason that there ought not to be any
difference between the good Taliban and the bad Taliban. However, India, be a part of
negotiation, must seek to safeguard its strategic and geopolitical interests in Afghanistan. There
are two explicit suggestions: (1) India, prior to commencement of negotiation and being engaged
in dialogue of political settlement, must use her political leverage to put pressure on the US, the
Afghan regime and the ISAF for drawing the red line in case of not taking shelter to the Sunni
militant groups in the southern and eastern Afghanistan, which are recruited from Pakistan’s
southern Punjab. Also, India should raise its concerns over the save-heavens of terrorists in AfPak region (Shukla, 5 October 2010). (2) India must engage with the former Taliban leadership
to whom the UN have dropped from its backlist as per the UNSC resolution (no. 1267) with the
aim of knowing the Taliban’s approach regarding their objectives of regional outreach because
Mullah Omar’s statements are evidence of such kinds of designs to extend Taliban influence to
regional neighbors (Choudhri, 2012: 213). This reconciliatory engagement would help the Indian
regime to frame a non-ISAF perspective and plan to move ahead in a better way in the
Afghanistan matrix because new researches verify that. “The Taliban also have relations with
foreign elements, mostly Arabs, who provide material and spiritual support for the Taliban”
(Elias, 2009: 53).
Hameed explains that India proposed, on part of the Pugwash project on South Asia
Dialogue in Dubai (2010: 20), for a joint cooperation among the NATO, India and Pakistan after
the US withdrawal in Afghanistan. This is an idealistic approach because of trust deficit between
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the two countries [Pakistan and India], especially on Afghanistan. It was part of an Indian
attempt to legitimize their presence in this strategically important region which has long been
opposed by Pakistan. Pakistan’s engagement in Afghanistan is bridled by the legitimate security
concerns in Afghanistan such as the cross border terrorism, settlement of the Pashtuns on both
sides of the border as well as multiple religious, ideological and cultural similarities between the
two countries.
However, Indian presence can be termed as a calculated but unnecessary penetration in
order to achieve her long-term and Pak-centric strategic ends in Afghanistan and the region. The
Realist groups of Indian experts recognize the Indo-Pakistan rivalry in Afghanistan “to be a zerosum game” (D’Souza, 2011: 11) because Indians are concerned that lethal attacks are made on
Indian military officers and nationals by the Taliban and its affiliated groups. These attacks result
insecure scenario posing serious threat to India’s heavy investment and Indians’ safety working
in different huge developmental and reconstruction projects in mostly insurgency-inflicted and
war-torn Afghan provinces in the east and south of the country. For instance, an Indian driver
working with Border Roads Organization (BRO) ─ a plan of constructing the Zaranj-Delaram
Highway ─ firstly abducted and later killed in 2005. Another Indian telecommunication engineer
was killed in Zabul province in April 2006. Subsequently, horrible attacks on Indian Embassy in
Afghanistan in 2008 and 2009 have grown Indian concerns and are considered as an intended
effort to reduce Indian involvement in Afghanistan (D’Souza, 23 October 2009).
Despite of these attacks, India exhibited firm commitment to continue its role in
Afghanistan during visit of Afghanistan’s Defence Minister, Abdul Rahim Wardak to New Delhi
in April 2008 while meeting with his Indian counterpart, A.K. Antony (Afghanistan: Why
India’s Cooperation is a Problem for Pakistan, 2008). Both emphasized on fostering military ties.
“First tier global economic power, India needs to accept the responsibilities and risks that come
with that stature” (Schell, 2009). Moreover, it is said that “after a brief hiatus, India is now set to
resume its much-acclaimed medical mission work in Afghanistan which was scaled down
following the February 2010 terror attack in Kabul that left nine Indians dead” (India to resume
medical mission work in Afghanistan, 2010).
On part of the regional penetration, India is successful in extending her security apparatus
to the Central Asian region. Today, she possesses a military base and an airfield in the region as
do have Russia, the US and Germany. India’s seriousness in utilizing these military installations
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is evident by the fact that it has spent almost USD 10 million in 2007 to be operationalized the
Ayni military airbase in Tajikistan. Sudha Ramachandan explains the possible threat posed to
Pakistan by these India-led developments in the Central Asian region.
“A base at Ayni allows India rapid response to any emerging threat from the volatile AfghanistanPakistan arc…It also gives New Delhi a limited but significant capability to inject special forces
into hostile theatres as and when the situation demands…in the event of military confrontation
with Pakistan, India would be able to strike Pakistan’s rear from Tajik soil…Ayni has to do with
India’s growing interests in Central Asia as well” (Ashraf, 2009: 4).

Table no. 4.1: Indian Training to Afghan Military and Security Personnel and Cadets
No.
1
2
3

Project
Training Afghan Army officers (Males)
Training Afghan police
Training to female in ANDSF

Strength
Time Period
More than 4000
Pre-2014
More than 1000
4500 (including 1200 August 2017
ANA & 100 ANAF)

Source: the table is drawn by the author
4.4.3 Political Dimension: Indian Perceptions, Policies and Projects
4.4.3.1 Promotion of Democratic Trends in Afghanistan
According to the Indian analysts, the second major interest of India in Afghanistan in
post-9/11 was in sustaining Afghan democratic regime of Hamid Karzai so as to hinder the
Taliban’s return. Since then, India has actively been influencing the political maneuverings in
Afghanistan. It has been a supportive of the Karzai regime and has a policy to support an
Afghan-led political process. It is claimed to have endorsed the idea of political-coexistence
among various afghan ethnic groups such the ethnicities under the Northern Alliance and the
Pashtuns, but it is an evident fact that India has tried to ensure the political dominance of the NA
like Uzbeks, Tajiks and others; while, discouraging those of the Pashtuns. This is the reason, she
is thriving to suppress any Taliban ascendance in the coming future in Afghanistan, especially in
the political setup, which can harm India’s interests by enabling Pakistan (supported by the
Taliban) to resume political dominance in Afghanistan.
India provides considerable assistance to Afghanistan in employing a model democracy
by institutional building such as training institutional employees in Indian Bureau of
Parliamentary Study and Training. Besides, it has also provided its services by improving
Afghanistan’s local governance, exchange visits of parliamentarians and election commission
members as well as major infrastructural development. India’s building up of the Afghan
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Parliament building in Kabul is seen as a benchmark of the cooperation between the two
countries.
4.4.3.2 Establishment of Diplomatic Relationship
The Indian influence in Afghanistan has consistently been increased just after the demise
of the Taliban regime. Along with its Embassy in Kabul, India operates various consulates in
Northern and Southern and Western Afghanistan. For example, it established consulates first in
Kandahar in the South and Jalalabad in the East and then went on to build more in Herat in the
West and Mazar-e-Sharif in the North of Afghanistan. These consulates are instrumental in
facilitating people to people contact and understanding in different sectors such as trade and
investment. However, such a concentrated presence of India in the border regions with Pakistan
has attracted widespread criticism for these consulates are believed to have been the facilitation
centers for the anti-Pakistan terrorist groups mainly linked with the RAW, Indian intelligence
agency.
4.4.3.3 Enlargement of Regional Influence beyond Immediate Neighborhood
Another perspective that support India’s enhanced role in Afghanistan is its attempt to
carve out her greater presence and influence in the regional affairs. India’s proactive strategy and
significant economic power projection in the region is backed by the US vis-à-vis China. Indian
engagement in Afghanistan reveals her quest for larger role in regional and global affairs. India
has greatly extended diplomatic backing to Afghanistan regionally and internationally. For
instances;
1. During the 2007 Delhi Summit, India supported Afghanistan’s inclusion in SAARC as an
eighth member. “As a major regional power, with ambitions of extending her influence
beyond her immediate neighborhood, India has worked towards reviving the role of
Afghanistan as a land bridge, thereby connecting South Asia with Central Asia to tap the
energy resources of the region. With the prospects of linking stability with greater economic
integration, India has actively promoted greater trade and economic integration of
Afghanistan with South Asia through the regional economic mechanism of the SAARC (Fair,
2010: 13). Sharmain expresses
“The decision to admit Afghanistan as a full member of the South Asia Association for
Regional Cooperation (SAARC) at its 14th summit in New Delhi in April 2007 was as much
strategic as it was commercial. Strategically, this formally draws Afghanistan into the South
Asian regional matrix, where India looms large. On the commercial front, with the passage in
2006 of the South Asia Free Trade Agreement (SAFTA), which eases tariff barriers, sub-
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continental trade is expected to benefit to the tune of $2,000m., of which $606m would accrue
to Afghanistan (2011: 112).

2. Moreover, India actively promoted Afghanistan to make the latter a regional economic hub
for attracting foreign investment, trade, transport and getting transit route.
3. In spite of Pakistan’s resistance, India played proactive role in Istanbul process or the Heart
of Asia process. Since then, India played a leading role in Afghanistan to perform CBMs so
that more trade, investment and economic opportunities could be generated.
4. She conducted meeting of senior officials for the Heart of Asia process in New Delhi by
January 17, 2014.
5. India has become a significant participant of tripartite dialogue with Afghanistan, the US,
and Iran for seeking a regional resolution of Afghanistan’s volatility.
6. India has supported Afghanistan in the UN and at international donors’ summits held in
Bonn, London, and Tokyo respectively for convincing the international community for her
long-term commitment for security, stability, peace and development in Afghanistan (Kugiel,
2016: 145).
7. Changing the perspective from economic and cultural to the strategic level, regional
hegemony and influence has been the major driving forces behind India’s undeniable
involvement in Afghanistan. To India’s advantage, all these economic and strategic advances
enjoy full spectrum support of the major powers including the United States.
“It is in this right that potential of India’s developing relationship with the United States may
best be appreciated. Although cast domestically in terms of national interest, the focus in
Washington on shared values in the relationship associated with liberal constitutional
democracy may offer India a wider canvas on which to sketch its global aims, for developing
influence and projecting power on a global scale” (Malone, 2010: 18).

8. Pakistan’s denial to India for overland trading with Afghanistan is due to her fears of rapidly
growing Indian influence in Afghanistan and beyond [Central Asia]. This was concluded
during Afghanistan-Pakistan Trade and Transit Agreement (APTTA). This act of Pakistan
basically compelled India to opt alternative policy option of the Iranian route. Contrarily,
Afghanistan, Iran and India signed a trade agreement in 2003 “to use the Chabahar Sea port
for exports and imports to Afghanistan and Central Asia and back to India” (Ahmadzai, 2010:
3).
As Afghanistan remains a mess and is continued to be a geopolitical contention for
regional rivalries; therefore, it is unlikely for India to reach out to Central Asia in the immediate
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context. In this case, Iran holds a major importance in India’s foreign policy on part of its desire
to get an access to the energy rich CARs. Foreseeing Pakistan as major hurdle in regional
connectivity, India has decided to bypass her by developing Iran’s strategically important
Chabahar port, located in the South East. Initially, India committed USD 100 million not only to
upgrade the port but also to link it with the Afghanistan’s ring road via the 218 km long, route
606 or Zaranj-Deralam Highway. This project gains more significant when looked at the good
relations between Iran and Afghanistan. Iran is regarded as major trading partner, a trusted friend
and a major donor involved in various reconstruction and developmental projects (Peabody,
2009: 178).
The above-mentioned objectives of India have further been facilitated by the troubled and
uneasy relationships between Iran and Pakistan. Pakistan accuses Iran of inciting sectarian
violence in Baluchistan province. Iran’s strategic interests revolves around deepening her
influence through trade and investment, to resolve the Afghan conflict in order to return the
refugees as well as to reduce drug trafficking. Iran also wants to discourage Sunni-militancy in
Afghanistan and is also cautious about the long-term presence of the US in Afghanistan (2010:
982-985). Kabul and Tehran signed a bilateral Trade and Transit agreement in 2002, which was
aimed to encourage the effectiveness of Chabahar Free Zone Authority (CFZA). As part of the
regional connectivity, a trilateral agreement was signed among Afghanistan, India and Iran to
boost up trade and commercial activities through the newly built Chabahar port to Afghanistan
and then to the Central Asian Republics (CARs). “Today, Afghan-Iranian Trade cooperation is
excavating Pakistan’s fears of growing Indian influence in the region, because Iran and India
have collaborated on trade access in Afghanistan and have plans to expand in Central Asia”
(Hameed, 2013: 6).
While, on the other hand, Pakistan in collaboration with China has built the Gawadar
Port. Gawadar port occupies a strategically important position along the Makran cost of
Baluchistan which is considered to be the shortest route from the Arabian Sea to Afghanistan and
the Central Asian region. “The project will enable Beijing to gain considerable influence in the
region, giving it a strategic entrance to the Arabian and the Indian Ocean” (Azeemi, 2007: 119).
Moreover, this project will enable Pakistan to strengthen her position in the Indian Ocean vis-àvis India and will also open up multiple trade routes for Afghanistan.
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4.4.4 Economic Dimension: Indian Perceptions, Policies and Projects in Afghanistan
4.4.4.1 [Geo]Economic Diplomacy or “Aid diplomacy”
Indian government has seen the new geo-economic era and trade opportunities for herself in
Afghanistan. This might be the result of her focused “aid” approach towards regional integration
and cooperation which, despite being a war-ravaged country and instability within, has allowed
India to expand her geo-strategic importance due to the abundance of natural resources found in
Afghan territory. India’s economic policy and diplomatic approach towards Afghanistan is based
on a strategy to occupy the slot, possibly be left by the NATO and ISAF forces after their
withdrawal, in order to acquire its broader national security goals, political and economic ends in
Afghanistan. Karzai’s era was a favorable time for the said Indian desires, for he (Karzai) was
very vocal about India’s cooperation which in turn helped him to maintain his political
legitimacy in the country.
Indian economic diplomacy in South Asia has been drawn in term of geo-economics in
the age of economic globalization compared to geopolitics (Sachdeva, 2011: 47). Geoeconomics,
the control and access to resources by the state, is closely linked to geopolitics, the location,
shape and size of a state is three-folded: (1) to promote economic development in those weak
nations by providing aid to them and expanding greater trade which benefits India’s economy;
(2) to restrict and shrink China’s rapidly growing economic power in Indian sphere of influence;
and (3) to establish greater India’s economic influence not only in South Asia but also her
periphery for her energy interests. Once, India’s late President, Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam said,
“The convergence of our foreign policy and our domestic needs is striking in the context of our
energy security. My government will give full importance to synchronizing our diplomatic
activity with our need for energy to fuel our development needs” (Kiesow & Norling, 2007: 86).
Moreover, D’Souza describes that “India’s growing influence in Afghanistan as a result of its aid
diplomacy is thought to have increased Pakistan’s real or imagined concerns of encirclement in
what it perceives to be its ‘strategic backyard’. At another place, she states that “this apparently
‘zero-sum’ geopolitical rivalry between India and Pakistan, dubbed by Western analysts as the
‘new great game’, is a source of further instability” (2014: 376).
4.4.4.2 Destination of the CARs and Afghanistan’s Energy Resources
The dissolution of the Soviet Union resulted in the emergence of several Islamic states in
the Central Asia which remained the focal point of many regional and trans-regional powers.
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This focus is due to the immense amount of untapped natural resources and energy reserves and
huge markets. Being in the backyard of Russia and close proximity to China, the Central Asian
Republics possesses strategic importance to both the US and India. Moreover, the deteriorating
situation in Afghanistan and her strategic importance makes this region vulnerable to instability
and viable route to the CARs.
Historically, the geopolitical struggle [along with geo-economic and geo-culture
competition] between India and Pakistan started in the CARs via Afghanistan, when these
countries came into being. During the 1990s, Pakistan’s engagement policy with the CARs was
rooted in the perception of developing an Islamic bloc with these newly-born countries by
establishing strong economic ties. In Benazir Bhutto’s era, Pakistan planned to treat the CARs as
one unit by building economic route to Central Asia via her strategic depth of Afghanistan. Fair
argues that Pakistan’s support to militancy in Afghanistan and possibly in Central Asia forced
the CARs to get inclined towards the alliance of Russian, Iranians and Indians (2010a: 4).
Meanwhile, India emerged as a better ally for these states because of her strict opposition to the
Talibanization. Owing to the growing economic pace, both India and Pakistan are used to have
stakes in the CARs. Chalk and Hanauer posits that India has become the second fastest energy
market in the world after 1997 with current economic growth rate is 7% (annual), and is
expected to import almost 80% of the energy needs (2011: 12).
“In this area of aid to Kabul, New Delhi is well positioned vis-à-vis Beijing, which has not had the
humanitarian experience of India and is interested in Afghanistan because of her commodity
market. Conversely, in aid to the post-Soviet Central Asia, China heavily dominates India.
Therefore, on the other hand a “new great game” has been started in Afghanistan [between India
and China] (Laruella et al, 2010: 4).

By making a land bridge, Afghanistan will be able to revive her former status of being a
transit route of trade among the regions of Central Asia, South Asian and the Middle East. The
US, in 2011, embarked on the initiative of building the New Silk Road Initiative (NSRI). It
focused on both the Hardware and Software perspectives of the project by developing
infrastructure such as highways, roads, railway tracks, and pipelines and also took initiatives to
reduce trade barriers and custom duties. Moreover, the recently launched Chinese grand strategic
agenda “one belt and one road” (OROB) is revival of the ancient Silk Route so that the CARs
should be integrated with China’s Xinjiang province. India is lagging behind in advancing the
CARs than China is due to the SCO and recently launched the OROB agenda. Sharmain (2011:
111-112) expresses Indian activities to preserve its economic interests; “India has worked
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towards developing an alternative trade corridor going down to Chabahar, christened as the
International North South Trade Corridor (INSTC).”
4.4.4.3 Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) Pipeline
Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India gas pipeline is aimed to transfer
electricity from Turkmenistan in Central Asian region via Afghanistan, to South Asia
particularly from Pakistan leads to India (Ahmadzai, 2010: 5).
During the Taliban regime in Afghanistan during the 1990s, the Turkmenistan,
Afghanistan and Pakistan (TAP) were part of this project but no India. However, in 2008, New
Delhi became part of this agreement when India and Pakistan both signed agreement to buy gas
from Turkmenistan due to increasing energy demand. Thus, the project was labeled as the TAPI.
While, the US supports the TAPI project verses the proposed Iran-Pakistan-India (IPI) pipeline,
on the other side, the IPI project has been supported by Russia as well. The then US Ambassador
to Turkmenistan, Tracey Ann Jacobson expressed “We are seriously looking at the project, and it
is quite possible that American companies will join it” (Ahmed, 1 October 2009).
Hameed (2012: 25) describe that the proposed TAPI project is “1,680-kilometer pipeline
will stretch from Turkmenistan through Herat and Kandahar in Afghanistan, Multan and Quetta
in Pakistan, and Fazilka on the Indian-Pakistan border.” On the other hand, the other sources
vary regarding its length (1,700 km) and cost (USD 7.6 billion) with capacity of carrying 33
billion cubic meters (bcm) of Turkmen gas per year, and with the power of generating almost
USD 1.4 billion yearly transit fees merely for Afghanistan. If this project becomes successful
then Pakistan and India would be able to receive 14 bcm annually. Therefore, India views
Afghanistan as a gateway to the CARs, and is intended to play her part in security and stability to
implement this project successfully. India also facilitates Afghanistan for the trade transit via
Iran to support Afghan economy as well as to secure her economic interests in light of her grand
agenda of “aid diplomacy” vis-à-vis competition for energy resources among the US, China and
Russia.
(a) Energy and Material Resources
Gustavson Associates estimated in 2006 that the undiscovered gas reserves, in the Amu
Darya and Afghan-Tajik basins in northern Afghanistan, range from 3.6 trillion to 36.5 trillion
cubic feet, while the oil deposits vary to be in-between 0.4 billion and 3.6 billion barrels, and the
reserves of natural gas liquids are estimated between 0.1million to 1.3million barrels (Gustavson
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Associates, December 2009: 5). India enjoys traditional and cultural links with this northern
Afghanistan, whereby the ancient Silk route passed and most of the cultural and commercial
connections were made between both by this route (Upadhya & Zafar, 2013: 2). Therefore, India
is interested in manipulation of the US’s New Silk Road Initiative (NSRI) in the aftermath of
signing strategic partnership agreement of 2011 with Afghanistan. More recently, raw material of
a vast variety of industrial metals worth of more than USD 1 trillion have been discovered in
Afghanistan, including copper, gold, iron, cobalt and lithium. The commercial value of this
discovery has potential not only to transform the Afghan economy, “but its geopolitical standing
in the region if exploited in the right way” as well as the exploiter (Risen, 13 June 2010).
Table no. 4.2: Afghanistan Energy and Mineral Reserves
No. Name of Reserves
1
oil, gas, copper, gold etc
2
iron ore
3
copper
4
natural gas
5
Oil
Source: the table is made by the author.

Quantity

Worth in USD
3 trillion
421 billion
274 billion

36.5 trillion cubic feet
3.6 billion barrels

4.4.4.4 Industry, Commerce, Trade and Investment
India has intensified her civilian engagement with Afghanistan through trade, investment,
grants and loans, and development due to her partial unilateral concession, while both parties
signed the Preferential Trade Agreement in March 2003. This pact opened new horizons of
commercial links between both: (1) 50% to 100% duty concession by India to specific 38items
of Afghan dry fruits; (2) removal of basic custom duty to all Afghanistan’s exports to India
except tobacco and alcohol after November 2011; and (3) duty free access to all Afghan exports
to huge India’s market (Upadhya & Zafar, 2013: 7). There has a major hurdle in the way of
smooth India-Afghanistan trade via short and cheap route of Pakistan. In the past, Pakistan
closed the transit trading with Afghanistan many times owing to political disorder caused by the
Pushtunistan issue. This closure of transit by Pakistan forced Afghanistan to revisit her
Pushtunistan strategy vis-à-vis her economic needs.
On the other hand, India supported the Afghanistan-Pakistan Transit and Trade
Agreement, signed in 2010 in which Pakistan allowed land route access to Afghan exports
through Pakistan to India via Wagha border. However, in 2010, “more than 2,000 trucks load of
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dry fruits and pulses crossed into India through the Wagha border” (Balance of Land Trade in
favor of India, 29 June 2013). However, the same trucks were not permitted to bring Indian
goods to Afghanistan. Pakistan refused to Indian exports to Afghanistan given the fear of
reducing Pakistan’s exports to Afghanistan, which are around USD 1.2 billion yearly because
Afghanistan is Pakistan’s second largest export market, wherein India might take the place of
Pakistan if the latter permits to open the borders for Indian products. Therefore, Pakistan has
decided to close the borders and this “could be discussed at an appropriate time in the future”
(Butt, 1 January 2011). In spite of the trade transit issue, India is Afghanistan’s third biggest
trade partner that provides the largest market to Afghan goods such as gave 30% space to Afghan
exports merely in 2013. Due to this, Indian companies have enjoyed numerous investment
opportunities in Afghanistan. For instance, India’s one of the largest Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) projects in Afghanistan is the Hajigak iron ore deposits mine, which was assigned to
Indian company in 2011.
Indian government is greatly focusing on back to Indian private sector to invest in
Afghanistan. Several Indian private companies and firms have shown profound interest in the
Afghan markets and are targeting sectors such as agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and
telecommunication. Since 2011, more than 100 Indian companies are heavily investing in
Afghanistan. Price (2013: 7) describes that the almost 80 joint ventures by Afghan-Indian
companies have been launched with the total initial capital of USD 20 million. The following
table shows different sectors in which Indian firms are invested in Afghanistan.
Table no. 4.3: Sectoral division of Investment made by Indian Private Firms in Afghanistan
No. Fields
%
1
Construction
41
2
Services
43
3
Industries
16
Source: The table is made by the author by taking data (Upadhya & Zafar, 2013: 9).
By June 2012, Indian government successfully hosted the Afghan investment Summit to
attract businessmen and investors from India, Afghanistan, and other regional countries. Such
initiative was highly appreciated, in spite of Afghan instability because India was intended to
encourage deeper Afghanistan’s economic integration with India and region by trade and
investment (Kugiel, 2016: 145).
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Figure no. 4.1: India’s Development Cooperation with Afghanistan: Commitments and
Expenditures, 2002/03 – 2013/14

Source: (Mullen, 2013, 16 May: 2).
The total volume of Afghan-India trade has grown from USD 80 million in 2001 to UDS
280 million in 2010. India is the fifth largest importer of Afghanistan and the 20% of
Afghanistan’s goods (that worth of USD 128 million) are exported to Indian markets in 2012.
Upadhyay and Zafar states that “the total bilateral trade accounted for USD 639 million i.e.
0.08% of India’s total trade in 2011-12. In general, the bilateral trade comprises export of agro
and horticulture products to India; and machinery, medicines, textiles and animal products etc. to
Afghanistan” (2012: 2). See Table 4.4.
Table no. 4.4: India-Afghanistan Trade in USD millions
Year
Export
Growth
Share %
Import %
Growth %
Share %
Total Trade
Growth %
Share %
Trade Balance

2008-2009
394.23
0.21
126.24
0.04
520.47
0.11
268

2009-2010
463.55
17.58
0.26
125.19
-0.83
0.04
588.74
13.12
0.13
338.36

2010-2011
422.41
-8.88
0.17
146.03
16.64
0.04
568.44
-.3.45
0.09
276.38

2011-2012
510.9
20.95
0.17
132.5
-9.26
0.03
643.41
13.19
0.08
378.4

2012-2013
427.56
-7.5
0.16
115.8
-12.61
0.02
588.36
-8.56
0.07
356.77

Source: Directorate General of Foreign Trade, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India, (Upadhya
& Zafar, 2013: 5).
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Indian government is greatly focusing on back to Indian private sector to invest in
Afghanistan. Several Indian private companies and firms have shown profound interest in the
Afghan markets and are targeting sectors such as agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and
telecommunication. Since 2011, more than 100 Indian companies are heavily investing in
Afghanistan. Price (2013: 7) describes that the almost 80 joint ventures by Afghan-Indian
companies have been launched with the total initial capital of USD 20 million.
Indian investment targets the most demanding areas and projects such as agriculture,
mining, infrastructure, telecommunications, education, small scales industries at community
level, health and pharmaceuticals, and information technology (Price, 2013: 5). Afghanistan’s
natural resources are source of Indian investors because of easy access to minerals by which
India can explore in greater economic opportunities with Afghanistan;
“Indian companies were granted four blocks of Hajigak mine, which have an estimated reserve
of 2 billion tonnes of iron ore. 14 Indian Inc. has also shown interests in Afghanistan’s
petroleum blocks and copper ore mines.15 New Delhi and Kabul are engaged in exploring
opportunities for greater economic cooperation; however, the total bilateral trade is only US$
588 million, i.e. 0.07 per cent of India’s global trade in 2012-13 ” (Upadhya & Zafar, 2013: 4).

Figure no. 4.2: Indian Grant and Loan-based Commitments to Afghanistan in INR Billion
(between 2010-11 and 2015-16)
8

Indian Rupee billion

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Indian Rupee billion

2010-11
2.9

2011-12
2.9

2012-13
7.07

Source: (Prasad, Shivakumar, & Mullen, 2015, 26 May: 1).
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2013-14
6.48

2014-15
6.76

2015-16
6.76

4.4.5 Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Dimension: Indian Actions in Afghanistan under
Aid Diplomacy
4.4.5.1 Infrastructural Development and Road Construction
By Indian academia and government, Afghanistan has been set up as the best model of
India’s use of soft power effectively since 9/11 because Indian leadership selected civil strategy
anchored in diplomatic support to the new Afghan government of Hamid Karzai, instead of
contributing militarily. Hymans (2009: 249) indicates that Afghanistan “became the first case
study of complex soft power strategy in Indian foreign policy.”
To make Indian’s strategic interests secured in Afghanistan, India needs long-term and
enduring stabilization there. One of the biggest investment and most visible India strategic
projects in Afghanistan is the 218 kilometer-long Zaranj-Delaram highway connecting SouthWestern Afghanistan, the Iranian Port of Chabahar. ‘This two-lane road is known as Route 606,
135-mile-long in Afghanistan, connecting main highway with Zaranj in Nimruz province, close
to the Iranian boundary with region of Delaram in southern Afghanistan, nearby Farah province
by the Indian Border Road Organization (BRO)” (India hands over strategic highway to
Afghanistan, 2009). It links up the Afghan-Iranian border with the Kandahar-Herat Highway in
Delaram [Afghanistan]. This strategic road is a southern trade corridor inaugurated in January
2009 aimed at reducing Afghanistan’s dependency for trading on Pakistan by catering a potential
alternative overland route connecting Iran to Central Asian region via landlocked Afghanistan.
On the other hand, this highway is a crucial part of India’s foreign and economic policy and the
development of this corridor facilitates Indian access to the CARs via Afghanistan and links up
India via Persian Gulf with Iran, Afghanistan, Central Asia, Russia, and beyond. Historically, a
bilateral Trade and Transit agreement was signed between Iran and Kabul for creation of the
Chabahar Free Zone Authority (CFZA) in 2002, India became its investor to provide economic
opportunities to both Afghanistan and the Western Asia along with India in this regional
countries (D’Souza, 2011: 8-9).
The strategically significant highway is considered as a good omen Indian commitment
with Afghanistan and Indian leadership have asserted several times that the completion of this
joint venture would engulf numerous precious lives, including 11 Indians and 129 Afghans lives.
The safety of the Indian workers has been ensured with the help of Indian Army. Besides,
Zaranj-Delaram Highway, the Indian authorities have also built 58-kilometer long inner city road
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network that include 40-km in Zaranj, 10-km in Gurguri, and 8-km linking Gurguri to Razai.
This heavy investment of India has added up the population and the land value in Zaranj.
Table no. 4.5: Indian Aid for Infrastructure Development and Road Construction in
Afghanistan
No.
Project
Area
Year
Cost in USD
1
Bamyan-Chabahar Railroad
[this project is in pipeline]
2
Construction of the new
Kabul
2005-2015
27 million was
Parliament building
spent; budget was
178 million
3
Construction of DelaramDelaram-Zaranj
2005-2009
150 million
Zaranj Road [280 Km
Road [linking
strategic raod]. The Project
Afghanistan to
involved 339 Indian
Iran]
Engineers and Workers.
4
Rehabilitation of Delaram150 million
Zaranj road
5
Restoring the store Palace
Stor
Kabul
4 million
Source: The table is drawn by the author.
4.4.5.2 Power and Transmission
India is providing her services in power and transmission filed by constructing “a 22kv
double circuit transmission line from Pul-e-Khumari to Kabul, and a 220/110/20kv substation in
Kabul, which involves the construction of 600 transmission towers…it will supply electricity to
Kabul from Timriz power projectin Uzbekistan” (Ashraf, 2009: 3). Moreover, the construction of
two more sub-stations are under consideration at Doshi and Charikar. The material of sub-station
is brought by air from India to Kabul and then is being transported to the project sites.
Furthermore, the Salma Dam was constructed in Herat province by India engineers on the
river of Hari Rud, which has completed in 2011 and handed over to the Afghans and the cost,
was around INR 478 corer in 2004. The project was constructed by the Indian Company Water
and Power Consultancy Services Ltd., (WAPCOS)]. According to Ashraf (2009: 3), the dam
“will generate 42 MW of power and involves the erection of 110 KV power transmission lines
from Salma Dam to Herat city.”
Besides, a transmission line, including more than 1300 massive pylons, has been erected
by Indian companies stretching from the Uzbekistan border to Kabul. “The most difficult stretch
was over the perennially snow-bound, avalanche-prone Hindu Kush Mountains, towering more
than 3800 meters above sea level, was planned and executed by India” (Sinha, 2017: 142).
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Additionally, another Indian company as a contractor installed several transmission towers and
lines. However, according to report of the Asian Development Bank in 2009, the company
manufactures most of its material in India and had to ship from India to Iran and then drive via
through Turkmenistan, into Uzbekistan, and finally transport to Hairatan in northern Afghanistan
India has completed three sub power-stations and handed over and is setting up one more.
Indian share for this new project cost is USD120 million. [See Table 4.6]
Table no. 4.6: Indian Projects of Power and Transmission in Afghanistan
No.

Project

Area

1

Construction of 220 kV
DC transmission line

from Pul-eKhumri [Banghlan
Province] to Kabul
Chimtala

2

Construction of a
220/110/20 kV substation
3
Construction of two more
Doshi and
sub-stations
Charikar
4
Construction of Salam
Herat Province
Dam Power Project [42
MW]
5
Construction of cold
Kandahar
storage food warehouse
6
Hajigak iron ore mine, a
Hajigak
6 million tones steel unit
and 800 MW power
station
Source: The table is made by the author.

Time of
construction/status of
completion
Completed in 2009 and
handover

Cost in
USD
120 million

Completed and
handover

2004 to 2011

130 million

Kandahar
Hajigak

6.6 billion

4.4.5.3 Transport and Communication
India is developing transportation and digital connectivity in India. Sinha expresses that
“Afghanistan has selected Delhi Integrated Multi-modal Transit System (DIMTS) as the
Consultant to manage the process of promising curing the buses and creating the structures for
their maintenance and running. DIMTS has submitted a revised proposal” (2017: 159-160). India
periodically either gifted or donated public transport vehicles to Afghanistan, to upgrade
transport situation in major cities and to link the remote villages to urban centers. India also
facilitates training to the Afghan traffic operators and traffic control authority. Also, India has
improved the Afghan civilian aviation capacity by providing three airbus aircraft along with the
required spares and enhanced the Afghan telecommunication sector with collaboration of
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Universal Postal Union, and India Postal Union by installation of digital telephone exchanges,
towers and power supply systems. Likewise, India has executed the Radio and Television
Afghanistan (RTA) to connect all the Afghan provinces. [See Table 4.7]
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Table no. 4.7: Indian Support in Transport and Communication to Afghanistan
No.

Project

Area

1

Expansion of national TV network by
providing an uplink

2

9

Donation of maintenance support, training
and infrastructure.
Donation of tractors for Afghan farmers;
provision of seeds and other assistance for
the agricultural sector.
India provided aircrafts to Afghanistan’s
airlines
Indian military vehicles
Indian public buses for transport
India gifted mini-buses
Utility vehicles for municipalities
[including water, cesspit tankers and
garbage dumpers].
Ambulances for Public hospital

from Kabul and downlinks in all 34
provincial capitals for greater
integration of the country
for Kabul and other municipalities with
provision

10

Upgradation of telephone exchanges

11

Helping in the expansion of Afghan
National Television network
Restoration of telecommunication
infrastructure, India built Multipurpose
Community Tele-Centres (MCTs)
Expansion of national TV network by
providing an uplink

3

4
5
6
7
8

12

13

Quantity

Status [Completed
or in-process]
completed and
handed over).

1000
500

Ariana

3

Afghan National Army

300
400
200
105

In Kabul, Jalalabad, Kanadahar, Herat,
Mazar-e-Sharif
11 provinces

10

In 34 provincial capitals

completed and
handed over
completed

In 12 provinces

Completed in 2007

from Kabul and downlinks in all 34
provincial capitals for greater
integration of the country

completed and
handed over

Source: The table is made by the author.
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4.4.5.4 People to People Contact and Cultural Exchanges
India has opened doors to the Afghan people for building strong cultural and revitalizing
historical linkages. Sinha (2017: 160) illuminates that India has granted “US$10 million for
preservation and revival of Afghanistan’s archaeological and cultural heritage and cultural
exchanges.” Besides, India has emphasized on transferring and developing the advanced
communication system to Afghanistan. For this, the governmental and minister levels exchanges
have been done between India and Afghanistan through public diplomacy to escalate the people
to people contact to keep away the Afghan youth from the extremists and terrorists ideological
believes. Indian cultural exchange activities and developmental projects have tremendously
welcomed by the Afghans because these Indian efforts have increased the social and economic
contact between both nations and shaped pro-Indian sentiments amongst the Afghan people.
Apart of it, Kugiel describes that India, in 2007, officially inaugurated the Culture Centre
in Kabul to further promote its culture and project soft power. Bollywood movies, TV Soap
operas and Hindi songs were already among the most popular entertainment options in
Afghanistan (2016: 143). Similarly, the “Indian films and television programs are extremely
popular among the local Afghan populace. India remains the favorite destination for Afghan with
the Indian embassy and four other mission issuing around 350 visa daily (Pant, 2010: 6).”
India is promoting her cultural, ethnic and religious diversity through her soft power of
immense cinema and TV industries, and potential print, electronic and social media power to
control all her external propaganda, negativities and vulnerabilities under the umbrella of cultural
imperialism. Tharoor describes
“When Indians voted recently [through social media] in large numbers in the cynical and contrived
completion to select the new seven wonders of the modern world, they voted for the Taj Mahal
constructed by a Mugal king, not for Angkor Vat, the most magnificent architect product of their
own religion” (2012: 337).

India is preaching its Gandhain approach internationally by binding the world digitally.
Indian has potentially targeted the Afghan multi-diversified society through her Bollywood
culture to underpin her footing within the Afghan society. For examples, numerous Indian soap
dramas have been dubbed into Dari and Pushto. Also, India has initiated an extensive exchange
of media persons, and radio and television programmes. Aside to it, India has inaugurated
cultural centre in the Indian Embassy in Kabul. According to IMEA,
“India has supplied musical instruments to Afghan universities, music academies, the Afghan
National Army band, and Afghan Radio and Television. India helped restore the television
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hardware in Jalalabad and set up a TV studio, TV transmitter, a mobile TV satellite uplink and 5
TV rely centres. In 2009, India is planning to augment its radio broadcast in Dari, Pashto and
languages” (India and Afghanistan: a Development Partnership, n.d.: 40)

By, Indian brand schemes of “Incredible India” and “Shinning India” which has been a
central part of Indian tourism policy. Indian aid assistance and public diplomacy have widely got
cultural acceptance which India has pursued towards Afghanistan in order to the socio-cultural
milieu. India has also promoted the normative nature of relationship instead of criticizing the
internal negativities and vulnerabilities of Karzai’s regime. Chris says that India-Afghanistan
relationship has been developed on the “normative sources”, as stated by Paliwal and Pant,
“Underlining the normative resources of Afghanistan’s approach towards India, Kabul views India not
simply from a geo-political lens or as an insurance against Pakistan’s interference in domestic Afghan
affairs, but also as a role model for democracy. India’s diversity and its handling of internal political
differences and security concerns is a model that attracts Afghanistan’s attention and admiration. Kabul
views India as a neighbor that doesn’t interfere in Afghanistan’s local issues, but may also be too reluctant
in its approach” (2016: 132).

On the contrary, D’Souza (2011: 1) says that “Unlike western countries, India avoids
taking a judgmental or normative stance [against the Karzai’s regime] on issues of corruption,
nepotism, cronyism or ineffectiveness of the Afghan Government, while continuing to aid the
Afghan Government in terms of capacity and institution building” (2011: 1).
4.4.5.5 Humanitarian and Technical Assistance
India, being a regional power with global aspiration, is following the footsteps of
“humanitarian intervention” (HI) of the US [and somewhat the Britain that acted during the old
Great Game. As a payment become a reason of dictation to the recipient country by the donor].
In 2001, the US after her invasion of Afghanistan, invited India to be a part of this HI and made a
strategic partnership with Indian regime.
“The USs’ championing of humanitarian intervention has to be seen in light of its record of
intervention —…Afghanistan — as serving its interests rather than as a cosmopolitan service to the
international system.70 So also, the US’s invitation to India to be part of a ‘community of
democracies’ is a stratagem to legitimise American interference in the affairs of sovereign nations
and to draw India into a political and strategic partnership” (Bajpai, 2012: 142).

Price opines that “India provides significant humanitarian assistance to Afghanistan,
partly in support of its soft power strategy” (2013: 8). According to Indian self-conception of
humanitarian assistance, India designates short-term aid immediately after the disasters as
humanitarian aid and long-term help as development assistance to release the inflicted countries
from distress and to foster friendly relationship with foreign countries through such assistances
without any condition (Meier & Murthy, 2011: 8). Due to immense support of the US, India
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played a “well-received role” in the Bonn Conference of 2001 and an interim government under
the President Hamid Karzai was established in Afghanistan. India started pursuing parallel policy
objectives and interests like the US. The then Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee
informed the Indian Parliament that Indian objective was to gain “a maximum possible role in
the establishment of a broad-based, non-aligned and fully representative post-Taliban regime in
Afghanistan” (India seeks larger role, 28 November 2001). Therefore, India announced USD 100
million as humanitarian assistance (HA) for reconstruction in Afghanistan.
Later, in December 2001, India advanced with the policy of HA and reopened the Indira
Gandhi Children’s Hospital (IGCH) in Kabul by sending a medical mission for thorough
assistance in humanitarian task (Meier & Murthy, 2011: 7). It included three Airbus aircrafts,
namely Ariana aimed for running state-airline for emergency operations and hundreds of city
buses for the public transit services. Furthermore, in 2002, India helped the Afghans in the World
Food Program for new school feeding plan. She offered the Indian experts’ services to build an
indigenous small industry for conversion of one tons wheat to high protein biscuits so that the
biscuit distribution among children might encourage the children full attendance in the schools.
This plan was operationalized in 2003 and is continued to date; as publically reported by MEA
“every day, nearly two million Afghans school children in 33 out of 34 provinces [excluding
Kabul] receive a packet each of 100 gms of biscuits” (India and Afghanistan A Development
Partnership, n.d.:13).
In this regard, the HA has become a core tool of Indian soft power approach and
development assistance covering humanitarian aid, health, infrastructure, capacity building,
electricity, education, agriculture, and telecommunication and media.
Table no. 4.8: Indian Major Contributions in Humanitarian based Afghanistan’s Project
No. Projects
1
Construction of Salma Dam
power plant
2
Afghan Parliament building

Area
Herat Province

Cost in USD
130 million or 184 million

Kabul

3

to Kabul and land
access to Afghanistan
through Iran (from Puli-Khumri to Kabul)

27 millions were spent;
budget was 178 million
120 million

the Pul-e-Khumri electricity
transmission line

4

Rehabilitation of Delaram-Zaranj
road
Source: the table is made by the author.

150 million
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According to IMEA (2009), the Pul-e-Khumri electricity transmission line runs around
ran almost 100 small and different development and community projects in Afghanistan remote
rural areas. Kugiel maintains that
“Importantly, Indian projects were developed and implemented in cooperation with Afghan
partners and followed priorities set by the Afghan government in the Afghanistan Nation
Development Strategy. They were focused on local ownership of assets and, usually through
completion, used hired Afghan contractors and local staff” (2016: 143).

India, under her technical assistance program, has proposed a wide variety of human
resource and developmental plans to the Afghan administration. According to the schemes, India
sent her specialists, professionals and experts to Kabul to train their Afghan partners.
Table no. 4.9: Indian Humanitarian Assistance in Afghanistan
No. Project
1
Indira
Gandhi
Children’s Hospital
2
School
Feeding
Programme:
Provision of food
assistance
to
primary
school
children [on daily
bases], under the
World
Food
Programme.

Strength and stuff
Area
3 Airbus aircrafts & Kabul
hundreds of city buses
2 million biscuits to Afghanistan
6.4 million children
(1/3 are cards)

Quantity

Cost

100 grams USD
(the
food 321
assistance in million
terms
of
fortified
wheat
biscuit equal
to 500,000
tons
of
wheat)
Afghanistan 250,000
metric tons

3

Gift of wheat in
2009
Source: The table is made by the author
4.4.5.6 Public Health and Sanitation

India’s medical facilities and services in Afghanistan augmented following in the
aftermath of the US-led NATO forces’ attack. By December 2001, India sent special missions of
doctor attend the Afghan patients. The first mission included a team of 13 doctors and
paramedics. Since then, India has been granting public health funds to the Afghan Ministry of
Health for construction and maintenance of health clinics. “Funding for the Afghan Ministry of
Health to build and maintain medical clinics” (Price, August 2013: 6). India also funded to
construct and upgrade the sole children’s hospital in Afghanistan. She also provided
infrastructure of this hospital and training of her medical staff. Apart of it, India supplied grants
for telemedicine projects which would connect this children’s hospital with Indian kids’ hospital
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for their special health care. Besides, India supplied ambulances to the Afghan Ministry of Public
Health and constructed several basic health and care clinics in the underdeveloped border areas
(Mullen, 2013: 4).
Kugiel (2016: 144) says India has emerged as a significant destination for the Afghans to
seeking best medical treatment. Since 2005, India introduced special and free medical visas, for
which applicants don’t need to provide any financial statements or proof of travel medical
insurance. “India is famous in Afghanistan for its modern hospitals and availability of
medicines,” expressed by an Afghan patient undergoing treatment in New Delhi during
November 2013 (Bearak, 1 November 2013). According to the Indian Embassy in Kabul, India
has issued over 100,000 medical visas between 2010 and 2013. Numerous direct flights have
catered/accommodated between Kabul and different Indian cities due to need of increasing
numbers of Afghans arriving to their destination in India for the purpose of medical treatment,
tourism, business or education. As per Indian Ministry of Tourism in 2014, there is an
overwhelming increase of Afghan arrivals to India within ten years period, almost from 6000 in
2002 to over 111,000 in 2013 (Kugiel, 2016: 144) as reported by Indian journalist, “Indian
hospitals have been eager to tap this new revenue stream… The booming medical tourism
industry is a valuable projection of Indian soft power that Afghans are all too aware of”
(Bhowmick, 3 March 2014); however, Afghanistan is not in position to provide good medical
facilities to her Afghan nationals. [See Table 4.10]
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Table no. 4.10: Indian Support in Public Health and Sanitation to Afghanistan
No.
1

2

3

4
5
6

Project
Medical package covers the
treatment of Afghan patients in
select hospitals in India
Since 2001, five Indian
Medical Missions (IMMS)
working in difference areas of
Afghanistan
Reconstruction and
Renovation of the Indira
Gandhi Institute for Child
Health (IGICH) hospital.
Gift of ambulances to IGICH
Camp for the provision of
artificial limbs for amputees
India build basic health clinics
in the border provinces

Building toilet-cum-public
sanitation complexes
Source: The table is made by the author.
7

Area

Strength

In Kabul, Herat,
Jalalabad,
Kandahar and
Mazar-e-Sharief

Attending
30,000 patient
monthly, nearly
360,000
annually.

Kabul

Time
from May 2011
to June 2014

Renovation was
completed in
2003, 2005 an
again in 2007.
10
Throughout
2002

Badakashan,
Balkh,
Kandahar,
Khost, Kunar,
Nangarhar,
Nimroz,
Nuristan, Paktia
and Paktika
Kabul

5

4.4.5.7 Educational Support: Scholarship and Student Cultural Exchange Programs
Education sector has become the Indian biggest investment in Afghanistan, greatly by a
scholarship program for the Afghan youth as exchange students, which is deemed the “greatest
single factor catalysing India’s transformation, and so it shall be for Afghanistan” (India and
Afghanistan, a Development Partnership, n.d.: 6). India provides scholarship to under and
postgraduate Afghan students. IMEA reported that India provided 500 scholarships annually to
the Afghan students in different fields for under-graduation prior to 2009. The first badge of
Afghan graduates returned to the country in June 2009 and began to contribute in Afghanistan’s
reconstruction. Moreover, Kugeil highlights that the ICCR has increased number of scholarships
up to 1500 yearly both for short- and long- term training. Also, India arranges short- and
medium-terms training to 500 Afghan public servants and Capacity for Afghan Public
Administration (CAP) programme. These schemes would make the Afghans “the largest
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beneficiary group”. For example, the former Afghan Premier, Hamid Karzai, himself was an
exchange student and earned his master degree in international relations and political science
from Himachal Pradesh University in Simla in 1983. In this way, “[Karzai] emerged as a proIndia politician, is a vivid example of benefit of such a long term investment (Kugiel, 2016, 143).
In short, India is significantly playing a great role in capacity building of the Afghanistan
and through long-term educational agenda; as stated by a Pakistani analyst, “she is infiltrating
pro-Indian persons into the system and society of Afghanistan” (M. Khan, personal
communication, May 26, 2018). Also, it is significant to note that compared to Indian USD 2
billion HA and development aid to Afghanistan, Pakistan has only invested USD 300 million for
reconstruction, rehabilitation and development in its war-torn twin brother (Donor Financial
Review, 2009). Moreover, Afghan ambassador to India, Shaida Mohammad Abdali expressed at
views at the 4th convocation of the university held at Vadlamudi India in the following words;
“Afghanistan has a cherished relationship with India and our bond has been further strengthened
by the cross [student] cultural exchange. After the war, we have moved on and we have over 200
universities established since the year 2002” (Pradesh, 16 October 2016).

By 2016, the almost 16,000 Afghan students are studied at undergraduate and postgraduates levels studying in mutually-agreed disciplines of both governments. D’Souza (2011: 1)
says that India has proactively revived her cultural and historical linkages with Afghanistan. As
per cultural diplomacy, Indian musicians have been providing training to young Afghans in
different traditional musical instruments and equipments such as tabla and the sitar. IndoAfghan joint musical performances have been exhibited in Kabul and Jalalabad. In fact, such
cultural exchanges have greatly cemented the historic cultural ties between two regions. [See
Table 4.11]
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Table no. 4.11: Indian Educational Assistance and Projects in Afghanistan
No.
Project
Area
Quantity Cost in USD
1
Reconstruction and
321 million
rehabilitation of schools
2
long-term university
Increased
scholarships under Indian
from 500
Council for Cultural
to 675
Relations (ICCR) (for
per year
undergraduate and post
graduate degrees)
3

4

5
6

7

short-term Indian
Technical and Economic
Cooperation (ITEC)
vocational training slots

500 to
1000 per
year

Deputation of Indian civil
servants under UNDP’s
Capacity for Afghan
Public Administration
(CAP) programme
Construction of Habibia
school
Construction of computer
laboratory

30

Year

From 2007
to 2009.
(Will increase
during the
period 201213 to 2020-21.

From 2007
to 2009.
(Will increase
during the
period 201213 to 2020-21)

Kabul
Habibia
School,
Kabul
Dhanbad

Establishment of Afghan
National Institute of Mines
8
Establishing an agri
university and a mining
schoold
9
1,300 annual college
scholarships and training
grants for civil servants
10
200 scholarships for
agricultural degrees were
provided from 2010
11
Establishment of a
Kabul
Jawaharlal Nehru Chair of University
Indian Studies
Source: The author is made by the author.
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25 million

4.4.5.8 Capacity Building Program and Small Community-based Development Projects
India launched the community-based Small Development Projects (SDP) with
cooperation of Afghan government’s community-oriented National Solidarity Program (NSP) in
2006. The SDP and NSP would target seven unstable and underdeveloped border rural areas in
the southern and eastern provinces of Afghanistan in order to encourage the local communities
for investing in their most priority needs projects and gradually would be expanded across
Afghanistan. Sinha elaborated that
“Government of India initially allocated US10 million in phase one, which was supplemented by
USD 20 million in phase two. The third phase signed in November 2012 when President Karzai
visited India substantially hiked the allocation to USD100 million, to be utilized by 2016” (Sinha,
2017: 142).

These projects are based on the model on self-help groups that was practiced in Indian
provinces, i.e. Tamil Nadu and Madhya Pradesh. The IMEA spokesperson, Syed Akbaruddin
expressed that various projects of India in Afghanistan “replicas of what India has been able to
successfully implement in some part of India or the other…they have been incubated in some
part of India” (Timmons, 7 June 2012). For these, the USD 100 million has been allocated for
this purpose (India and Afghanistan, a Development Partnership, n.d.: 26-27). The youth in
Afghanistan are around 68% of population below of the age of 25 years. There are almost 84
small projects under different developmental phases in about 19 Afghan provinces. IndiaAfghanistan joint venture are aimed to engage large portion of Afghan youth in different
economic activities so that they must be kept away from religious or sectarian extremism,
terrorism, drug trafficking and addiction and organized crimes. [See Table 4.12 and figure no.
4.3]
(a) Afghan Response
Chris (2016: 132) shows that Indian strong civil, political and economic engagement is
source of political and psychological strength [for the Afghans]. This is because of These Indian
activities have generated “goodwill among Afghans”. Kugiel depicts that
“Public opinion polls conducted in Afghanistan in recent years suggest that India has emerged as
one of the most positively perceived countries there. According to a joint survey, done in 2010 by
the BBC, the ABC and the ARD, India was seen favorably by 71% of the Afghan questioned,
which was the best result of any nation” (Kugiel, 2016: 145).
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Table no. 4.12: Indian Support in Capacity Building and Small Community-based
Development Projects in Afghanistan
No.

Projects

targeted
Population
Afghan civil
servants
Afghan Public
servants

1

Annual college scholarship and
training grants
2
Annual short-term Indian Technical
and Economic Cooperation (ITEC)
training Programme in Indian technical
and professional institutions of their
choices
3
Deputation of Indian technical advisors
in Afghan ministries
4
Women empowerment, vocational
training, “The Self-employed Women’s
Association” (SEWA)
5
Setting up of an India–Afghan
Vocational training centre for training
in carpentry, plumbing, welding,
masonry and tailoring by the
Confederation of Indian Industries.
6
Agriculture scholarships for BSc, Msc
and PhD level students under an Indian
Council for Agriculture Research
(ICAR)-administered scheme
Source: The table is made by the author.

Afghan civil
servants
Bagh-e-Zanana

Area

Strength
1300
500

20
Bagh-eZanana

Over 3000
women

Afghan youth

3000

Afghan youth

614

Figure no. 4.3: Sectoral Spilt of Indian Development Assistance and Cooperation with
Afghanistan
Education , 2%
Health, 3%

Training, 1%

Multisectors, 3%

Government
administration,
25%

Infrastructure,
42%

Food , 24%
Source: (Mullen, 2013, May 16: 3).
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Chapter # 5
Afghanistan-India Geopolitical Interests: Implications for Pakistan, 2002-14
[Discussion and Critical Analysis]
5.1 Introduction
The previous historical analysis of content on Afghanistan, its foreign relations with
Pakistan and India in post-9/11 and Indian role in Afghanistan under her civil engagement
strategy during Hamid Karzai’s tenure, and reconstruction of the Grand Great Game concept in
post-9/11 have given a deeper understanding of the problem [implications of Afghanistan-India
geopolitical interests for Pakistan] through the use of qualitative approach including abductive
and inductive reasonings. This discussion has made this predicament simple to interpret
implications for Pakistan during the timeframe of 2002-2014. This chapter is aimed to analyze
critically the aforesaid areas of study in two portions. First deals deal with the major subject
matters merely in light of discussion made with research participants. The second portion
explains the subject of implications drawn from the literature and concluded from interviews
with subject experts for filling the gaps of the previous information of this dissertation.
The given knowledge concerning the topic of this study further facilitates in data
evaluation for the present chapter which is derived from the interviews conducted from different
research participants indicated in methodology sub-section of the introductory portion of the
dissertation. A wide range of opinions have been obtained as the result of interviews which make
easier to comprehend the subjective standpoints rather than illustrating the generalized
viewpoints. Hence, this chapter underscores detailed Pakistani, Indian and international
viewpoints about the topic along with the restricted Afghani and Iranian perspectives.
For conducting interviews, a specific sample size (30) has been chosen in this dissertation:
senior and junior university doctorate professors, public-sector professionals, media persons, and
doctorate scholars of International relations from Pakistan, India, Afghanistan and Iran who have
provided profound insight on different aspects of Afghanistan-Pakistan-India triangular
relationship and the great game geopolitics in the canvas of South Asian region.
The implications of Afghanistan-India strategic engagement for Pakistan in the context of
changing global and regional geopolitical dynamics and security patterns has been summarized
in 3 broad categories along with sub-categories:


Debate on Great Game Politics and Reconstruction of the 3G [Grand Great Game] idea
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Unintended Consequences of Grand Great Game for South Asia
 Changing Strategic Security Architecture of South Asian Region
 De-hyphenation Policy of the US towards South Asian key States of Pakistan and
India
 Proxy War between India and Pakistan in Afghanistan



Implications of the Grand Great Game and Afghanistan-India Geopolitical Interests for
Pakistan
 Security and Strategic Concerns and Implications
 Psychological and Cultural Implications
 Political Implications
 Socio-Economic Implications
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Table No. 5.1: Response of Research Participants Groups for Testification of the 3G Idea
Name of
Countries

Research Participants Groups

Number of
Interview

Pakistan
Senior
University Doctorate Academies
(SUDAs)

6

Young Doctorate Scholars (YDSs)
3

India

United States

Iran
Afghanistan

Public Sector Professionals &
Practitioners (PSPPs)

3

Senior
University Doctorate Academies
(SUDAs)

5

Public Sector Professionals &
Practitioners (PSPPs)

3

Young Doctorate Scholars (YDSs)

2

Senior
University Doctorate Academies
(SUDAs)

5

Young Doctorate Scholars (YDS)
Public Sector Professionals &
Practitioners (PSPPs)

1
2

Testification of the
idea Grand Great
Game (3G)*
Strongly agreed
Agreed
Strongly agreed
Agreed
Strongly agreed
Disagreed
Disagreed
Agreed
Agreed
Strongly Disagreed
Strongly agreed
Agreed
Agreed
Strongly agreed
Agreed
Strongly agreed
Disagreed
Disagreed
Strongly disagreed
Agreed
Disagreed
Disagreed
Agreed
Strongly agreed
Agreed
Strongly agreed
Strongly agreed
Agreed
Strongly disagreed
No comment

*Total Interviews were 29. Total 19 participants out of the total testified the idea of 3G in which 9 were
strongly agreed and 11 were agreed with the author’s observations. As a whole, the SUDAs of Pakistan,
India and US strongly approved the idea. The response of the PSPPs from Pakistan, India and Afghanistan
was generally in agreement for the idea. On the other hand, the YDSs of India and Pakistan disapproved the
idea except Iranian YDS.
Source: This table was made by the author as a result of content analysis.
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Part I
5.2 Debate on Great Game Politics and Reconstruction of the Grand Great Game idea
Most of the research participants agreed with the assumption of the study for reconceptualization of the old Great Game or the New Great Game notion into a new idea of the
Grand Great Game, while contextualizing the global and regional geopolitical dynamics,
geostrategic imperatives and security patterns. [See Table 5.1]
5.2.1 International Perspective
In this portion, the comments of Senior University Doctorate Academies (SUDA) belong to
the United States, Australia, and Estonia have been taken into consideration. The renowned
Professor Emeritus on South Asia and Terrorism states that “I like the term “grand great game.” It
captures the increase in number of players from two to many and highlights the interaction
between regional and the larger IR framework. It is also broader than the post-cold war duality” (P.
Wallace, personal communication, April 8, 2018). The well-known Afghanistan-Pakistan expert,
M.G. Weinbaum wrote that
“Let it suffice to say that what these games have most in common is that Afghanistan serves as the
focal point of larger regional contestations, all carrying lasting consequences for Afghanistan itself.
In contrast to the Great Game and Cold War, rather than its being a competition essentially between
two major antagonists, the new game encompasses multiple actors including, importantly, non-state
ones. 9/11 brought these non-state actors clearly to the forefront. Moreover, the current game, with
its strategic economic and ideological dimensions does not fit easily into traditional realpolitik
thinking. That said, the “game” metaphor may have lost its utility. The devising of term grand great
game would not be inappropriate if in well defining it you have justified its use” (personal
communication, April 8, 2018).

On the other hand, another eminent pundit of Pakistan and Afghanistan geopolitics in
South Asia working in Deakin University, Australia expressed his views in depth that
The term “Great Game” (2G) is really the inappropriate term to use today. Even if you change the
name to 3G, merits and demerits need to be explained with the original term because the strategic
competition of the 19th century is not the same today. The original 2G was only between two
players: Russia and the UK. Afghanistan was really a collateral damage in the process. There was
no independent Pakistan or India. China and the US were not involved. The crux of the 2G was to
stop the Russians from getting to British India, which it hoped to eventually take over. How it
hoped to fulfil this goal is another matter. Also, by moving southwards, the Russians were hoping
to get access to the Indian Ocean. So all in all, the only similarity between then and now is that the
competition is taking place in the same neighbourhood.
Today, the situation is vastly different. The competition involves so many more players, as well as
different ones. The UK is no longer in the picture. The US and China are now involved, as are
Pakistan and India. Iran is also now involved in Afghanistan. While, there was a school of thought
that one of the USSR’s objectives in invading Afghanistan in 1989 was to get access to the Indian
Ocean, today Russia is not showing any inclination towards such a strategic objective. The
principle reasons for Russia’s and China’s involvement in Afghanistan, in particular, and Central
Asia, in general, is to squeeze the US out of Afghanistan and to try to lock access to the vast oil
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and gas resources of the region. For China, the importance of achieving this goal is reinforced by
its desire to move forward on its massive One Belt, One Road project which spreads its tentacles
throughout the region. Interestingly, it is now China, with its CPEC project with Pakistan, which
has effective access to the Indian Ocean, making China a two-ocean power (C. Rakisits, personal
communication, May 4, 2018).

Likewise, another South Asian analyst of the US views that
“I think that the term Grand Great Game has some merit, insofar as it suggests that there is a
complex rivalry playing out among major powers in Eurasia, with Afghanistan as a central theatre of
that competition. Afghanistan is not, however, currently the object of the competition in a serious
way. No country wants to control Afghanistan or seeks a permanent presence there. The investment
by the US and NATO has been driven by counterterrorism concerns, and the behavior by other
countries has largely been a reaction to that US/NATO presence” (J.T. White, personal
communication, May 1, 2018).

5.2.2 Pakistani Perspective
Most of the Senior University Doctorate Academies (SUDAs) endorsed the idea 3G while
elaborating the difference between old and new great games in the aftermath of post-9/11.
Similarly, the 3G idea largely got appreciation from the Public Sector Professionals &
Practitioners (PSPP). However, a few of the SUDAs were in disagreement with the given idea.
A Pakistani professor expressed that
“The old great game as defined by Major Hoggerty. “The struggle between Great Britain and Russia,
to gain influence in Afghanistan was known as the great game”.
The old great game’s geopolitics was different than the new great game on the following points: The
OGG was only between two powers, Great Britain and Czarist Russia, whereas the NGG has more
than six players, Russia, USA, India, Pakistan, China and Iran. There was no economy or religion
involved in the old great game, whereas now it is all dominated by economic interests and religion.
In OGG, Afghanistan was used as a buffer to block hostile influence, where as of now, in the NGG it
is being used as a jumping pad to achieve their objectives [in Central Asia]. In OGG, Great Britain
and Russia had an understanding that Russia would not interfere south of Hindu-Kush in
Afghanistan, and Britain would not interfere north of Hindu-Kush. After 9/11, when the U.S.
invaded Afghanistan, it made the matter more complicated and grandeur, and has made it very hard
for the regional countries, to come to some understanding. They neither the U.S. nor do other
regional countries trust each other and under these circumstances, there can be no peace in
Afghanistan.
Times have changed players have changed but the methods tactics and strategies are the same.
Addition of this word Gand Great Game would be a big boost to political science terminologies and
once you write it would be quoted by other and this would pave the way for further research and
studies” (A.H. Khan, personal communication, May 22, 2018).

Similarly, another SUDA accepts the difference between geopolitics of the OGG and NGG
with reference to 9/11. However, he states that essence of game whatever the name is marked to it
would be the same.
“Traditional geopolitical great game was between the former Czarist Russia and former British
Empire. Czarist Russia wanted to reach our warm waters and the areas what they constitute today’s
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Pakistan and mainly India. This game was between the two empires, having different objectives and
all that. They were competing empires. Therefore, British India made sure that Afghanistan would
become a land in-between that remained a buffer state between Russian federation and British
Empire of India. But the dynamics of great game are same today, as today in the contemporary
world, a clash is seen among the US, China, Russia, Pakistan, Iran and India and so forth. Players are
more in this modern game [as you labeled it as 3G].
In the current phase, Russia and China have joined hands. Joining hands is actually rapprochement
approach of international relations against the US. Now, dynamics of the game have changed the
meaning that there is unipolarity at global level, Russia and China are fighting together to undo this
unipolarity in order to create a multipolar world. Here today, you have a resistant power in the form
of US which by all means, would like to continue the unipolar character of the world and having
influence anywhere and everywhere at the global level. Russia and China world like to undone this
character and should have a say Russia as a former superpower and China as a rising power. With
this regard, the South Asian region, Pakistan and Afghanistan in particular are going to be in influx
for a couple of years or may be a decade. The reason is that these two areas are directly affected
countries. Therefore, asking for peace in this Af-Pak region, we have to see whether it is in the
interest of India and US or not. I think no because peace and stability in Af-Pak region would not
serve the US purpose. Whereas, Russian federation and China are looking for peace and Pakistan is
being considered by these two countries as a lynchpin. Reason being is that Pakistan is a key
junction or geographical pivot in order to have any sort of manipulation in the region. Therefore,
these both regions would remain sufferer for a foreseeable future until and unless these two countries
use their influence of pressure so much that the US is forced to exit from this region.
This great game is continued with new character and new interests of new players. The nomenclature
of the OGG and NGG can be changed, but definitely impact would be the same that is power
politics.” (M. Khan, personal communication, May 26, 2018).

In the past two big empires, British and USSR were in tug of war for control of united India
and battle ground was Afghanistan. Another practitioner articulated in this way.
“During the Cold War, in the same battle ground, United States replaced British and the aim was
twofold: (1) the US wanted its revenge from the USSR for its failing in Vietnam and at the same
time, US was denying the USSR, an access to warm waters of Indian Ocean. (2) Now the battle
ground is same. More players have joined i.e. China and India, in addition to existing players. The
US and India also want to extend the battle ground to Pakistan. The term should be changed and
have correctly been called it the “grand great game”. I fully agree with you.” (A.R. Malik, personal
communication, May 9, 2018).

On the questions of shift of great game geopolitics in Afghanistan from international
conflict between major countries to regional players, India and Pakistan, three other SUDA were
of the same opine that the dynamics of the great game have changed. States cannot go for all-out of
the war because W.W.1 and W.W.II were the decisive wars. The W.W.II ended the traditional
global warfare culture. For, the world has moved in other asymmetrical means of war; (1)
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMDs) and nuclear weapons; and (2) terrorism. Today, the US
with so many countries possesses nuclear power. Therefore, the direct war between major
countries is impossible. Therefore, proxies are being played in disguise of terrorism. “It is not like
that the great game has changed from global character to regional character. Regional countries
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matter, but they are playing as proxies of major powers” (M. Khan, personal communication, May
26, 2018). For example, the US through Afghanistan under the cover of the Global War on Terror
is waging a war throughout the region. “It can be said that it is not a regional war because
ultimately the objectives of the US are global one” (M. Yosuf, personal communication, May 18,
2018). Therefore, major powers are behind and they are using the regional players for their own
strategic objectives. Thus, having said that the global dimension of this game has not been
changed, merely patterns and dynamics in the form of proxies have altered (K. Alqama, personal
communication, June 3, 2018). Therefore, as per these three participants, the nomenclature of old
Great Game or New Great Game can be reconstructed [as suggested “Grand Great Game” in the
proposed study] in face of the new developments in Afghanistan and changing geopolitical
dynamics and security patterns in post-9/11.
Unlikely the aforementioned agreement with the idea, some members from Pakistan
commented in the following ways: K.M. Kasuri (personal communication, June 7, 2018) totally
denied the existence of such great game politics. He called the great game “a journalistic term”. On
the other hand, another SUDA participant put across in these words that
“Great game is a generic term, Can be used anywhere anytime, irrespective of the players and
strategies involved. It’s a sort of struggle among power contenders for influence in a particular
region for specific purposes ranging from economics to political or even for cultural or religious
superiority and subordination of a nation or group of nations. So far as Afghanistan is concerned it is
being used as spring-board by western nations to counterbalance rising China and its growing
influence in Central Asia and Pakistan. India being one of the players in the regional power politics
has meaningfully enhanced its role with the support of US and NATO, and be remained the US
partner to counterbalance the influence of China. America would provide its shoulder to India to
become a regional super power. This is the actual danger which is being sensed by Pakistan security
policy Makers, a constant threat” (Q. Fatima, personal communication, June 2, 2018).

Similarly, another participant put this idea into words slightly different that the Cold War
was an ideological confrontation which has become different in post-Cold war era. The reason
being the emergence and resurgence of new actors in International system is shifting the polarity
from uni-polar to multi-polar. The nature of warfare has tremendously changed and threats
emanating from non-state actors have aggravated the security situations. The power struggle and
technological advancement have made distances irrelevant. “There are mere terminologies which
we construct for our own ease, whereas, the trends of realpolitik remain the same since Greek City
States which revolve around dominance and survival in the world” (F. Konain, personal
communication, April 6, 2018).
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5.2.3 Indian Perspective
Most of the Indian analysts were in disagreement with the new idea. However, the
professors of Jawaharlal Nehru University approved this idea. It is true that Afghanistan has been
the centre of old Great Game between the two imperial powers- Great Britain and Tsarist Russia.
Later on, this Game spilled over to 20th century between former Soviet Union and the US, each
vying for carving an influence in Afghanistan. However, following the Soviet armed intervention
in 1979, there has been open collision between the two powers in Afghanistan when
“The US responded by promoting and pitting Islamists/Mujahideen against the Soviets in
Afghanistan. Saudi funds and Pakistani muscle turned the US strategy into success by evicting the
Soviets from Afghanistan. But it had dangerous [and perverse] unintended consequences for the
subcontinent, as a Frankenstein’s monster was created not in the US but in the region [Afghanistan
and its surroundings], which is still grappling with the rise of Islamic extremism and terrorism” (K.
Warikoo, personal communication, April 9, 2018).

One would do well in looking at the statement of Brzezinski [former national security
advisor to President Jimmy Carter] at the time of the Soviet forces pull out from Afghanistan
because terrorists and Islamic fundamentalists were his CIA-funded creation. He stated in one
interview in 1998, “what is the important to the history of the world? The Taliban or the collapse
of the Soviet Empire? Some stirred-up Moslems [Muslims] or liberation of the Central Europe and
the end of the Cold War?” The interviewer retorted at that time by saying “Some stirred-up
Moslems? But it has been said and repeated: Islamic fundamentalism represents a world menace
today [that is Al-Qaeda]” (Shahtahmasebi, 2017).(edit reference by adding weblink) He was not
concerned with the consequences of the mujahedeen and the rise of Islamists for the region.
“Hence there is the need to look beyond geopolitics and see through the possibilities of geoeconomic and geo-cultural cooperation in this 3G between India, Afghanistan and Pakistan.
Regional ‘geo’- economic and ‘geo’- cultural cooperation will bring both peace and prosperity to
the region and its peoples” (K. Warikoo, personal communication, April 9, 2018). Similarly,
another eminent Indian professor commends that “the Grand Great Game is more appropriate as it
is different as the Great Game involved UK and then US in the Cold War and focused mostly on
the USSR. The 3G not only involves Russia, central Asian states plus, China, India, Iran and
others” (A.K. Pasha, personal communication, June 19, 2018). Likewise, an Indian practitioner
extends Pasha’s viewpoint that the game since 9/11 had been a war of ideology and was one side
game which had been played by US and they succeeded in it very well. “This war was not against
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the country [Afghanistan or Pakistan], but radicalization by that US gained faith through
worldwide” (S.R. Hussain, personal communication, May 1, 2018).
Most of the Indian SUDAs have described the difference between old and new great game
is in terms of actors. The game ─ whether in 19th century or the Cold War or in the contemporary
scene ─ points to the clash on interests. For example, one participant called it a geopolitical powerplay that has played a major part in Afghanistan. Therefore, there are no need adding labels (S.
Kapila, personal communication, April 10, 2018). Another participant views that in this powerplay, political realism has been adopted by most of the states (D. Nandy, personal communication,
April 6, 2018). In the OGG, it was the Soviet Union and the Britain and now it is the US on the
one hand and China and Russia on the other.
“As regards content of conflict, then it was for imperial and ideological pursuits and now it is for
geo-economic gains, controlling trade and energy corridors besides worth the $trillion untapped
mineral resources of Afghanistan. South Asian geography is, therefore, impacting the regional
politics and international relations, since major competing players of the present “Great Game” are
international, whereas India, Pakistan and Iran are the peripheral ones. No issue in using the word
“Grand Great Game” as it points to the clash on interest. Nevertheless, many scholars must have
used new great game for explanation in relation to the old great game” (M.A. Kaw, personal
communication, June 7, 2018).

Another practitioner disapproved the idea of 3G by acclaiming that Afghanistan has been in
the crosshairs of rivalries among superpowers of the day for centuries, largely because of its vast
lawless tracts and the landlocked country's ungovernable characteristic.
“You can name this international rivalry as “a great game" or any other name. The description is
immaterial. Largely because of the fact that a major portion of Afghanistan is ungovernable and
lawless, Afghanistan will continue to a Mystery Land for major powers because its vast lawless
tracts offer an ideal location for all kinds of non state actors which make it the world's most
significant laboratory of terrorism” (R. Sharma, personal communication, May 22, 2018).

In the same way, a doctorate scholar elucidated that great game politics continued even
during the Cold War in Afghanistan. Therefore, it has become “a universal phenomenon” even
after the post-9/11, in the form of the NGG. The Great Game was rivalry between the British and
Russian Empires in Central Asia, during the nineteen century. Britain was trying to influence or
control much of Central Asia particularly Afghanistan to buffer the “crown jewel” of its vast
empire: British India. While the cold war players were US and USSR and it was a universal
phenomenon rather than limited to a particular region, through Afghanistan was a crucial part of
the cold war. The same game is going on with different actors. “I don’t think so that the
nomenclature of the realpolitik is that important (I. Yar, personal communication, April 13, 2018).
However, another practitioner, S. Mathew (personal communication, April 9, 2018) indicated that
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“yes” the term old great game or new great game should be reconstructed [suggested as grand
great game in the proposed study], sine new developments and changing geopolitical dynamics
and security patterns in post-9/11 made this demand to change terminologies. The factual position
is that “it is not a traditional chess-game due to increasing number of actors and changing their
strategies and nature of role”. A PhD scholar highlighted another dimension of this 3G other than
conventional great game geopolitics that the international and regional dynamics that prevailed
back then (Cold War) are different today in degree (C. Saxena, personal communication, April 28,
2018).. Overall, speaking theoretically in the compulsions of anarchy, the bloc politics of the Cold
War may have officially ended, the interests of the USA and Russia vis-à-vis the technicalities of
peace in Afghanistan continue to differ. While they both want peace and stability in Afghanistan,
the ways to go about appear to be divergent. Also, both the USA and Russia are in Afghanistan for
different reasons. C. Saxena further said
“As far as the current situation is concerned, Afghanistan believes, and so does Pakistan that it is a
victim of proxy war between India and Pakistan. India, on the other hand, maintains that it is not
waging any war against Pakistan in a distant land; it is in Afghanistan for its own reasons, “only”
one of which is to counter any purported Pakistani attempt to establish its unshakeable stronghold
there” (C. Saxena, personal communication, April 28, 2018).

5.2.4 Afghanistan and Iran Perspective
The same mix opinion was received by Iranian and Afghani participants. According to the
perspective of Iranian participant,
“Today, there is also a great game in the form of a game for power. The issue of terrorism and
extremism, al-Qaeda, Taliban and ISIS, as well as the rise of India and China as two major powers,
are among the issues that have affected the security scenario in the region. Afghanistan has been the
arena for proxy wars between various countries, including Russia- the United States and India –
Pakistan and etc., to reduce their rival's influence. And now the great game between Russia, China
and Pakistan on the one side and the United States and India on the other hand are strengthening”
(H. Rigi, personal communication, April 20, 2018).

Afghan participant goes into detail that first of all, some of the actors have switched and
some new actors have entered the scene. Afghanistan was a buffer state during the old Great
Game. But during part of the Cold War and what some call now new Great Game, Afghanistan is
one of the focal points. The main axis of the Cold War and the new Great Game are the same ─
Russia ─ but their allies have switched or seem to be in a state of switching sides. Pakistan, for
example, is entering or posing to be entering the Russian-led camp. In the existing situation, the
geostrategic interests, more than anything else, are driving the agendas of different countries and
so far the Af-Pak region is concerned, the situation is getting complex with the active involvement
of India-Pakistan rivalries more than any time before, US-Iran trouble, Iran-Saudi rivalry, and the
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active quest for hegemony by the United States and Russia and somewhat silent, but overt struggle
by China. It is not going to go away any time soon. “I would prefer call it new Great Game than
Grand Great Game” (D. Khattak, personal communication, April 16, 2018).
5.3 Unintended Consequences of Grand Great Game
5.3.1 Changing Strategic Security Architecture of South Asian Region
With the demise of USSR, in the post-cold war era, terrorism emerged as the sworn enemy
of the US. And with US involvement in Afghanistan further engraved the security of the South
Asian region. Moreover, the security architecture changed due to over nuclearization of South Asia
which further reshaped the strategic competition between India and Pakistan by introducing a new
balance which is deterrence stability. “With the end of the cold war, India went for massive
economic reforms in 1990s. It looked to the western world, the US, France etc. for ‘securitization’
and building its offensive and defensive capabilities; hence, lessened its dependence on the
Russian Federation for the purpose” (M.A. Kaw, personal communication, June 7, 2018). On the
other hand, at regional level, the most notable change in the strategic architecture of South Asia
happened in the form of Pakistan’s nuclear weapons and missiles arsenal in response of Indian
explosions. India was widely perceived as the regional power not only in South Asian context but
also in Asia and as an Emerged Power in global strategic calculus. India’s economic growth rates
likely to surpass those of China in the foreseeable future add greater weight to this recognition (S.
Kapila, personal communication, April 10, 2018). In this regard, “South Asia countries had got
extra efforts on security, budget and have to give extra effort to suitable their own internal security.
Borders have to be tighten more and extra efforts had been taken by Pakistan for their own borders
and security weapon” (S.R. Hussain, personal communication, May 1, 2018).
Furthermore, the post-cold war security architecture was also visibly marked by China’s
growing influence and role in South Asian regions, which was unavoidable for the emerging power
of India particularly in Asian politics (Q. Fatima, personal communication, June 2, 2018). India
believed that Chinese rapidly growing influence in South Asia through the “string of pearls” was a
new dimension in South Asian politics. India started continuously losing its grips in South Asia. In
this vein, “US supporting Pakistan & Soviet Union supporting India has changed with China being
the major supporter of Pakistan, while the US now competes with Russia as major suppliers of
military hardware to India. It can be argued that Russia’s influence now is secondary” (P. Wallace,
personal communication, April 8, 2018). According to D. Khattak,
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“Well, if we have to look at the changes, then the big changes emerged after 9/11, some 12 years
after the end of the cold of Cold War. In fact, with the end of the Cold War, the US lost interest in
the region and the result was a civil war in Afghanistan plus Pakistan’s monopoly over the proxies
focused on Afghanistan and India. While the 9/11 reignited the US role in the region, this time, the
allies have changed the goalposts. Pakistan is now more inclined towards Russia than the United
States, or at least it is bluffing to be. Iran is getting closer to the Taliban to counter the threat of the
Islamic State. India is getting closer to the United States than Russia. And since 2013, China is
coming forward as a major and active player for the first time” (personal communication, April 16,
2018).

The other factor was, after the Cold War, the existence of terrorism and Islamic extremists,
in particular Taliban and Al-Qaeda in the region, the 9/11 incident, the US invasion to
Afghanistan, as well as the rise of China and India, all undermined the security equation. The US
started adopting de-hyphenating Pakistan and India in her South Asian policy since 9/11. For a
long time US almost exclusively relied on Pakistan in its Afghan policy esp. after 9/11, but later
realized India’s strategic importance in its attempts to contain China and to contain terrorism,
shifted towards India slowly. “India’s tilt towards the USA and gradually, India’s less dependency
on Russia is one of the crucial factors” (D. Nandy, (personal communication, April 6, 2018). Also,
US pursued Af-pak policy and Indian increasing influence in Afghanistan was the result of this
policy (S. Mathew, personal communication, April 9, 2018). According to C. Rakisits,
It has changed beyond recognition. During the Cold War, there were three camps: the US-led West,
the Soviet-run Communist block and Non-Aligned Third World. Afghanistan was in the Soviet
sphere; Pakistan was squarely in the US camp through its membership of SEATO and CENTO and
its bilateral strategic agreement with the US; India, ostensibly a leader of the Non-Aligned
Movement (NAM), was in the Soviet camp, having signed a treaty of friendship with Moscow in
1971 and supported its invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979; and China was nowhere to be
seen. Now the camps have changed and the membership is fluid. There is still the US-led camp, the
Soviet-led camp is gone, China has risen exponentially and the NAM is only there by name. And
the big difference is the rise of non-state actors. Afghanistan is today struggling to survive as a
state, with the West trying to prop it up, Russia, China and Pakistan meddling in its internal affairs,
and terrorist, non-state actors increasing their territorial hold on Afghanistan. Pakistan is still in the
US camp, but only nominally, having chosen to put most of its strategic and defence eggs in the
China basket; India is still a leader of the NAM but non-aligned to whom is not clear, having got
much closer strategically with the US but still buying the overwhelming bulk of its military
hardware from Russia, and China is now in the region to stays, with its presence in Afghanistan,
close partnership with Pakistan and the building of the CPEC giving it access to the Indian Ocean”
(personal communication, May 4, 2018).

5.3.2. De-hyphenation Policy of the US towards South Asian key States of Pakistan and India
Almost all participants of the Senior University Doctorate Academies (SUDA) and Public
Sector Professionals & Practitioners (PSPP) are of the opine that US has played a role in dehyphenating Pakistan and India in her South Asian policy even prior to 9/11 and the nature of US
collaborations with India towards Afghanistan is as a result of this policy in the changing regional
security scenario of South Asia in post 9/11. Pakistani analyst states that the US has been
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following the de-hyphening policy in South Asia prior to 9/11 and US inclination towards India
was due to its growing economic rise. India’s role in Afghanistan is a by-product of US-India
strategic partnership. Moreover, the troubled US-Pakistan ties and uneasy Afghan-Pakistan
relations and more importantly, China’s rise contributed a lot to provide space to Indian strong
footings in Afghanistan (M. Yusuf, personal communication, May 18, 2018). Indian participants
viewed that US played a long term strategy and used the land of Afghanistan so can watch easily
India-Pakistan-Iran-China. Both countries went far away to each other (India & Pakistan).
One US professor has drawn his analysis in this regard in the following words;
The US de-hyphenating of India and Pakistan already began before 9/11 but it accelerated following
the terrorist attacks in 2001. It basically consisted of two tracks: First, starting under pressure of G.
W. Bush, Washington deepened its relationship with New Delhi. It sees India as potentially a useful
counter-balance to the growing military strength of China. Whether that will be the case in the future
is another matter. Second, it put massive amount of pressure on Pakistan to hunt down the Afghan
terrorist groups that found refuge in Pakistan. It made clear, especially under President Trump, that it
would no longer tolerate Pakistan being soft on the various terrorist groups. As a result of these two
tracks and a number of key developments, including the fact that Al-Qaeda leader Bin Laden had
been hiding in Pakistan, bilateral relations between Pakistan and the US have deteriorated sharply.
(C. Rakisits, personal communication, May 4, 2018).

5.3.3 Proxy War between India and Pakistan in Afghanistan
Most of the participants accepted that Pakistan and India are involved in proxy conflict in
Afghanistan. This proxy conflict has greatly put security implications on Pakistan. These security
implications include all strategic and security, economic, political and social aspects. For instance,
one participant highlighted how this proxy war started in post-9/11 and put security and strategic
impact on Pakistan that
“I agree that there is a proxy war going on in Afghanistan between these two countries” (Azmat
Hayat Khan, personal communication, May 22, 2018). Here I can add the rest two participant
quotations.

This proxy war is very much associated with the nature of role of Pakistan and India in
Afghanistan. Different aspects of this proxy war have been highlighted. Better to understand this
proxy war and nature of role of Pakistan and India in Afghanistan and their implications for
Pakistan by analyzing these aspects.
5.3.3.1 Kashmir Factor
All participants seem agreed that Indian involvement in Afghanistan is associated with
Kashmir issue and Afghan peace lies in resolution of this issue. An international analyst analyzed
the whole geopolitical scenario of the proxy war between India and Pakistan not only in
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Afghanistan but also in the South Asia as a whole. He indicated that what Pakistan is facing today
is a result of done in past.
“I believe the road to peace in Kabul runs through Kashmir.” The new battleground for IndoPakistan competition is now in Afghanistan and this complicates the search for peace in
Afghanistan. This doesn’t mean that Kashmir is no longer the main bone of contention between the
two nuclear-armed South Asian neighbours. Quite the contrary, it is still very much alive. This is
why this festering issue between the two countries needs to resolved once and for all. However,
because the Kashmir issue is now so much part of the South Asia narrative, it would require tough
and long negotiations and a lot of compromise from both sides” (C. Rakisits, personal
communication, May 4, 2018.

Indian participants blamed Pakistan used Afghan fighters in Kashmir in such words; “after
Pakistan’s break-up in 1971, Daud’s coup on Afghanistan, Iranian 1979 Revolution, Soviet
Intervention in Afghanistan, Pakistan saw Afghanistan as part of West/Arab alliance to expel
USSR from Afghanistan. The US-Pak cooperation in Afghanistan saw situation in Kashmir
deteriorate with Afghan fighters appearing in Kashmir. India decided to court Afghan governments
to limit Pak influence in Kabul” (A.K. Pasha, personal communication, June 19, 2018). Another
participant articulated that
Kashmir factor is behind the India-Pakistan proxy war in Afghanistan. India wants the end of
Taliban for ideological and religious incompatibility with it. It wants to ensure that the Taliban
support, once Afghan war ends, to the Kashmiri separatists does not complicate the Kashmir issue.
In contrast, Pakistan wants the Taliban to sustain for furtherance of its historical influence in
Afghanistan and also as a lesser evil between the Pashtuns and the Balochs. The Balochs claim for a
separate home land. Islamabad does not want the Pashtuns to perceive so as they constitute a large
population compared to the Balochs; hence, supports them overtly or covertly, and which the US
calls as the Pakistan’s “duplicity” of course without realizing Pakistan’s compulsions. Kashmir and
Afghanistan are thus co-related issues. Precisely, the key to the Afghan peace lies in the resolution of
Kashmir conflict (M. A. Kaw, personal communication, June 7, 2018).

Pakistani analyst replied in detail to the Indian charge of using Afghan fighters in Kashmir
in an inspiring way. He shed light on how Indian engagement in Afghanistan has been affecting
Pakistan in short- and long-terms.
“Whether it is SCO meeting on Afghanistan, India and Pakistan raised the issue of Kashmir that is
why the original SCO members were reluctant to accept India and Pakistan as members. So unless
the issues between the two countries i.e. India and Pakistan are for Afghanistan to become peaceful
is difficult. Iran can play an important role in bringing these countries together but they have other
priorities and is using them for its purpose. Karzai wanted to have a foreign policy like Amir Abdul
Rahman to have friendly relations with both Russia and US and keep their influence out of
Afghanistan. He badly failed in that for the US policy is not what the British had. The US is in
Afghanistan for a different purpose. Osama Bin Laden and the Taliban were just an excuse.
According to Brzezinski in his book “The Grand Chessboard” he writes that for the US to remain a
superpower should occupy central Eurasia. Nowadays the strategist doesn’t call it Central Asia, it’s
now known as Central Eurasia from Caspian to Xinjiang including Afghanistan. The US strategy is
to Balkanize this region on ethnic and linguistic basis and then bring it under their influence and
block China’s excess to Gawadar. India provided to Afghanistan almost every kind of aid from
military to developmental. After the US, India is the second biggest donor to Afghanistan. Since
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many Afghan leaders are Indian Educated they have a natural inclination towards India. In fact the
US also wanted India to take over US responsibility after they leave this region. The best policy to
bring peace to Afghanistan is that the Afghans should be left free from interference from outside
powers. As long as the Regional countries use Afghanistan for their own interest it can never have
peace. What Afghanistan needs is not democracy but a dynamic and strong leader like Amir Abdul
Rahman” (M. Khan, personal communication, May 26, 2018).

Pakistani analysts clarified Pakistan’s stance that for India and Pakistan to develop full
confidence and trust is a far gone conclusion. Among India and Pakistan the fear and mistrust is
more than the actual conflict. Since, Pakistan does not trust Afghans and vice versa, so how
Pakistan can use the Afghan fighters in Kashmir against India. The former Foreign minister of
Pakistan elaborated that Indian phobia is much more in Afghanistan than what it actually is. The
amount of money and energy the Indians are spending in Afghanistan [especially post-9/11], their
achievements are nothing comparing the efforts and money Pakistan invested (K.M. Kasuri,
personal communication, June 7, 2018).
5.3.3.2 Pakistan’s Policy of Strategic Depth
“Strategic depth policy is now obsolete and no longer a factor in Pakistan’s military
calculations in the event of an armed conflict with India” (C. Rakisits, personal communication,
May 4, 2018) .On the other hand, another International participants revealed another aspect that
“ISI’s role with the Haqqani and Taliban networks is well known. India’s proxy role is less well
publicized than its activities in Baluchistan to “balance” Pakistan’s role in Afghanistan and
Kashmir is often asserted. ISI’s strategic depth policy appears to be continuing, perhaps increased
with BJP’s nationalistic assertiveness including military actions and border defensive actions
(fences and bunkers)” (P. Wallace, personal communication, April 8, 2018).
Two perspectives were presented from Indian experts. (1) An Indian analyst called this
proxy war as a result of Pakistan’s Cold War and strategic depth policies in Afghanistan.
India is very much active in Afghanistan, especially in reconstructing the democracy and
infrastructures. Pakistan fears as it can lose its grief in Afghanistan. Pakistan’s policy [strategic
depth] towards Afghanistan is not successful, because of its dilemma in policy implementations in
Afghanistan. Pakistan’s double standard policy has to be changed (D. Nandy, personal
communication, April 6, 2018).

India's role in Afghanistan has been by and large development-oriented though the strategic
imperatives have been supreme. Pakistan [strategic depth] strategy has been to deny India a
strategic place in Afghanistan and use the country as its fifth province and use the landlocked
country for enhancing its strategic depth. “Indian objective has been just the converse: to counter
Pakistan’s India-specific strategy at every step” (R. Sharma, personal communication, May 22,
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2018). (2) Another perspective came into front from both Indian and Pakistani participants that
strategic depth policy was a failure of Pakistan. For example, Pakistan never obtained strategic
depth in Afghanistan. Iran provided that for a short period under the Shah regime but in later years
he too veered towards India. India does not perceive Afghanistan as an adversary or a conflictual
factor in Indian perceptions. India’s geopolitical role in Afghanistan has been consistent towards
contributing to Afghanistan’s emergence as a stable, democratic moderate Islamic country.
“Fortunately, United States finds merit in that approach and hence the growing US-India
convergence on Afghanistan” (S. Kapila, personal communication, April 10, 2018). Pakistani
professor stated that
the strategic depth is presumably considered a flopped policy, as it could not produce the desired
results. However, it is not an obsolete or irrelevant concept in the given geopolitical environment of
Pakistan, because Pakistan would become a sandwich between two hostile neighbors on eastern and
western borders. To have a friendly Afghanistan is a rational and very much convincing option for
security of the Pakistan. The security policy makers of Pakistan should always give due importance
to Afghan factor in its security policy. Pakistan would always remain relevant and the most
important player in the region in terms of Afghan situation, due to its geographical proximity, racial
ethnic and religious commonalties with afghan political forces. It has influence over the groups
inside Afghanistan, so Pakistan is needed for reconciliation and peace in Afghanistan (Q. Fatima,
personal communication, June 2, 2018).

Even Afghanis themselves denies the practicality of strategic depth policy effectively. For
instances, Pakistan accuses India for destabilizing Pakistan using Afghan Soil and has number of
time complained India’s more role in Afghanistan. Afghanistan, from a geo-economic and
strategic point is very important for both Pakistan and India. India’s key rational seems to have
access to Central Asia and a Taliban clear Afghanistan. “So far the so-called Strategic Depth
Policy is concerned, it is not a practical one in its real aim” (I. Yar, personal communication, April
13, 2018).
Similarly, Iranian also accepted that policy of strategic depth caused letdown of Pakistan
regarding its Afghan policy (H. Rigi, personal communication, April 20, 2018). The Afghan
experts raised questions what real problem Pakistan has from growing India-Afghanistan
bonhomie. Pakistan’s overwhelming negative response shows that Pakistan doesn’t want to see
Afghanistan’s move towards development and prosperity. A general Pakistani response to this
Afghan participant argument was that India is trying to pursue an “encirclement policy” of
Pakistan. Afghanistan is bilaterally collaborating and India is supporting Afghanistan. Pakistan
doesn’t have any problem with this relationship, but Afghanistan should not allow India to use
Afghan territory against Pakistan.
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5.3.3.3 India’s Soft Role in Afghanistan in Post-9/11
After September 11, 2001, India was a supporter of the elected government and Pakistan
has supported for the Taliban government. So, Afghanistan has become a rivalry arena between the
two countries. “Unlike India, which has been increasing its political and economic influence,
Pakistan has not been successful in cementing its strategic depth policy in Afghanistan because of
supporting for the Taliban and not cooperating with the elected government, as well as the lack of
economic and financial resources for influencing in Afghanistan (H. Rigi, personal
communication, April 20, 2018).
India has extended humanitarian and reconstruction assistance of up to 3 billion dollars
(from 2001 till now). But it has been entirely spent on reconstruction (building Salma dam, electric
transmission lines, roads, bridges, hospitals, schools, skill development programmes, capacity
building, building parliament building etc). One participant stated that Indian role of education in
Afghanistan is less (S.R. Hussain, personal communication, May 1, 2018). However, it was
claimed by other Indian experts that 1,000 scholarships are provided to Afghans for study in
various Indian institutes. However, over 5,000 additional Afghan students have been studying in
India at their expense, because they find the atmosphere peaceful, hospitable, friendly and less
expensive.

“More

importantly,

the

funds

have

been

operated

through

Afghan

government/agencies, unlike the Western donors which have spent most of their funding on their
sponsored NGOs, their staff, rent of building etc. And this fact has not escaped the attention of
Afghans” (K. Warikoo, personal communication, April 9, 2018).
Indian economic, social, military, educational and infrastructural assistance to Afghanistan
is a soft-power approach focused on political engagement and some high-profile development
assistance. However, “The military dimension has been quite minor” (J. T. White, personal
communication, May 1, 2018). The military role was limited because prior to 9/11, it discreetly
supported the Northern Alliance versus the Taliban, lest radical Taliban movement may reinforce
secessionism in Kashmir (M.A. Kaw, personal communication, June 7, 2018). On the other side, it
is said that most of the Indian support to Afghanistan in post-9/11 has been in the “military field,
selling materiel and providing training to the security forces” (C. Rakisits, personal
communication, May 4, 2018). After 9/11 and until 2010, its role has widened: establishing more
than desired number of Indian consulates in Afghanistan ‘purportedly’ to provide and distribute
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around $2 billion in Afghanistan’s economic reconstruction process and military trainingAfghan’s
ANP, ANA, and NDS (M. Khan, personal communication, May 26, 2018).
Moreover, Indians tried to portray the Afghan perspective that “India’s role in Afghanistan
has consistently been constructive, whereas Pakistan’s role has been compulsively and consistently
disruptive. India has been successful in Afghanistan because the Afghan people trust India as a
benign player in Afghanistan. Afghanistan does not trust Pakistan” (S. Kapila, personal
communication, April 10, 2018). Moreover, the Afghans themselves showed such kind of response
that “India is supporting the Kabul government to maintain its influence in Afghanistan against its
old historical enemy, Pakistan (K. Ehsan, personal communication, June 11, 2018). For, Pakistan
couldn’t maintain good relations either with Kabul nor New Delhi. It is elaborated that
“the word “friendly” in Pakistan’s wish for “peaceful, stable and friendly Afghanistan” is mainly
meant for Indian role in Afghanistan. India has a longer history of smooth relationship with
Afghanistan than Pakistan. Despite being majority Muslim countries, Afghanistan-Pakistan are not
coming to terms because of the border dispute (from Afghanistan point of view at least). India, on
the other hand, has no such dispute with Afghanistan. India was not actively involved in Afghanistan
during the era of anti-Soviet Jihad while Pakistan was on the front and a party with the Mujahideen
and against the pro-USSR (communists). During the Taliban era, India stayed on the side of the
Northern Alliance alongside rest of the world while Pakistan sided the Taliban. In post-Taliban
Afghanistan, Indian, in the very beginning, focused on reconstruction. So all this has a history and
this is why India is enjoying more leverage in Afghanistan than Pakistan” (Daud Khattak, personal
communication, April 16, 2018).

Part II
5.4 Implication for Pakistan [External Negativities since post-9/11]
Indians showed that there was and is no threat to Pakistan from India or Afghan-India
partnership (K. Warikoo, personal communication, April 9, 2018). On the other hand, Indian
experts assert that “Karzai moving closer to India” has been a great apprehension for Pakistan (S.
Mathew, personal communication, April 9, 2018). Moreover, another expert gave details how
Karzai’s closeness to India affected Pakistan that “To limit Pakistani influence economically,
militarily, politically, and socially and culturally by presenting it as sponsor of terrorism by
Taliban, prolonging NATO presence, delaying Afghan reconstruction, threatening its peace,
security and stability. India used Hamid Karzai to limit Pakistan influence in Afghanistan quite
successfully” (A.K.Pasha, personal communication, June 19, 2018). Therefore, the aforesaid
discussion helps to analyze the multi-dimensional apprehensions and implications for Pakistan.
Basically, Indian involvement in Afghanistan has put external negativities [detrimental
unintended consequences] on Pakistan. Critically speaking, Indian activities in Afghanistan in
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post-9/11 era are the result of Indian hegemonic intentionality externally and to some degree the
perverse unintended consequences of Pakistan’s wrong policies internally, including weakness in
foreign policy formulation and exhibition, and diplomatic vulnerability even to defend its wrong
acts and reactions. However, these detrimental and perverse unintended consequences have been
an impetus for Pakistan to reduce the challenges and seek external opportunities by internal effort
for counter-balancing enduring Indian threat.
5.4.1 Security and Strategic Concerns and Implications
Afghanistan-India strategic partnership and Indian augmented multilayered engagement
with Afghanistan [post-9/11] laid grave security and strategic implications on Pakistan.
5.4.1.1 Indian Interference in Pakistan’s Domestic Affairs: Baluchistan, FATA and KPK
According to Indian experts, New Delhi presence in Afghanistan is critical to the country’s
broader interests. While, Pakistan experts that Islamabad believes that Indian presence in
Afghanistan on her western border is making Pakistani borders insecure. India is involved in
strategic encirclement of Pakistan from India-Iran to Afghanistan side. Pakistani circles admit that
the only concern and problem of Pakistan from Afghanistan-Indian relations is that India is
operating terrorist activities against Pakistan. Hence, they showed that Islamabad possesses serious
security apprehensions and concerns against the India’s strategic foothold in its backyard
[Afghanistan]. As it is mentioned by a Pakistani expert that
Afghan soil should not be used by India against Pakistan. Previously, Iranian soil was used against
Pakistan by India when Iran-Pakistan was not enjoying good relationship. India used this as
opportunity and Kulbhushan Jadhav did all his activities in Baluchistan and Karachi through Iran.
After 9/11, as India has entered in Afghanistan, Afghan soil is constantly being used against
Pakistan. This is a stated policy of India [in form of Gujral Doctrine] that let’s bleed Pakistan and
let’s use all anti-Pakistan elements within Pakistan and within Afghanistan against Pakistan for
cause of terrorism. For this, India has full-fledged battalions and network in Afghanistan to be used
against Pakistan. This is only one reason which is quite enough to bother Pakistan from this
relationship; otherwise, Pakistan doesn’t have any problem from their bilateral ties (M. Khan,
personal communications, May 26, 2018).

This Pakistani apprehension is confirmed by an international expert as well that
The Pakistan authorities’ biggest apprehension, rather than threat, about the growing Indian
influence in Afghanistan is that it gives the Indians an opportunity to get involved in Pakistan’s
domestic affairs, especially in Baluchistan and FATA. Already, Pakistan is accusing the Indians of
providing support to some of the Baluch armed irredentist groups and the Pakistan Taliban. True or
not, it doesn’t assist bilateral relations which are at best of times strained (C. Rakisits, personal
communication, May 4, 2018).

Moreover, an international expert elucidated that “Pakistan interpreted any kind of India
presence in Afghanistan during this period [Karzai’s 13-year tenure] as evidence of nefarious
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intentions [of India against Pakistan]. It has shamelessly exaggerated the number of consulates and
extent of India activities” (M. G. Weinbaum, personal communication, April 8, 2018). On the
other hand, the Indian circles exhibit dissimilar views, as some perceive that India has positive role
in Afghanistan and should have been stronger grounds. However, some believe that Indian
extended role in Afghanistan would be highly negative because this intended action of India
ultimately may instigate Pakistan to continue with proxies against India from Afghanistan.
According to Ganguly, Pakistan’s aspirations for its objectives in Afghanistan vis-à-vis Indian
enhanced role are as follows: (1) restricting covert role of Indian consulates in terms of
interference in internal affairs on the western border, e.g. from collecting secret information and
igniting the low-intensity but persistent separatist movements in Baluchistan; (2) constraining
Indian extended role in the post-ISAF withdrawal in Afghanistan; (3) hindering Indian growing
approach to the energy resources and market of the CARs; (4) Curbing India from exerting any
military pressure on Pakistan or surprise military adventure; and (5) Provoking Pakistan to make
its armed forces ready to re-use the Afghan territory aimed for training various proxy war militants
in pursuit of Kashmir freedom (Ganguly, 2012: 5).
Pakistani participants responded that Pakistan wants peace. If India continue to play against
Pakistani interests in Afghanistan then Pakistan will have to play a defensive role and have to
openly discuss with Afghan government that Indian presence and Indian activities against Pakistan
is the one reason whereby Pakistan feels pain and uncomfortable. This is indeed the area, whereby
India continues to use Afghan land for terrorist activities against Pakistan and affects Pakistan such
as the attack on Army Public School on December 16, 2016, and so forth. “Eventually, Pakistan
would definitely try to counter the Indian interests in Afghanistan directly or indirectly. Countries
always have means to offset its rival forces which are unexplainable” (M. Khan, personal
communication, May 26, 2018). An international expert also expressed that “India’s role in
Baluchistan also is a consideration, perhaps as a negotiating card in the next round of discussions
as they periodically take place following a crisis (P. Wallace, personal communication, April 8,
2018).
Moreover, Hanauer and Chalk (2012: 25-29) deem that Pakistan’s Afghan policy and its
objectives are Indian-centric such as (1) Pakistan is not comfortable at all with any sort of India’s
involvement [soft or hard or both] in Afghanistan; (2) Pakistan seek ascendance of the Taliban’s
power and weak governance of the elected governments; (3) [re-]maintenance of ‘strategic depth’
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against any Indian aggression for Pakistan; (4) Training and [covert] operations by Pakistanisponsored militants for Kashmir; (5) to extend geo-economic linkages with the CARs; and (6)
Pakistan’s essentiality in Afghan peace dialogue or reconciliation talks; and finally (7) with minor
priorities for marginalization of the Afghanistan’s claim for Pushtunistan issue.
5.4.1.2 TTP Factor: An Indian-funded and Afghan-facilitated insurgent group
According to Pakistani author, Pakistan’s problem is that during the whole decade [from
2001 to 2010], Pakistan has just focused only on Afghanistan, “Perhaps, we [Pakistan] had no
choice, but we have pursued this one single issue to the detriment, if not the exclusion, of many
other concerns” (Khan, 1990: 16). The same situation continued even after 2010. In this regard, an
Afghan participant opined that “Pakistan may face a grave threat from the Tehrek-e-Taliban
Pakistan (TTP), who is now believed to be hiding across the border in Afghanistan. Pakistan
strongly believes that the TTP fighters are getting support from the Afghan and Indian intelligence.
In 2014, the TTP claimed attack on a military-run school in Peshawar and killed nearly 150
people, mostly children” (D. Khattak, personal communication, April 16, 2018). Another Afghan
expert ratified that Pakistan has some legitimate security concerns when it comes to Indian
influence in Afghanistan. “During the last-5-year of Karzai’s tenure, Pakistan faced enormous
security challenges which were posed by the Pakistani Taliban, an Indian funded and Afghan
facilitated insurgent group that challenged rule of law in Pakistani territory [Mullah Omar
challenged writ of Pakistan in Swat then Swat operation was conducted there to re-establish
Pakistani writ]” (K. Ehsan, personal communication, June 11, 2018).
5.4.1.3 Factor of ISIS or Daesh
The ISIS presence in Afghanistan had been seen as skeptical. However, a chief of staff to
the current Afghan President Ashraf Ghani, Abdul Salam Rahimi, made the first official
confirmation of Daesh's presence in Afghanistan in March 2015 by saying, “Daesh is here, they do
exist” (Is Daesh really in Afghanistan?, 2016). However, a Kabul-based analyst, Borhan Osman
indicated,
“Various armed Pakistani groups [TTP] began relocating to Nangarhar [Afghanistan’s province with
capital of Jalalabad nearby Pakistani area of Peshawar] as far back as 2010. Some were TTP-aligned.
Others were not…The Daesh name became an easy cover for those dissatisfied with the Taliban,
both in Afghanistan and Pakistan, to settle scores with their ex-comrades… Some were even sent to
fight in Syria. Among those who returned alive, many moved into areas in Afghanistan and
Pakistan” (Daesh is ISIS, Afghanistan, 2017).
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In this regard, two different aspects came forward by a senior US and Pakistani analysts.
(1) According to P. Wallace, “India’s influence may be in the process of being buttressed by China
as battle hardened Uyghur’s are leaving Syria/Iraq and potentially will be a factor with ISIS and
other insurgent groups against Karzai” (personal communication, April 8, 2018). (2) M. Khan
(personal communication, May 26, 2018) expressed his views about this that here back, there was
a statement of Bhartiya Janta Party (BJP) that the Daesh (ISIS) network is being organized in
several areas of Afghanistan. This is done under the military patronage of the USA. Indeed, he
further said that these people of ISIS relocated in Khurasan initially are going to be used for some
motives: (1) to counter the Taliban; (2) to counter the Afghan government machinery; (3) lastly, to
destabilize Afghanistan. Ultimately, the ISIS objectives are beyond that regarding Pakistan, China
and the CARs.
Moreover, it was also said that India is working against Pakistan in disguise of the ISSI.
According to the Indian reports, “thirteen Indian ISIS militants and two of its commanders of
Indian nationality were killed in the GBU-43/B attack by US in Afghanistan” (13 Indian ISIS
terrorists reportedly killed, 2017). This GBU-43/B is US-made Massive Ordnance Air Blast Bomb
(MOAB) that is known as the “Mother of All Bombs”. This MOAB was dropped by the US to
destroy the supposed ISSI cave and tunnel network located in Achin district of Afghanistan’s
Nangarhar province, near the Pakistani border. Similarly, this news was also reported by
Hindustan Times that Kabul-based Pajhwok Afghan News agency gave details that “13 Indian
Daesh militants were also among those killed” as stated by an anonymous security official. (13
suspected Indian IS fighters killed, 2017). The Afghan sources further described that the 13 ISSI
commanders were also killed who had linkages with India, Pakistan and Afghanistan (Kakar,
2017, April 18). Moreover, it was also highlighted by a Pakistani experts that
“Karzai’s was so frustrated from all these Indian activities [started disclosing later] that he stated that
it [India] made Pakistan like Afghanistan. Its mean that the way, Afghanistan is bleeding and
suffering, Pakistan would be made like that. He didn’t do it by himself. But he provided space India
to do all this. Once, Pakistan security forces and army started clearing all this within its own
boundaries, the tragic incident of Peshawar attack happened which was directly operated from
Afghanistan with the help of Indian elements that was proved by investigations” (M. Khan, personal
communication, May 26, 2018).

Most of the Pakistani participants agreed that the evidences are obvious for increasing
wave of terrorism across Pakistan. Several attacks were made by India via Afghanistan within
Pakistan which was proved during investigations. Kulbhushan Jadhav apprehension is another
clear evidence of Indian inference within Pakistan by the means of using neighboring lands of
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Pakistan. Afghanistan is the only country aligned with US and India for encirclement which is
creating problem for Pakistan, once Pakistan is fencing with Af-Pak border. That is so clear in
Afghan minds why don’t let Pakistan happen this because the mobilization and infiltration of
terrorists were so easy between Pakistan and Afghanistan without this fencing. Pakistan is doing
this voluntarily and Afghanistan at least should not resist this action of Pakistan.
5.4.2 Psychological and Cultural Implications
Due to insecure environment as a result of terrorism, Pakistan’s people have been dwelling
in sense of insecurity from several years. As a result of discussion with the Afghan community
[while staying in the US for the doctorate research work] and Pakistan participants, it was
presented that India is fighting a perception war in Afghanistan through cultural and educational
exchanges under the umbrella of soft power engagement which is aimed at changing the minds of
Afghanis against Pakistan as the long-term strategy. For instance, Pakistan’s interests/image has
been badly damaged in Afghanistan through strong cultural relationship between India and
Afghanistan as compared to Pakistan. Pakistan despite hosting millions of Afghan refugees has
less to gain (A.R. Malik, personal communication, May 9, 2018). A US expert presented the same
picture with another frame that perception of war is due to Pakistan’s own policies rather than
India’s soft power and cultural power.
“I believe that Pakistan faces minimal threat from Indian influence in Afghanistan. The Afghan
military cannot mount a conventional challenge to Pakistan, and Indian support to Afghanistan will
not change that. [However], Pakistan is deeply unpopular in Afghanistan, but that has much less to
do with Indian “soft power” than it does with Afghans’ perceptions of Pakistan’s own policies,
most notably its support to the Taliban. India and Afghanistan do of course have intelligence
cooperation, but it is not clear to me how that would pose any significant threat to Pakistan” (J. T.
White, personal communication, May 1, 2018).

Two sub-points can be drawn from this point. (1) It has become a war of perceptions
because if Pakistan is unpopular among the Afghans due to support of the Taliban then an
ideological role was played by Pakistan but in negative sense; as Pakistan faced its spillover
impacts; and (2) Intelligence role. According to a young Indian scholar, India is playing a positive
role in Afghanistan through its cultural power. “Most of this had to do with India’s increasing
government to people outreach. Beyond that, maybe the opening of new Indian consulates could
have been seen as threatening by Pakistan” (C. Saxena, personal communication, April 28, 2018).
In the support of second sub-point, a senior Pakistani participant argued that “the Indians [RAW,
Indian intelligence agency] with Afghan intelligence and old KHAD people is very organized and
has a planned strategy for Pakistan western border areas. As long as no mutual trust is developed
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between India and Pakistan as well as Pakistan and Afghanistan, instability and turmoil would
continue in Afghanistan and the region (A.H. Khan, personal communication, May 22, 2018).
Pakistani analysts were in agreement that Pakistan and India have been pursuing their
national interests in Afghanistan. India was evicted from Afghanistan after 1990 during
Najibullah’s government and later, after the Taliban’s government. In the post-9/11 era, it sounded
a golden opportunity for India to re-enter in Afghanistan. The US used India as its proxy or
strategic ally. Today, India is well entered in Afghanistan in the garb of its rehabilitation and
reconstruction. But the process, what India did that it has moved into Afghanistan in a big way
such as controlling the Afghanistan policy, the entire Afghan bureaucracy, political leadership and
military leadership, its Afghan intelligence (NDS) and even its students are being trained by India.
Pakistan is expecting that change of minds in Afghanistan in form of entire Afghan bureaucratic,
military and political structures is actually done with a purpose of perception war that the Afghan
people are going to think differently about Pakistan as they did in past. As previously, the only
Afghan Karzai government thought and acted against Pakistan not Afghan people. However,
India’s deep [cultural] influence in Afghanistan is actually making its entire masses against
Pakistan. Pakistan should try to make its position against this influence. Unfortunately, today India
is much there in Afghanistan. They have acceptability in Afghan masses through its financial
investment as compared to Pakistan.
Moreover, India has successfully created a situation in Afghanistan where its masses are
becoming against Pakistan; but, more that, the people moved to Afghanistan such as TTP [Tehrake-Taliban Pakistan] and other non-state terrorist and extremist elements are being trained in
various places in Afghanistan-Pakistan border or in Afghanistan and sent back to Pakistan to carry
out or sabotage not only counter-terrorism and extremism efforts but also Pakistan’s peace,
security and stability at large. Afghanistan has become a serious threat for Pakistan particularly its
soil is being used against Pakistan to harbor and to equip the terrorists who have been involved in
various attacks made in different parts of Pakistan especially FATA and KPK. This entire scenario
depicts that the anti-Pakistan mind-making of the people of Afghanistan is being done in the garb
of soft power engagement. All were agreed that Pakistan has failed not only to build up its soft
power narrative in Afghanistan as compared to India, but also whatever Pakistan has done for
more than 3 million refugees and other soft power actions in past, it could not project those works
properly. A. Zaheer expressed that
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“Afghanistan and Pakistan have close ethno-religious ties and Pakistan also hosts a great number of
refugees bringing soft power of culture, media and film industry. Pakistani policy maker failed to
project this in their foreign policy because they did not change and revisit their policy toward
Afghanistan post 9/11. India too has ethnic and religious ties with Afghanistan. India is using soft
power with its hard power assistance Afghanistan. India has promoted liberal and democratic values
in Afghanistan that’s why Indian image in Afghanistan is trouble shooter while Pakistani image is
trouble maker (personal communication, July 3, 2018).

A young Afghan expert maintained that
Pakistan’s soft power in Afghanistan has been there not because of Pakistan making an effort but
because of the byproducts of the situation. For example, buy and sell on Pakistani currency,
Pakistani model private schools. However in general Pakistan is not popular in Afghan hearts.
Pakistan should help eliminate the roots of terrorism especially in FATA region by providing
economic opportunities rather than military operations (personal communication, April 13, 2018).

Indian analysts highlight the positive works done by Pakistan: (1) hosting of refugees; (2)
sending medical tourism; (3) investing in Afghanistan for contributing in the ongoing Afghan
reconstruction by completing construction process in the following projects (a) Torkham-Jalalabad
road; (b) Jinnah Hospital Complex in Kabul; and lastly (3) establishment of Allama Iqbal Faculty
of Arts at the Kabul University. Apart of it, one Pakistani participant highlighted that Pakistan’s
LUMS [University] offers scholarships for the Afghan students under Afghan Scholarship
Program and SAARC Scholarship program. In addition, in 2009, the Higher Education
Commission of Pakistan initiated to offer 3000 Afghan students annually including women in
different fields under the Allama Muhammad Iqbal Scholarship Programme (Pakistan opens doors
to 3,000 Afghan students, 2017). It has been intended to extend under-graduation to M.Phil and
Ph.D. The ex-chairman of HEC Pakistan, Dr. Mukhtar Ahmed stated that the HEC Pakistan will
provide support in quality assurance and human resource development of the Afghan education
system. Now, time had come to spend energies on constructive things instead of wasting time on
destruction” (Pakistan opens doors to 3,000 Afghan students, 2017). Beside, Rafiq Rajwana, the
former Governor of Punjab [Pakistan] in the same ceremony expressed that when these young
minds of Afghan students will go back to Afghanistan after completing their studies from
Pakistan, will better work as ambassadors of Pakistan in their country. The more Pakistan will
invest in Afghan youth, the greater will be contributed in Afghanistan’s capacity-building.
Besides, Pakistan facilitates Afghanistan for its transit trade and allows using its sea-lane
corridor because the latter is a land-locked. An Afghan expert also accepted Pakistan’s soft role
and described how it went in vein in the following words and;
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“Afghanistan is dependent to Pakistan’s agriculture product and Pakistan is hosting a large number
of Afghan refugees which could be used as soft power in the hand of Pakistani policy makers.
Pakistan maintains deep control over Pashtun population in rural areas and Pakistani Army sees
Afghanistan as “strategic depth” against India. In post 9/11, General Musharraf’s key demand from
the US was the re-installation of Pashtun leaders in Kabul government” (K. Ehsan, personal
communication, June 11, 2018)

However, both the Taliban and the Durand Line have created their own set of governmental
and popular concerns. Other reason was also highlighted “Saudi Arabia got direct involved in
Afghanistan [after 1979] and Wahabizm played crucial role so Pakistan went out. Pakistan lost its
control on the people who were working for them in Afghanistan” (S.R. Hussain, personal
communication, May 1, 2018). These irritants have overlapped even the ‘limited’ positive attitude
of Pakistan in Afghanistan and lost trust of the Afghanis. Another Indian participant stated that
“The fundamental problem of Pakistan in its role in Afghanistan is that it chose the wrong strategies
to achieve its ends in Afghanistan. There is no evidence of Pakistan employing soft power in
Afghanistan. Pakistan’s most grievous mistake was in imposing a Taliban regime in Kabul, which
brutalized Afghanistan with the worst form of medieval Islamic fundamentalist savagery and
brutality. Thereby, Pakistan lost the “trust” of the Afghanistan peoples” (S. Kapila, personal
communication, April 10, 2018).

Furthermore, an Afghani practitioner expressed his views related to the Pakistan’s nonseriousness to tackle its soft power projection narrative that
I was in Kabul from 2005 till 2008, and during all that time, I personally observed how India was
increasing its soft power while Pakistan was lagging far behind. In that time, Pakistan provided some
public transport buses and the Pashto language sentences written on the buses to show that Pakistan
is great friend of Afghanistan was carrying grammatical mistakes. Imagine the seriousness from this
simple and very small example. Secondly, I believe, Pakistan has invested much more in the Taliban
and it is left with little amount of focus to look elsewhere. Also, Afghans have deep-rooted
suspicions about Pakistan (from the time of Jihad). But I strongly believe, if Pakistan came with a
strategy and sincerity, it is not hard to win the hearts of Afghans. Right now, there is nothing as such
(D. Khattak, personal communication, April 16, 2018).

Pakistan did nothing any constructive for making so-called friendly relationship with
Afghanistan a strategic one. Therefore, overall historically, Pakistan-Afghanistan relationship has
remained at lowest ebb. Thus, same reasons were explained by both Pakistani and Indians experts.
For instance, Pakistani analysts stated that Pakistan does not have any specific Afghan policy,
there are larger gaps in prevailing Afghanistan policy, and if there is no peace in Afghanistan there
will be no peace in Pakistan. An expert of Afghanistan-India nexus maintained that
“Pakistan has never worked for image building. Pakistan has no firm policy towards Afghanistan
since independence. Pakistan has unclear policy. It has no uniformed policy. Its policy is with
respect to India. The problem lies that there is no real sense of power, because of too many powers,
1) civilian politics, 2) military, 3) ISI. Foreign policy of Pakistan is shaped by military and ISI. That
is why the policy towards India in Pakistan is not informed. Army has dominant role in our foreign
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policy, our civil government is weak. Our army dictates Pakistan’s foreign policy; they are
conventional thinkers’ rather strategic thinkers” (M. Kamal, personal communications, 2 July 2018).

Moreover, it was also pinpointed that Pakistan should be blamed for Pakistan’s diplomacy
as a whole and particularly towards Afghanistan. As this point was underscored by an international
expert,’ Pakistan’s failure to accommodate Afghanistan’s diplomatic opening was an opportunity
for India to return to Afghanistan and assist it with the development of its security forces through
training and equipment purchase” (C. Rakisits, personal communication, May 4 2018).
The reasons not to project Pakistan’s soft power were described by Indians such as; 1)
political insecurity in Pakistan; (2) clash of interest between the security and the political grid; (3)
lack of a real nationalistic approach; (4) and, above all, India’s massive manoeuvring at the
international level under the BJP-led Modi government. “Though Pakistan gained some edge in the
West after its Zarb-i Azab military operation in Waziristan, yet it could not make a dent in the US
for the ‘mistrust’ and India’s anti-Pakistan proactivism in the US” (M.A. Kaw, personal
communication, June 7, 2018). Another Indian analyst pinpointed that Pak’s soft power has had
limited role in Kabul due to (1) sharp divisions between Military and civilian structures, (2) too
close identification with US, (3) military action in NWFP and allowing drone attacks in Pak
territory and utter confusion in Pak policy, sometimes conflicting pulls and pressures within Pak
policy making structures (A.K. Pasha, personal communication, June 19, 2018). An Indian expert
quoted Joseph Nye, “soft power is very much essential to be a super power or a regional power”.
India involvement in Afghanistan on the basis of soft power is a proof of be a significant regional
and international player.
As a result of all above-discussion, Pakistan should have to pursue a ‘proactive’ Afghan
policy in Afghanistan and beat the drum loudly as Pakistan’s entire economy is burdened with
Afghan refugees so that international community could hear it, explained by most of the Pakistani
participants. According to M.G. Weinbaum, Pakistan’s policy is kept vague to disillusion India. It
is certainly a dilemma. Pakistan needs a clear policy towards Afghanistan keeping in view of all
the hard and soft foreign policy tools by taking the best possible options into consideration because
strategically Pakistan has the upper hand vis-à-vis India [due to its strategic location (personal
communications, April 8, 2018). Similarly, according to C. Rakisits, “Afghanistan has become the
new battleground for regional competition [between India and Pakistan]. And in this new battle,
Pakistan has the upper hand simply because of its level of support and its geographic location, an
advantage the Indians cannot match” (personal communication, May 4, 2018). If Pakistan doesn’t
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develop strategic partnership with India then the Afghanistan-Pakistan intermittent bonding will
make the prospects of following projects bleak (Javaid, 2016: 146-147):
1. Afghanistan provides the third largest market to Pakistani exports. Therefore, Pakistan should
focus on escalating the trade volume.
2. There is a great hope among Pakistani government circles about operational feasibility of the
Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) pipeline which is considered Trans Central
Asian–South Asian pipeline project not only for binding Pakistan and Afghanistan for
convergent regional strategic interests but also increasing the interests of other players such as
American energy interests in this area. Instability is the only hindrance to get desired regional
peace that is impossible without Afghanistan and Pakistan bilateral trust and confidence. As it
stated by Javaid, “TAPI pipeline will enable Pakistan to position herself as an independent
entity without the energy doles of Middle Eastern states. It will open a gate way for central
Asian republics and even Afghanistan to act as a transit for the other partners of the gas pipe
line” (2016: 146-147).
3. Construction of Gwadar-Khuzdar-Rathodero Rail network will link up and integrate
Afghanistan in the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and have bright prospect for
development of the both countries.
4. Afghanistan and Pakistan both signed MoU for intelligence sharing between the Inter-Services
Intelligence (ISI) and the Afghan intelligence [National Directorate of Security, NDS] which
was aimed for: (1) to boost the bilateral cooperation; and (2) to guarantee peace in both
countries and region at large.
5.4.3 Political Implications
Indian enhanced cultural and soft power involvement in Afghanistan has also put political
impacts on Pakistan by different means.
5.4.3.1 Border Tensions
Internal security and border tensions will increase between Afghanistan and Pakistan on the
one hand and between India and Pakistan on the other (S.R. Hussain, personal communication,
May 1, 2018). The proof of former case is the closure of Chaman border and fencing and
establishment of army posts at Af-Pak border unilaterally by Pakistani armed forces which have
been a most recent irritant of strained Afghanistan-Pakistan relations. The evidence of the latter
case is exchange of frequently-held cross-border firing at LoC. An Afghan expert also viewed that
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“Pakistan is also scared about the uprising among Pashtun tribes who are straddling British-era
Durand Line” (D. Khattak, personal communication, April 16, 2018).
5.4.3.2 India-Pakistan Rivalry in Afghanistan
In light of remnants of British era, indeed the current situation of region ─ in the form of
prevailing anarchy and security threats to the regional states ─ are the unintended consequences of
colonization and its aftermaths. Both India and Pakistan were born fighting to each other at
political front over the ideological differences, Pakistan as Islamic state, and India, as a secular,
multi-ethnic but dominant Hindu state. Buzan and Wæver (2003: 101) asserted that the South
Asian security structure is mostly postcolonial and came into being as a conflict formation. “India
and Pakistan were born fighting each other in 1947…Political rivalry based on religion was longrunning in South Asia [between these two traditional rivals].” Since the independence of
subcontinent in general and in the recent scenario [post 9/11] in particular, Afghanistan has
emerged as a leading conflict in South Asia between India and Pakistan rather than Kashmir. The
dynamics of India-Pakistan relationship present both players as zero-sum rivals in South Asia, as
Menon and Kumar said that “sadly neighbor don’t ever go away. A neighbor inflicted with
Hobbesian anarchy refuses to be ignored and attempts to export its anarchy” (2010: 40). Although,
according to an Indian scholar, D’Souza (2011: 2), ‘India’s growing aid diplomacy in the strategic
backyard of Pakistan proven to be fatal between zero-sum rival. The westerns dubbed this rivalry
as the ‘new great game’, the source of insecurity and anarchy in the region that assures the renewal
of ‘Great Game’ geopolitics that once played out there and in some ways or other still continue
(D’Souza, 2011: 6). However, this study has presented two arguments: (1) India-Pakistan rivalry in
Afghanistan is a traditional chess game; and (2) It is a backfire of the Grand Great Game which is
accepted by most of the research participants.
As a result of this regional-based chess game, an Indian participant indicated that “Pakistan
feels that the steadily growing Indian influence, especially during Karzai’s tenure, was aimed at
strategic encirclement of Pakistan and thus against Pakistan's national interests. Because of this,
Pakistan’s Afghanistan policy has been a resounding failure” (R. Sharma, personal
communication, May 22, 2018). On the contrary, Indian penetration in Afghanistan through Iran is
perceived by Pakistan as ‘strategic encirclement’ by traditional adversary to trap and ultimately to
destroy by making a sandwich between the two rival fronts on the western and eastern borders.
Also, Raiphea (2013: 2) maintained that Pakistan’s suspicious concerns from Afghanistan-Indian
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strategic engagement are; (1) India is encircling Pakistan by gaining influence in Afghanistan; (2)
Indian regional mounting influence on Pakistan; (3) Pakistan perceives Chahbhar port as rival to
Gawadar port; (4) Security apprehensions; and (5) Pakistan sees Indian role as ‘great game’
against her and against China.
(a) Unintended Consequences: Proxy War of India and Pakistan in Afghanistan
The way of Pakistan’s destabilization pursued by both India and Afghanistan was
expressed by Afghan practitioner a senior Pakistani participant, “Taliban are being used by India
and Afghan government to destabilize Pakistan. India could kneel down Pakistan on all issues
ranging from Kashmir to water issues, or can become a hegemonic state in South Asian region,
unchallengeable (Q. Fatima, personal communication, June 2, 2018). Afghan practitioner stated
that
“While Pakistan has remained actively involved since long, Indian role in Afghan conflict came in
open in the post-9/11 Afghanistan. Pakistan is depending on the Pashtun (mostly Taliban) support
for its policy, while seeing India as in cohorts with the former Northern Alliance. India believes it
can humble Pakistan by reducing its role in Afghanistan besides come in the bargaining position by
extending support to the anti-Pakistan TTP. Pakistan, on the other hand, sees Indian involvement in
Afghanistan as a kind of encirclement. To keep India away from Afghanistan, Pakistan is supporting
the Taliban and the Haqqanis. Looking at the losses Pakistan suffered over the past decade and half
in terms of blood and treasure plus infrastructure and image, one can easily say its strategic depth
policy is not of much use. But, so far Pakistan has successfully managed to keep the Taliban on its
side and its arch rival India away from Afghanistan, which shows that the policy is quite successful
from Pakistan’s security establishment point of view” (D. Khattak, personal communication, April
16, 2018).

Regarding Pakistan-India relations, since the fall of Taliban, Afghanistan emerged a new
conflicting zone between India and Pakistan and both states did efforts to strengthen their
influence in Afghanistan to safeguard their national security interests. Afghan land is perceived as
the extension of Kashmir issue between traditional rivals. According to Fair, “Ironically, while the
confrontation of India and Pakistan has abated in the contested territory of Kashmir, it has
expanded into a new theatres, including the Indian heartland and, increasingly, in Afghanistan”
(2010: 16). However, Afghanistan appeared to be the new cause of disagreement between two
traditional rival states. This new conflict provided basis for the proxy war in Afghanistan. In the
course of discussion, according to Hanifi (2009: 15),
“Afghanistan in many ways has replaced Kashmir as the main area of the still-unresolved struggle
between Pakistan and India. Pakistan has been able at odds with most Afghan governments because
of the disagreements on the Durand Line. Pakistani policymakers have found themselves flanked by
two hostile neighbours with whom they have been involved in territorial disputes since the very
emergence of the Pakistani state.”
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Moreover, an international expert maintained that resolution of Afghanistan issue
between India and Pakistan is impossible without resolution of Kashmir issue.
“I believe the road to peace in Kabul runs through Kashmir.” The new battleground for IndoPakistan competition is now in Afghanistan and this complicates the search for peace in
Afghanistan. This doesn’t mean that Kashmir is no longer the main bone of contention between the
two nuclear-armed South Asian neighbours. Quite the contrary, it is still very much alive. This is
why this festering issue between the two countries needs to resolved once and for all. However,
because the Kashmir issue is now so much part of the South Asia narrative, it would require tough
and long negotiations and a lot of compromise from both sides” (C. Rakisits, personal
communication, May 4, 2018).

5.4.3.3 US Afghan Strategy: US-India Strategic Collaboration in Afghanistan and USPakistan Tactical Relationship
(a) Global War on Terror (GWOT) and Main Objectives
After 9/11 incident, a first aspect of the US Afghan strategy was the GWOT and its main
objectives of the US invasion of Afghanistan. These were: (1) to capture Al-Qaeda leader [bin
Laden]; and (2) to overthrow the Taliban. However, it is said that the US Afghan policy has never
been a constructive rhetoric and act of altruism because of its hidden strategic interests. In this
vein, two sides of Afghan picture regarding the US strategy were presented by the scholars. Firstly,
according to Birkle & O’Hanlon & Sherjan “the international community [US and its NATO
allies] seek a viable, legitimate and proficient Afghan government able to enjoy the support of its
people, improve their will being, and gradually take over responsibility for country’s security”
(2011: 1). Secondly, “Defending US vital interests in South and Central Asia is not a distraction
from the rise of the Pacific Rim – it is a prerequisite for success” (Barno, 2011: 32). Similar views
were highlighted by a Pakistani analyst,
For, the US invasion of Afghanistan was not actually to support or liberate the Afghanis as they
narrate but as matter of fact in order to safeguard the US interests at global level which are: (1) to
give a sort of stoppage to rising power of China; (2) to stop Pakistan’s inclination to Russia through
Central; (3) to have a check on Pakistani nuclear program; (4) to have a influence on Iran; and (5) its
interests in the Central Asian region. These are the 5 strategic objectives of the US in the region
while it invaded Afghanistan. After 17 or 18 years of invasion, I feel that there is no change to it.
Despite US own failure in Afghanistan to bring peace and stability, US has reduced its forces but
still its strategic objectives are same and are likely to be the same in future too (M. Khan, personal
communication, May 26, 2018).

In 2012, the US-Afghanistan Strategic Partnership agreement was signed which permitted
the US authorities to continue their aerial attacks on Al-Qaeda and Taliban wherever and whenever
within Afghanistan. However, they made drone attacks on the FATA of Pakistan which was the
violation of international laws and United Nation Charter causing a massive collateral damage of
Pakistani people.
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(b) Presence of the ISAF Forces in Afghanistan
The other aspect of US Afghan strategy is presence of the ISAF Forces in Afghanistan
which are operating since the advent of GWOT. During Obama’s first tenure, it was decided to
withdraw ISAF would be withdrawn by the end of 2014 and only 12,000 ISAF troops would be
there for training of Afghan National Security Force (ANSF) under the Bilateral Security
Agreement (BSA) between US and Afghanistan signed in September 30, 2014. “The ANSF
include the Afghan National Army (ANA), with 189,000 personal nationwide, the Afghan
National Police (ANP), with 153,000 personnel nationwide, and the Afghan Local Police (ALP),
with 27,000 personnel in 137 districts” (Hopkins, 2014: 31). But due to changing of international
and regional geopolitical dynamics and security patterns, in October 2014, Obama administration
decided to keep 40,000 ISAF troops out of 100,000 rather than 12,000.
The presence of foreign forces has always been a great issue not only for the masses of
Afghanistan but also for the regional players (particularly Pakistan). On the other hand, the
longevity and economic-burden of this GWOT had become a matter of great concern for the US
and its allies. In this scenario, it was difficult for the US and the NATO to maintain their huge
presence in Afghanistan for longer period, “the US Congress and the people of America demand
an immediate withdrawal of troops. Some NATO countries like Canada and other refused to
extend the mandates of their troops in Afghanistan” (Sahgal, 2012: 128). As a result, it was
decided to transfer responsibilities to the ANSF. Since June 2013, the ANSF took all [90%] of the
security tasks.
On the other hand, the US started to extend the Indian role in Afghanistan. This was also
desire of Hamid Karzai because simultaneously, the US-India strategic partnership was thriving at
the global and regional level that has spill-over effects over Afghanistan as well. Therefore, he also
requested to the US and India to enhance role in Afghanistan especially military. “Karzai first tried
to build bridges with Pakistan. But he soon realized that Pakistan’s agenda was uni-focal: to keep
India out of Afghanistan strategic space. Karzai went on to take a blatantly pro-India line – at
Pakistan's expense” (R. Sharma, personal communication, May 22, 2018). Apart from diplomatic
niceties, according to Pakistani practitioner, fact is that the Afghan government [Hamid Karzai and
today’s Ashraf Ghani’s governments] was and is puppet of the US. The Afghans got means by
backing of the US, we should not focus too much on Pakistan-Afghanistan relations. Actually,
these are US-Pakistan and Pak-India relations. Afghan government is sponsored and handpicked
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by US (A.R. Malik, personal communication, May 9, 2018). One senior Pakistan participant said
about US-Pakistan strained relationship that
“With the coming of US to Afghanistan, India got the chance of its life time, so that it can establish
itself in Afghanistan, with US protection. The US and Pakistani friendship is tactical not strategic,
they use Pakistan whenever they want to, and then dump it whereas with India, Indian and US
friendship is strategic. Pakistan and US they both don’t trust each other, whereas the US considers
India as the guardian of US interests. The US wanted to hand over all military setups along the
border with Pakistan to India. But Indian politicians being shrewd and very nationalistic refused this
idea. Now the super vision of all the development projects started by US has been handed over to the
Indians. With this entire soft corner from US the Indians got a golden chance to relieve pressure
from their western border, and involve Pakistan Army on Pak-Afghan border. (A.H. Khan, personal
communication, May 22, 2018).

(c) Hamid Karzai Factor: Afghanistan Foreign Policy towards India and Pakistan
The third aspect of US Afghan Strategy was Hamid Karzai. Afghanistan still upholds an
insulator-state status with the tribal set up of fragmented warriors in its surroundings [between
South and Central Asia, and Persian Gulf]. Afghanistan is significantly a weak and war-torn state
as well as it is not a passive state. The global players and GWOT could not bring about any
considerable change in its internal strong and fabricated socio-political dynamics. Buzan and
Weaver (2003:12) maintain, “It seems fairly safe prediction that political turbulence and instability
in Afghanistan will be a durable feature, sometimes muted by a weak central government,
sometimes not.” Historically, the Afghans have mutually been resistant to any foreign intervention
and hegemony such the Soviet demise and groundless US-led NATO prolonged presence after the
fall of Taliban regime.
In this scenario, the Karzai administration which was installed after Bon agreement in
December 2001 remained in power as elected leadership of Afghanistan [in-between 2002-2014].
During the thirteen years tenure, he prioritized to maintain his power and influence in spite of
extreme corruption charges, enhanced poppy cultivation, and fragile economy. His administration
pursued mounting control over the country; however, it had never been pragmatic without the help
of ISAF because Karzai had to face the internal threats from the Taliban and the non-Pushtun
entities [Northern Alliance]. Apart from the US support, his government solicited additional
[economic] backing from India to build a massive popular support to counter-balance the
Pakistan’s involvement against anti-Karzai government Taliban. “Islamabad’s pursuit of a policy
of strategic depth ─ that is, control over Afghanistan’s government to hedge against India’s
growing influence and strength – has led Delhi to try engagement in Afghanistan, in part by
focusing on economic initiatives” (Gross, 2014: 2). Moreover, Karzai had mostly been blamed
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Pakistan for backing the Taliban’s re-emergence against his pro-US and pro-Indian government,
and for causing negativities for dismantling Afghan peace and security. A senior Pakistani analyst
elaborated
“Afghanistan has been a war-torn country. It has not finances and reserves its own. Like many
countries, it has become a beggar in international community. The countries who gave payments and
financial assistance for rehabilitation and reconstruction to Afghanistan, they dictated policies
Afghanistan too. Hamid Karzai [and Ashraf Ghani], both didn’t have their own policies. Their
policies, their foreign relations are dictated by the donors especially either by USA or India. The
advisors from Washington and New Delhi are brought to Afghanistan to formulate Afghanistan
futuristic policies which are not in align with Pakistan and the rest of countries (Russia and China)”
(M. Khan, personal communication, May 26, 2018).

Unintended Consequences:
(i) Strained Afghanistan-Pakistan Relations and Cordial Afghanistan-India Relations:
During his tenure, Afghanistan-Pakistan relations remained largely deteriorated. However,
this relationship got further intense following Pakistan’s assertions: (1) to seal and fence 1510
miles long border with Afghanistan unilaterally aimed for keeping an eye over mass mobilization;
(2) to return 3 million Afghan refugees to their homeland who have been dwelling in Pakistan
since the Soviet invasion; (3) to manage its own border with army check-posts; and (4) to hinder
drugs infiltration and human trafficking through its borders. Most importantly, the fencing issue
further strained Afghanistan-Pakistan ties because fencing of the Af-Pak border was not acceptable
to Karzai regime at all. By January 2007, Karzai strongly criticized Pakistan’s strategic move of
fencing their mutual border by saying that such act will separate families and tribes from each
other (Katzman, 2008: 41). For, Karzai administration deemed that this fencing move of Pakistan
is to formalize the disputed border issue [of Durand Line] between both countries.
Thus, Karzai’s neutrality policy just vanished when greatly tilted towards India’s socioeconomic developmental assistance, constructive security aid, and regional economic integration
in order to meet the internal and external mounting threats and reduce reliance on Pakistan.
Critically, Pant describes that Karzai may not be deliberately constructing a Delhi-Kabul alliance
against Islamabad but he certainly hoping to push Pakistan back vis-à-vis India (2010: 140).
Moreover, an Afghan participant expressed that
The long-standing border dispute between New Delhi and Islamabad along with dispute over
Afghan-Pak border are the two major factors behind Indo-Pak proxy in Afghanistan. The generals in
the Pakistani Army see India a threat to Pakistan’s national security while Pashtun elites and leaders
in Kabul are still unwilling to recognize the Durand Line as the official demarcation between the two
nations. In post 9/11 Afghanistan, India put efforts behind Afghan parliament and Afghan civil
sector to maintain its influence while Islamabad harbored Afghan insurgent groups in Pakistan’s soil.
To wrestle one another, both India and Pakistan have been trying to wage their proxies in
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Afghanistan whilst the post 9/11 Kabul governments failed to balance its foreign policies. In
retrospect, as India stood with successive Kabul governments (except the Taliban rule in Kabul),
Pakistan procreated the anti-government insurgents, the Taliban and the Haqqani network (K. Ehsan,
personal communication, June 11, 2018).

In these circumstances, Hamid Karzai turned its policy and followed a so-called neutrality
policy. The key pillars were “reliance on India, get US to withdraw its troops from Afghanistan,
anti-Taliban to a degree, push and pull towards Pakistan feebly and keep Iran, Russia, China and
Turkey plus Arabs in the loop” (A.K. Pasha, personal communication, June 19, 2018). In this
entire scenario, Karzai addressed India as Afghanistan’s friend and Pakistan as its brother. “The
latter, possibly, carried it with the following implication – that Pakistan was a necessary evil that
could not have been done without” (C. Saxena, personal communication, April 28, 2018).
Furthermore, according to Hanauer & Chalk, “President Hamid Karzai has successfully attempted
to balance the two [India and Pakistan] as he simultaneously works to consolidate control over the
country” (2012: 1). “Karzai has been remarkably successful in harnessing – some might say
manipulating – both India and Pakistan to advance Afghanistan’s primary geopolitical and
economic objectives” (Hanauer & Chalk, 2012: 39).
Indian growing influence has greatly damaged Pakistan’s relations with Afghanistan in the
recent scenario mostly. “Needless to say, India’s presence in Afghanistan has complicated the AfPak relationship. Islamabad now has to contend with its arch-rival not only on its eastern border
but also on its western border, albeit to a lesser extent” (C. Rakisits, personal communication, May
4, 2018).
Afghanistan’s Foreign Policy during Hamid Karzai’s Presidentship: The history of this story
started since participation. But in the context of 9/11 particularly, Pakistan has some legitimate
security concerns when it comes to Indian influence in Afghanistan during Hamid Karzai’s 13
years tenure. These concerns were also presented by both Indians and Afghan participants apart
from Pakistanis. For instance, according to S. Kapila, it would be futile for anyone to differentiate
the tenures of two Afghanistan Presidents [Karzai and Ghani] in relation to Pakistan and also the
alleged complicity of President Karzai to generate threats to Pakistan to further India’s strategic
interests. Both Afghanistan Presidents followed Afghanistan’s interests. Convergence of Afghan
interest and Indian interest were a natural corollary to India’s constructive role in Afghanistan
(personal communication, April 10, 2018). Afghan participant stated that “during the last-5-year of
Karzai’s tenure, Pakistan faced enormous security challenges which were posed by the Pakistani
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Taliban, an Indian funded and Afghan facilitated insurgent group that challenged rule of law in
Pakistani territory (K. Ehsan, personal communication, June 11, 2018). In this regard, a senior
Pakistani expert, A.H. Khan rose the following very significant points during his interview:
1. The relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan are of love-hate relationship. The Afghan
general public, specially the provinces bordering Pakistan depend on Pakistan for almost
everything .e.g. food, medicine, clothing, construction material, stationary etc. The unofficial
trade through the border is almost to the tune of $6 billion. Since trade is only recorded at two
places, Chaman in Baluchistan and Torkham in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (former NWFP) the rest
is totally unrecorded and there are more than 400 routes from which trade and movement takes
place. Anything that happens in Afghanistan the people rush towards Pakistan. In spite of all
their [economic] dependency on Pakistan, when it comes to diplomacy they prefer India
instead of Pakistan.
2. Another big factor in the formulation of Afghan Policy and their relations with neighboring
countries is setup of the Afghan Government and its Parliament. Around 80% of Afghan
Parliamentarians are not Afghan citizens they hold foreign passports i.e. German, Canadian,
US or other European countries. They have come to Afghanistan and take part in politics to
make money and which they are doing. These policy-makers who are in government have
nothing in common with ordinary Afghan; they make policies not in the interest of Afghan
nation or people but in the interest of US, UK or whose passport they are holding. Previously
the people of Kabul were known as Persianized, now they are called Westernized. They are
more liberal and follow western customs and habits rather than Eastern or Islamic. They are
type of people who would leave Afghanistan, even before the NATO troops. Their children are
abroad and they have properties and investments abroad and not in Afghanistan.
“When relations with Pakistan get strain and the borders are sealed, it’s the local people who
suffer, for they depend on Pakistan for everything. The policy makers in Kabul neither have
anything in common with these people, nor do they feel the sufferings of these people. This lack
of knowledge and understanding their own people; is a big obstacle to peace in Afghanistan. In
terms of assistance and development, Pakistan has done more than its due share” (A. Hayat
Khan, personal communication, May 22, 2018).

Another important point came forward during discussion that Afghan land has been used
and 32million population of Afghanistan is still in tension and fear. If it continues to pursuing
Washington and New Delhi policies, Afghan masses would remain sufferer for a number of
upcoming years. Until or unless, Afghanistan couldn’t reconcile with Taliban, it has to do this for
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integrity and sovereignty of the country. But this has not been done during 13 years of Hamid
Karzai period and even Ashraf Ghani’s tenure because flow of dollar to Afghanistan from
Washington and New Delhi comes with dictation. If China and Russia would be able to finance
Afghanistan then of course, there would be a change. “For the time being, Afghanistan doesn’t
possess its own policies” (M. Khan, personal communication, May 26, 2018).
Moreover, according to an agreed and general perception of Pakistani analysts about the
elected leadership of Afghanistan, Hamid Karzai was made a de facto president and later led the
country as elected president for two tenures. Now, Ashraf Ghani will be going to complete his
tenure in 2019. They are elected people why they have failed for maintaining peace and stability in
Afghanistan. If they have been successful leaders then their priority should have been to bring
peace at home first. Why they did fail in reconciliation with the Taliban which is a reality in
Afghanistan. In fact, the Taliban has ruled Afghanistan and now they have strong influence in the
Pushtun areas. They are one of the strong forces of Afghanistan. A senior analyst comments on
this as such
A BBC report published a month and half earlier clearly said that southern and eastern areas of
Afghanistan are greatly influenced by the Taliban. The US and India are the ones who don’t want
that either Hamid Karzai or today’s Ashraf Ghani reconcile with the Taliban. Hamid Karzai turned
to US because the reason was that he understood that US doesn’t want peace in Afghanistan and
continuously said that US did not want peace in Afghanistan. He had been very ties with the US and
New Delhi when he was enjoying power. Even today, he has very cordial ties with India when he
was not the blue boy of US anymore. But he is blue boy of New Delhi when he doesn’t resume any
office. He has frankly said that Kabul stability is not desired by Washington and by India except that
where Indian interests lies, they want a sort of compromise. As far as Pakistan is concerned, Pakistan
government and army particularly have reached over the conclusion that until and unless there is no
peace in Afghanistan, there would be no peace in Pakistan. Therefore, the Afghan government
should engage the people like the Taliban, they should let them lead to Afghan government and
Afghan arms. If they need any sort of assistance, Pakistan would provide them (M. Khan, personal
communication, May 26, 2018).

(ii) Afghanistan’s Inclusion in SAARC as a Permanent Member
In 2007, Afghanistan became the eighth member of SAARC at the 14th SAARC Summit.
This development can be considered the best example of India-Afghanistan cordial relationship.
Historically, the idea of Afghanistan inclusion in SAARC had been rotated since 1988 during
Katmandu meeting, however, couldn’t be achieved. But, the concept was again put forward in
2000s. It is pertinent to mention here reasons of extension of SAARC.
1. This step was supported by India thanks to new swing of Afghanistan-India friendship during
21st century. Afghanistan and India have been enjoying cordial ties for pre- and post-Soviet
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intervention of Afghanistan. Pakistan never opposed Afghanistan’s official membership in
SAARC.
2. India thought this move as an encountering strategy against Pakistan which prompted that
Afghanistan will be able to resolve its political issues such as Pushtunistan with Pakistan vis-àvis Pakistan’s stance on Kashmir with India through SAARC plate-forum, as highlighted by
Afghan expert, “the long-standing border dispute between New Delhi and Islamabad along
with dispute over Afghan-Pak border are the two major factors behind Indo-Pak proxy in
Afghanistan” (K. Ehsan, personal communication, June 11, 2018).
3. Indian intention was to manipulate Afghan land route as crossroad between Central Asia and
South Asia for fulfillment of strategic objectives of trade and access to energy resources
through bypassing Pakistan.
After joining SAARC, Afghanistan sought help for economic development [especially
from India] and to encounter terrorism. All the members were not satisfied by the inclusion of
Afghanistan. They perceived it as an open door to terrorism under another political umbrella.
Some other states as Nepal claim that strategically, Afghanistan doesn’t belong to the South Asian
region. Pakistan former minister, Khursid Mehmud Kasuri, pointed out during the discussion that
Pakistan tired to use SAARC forum for resolving Pak-India issues and terrorism in Afghanistan.
Pakistan also supported Nepal’s idea of China inclusion for extension of this forum. However, all
these things were hindered by India because the SAARC always has been dysfunctional due to
Pakistan-Indian rivalry. There is urgent need of making major modifications in organizational set
up of SAARC to resolve long-standing issues and integrate this poverty-stricken region. In the
absence of this urgency, Shanghai Cooperation Organization can replace the SAARC because it is
strong enough.
(d) Indian Factor
The fourth aspect of US Afghan strategy was Indian factor.
(i) US-Indian Strategic Collaboration vis-a-viz US-Pakistan Cooperation in Afghanistan
Historically, Pakistan completely backed the GWOT grand strategy of the US in
Afghanistan in post-9/11. In return, the Indian role in Afghanistan’s security affairs was not much
appreciated by the US owing to Pakistan’s concerns and Indian-centric outlook of policies. For, the
US knew that its dependency on Pakistan for the GWOT was too much due to latter’s strategic
position because of expanding the former’s military built up near Pakistani border (Khan, 2010:
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21) and providing the shortest NATO supplies land-route to Afghanistan. For these purposes, the
US provided US$ 16 billion aid to curtail terrorism and Islamic extremism during eleven years of
post-9/11 period. On the other hand, the US interests in this particular case [of GWOT in
Afghanistan] were very different from what it was during the cold war. Even during the cold war,
Pakistan was used against the communism. But China became an exception. Pakistan in 1970s
came closer to China and brought China and US. For, China was not seen as threat by the US as
Moscow was threat. But now China was seen as threat; therefore, India has been chosen as a
strategic partner of the US. In 2003, there was a strategic partnership agreement between US and
India. The US called India as strategic partner or natural ally and many other degrees of love has
been given to India. In this way, Pakistan was in a process of away and it was ignored as compared
to India but not totally ignored. In 2008, there was a civil nuclear deal between India and US.
Today, they are enjoying good relations politically, economically and strategically. All are aimed
that how India is being used in this region against China to contain it.
Prior to 2007, ‘the US supported a rule of military man in Pakistan due to its own purposes
and seemed satisfied greatly with regime of Mushharraf and his role in the GWOT, and Pakistan’s
military operation against the Al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups in which Pakistan apprehended
over 700 militants’ (Kronstadt & Katzman, 2008: 2). However, as stated by Sahgal, the
announcement of Af-Pak policy of GWOT grand strategy by Obama administration in 2009 aimed
for: (1) ‘to disrupt terrorist networks in Afghanistan and Pakistan border area with the of degrading
their ability to re-launch international terrorist attacks; (2) to promote a more capable, accountable,
and effective government in Afghanistan; (3) to develop self-reliant Afghan security forces that
can lead the counter-insurgency campaign with reduced US assistance; and (4) to involve the
international community to actively assist in addressing these objectives’ (2012: 108). A young
India doctorate scholar wrote, “The US was initially reluctant to let India have the free-hand in
Afghanistan that it said it deserved. It was only after 2008 that the US became a little comfortable
with the Indian participation in Afghanistan. The Trump administration, of late, has accepted the
Indian approach whole-heartedly” (C. Saxena, personal communication, April 28, 2018).
In this entire scenario, India raised concerns due to Pakistan’s enhanced role in Afghanistan
in terms of Obama’s Af-Pak Obama policy of GWOT particularly after London Conference of
2010 (Bhonsle & Manoharam, 2012: 164). India maintained that the US has assigned a new role to
Pakistan and erected it as a gateway to Afghan solution, as highlighted by Richard Holbrook
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during his visit to Kabul in 2011, “Pakistan’s ISI can play a role in negotiations and I support that
role. Pakistan has an influence in this area and has a legitimate security interests” (Sahgal, 2012:
120). However, a series of incidents pushed back the Obama administration to revisit its policy
towards Pakistan. These incidents were Indian disapproval of this US policy, America’s unilateral
interference in Pakistan for killing Osama bin Laden under the tenure of Obama on 2 May 2011,
and invasion on the US embassy and NATO headquarters in Kabul by Haqqani network in 2011
because the US blamed that Haqqani network is one of the wing of Pakistan’s ISI. Moreover,
NATO forces’ November 2011 attack on the border check-post within Pakistani boundaries forced
Pakistan to retaliate harshly against the US policies and strategies in Pakistan and Afghanistan.
According to Pakistani circles, this attack was considered direct aggression over Pakistan’s
sovereignty in the aftermath of 2 May 2011 [the US intervention activity]. This action was a sort of
grant to Pakistan’s hostile [India] to intervene within Pakistan borders intently in search of
apprehending any wanted terrorists or their havens or destroying them. In this regard, Pakistan
boycotted the multinational summit for Afghanistan peaceful solution to give a message to
international community that Pakistan’s absence can make the whole peace process ineffective.
Thus, it was decided by Obama administration to limit Pakistan’s role in countering
terrorism because Pakistan needed to ‘do more’ [take action against Haqqani network in South
Waziristan]. The US demand of ‘do more’ was put forward frequently and has never satisfied its
hegemonic aspirations in the region. This demand opened the window of opportunity for the US
backed Indian soft contribution in Afghanistan. So, Hanauer and Chalk mentioned that
“in addition to backing insurgents who have repeatedly attacked coalition forces in Afghanistan’,
Islamabad had undermined Washington’ efforts to negotiate a political settlement with the Taliban,
which is seen a critical to securing the eventual withdrawal of US and NATO forces by closing its
border to such cargo; refused to investigate how Osama bin Laden managed to hide in the country
for so many years without being detected; pledged to increase purchases of Iranian oil despite
international sanctions on Tehran; and allowed Chinese officials to examine the wreckage of a US
helicopter that crashed during the raid on the al-Qaida leaders compounded in Abbottabad” (2012:
x).

The dual policy of US in Afghanistan in the context of changed South Asian architecture
has been elaborated by an Indian professor,
Actually, the role of US is double standard towards South Asia. Strategically, Washington needs
Islamabad. On the other hand, for a big market and security purposes it needs the help of New Delhi.
Often, US imposes restrictions blaming it as a terrorist state. In practice, Washington never stops its
foreign aids to Islamabad. On the question of securing the democracy both the US and India have
hold a common view. The US administration already decided to withdrawn its military troop from
Afghanistan. If finally, it does, it will be very problematic for the security in South Asia, especially
in Afghanistan. The economic vulnerability and inability of defense have jointly made Afghanistan a
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dependent state. If the US forces withdrawn from the Afghanistan, then terrorism will remain the
guiding force in Afghanistan (D. Nandy, personal communication, April 6, 2018).

For a long time, the US almost exclusively relied on Pakistan in its Afghan policy
especially after 9/11, but later realized India’s strategic significance vis-a-viz China shifted
towards India slowly. US also engaged India to contain terrorism in Afghanistan etc (A.K. Pasha,
personal communication, June 19, 2018). On the other hand, some experts perceive that the US in
South Asian region as a balancer and assert that the US collaboration with India at the battlefield
of Afghanistan is not conclusive since 9/11. For example, a Pakistani professor explained that the
US is an off-shore balancer in South Asia. India has strategic partnership with India whereas
Pakistan is bandwagon, whenever US require our assistance and then leaves Pakistan in the lurch.
The two countries are entirely different for the US. “In post 9/11 scenario, US devised Af-Pak
policy which was aimed at treating both the countries (Afghanistan and Pakistan) as one. So, in
this case one can make out clearly that the Pakistan is state which is treated with sticks and India
with carrots” (F. Konain, personal communication, April 6, 2018). Iranian doctorate scholar, H.
Rigi and expert of Afghanistan-India relations affirmed that “[US role in Afghanistan] was for
balancing of China and curbing terrorist groups (in general, it is related to security and political
aspects) (personal communication, April 20, 2018).
Moreover, an Indian practitioner pinpointed that United States belatedly realized that its
propping up Pakistan in balance of power politics against India was counterproductive. USA
recognized that India is not only the naturally predominant power in South Asia and Asia
geopolitics but today an emerged power. “India is not in any collusive role with United States in
Afghanistan because of the realities, geopolitical convergences have evolved between India and
US” (S. Kapila, personal communication, April 10, 2018).
Similarly, a retired Pakistani Army colonel officer expressed that “On US is instigating
India to stand against China. Indian because of hateful ideologies of BJP against Pakistan will fall
into this trap. India will pay the price like Pakistan did in “Afghan Jihad”. The US and West is
radicalizing Indian society so as to prepare them for proxy war of United States” (A. R. Malik,
personal communication, May 9, 2018). An Indian expert expressed that It does not seem that USIndia had any sort of security collaboration regarding Afghanistan. It does not seem even now
except that both are committed to fighting “religious extremism” in Afghanistan and elsewhere
(M.A. Kaw, personal communication, June 7, 2018).
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A Pakistani analyst stated “In all this, Pakistan decided that it wouldn’t be used by US in
Afghanistan anymore and India will be easily used” (M. Khan, personal communication, May 26,
2018). Therefore, a Pakistani scholar in US also maintained that the US followed the policy of ‘dehyphenation’ between India and Pakistan during the Bush administration, but later this policy was
sealed by the Obama administration. In which, the US administration was dealing with India and
Pakistan in different silos, without referring to their bilateral relations and issues (Y. Moeed,
personal communication, May 18, 2018). Another analysts stated, “It enabled the US to build
closer military and strategic ties with India without factoring in the reaction from Pakistan, and to
continue its own strategy in Afghanistan with the help of the Pakistan military without referring
back to India” (Haider, 2016: The Hindu). An Indian participant elaborated that
“Actually, the role of US is double standard towards South Asia. Strategically, Washington needs
Islamabad. On the other hand, for a big market and security purposes it needs the help of New Delhi.
Often, US imposes restrictions blaming it as a terrorist state. In practice, Washington never stops its
foreign aids to Islamabad. On the question of securing the democracy both the US and India have
hold a common view. The US administration already decided to withdrawn its military troop from
Afghanistan. If finally, it does, it will be very problematic for the security in South Asia, especially
in Afghanistan. The economic vulnerability and inability of defense have jointly made Afghanistan a
dependent state. If the US forces withdrawn from the Afghanistan, then terrorism will remain the
guiding force in Afghanistan” (D. Nandy, personal communication, April 6, 2018).

The US gave India larger [economic and military] role in Afghanistan subject to support its
post withdrawal Afghan policies, to lead the economic rehabilitation and development, and to
advance energy linkages to the CARs through the US-made New Silk Road idea. After the
thirteen-years tenure of Hamid Karzai as the president of Afghanistan, now there is a development
that Russia and China start collaborating with Kabul and trying to make it understand that policies
Afghanistan is pursuing in this region will be disadvantageous for Afghanistan and it would be a
big loser at the end” (M. Khan, personal communication, May 26, 2018).
On the other side, Pakistan views mutual US-India interests as threat to her security and
regional stability. Islamabad has voiced against the Indian involvement in Afghanistan and asked
for a significant role of Taliban in the Afghan political structure. “July 2008 bombing of Indian
Embassy in Kabul and a repeat bombing by the Haqqani group on the instigation of the ISI in
October 2009 were both, in fact warning to India by Pakistan to no meddle to Afghan affairs”
(Anand, 2012: 154). Pakistan is worried with perception of hostile Afghanistan aligned with
traditional rival India, Pakistan is also objecting on the Indian consulates particularly in Kandahar
and Jalalabad, which are implicating anti-Pakistan sentiments among the Afghan people (Bhonsle
& Manaharan, 2012: 168). US-Pakistan relations have been stressed and apprehensive, due to the
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enhanced Indian role in Afghanistan and it also paved the way for greater Chinese role in the
region. For, the US invasion of Afghanistan was not actually to support or liberate the Afghanis as
they narrate but as matter of fact in order to safeguard the US interests at global level
(ii) Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO): Role of China versus India’s Role
The SCO, with name of Shanghai Five, was founded 1996 including Russia and Central
Asian States including China, Tajikistan, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan. Its name was re-changed as
SCO with addition of Uzbekistan in 2001. This forum was extended when India and Pakistan
entered in it as permanent member and Iran as observer state in 2017. The SCO was initially setup
to control separatist movement in the Pamir region, where four borders meet. “Most of the people
living in the Pamir knot are the same ethnic groups, over lapping into neighbouring countries, from
what was predicted that the SCO eventually would become a military block like Warsaw Pact to
protect its borders and block US influence” (A.H. Khan, personal communication, May 22, 2018).
It is the largest cooperative organization of Asia to cater the security issues collectively
particularly regarding terrorism and extremism. Therefore, it was debated that “the SCO should
play a part to bring peace in Afghanistan” (M. Khan, personal communication, May 26, 2018).
Hence, it was intended to provide potential platform for the Afghan issue. For this, the
organization was created to meet security threats emanating from the problematic surroundings of
Afghanistan in the backyard of the CARs, and to encounter US influence and penetration through
Afghanistan in CARs, as stated by Katzman (2008: 45), ‘the organization reflected Russian and
Chinese concerns to limit the US mounting influence in the region’. Moreover, “the SCO’s recent
proposal on Afghanistan would involve working closely with officials in interdicting the
production and transport of narcotics and also in the re-building of the state and the economy of
the nation” (Afghanistan: Beyond the ‘Surge’ Strategy, 2009: 7).
In the context of the SCO, China role in Afghanistan is that China’s main interest in
Afghanistan is security one “to maintain peace on its border and to control Uighur separatist from
creating problems for Xingjian is China’s weakest link” (A.H. Khan, personal communication,
May 22, 2018). On the other hand, China’s main economic interest is to explore the natural
resources in Afghanistan.
“China has emerged as the biggest foreign investor in Afghanistan with lucrative energy and
resources deal under its belt, including a $ 3.5 billion contract to develop the largest copper field in
the world in the Aynak mine in Logar Province in Afghanistan. However, China likes to stay on the
side of Pakistan while dealing with Afghanistan” (Tiwari, 2015: 5).
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China put forth stabilization of Afghanistan in form of economic development and upgradation of local people’s livelihood, and good governance (Hong, 2013: 1-8). Therefore, China
started provision of financial aid through UN’s engagement in Afghanistan (Kanwal & Ghosh,
2012: 79). China believes that Afghanistan is a land which itself has numerous untapped gas and
oil reserves and other mineral deposits. China, as a geo-economic global giant, is providing
support to Afghanistan. So far, China has planned to tap Mes Aynak copper mines of Afghanistan
(Marty, 2018).34 China has invested US$ 4 billion. The acceleration of gas and oil along Amu
Darya River is in abundance where more than US$ 1 billion has been invested by Chinese
company. But the developments of these investments are not very forthcoming because of security
reasons and [loyalty to the Afghan government]. According to M. Khan in his interview,
Some investments have been made by Indian companies through the US in copper, iron ore and etc.
the US would never want that many Chinese companies would involve in Afghanistan. “The
exploration and exploitation of Afghan minerals would definitely create sympathy for the soft power
of China because China knows that economic prosperity is also an important factor for the Afghanis,
If China wants to tap the afghan deposits then it has to be ensured economic prosperity to the wartorn country and its masses. And the US and India would never want that Chinese involvement
increases in Afghanistan (personal communication, May 26, 2018).

China-Pakistan strategic partnership is a beneficial unintended consequence for Pakistan.
With help of China, Pakistan has been able to undo the Indian efforts’ of being isolating Pakistan
internationally and regionally. In Afghanistan, China’s economic assistance is more than India.
Indian US policymakers are in favor of minus Taliban governmental set up in Afghanistan.
However, Chinese presence in Afghanistan is greatly seconded by Pakistan which presents a
broad-based Afghan government for stability in its neighbor. According to Zhu, “China attempts to
develop parallel relations with both India and Pakistan, but India tends to look at China-Pakistan
relations very negatively and views it exclusively as an anti-Indian partnership” (2011: 8).
Moreover, China hosted the very first trilateral China-Afghanistan-Pakistan dialogue in
2012 for cooperation. In the same year, China’s ex-President Hu Jinto met with Karzai and signed
strategic partnership agreement with Afghanistan. The reasons for these steps of China are: (1)
according to Hong, “these actions are consistent with calls from the US and NATO for China to do
more in Afghanistan” (2013: 11). (2) “China attempts to develop parallel relations with both India
and Pakistan, but India tends to look at China-Pakistan relations very negatively and views it
exclusively as an anti-Indian partnership” (Zhu, 2011: 8). (3) An Indian analyst stated that “China
wants to see US out of Kabul, prevent US from using Uyghurs to break China & undermine BRI
projects and contain US influence in SCO states. China/ Russia will use SCO to safeguard their
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influence and keep US/West influence at bay. But Indo-Pak hostility will weaken SCO in long
run” (A.K. Pasha, personal communication, June 19, 2018). The other Indian practitioner said that
India should more pro-actively engage with China especially after China recently agreeing to a
first-ever joint India-China developmental project in Afghanistan (R. Sharma, personal
communication, May 22, 2018).
A Pakistani participant, M. Kamal in her interview asserted that the coming era will
witness Chinese activism in the region (2016, May 17). The SCO in a new form [after inclusion of
Pakistan and India] can only succeed if includes Iran in it [as a member state] and only then it may
be able to play some role in Afghanistan. Another expert suggested that if Iran, India and Pakistan
develop mutual trust along with Russia then they can bring peace to Afghanistan. China and the
US can be silent observers, but not to have the main say. Chinese can only play a role in
Afghanistan, if they use Pakistan, but then that annoys India and Iran (A.H. Khan, personal
communication, May 22, 2018. Indeed, the US wants to use Afghanistan to contain China, Russia
and also India in the long run. Pak-China alliance is disliked by US. So all will suffer in the short
run because US wants to bring down China using Kabul no matter what Pakistan does. Conversely,
according to C. Rakisits in his interview that
“The US, China and Russia would be the guarantors of the peace deal that would come out of the
negotiations. Possibly supported by a UN peacekeeping force in Afghanistan. The US and China
would sweeten the parallel negotiations — Kashmir and Afghanistan — with the promise of very
large development funds for both Kashmir and Afghanistan once a final solution is found for both”
(C. Rakisits, May 4, 2018).

5.4.4 Socio-Economic Implications
Socially, Pakistan was maligned as providing safe heavens to terrorist and Pakistan alleged
for having ties with the Taliban, therefore, playing double game with the US. “However, indeed, a
wave of terrorism due to which Pakistan has suffered a lot as a result of incidents like attacks on
our military installations, military operation which Pakistan carried out inside its territories of
FATA and IDPs of FATA. Therefore, socio-economic fabric is strained” (F. Konain, personal
communication, April 6, 2018). The international expert drew the picture of proxy warfare
between Indian and Pakistan prior to 9/11 and indicated social aspects of implications in the form
of intensification of ethnic and communal differences in the following words;
“Of course, the use of proxies predates 9/11. Both India and Pakistan have long seen in Afghanistan
strategically important space from where to pursue both their bilateral regional strategies, both
offensive and defensive. Pakistan continues to believe that India uses Pakistan to destabilize the
country, mainly through exacerbating ethnic and sectional tensions. Pakistan’s policy elites see
Indian machinations in Afghanistan as intended to draw away Pakistan’s security forces from the
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India border but more significantly as part of the larger strategy to encircle Pakistan. India finds in
Afghanistan opportunities to retaliate against Pakistan for meddling in Kashmir through sponsored
jihadi groups that have also targeted the rest of India. But Afghanistan is important to India for a
more significant reason that dates back to the 1990s. India fears in Afghanistan the consolidation of
power of an Islamic regime that can further radicalize Pakistan and eventually impact India’s large
Muslim community (M.G. Weinbaum, personal communication, April 8 2018)

Moreover, India is causing social fabrication within Pakistan through Afghanistan in FATA
and KPK areas and via Iran in Baluchistan. This point was pointed out by an Iranian participant
expressing that India’s growing influence and presence in Afghanistan, which is Pakistan's
backyard, has posed security, economic and political threats for Pakistan. India has ability to
undermine Pakistani stability in the region by supporting for the Baluch ethnic movement, as well
as the Pashtun groups (Hanifeh Rigi, 20 April 2018). India has been successful in buying political
and strategic influence in Afghanistan because the long term acrimonious relationships between
Afghanistan and Pakistan have been used by India in its favor to hit the hot iron and turn the
sentiments of people of Afghanistan in its favor. There was a vacuum which was filled by India. It
has created another theatre of war for Pakistan that now the western bordered is destabilized and
Pakistan is kind of sandwiched between the two borders. Furthermore, the soft power engagement
of India with Afghanistan has impacted Afghan society at large. Similarly, Afghan government
support to upgrade the government machinery for democratic structure is also putting impact on
Afghanistan. Military assistance in form of weapons and military training to ANA and Afghan
National police also affects. The 3 hundred and fifty thousand ANA and ANP are in number. Their
orientation and inclination are totally towards India and US. This is all disadvantageous for
Pakistan. Besides, the Afghan intelligence agency, NDS (National Directorates of Security) is
totally trained by India and RAW advisors are present in Kabul for drafting, planning, and
executing the strategies for the NDS. According to some answers, today, Afghanistan’s masses are
totally in the influence of India and the US. Indian social influence is major and putting impacts
across the border as well.
In terms of economic impacts, it was reported by the New York Times that the US spent
US$3.3 trillion in Afghanistan in the context of GWOT (Carter & Cox, 2011). However, after
passing more than sixteen years [up to 2016], this war is still continued without finding any
solution. This spillover impacts of this prolong war has been proven very costly for the allies as
well particularly for Pakistan as a result of terrorism and extremist violence. The State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP) publicized in a report on November 18, 2016, that showed “extremist violence
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costing the country $118.3 billion – in direct and indirect losses from 2002 to 2016. Both the
economic and social development has been severely hampered by the terrorism-related incident”
(Pakistan suffered $118bn loss, 2016). It also highlighted another aspect that Pakistan became a
front-line ally of the US in the war of counter- terrorism and Islamic extremism following
September 11, 2001 attacks which stimulated the US to invade Afghanistan. Moreover, this report
of SBP also described the losses. For instance, until 2016, Pakistan suffered US$118billion loss
since 2002 during the war against terrorism.
On the contrary, a Coalition Support Fund (CSF) was approved by the US to support
Pakistan in the war. Under this fund, the US released merely of around US$1 billion annually since
2002 and by the end of 2016, Pakistan just received a total amount of assistance US$14 billion
under this funding programme (Pakistan suffered $118bn loss, 2016). Minister for Law, Zahid
Hamid during the government of Nawaz Sharif’s tenure (2013-18) stated in the meeting of Senate
of Pakistan that “an amount of 13.7 billion dollars has been received by Pakistan in respect of
Coalition Support Fund during the last 15 years. This amount was used for civil and defence
services. “Physical infrastructure suffered loss of 5.25 billion dollars while exports suffered loss of
7.1 billion dollars due to terrorist acts” (Pakistan suffered $56.88b losses, 2016). Moreover,
Economic survey of Pakistan of 2014-15 depicted;
“Total economic loss sustained by Pakistan due to War on Terrorism since 9/11 rose to $107
billion. After 9/11, Pakistan had started including the cost of terrorism in its annual economic
performance presentations, as the country heavily suffered on account of loss of lives, economic
opportunities and damages to infrastructure, suffered from the US drone attacks.”

According to the details of this survey, in the post-9/11, the cumulative loss of these
highlighted developments had put adverse impacts over the whole growth rate of all major
sectors of Pakistan’s economy. Aside from it, it was also explained that “Pakistan continued to
pay a heavy price both in the economic and security terms and substantial portion of precious
national resources both, men and material, have been diverted to address the emerging security
challenges for the last several years”.
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Table No.5.2: Estimated Losses in Pakistan’s Economy after Joining US in GWOT (2001-2015)

Years
2001-02
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15*
Total

$ Billion
2.67
2.75
2.93
3.41
3.99
4.67
6.94
9.18
13.56
23.77
11.98
9.97
6.63
4.53
106.98

Rs. Billion
163.90
160.80
168.90
202.40
238.60
283.20
434.10
720.60
1136.40
2037.33
1052.77
964.24
681.68
457.93
8702.75

% Change
3.0
6.7
16.3
16.9
17.2
48.6
32.3
47.7
75.3
- 49.6
- 16.8
- 33.5
- 31.7

*Estimated on the basis of 9 months actual data
Source: MoF, M/o Interior, M/o Foreign Affairs Joint Ministerial Group
https://tribune.com.pk/story/898015/economic-survey-2014-15-losses-due-to-war-on-terror-down-by-a-third-to-4-5b/

According to the official and military sources, the 80,000 Pakistanis have been killed during
the US 'War on Terror': report on March 29, 2015. According to these reports, Moreover, A report
titled “Body Count: Casualty Figures after 10 Years of the ‘War on Terror” was released by the
Nobel Prize-winning International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War, along with
Physicians for Social Responsibility and Physicians for Global Survival. It disclosed the same
number of casualties saying “at least 80,000 Pakistanis have been killed in the US-led War on
Terror”. Below are the numbers of casualties in Pakistan from 2004 until the end of 2013.
Table no. 5.3: Killing of Pakistani People in GWOT
Kind of People
Casualties
Civilians
48,504
Journalists
45
Civilians killed by drones
416 – 951
Pakistani security forces
5,498
Militants
26,862
Total
81,325 – 81,860
Source: 80,000 Pakistanis killed in US 'War on Terror': report”, The Express Tribune, March 29, 2015.

On the other hand, an Indian analyst maintained that Pakistan is losing its reliability in
Afghanistan and it is fewer performers (D. Nandy, personal communication, April 6, 2018).
According to Pakistani analysts, Pakistan has never worked for image building because it has no
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firm, clear and uniformed policy towards Afghanistan particularly with respect to Indian soft
involvement. Our army dictates Pakistan’s foreign policy, therefore, there are large gaps in Afghan
of Pakistan, and if there is no peace in Afghanistan there will be no peace in Pakistan (Marium
Kamal, personal communication, July 3, 2018).
Moreover, Pakistan should be blamed for Pakistan’s diplomacy towards Afghanistan.
Pakistan should have a proactive policy in Afghanistan because Pakistan’s entire economy is
burdened with Afghan refugees. Thus, conclusively no unified policy outline for Afghanistan has
been found in during interviews because Pakistan does not spell out its policies properly due to the
Indian threat and Indian-centric policy and security structures. Pakistan needs to be made an
obvious and a constructive policy towards neighbouring countries and major powers keeping in
mind all the hard and soft perspectives and how to achieve the best possible options because
strategically Pakistan has the upper hand vis-à-vis India. Additionally, P. Wallace drew a picture of
social implications.
Pathan tribal relationships and Afghan refugees in Pakistan in balance favour Paklstantho they are
source of concern for Pakistan. Both are Sunni dominant countries with significant Shia minorities
(Hazara’s in Afghanistan; @ 20% Shias in Pakistan). Pathan issue may be the most important issue
as a separate Pakhtoonistan became prominent with partition. Pathans also are the single most
important Taliban constituent; what percentage would be interesting. Post 9/11, the role of
international players especially with regard to Afghan security concerns hinders more friendly
relations with Pakistan. Kabul being so close to the Pakistan border with continual major Talban
attacks often blamed on the Haqqani sanctuary just across the border is a major issue. Southern
border areas with Pakistan pose particular security issues due to Taliban controlled areas (personal
communication, April 8, 2018).

On the contrary, a Pakistani analyst concluded positively that there was no any threat to
Pakistan by Indian influence in Afghanistan during Hamid Karzai regime but the only threat was/
is/ will be to peace development in South Asia region (A. Zaheer, personal communication, July 3,
2018). Another participant highlighted that Pakistan is doing well over Afghan issue and has
created good space for her while reaching out to Russia and China. Pakistan is not pitched against
Afghanistan. It is United States and India that are tarnishing the image of Pakistan. Pakistan does
not accept the Indian hegemony or dictate of US. Pakistan is no longer proxy of any country. It has
suffered a lot and learnt the lesson through bitter experiences (A. R. Malik, personal
communication, May 9, 2018). Whereas, Indian analysts say that Indian threats were minimal to
Pakistan during the bygone period of former Karzai regime, since Pakistan was then the US friend.
But these are likely to deepen considering the changed US Pakistan policy and India’s
‘legitimised’ role by the US in Afghanistan. To ward off the forthcoming threats, Pakistan is
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getting closer to China and Turkey and even Russia which confronted India for Pakistan at many
forums. “However, it would be interesting to see as to how long US-India tie up stands, and how
Pakistan is capable to counter it by forging a new geo-political setting of China-Russia-IranTurkey alliance (M. A. Kaw, personal communication, June 7, 2018).
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Conclusion
“History has left us in an infinity of traces (through different marks)...the task is to compile an
inventory of the traces that history has left in us.”
(Edward Said, 2015)

Historical legacies of the great game politics and foreign interferences in Afghanistan are
especially significant for a thorough comprehension of Afghan problem. Moreover, many
stakeholders have been vying for strengthening and growing their footprints in Afghanistan as this
land has been significant for their strategic realist-oriented self-interests. In this scenario, world
politics and struggle among states all come in the sphere of realist paradigm. In this regard, the
unintended consequences are figured more consistently as the undesired outcomes with scope of
positivity and negativity that becomes obvious after analyzing the rational and intended selfinterests of the foreign policy of an actor concerned. The unintended consequences approach
(UCA) can be defined in terms of action and reaction with both positive and negative outcomes
depending upon the intended desires of an actor. Therefore it is argued that not all unintended
consequences are undesirable, or in other words the unintended outcomes may add to the intended
goals described in the rationally defined foreign policy objectives of a state. To define the rational
foreign policy goal, two common factors in the UCA and realism paradigm are as follows: (1)
intentionality, and (2) diversity in context or system. Intentionality factor derived from the
classical realism works as an independent variable and alter with change in the power distribution
in a system concerned. Thus, the anarchic nature of the system pushes the states to determine their
intended goals by using rational foreign policy tools, i.e. soft and hard power. However, sometimes
state(s) has to react of its intended actions irrationally [which are mostly done in past] then smart
power is used under the grand strategy of power state to cope with the perverse results of the
intended policies. The USA reaction in the form of Afghanistan invasion against Al-Qaeda attack
on Twin Towers and launch of the GWOT in post-9/11 were the negative unintended
consequences for what was done in Afghanistan during the eras of Cold War and post-Cold Wars.
Proxy war between India and Pakistan in Afghanistan is also one of the unintended consequences
of the US policy in South Asia within the context of Afghan-oriented counter terrorism war.
In this study, Afghanistan problem has been contextualized and comprehended in the great
game politics to understand the story of unintended consequences of historical events related to
foreign interventions in Afghanistan from 19th century to post-9/11 [by 2014]. It would be
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pertinent to also look at the [old] great game which had ensued back in the 19th and 20th centuries.
The economic purposes with which Tsarist Russia and Imperial Britain were engaged in this game
was a grand game fought by series of war policy [hard power] and social and humanitarian means
[soft power] to buy sphere of influences for empire-building. The study of archival material and
Orientalist perspective prove that the perceptions of Imperial Britain about the Russians were at
odds with the reality. This gives a new ‘constructivist’ spin to what looks like a realpolitik rivalry.
If records are to be believed along with a lot of circumstantial evidence on the British side, there
was no great game as such. The British were essentially battling its own paranoia and the Russians
may not have had concrete interests in Afghanistan as much as the former made the whole world
believed by its authority over knowledge production.
But later, during the ideological Cold War, in the same battle ground, United States
replaced British and the aim was twofold: (1) US wanted its revenge from the USSR for its failing
in Vietnam; and (2) the US was denying the USSR, an access to warm waters of Indian Ocean. For
this, ideological tool (i.e. religion was used to counter the threat of communism [USSR] against
the capitalism). Instead of engaging direct, the US erected the proxies and used the regional states
as its proxy to fight for safeguarding the superpower’s interests at large. In the aftermath of USSR
decline, the US was a sole superpower with no more interests in Afghanistan. However, more
players emerged in the game of Afghanistan which made it more complex, more problematic and
worse than the past games. The concept of New Great Game in post-Cold War era became the
unintended consequence of the Cold War rivalry. “The security order of the post-Cold War world
is called this NGG as ‘the new world disorder” (Buzan & Wæver, 2003: 3), in which the battle
ground was same but not the traditional and two-players oriented chess-game; however, more
players have joined i.e. China and India, in addition to other small players of Pakistan, Iran, Saudi
Arabia and CARs. And, game was more complex with new techniques and strategies. The
emergence of multiple players and transformation of mujahedeen into the Taliban and Al-Qaeda
were the perverse unintended consequences of the US rational foreign policy actions. And, the
reactions of these outcomes appeared in the form of long-insurgency in Afghanistan, terrorist
attacks on the US and superpower military adventurism, new security architecture in South Asian
due to the US de-hyphenating policy, and Pakistan’s deep involvement in its backyard that put
extreme destructive impacts on Pakistan’s security.
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The emergence of the Central Asian Republics in early 1990s provided early basis for a
culturally diverse, economically persuasive and strategically obsessive competition [3G labeled as
in this study] commenced in the dawn of 21st century. The strategic obsession of India and
Pakistan and proxy war reached to an all-time high during the US invasion of Afghanistan in 2001.
Afghan conflict transformed into an International one because of a number of regional and nonregional players involved in Afghanistan. However, the intensity of Afghan dilemma is an
international nature but not like the W.W.II. Its nature is also regional one due to becoming an
additional conflicting zone between two nuclear powers of South Asia [Pakistan and India]. But in
the contemporary world politics, warfare has changed completely since those days of the world
wars. ‘Asymmetric warfare is global by its very nature, the 9/11 war in Afghanistan is
international but with a very strong regional flavor to it’ (RP – 1) [See Annexure III].
Therefore, in face of the US demands as per its grand strategy of the GWOT in
international and regional conflict of Afghanistan, Pakistan had to abandon their public support to
the Taliban regime and formally joined the US-led War on Terror. On the other hand, Indian
presence gained momentum and indulged more legitimately in the Afghan conflict as counterreactionary measure to the Pakistani influence [as per its strategic depth] with the support of the
US. At international level, the Russians and Chinese deemed it necessary to consider their regional
economic and strategic interests vulnerable to the US onslaught and formed the SCO. The
international involvement in the form of NATO and ISAF and regional players including Pakistan,
India, China, Russia and Iran; translated this new struggle in the 21st century into another game
with diversified economic and strategic interests. The old concept of New Great Game of 20th
century demands to reconstruct [in the form of “Grand Great Game] due to diverse geopolitical
dynamics and security patterns.
In this 3G, the regional and non-regional players are involved in complex strategic
engagement under a new international structure uni-multipolarity with sub-regional great games
and competitions along with cooperation for universal threat of terrorism. Moreover, this 3G
construct in fact is going to serve varied “geoeconomic” and “geo-cultural” interests of one state in
another geographically significantly state in this anarchic world order, but by pursuing social
means in their realistic-oriented foreign policy actions. These realistic ends in rapidly changing
environment of multipolar create unintended consequences, which can be beneficial sometime or
destructive. In a large spectrum, this study develops a simple narrative of Grand Great Game in
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Afghanistan with reference to Indian smart power involvement in this land and its consequences
over Pakistan. The Afghan land is a cockpit of different imperial players with distinct “known”
means and ends but with “unknown” consequences.
During the post-9/11, Pakistan and India ─ in the new power-play of the 3G at regional
level ─ tried to balance each other and this is what exactly happened in the South Asia, while the
USA intervened after September 11, 2001, both Pakistan and India started to find global ally in
Afghanistan. However, the first priority of the US was to eliminate terrorism from the region and
Pakistan was the best option. Later on, India became the best option to tackle that issue. This was
US de-hyphenation policy towards South Asia.
There were two reasons behind the US de-hyphenation policy in South Asia regarding
Afghanistan. (1) The US recognized that the two countries [Pakistan and India] increasingly serve
different interests and policies. Consequently, the need was felt to de-hyphenate them. (2) The US
relationship with Pakistan revolves around concerns that arose or became more acute after 2001
due to two aspects: (i) Pakistan’s provision of safe havens that makes her difficult if not impossible
to defeat the Afghan insurgency; and (ii) fears of nuclear proliferation propagating against Pakistan
by Western and India media. These fears were that a destabilized Pakistan could allow the
extremist groups allied with global terrorists to penetrate its nuclear facilities. (3) The US
relationship with India was, by contrast, attractive because of three reasons: (i) for the economic
and commercial opportunities which India can increasingly afford in Afghanistan due to its rising
economic power and political leverage. (ii) India-US civil nuclear deal of 2008 made US proIndian tilt clear. (iii) India was also viewed the best option, even if reluctant to assume this
economic role, it would definitely serve as a counterforce to the expansion of China’s broad
regional ambitions. In other words, it can be stated that whereby “military [hard] power is crucial
to winning wars, soft power is essential to winning peace” (Kugiel, 2016: 29). The US dehyphenated India and Pakistan on this perception, while economic role in form of Afghan
rehabilitation and development was given to India. And, Pakistan was forced to fight the Afghan
warfare and play a military role not only with conditional alignment with the US in Afghanistan
but also to launch military operations against Haqqani network within Pakistan’s boundaries in
light of “do more” demand.
Two viewpoints were found during discussions with the research participants. (1) US South
Asian policy in post-9/11 was basically a de-hyphenation of India and Pakistan in perception. “The
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two countries have been entirely de-hyphened, at least in perception” (RP – 2). Pakistan-Indian
rivalry in Afghanistan is indeed as a result of competition to dominate discourse. “Indeed, the
information war has become almost as important as the military conflict it seeks to describe; it is a
strategic stand-off, fraught with diplomatic tension” (Kugiel, 2016: 21). In Afghanistan, the
geopolitical rivalry between India and Pakistan was changed into a war of perception. India is
winning the war through its soft power approach. India retains the distinction among all the major
players in Afghanistan by using her soft power not only to extend her political, economic and
security interest in this strategically important country but also has won the hearts and minds of the
Afghan nation. “The extant of popular support for India – a byproduct of its “no-strings-attached”
strategy of reconstruction assistance, soft power projection, and outreach to all major Afghan
ethnic groups – is particularly striking when compared with Afghans’ perceptions of Pakistan”
(Hanauer & Chalk, 2012: 23).
(2) On the other hand, it has been analyzed that the most important US collaboration with
India in Afghanistan was not de-hyphenation of two traditional rivals in perception. Diversity in
international system shaped the intentionality of the US and India vice versa to make the
perception of de-hyphenating a reality. The US has been actively encouraged India to increase its
soft or smart power involvement in Afghanistan. This was started under President G. W. Bush and
continued under the next two presidents. Due to this US policy concessions to India, New Delhi
has been able to commit over $3 billion in economic aid including wheat/food supplies, giving
modest military equipment & training, given hundreds of study scholarships to Afghan students,
used soft power, through ICCR, films, TV serials, sports, music & dance groups, books, academia
ties and built Parliament building, power lines, roads, housing colonies, hospitals, schools and
much needed other infrastructure to improve road-rail connectivity also with Iran through
Chabahar, and humanitarian assistance.
By contrast, secondly, Pakistan has not been a successful country regarding the application
of soft power in Afghanistan particularly and the country’s positive image-building worldwide
generally (RP ─ 12). Indian involvement in Afghanistan basically increased due to absence for
Pakistan’s soft power narrative and its dissemination effectively and efficiently. Pakistan has
provided its land for lodging to Afghan refugees for long time, but it didn’t use them as strategic
assets in order to promotion of humanitarian assistance conception of Pakistan within Afghanistan.
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India, through its economic diplomacy, has been trying to transform Afghanistan into an
“economic depth” compared to Pakistan’s conception of strategic depth.
Thus, in these circumstances, Afghanistan believes, and so does Pakistan that it is a victim
of proxy war between India and Pakistan. “India, on the other hand, maintains that it is not waging
any war against Pakistan in a distant land; it is in Afghanistan for its own reasons, “only” one of
which is to counter any purported Pakistani attempt to establish its unshakeable stronghold there”
(RP ─ 22).
In this scenario, it was presented that Bush, Obama and Trump administrations of the US
steadily have moved to a pro-India policy, especially regarding alleged Pakistan’s ISI assistance to
the Haqqanis and the Taliban in Afghanistan. Simultaneously, China’s new huge projects in
Pakistan [CPEC] are probably also significant for the US realignment towards India. Moreover, the
increasing China factor in Af-Pakistan affairs has forced the Trump administration to throw its
weight behind India at Pakistan's expense. Trump reinforced this de-hyphenation message in
August 2017. Although the Trump administration had suggested that India would continue to
provide security sector assistance to the Afghan government. “Now the Trump administration has
formalized it by enhancing India's military role in Afghanistan, which is a setback for Pakistan”
(RP ─ 17).
Simultaneously, the US seems to drop this line of thinking because of starting negotiation
with the Taliban and prevailing feeling among the strategic circles of the Washington and New
Delhi that Indian military assistance to Afghanistan would increase Pakistan’s security fears and
further heighten tensions between the countries. It is important to mention here that India has not
been the closest US ally against terrorism especially in Afghanistan. The Indian are not deeply
involved in Afghanistan regarding terrorism. The US would like them to be. However, New Delhi
has been bitten by its earlier attempt to get closer against terrorism. “The US closest ally to fight
terrorism in Afghanistan have been the NATO troops, the Afghan security forces, and sometimes
Pakistan when it suits to the US, however not India” (RP ─ 1).
Conversely, the US pro-Indian stance under de-hyphenation policy during Bush, Obama
and Trump administrations is “a fundamental policy mistake in that it has not only introduced into
Afghanistan an outside player into the mix but it has effectively meant that now Pakistan had two
military fronts it has to worry about—admittedly not equally as threatening” (RP ─ 1). This can
make it easier for Islamabad to continue its support for the Taliban to counter the Indian-backed
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Kabul government and the remnants of the Northern Alliance. Therefore, Intertwined to the postconflict Afghanistan, international and Pakistani participants focus on a “grand” Faustian bargain
with the Taliban and among players as well. [That’s why, Trump administration recently decided
to move direct talks with the Taliban, since it declined Pakistan’s suggestion earlier]. Moreover,
these participants put differently that Indian involvement in Afghanistan has complicated matters
in the process of finding peace in that country because instability in Afghanistan directly affects
Pakistan and unstable Pakistan is not in favor of India as well.
This is to say that India should not be the part of Afghan peace process. Indian analysts put
this aspect in other way round that if the developments such as the US limited engagement with
Pakistan, uneasy Afghanistan-Pakistan relations, intensification of the proxy war between India
and Pakistan and the geopolitical competition among major players continue in the same way,
would make certain the prolongation of the present Afghan quagmire in this 3G; as mentioned by
D’Soua, “the case of intense regional competition and support for proxies continues, the
balkanisation of Afghanistan into spheres of influence would not be a distant possibility” (2011:
23). Pant describes it differently that if Pakistan role in Afghanistan is greatly significant regarding
peace then India should play assertive role.
“There are clear dangers of the regional security situation unraveling as Western forces depart
from South Asia. Afghanistan aside, even Pakistan’s future is at stake, with violence now rampant
in Pakistani cities in tandem with the growing strength of the Taliban insurgency…New Delhi will
have to assert its role in ensuring regional stability” (Pant, 2014: xiii).

Conversely, some Pakistani analysts declined the role of distant players in Afghan peace,
including the US and India. Moreover, they maintained that Pakistan’s sense of insecurity would
be constant soreness in obtaining India’s long-run objectives despite its inherited national power
indicators, due to which it is heading wisely towards the journey of be super-regional power. Since
its growing power is disturbing the regional balance. It should also be familiar with the fact that
“Pakistan has the capacity to pose the biggest hindrance to Indian regional hegemonic intentions
and curtail her role in Afghanistan. Pakistan is a nuclear state [a hard power] and survived despite
her weak internal infrastructure that Pakistan has the potential to attain and sustain bi-polarity of
the region” (RP ─ 9).
Moreover, according to Afghan perspective, the US has to talk with the Taliban and let the
Afghans decide their future. On the other hand, Afghan leadership has to cooperate with Pakistan
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as well as with India to carve out a path to peace and prosperity within the country. An Afghan
analyst, Ahmadzai expressed that “
There is a need for a strong leadership and diplomacy [within Afghanistan] to convince regional
players, particularly India and Pakistan to work together for proxy peace rather than for proxy war.
Afghanistan could become a new ground for cooperation between India and Pakistan as both can
mutually benefit from exploring their individual relationships with Afghanistan, instead of
countering each other” (2010: 4).

Findings and Available Options for Pakistan
1. At national level: Continuity of democracy and smooth transition of power are essential for
Pakistan. It needs truthful, honest and sincere leadership with visions of revenue generation
and economic revival, removal of corruption, good governance, conflict management, policy
implementation, policy of self-reliability, and proactive but independent foreign policy. As a
result of 2018 election, if a government with these visionary thoughts is formed successfully,
the National Action Plan and NACTA should be implemented because necessary structure and
policy plan are already there. To make them a success story, a strong will power is needed on
urgency (RP ─ 27). Secondly, a balanced civil-military relationship should be established at
good terms to handle merely security threats to the country without dictating the civil
government and involving in helm of state affairs particularly foreign policy. “Army has
dominant role in our foreign policy, our civil government is weak. Our army dictates
Pakistan’s foreign policy; they are conventional thinkers’ rather strategic thinkers” (RP ─ 9).
Thirdly, reforms are needed to re-institutionalize the department of foreign affairs. Fourthly,
the FATA-KPK merger bill, which has passed by Pakistan Senate on May 22, 2018, would
help the political streamlining of this area. As a result of this bill, the constitutional laws and
liberties of Pakistan could be applied to this region and elections would be held after a year of
general elections of July 25, 2018. It has been a largely terrorism-stricken and neglected zone
of country which is still governed by colonial remnants [laws imposed by British rule at the
time of imposed border of Durand Line). Fifthly, no consensus is available on Afghan policy.
The role of APC should be increased in foreign policy-making to make a proactive and
responsive foreign policy.
2. At foreign policy: (i) Pakistan is needed an independent and a proactive foreign policy rather
than reactionary one along with sensibility of boosting or normalizing relations with world
states on mutual trust and equality basis. It has to decline seeking other interests as Pakistan did
in case of War on Terrorism. It should be in pursuit of self-interests. (ii) Apart of it, smart
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power approach is needed to be pursued for engagement with neighbors or other states [instead
of either pursuing hard or soft power]. Smart power is considered a careful calibration of both
foreign policy rational tools of hard power and soft power not only for gaining political
interests against a concerned country or bloc but also imperative to fight back the irrational
actions of the state. In other words, it is “an approach that underscores the necessity of a strong
military, but also invests heavily in alliances, partnerships, and institutions of all levels to
expand one’s influence and establish legitimacy of one's action” (Rasheed, 2018) (iii) Pakistan
has been weak enough at diplomatic front. According to some of the Pakistani responses,
Pakistan seems failed at diplomatic front generally and particularly in case of Afghanistan
because it does not have any clear policy not only for Afghanistan but also for all neighbors.
According to Dr. Marvin Weinbaum that Pakistan’s policy is kept vague to disillusion India.
3. To ward off the forthcoming threats from Indian involvement in Afghanistan, Pakistan is
getting closer to China and Turkey and even Russia which confronted India for Pakistan at
many forums. However, it would be interesting to see as to how long US-India tie up stands,
and how Pakistan is capable to counter it by forging a new geo-political setting of ChinaRussia-Iran-Turkey alliance. “At this moment, Pakistan is loosening its influence in
Afghanistan obviously because of the newly developing US-Afghanistan-India grouping.
Pakistan can counter it only by making allies with Iran and Russia, China and Turkey are
already on its friendly list” (RP ─ 19). In this regard, shadows of the new threats are becoming
visible, i.e. Daesh in Afghanistan. The recent meeting of spy heads of China-Russia-PakistanIran in July 2018 against the emerging Daesh footprints in Afghanistan is deeming a great
threat by these parties. ‘Deash presence in this region will be another justifiable excuse by the
US to stay here for the undefined time-period. These are intelligence reports that America is
planting Daesh in Afghanistan to weaken the Taliban. 10,000 Daesh members are there in
Afghanistan. However, there are reports of plantation of ISIS in this region would serve
interests of other as well’ as said by former Pakistani diplomat, Rustam Shah Mohmand,
during his interview in Tonight with Moeed Pirzada by July 15, 2018.
4. “Pakistan needs a little bit of balancing between Iran and Saudi Arabia for the purpose” (RP ─
19) in terms of Saudi-led IMCTC. As the US Afghan policy and grand strategy of GWOT is
getting more intricate and paranoid. There are two options: (1) if the US is thinking of
withdrawal its forces from Afghanistan once long ceasefire [reconciliation] reaches between
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Kabul government then it can abandon the Afghan land. (2) Analysts are skeptical abo ut the
US withdrawal policy and assert that it is intended for a long haul in Afghanistan because of
two reasons: (i) to gain its extended strategic objectives because the US “is not prepared to
lay down goals that are sought to be achieved…[Also], Washington is not revealing its
overarching objectives in a regional perspective that it is seeking to promote” once stated by
R.S. Mohmand such as (a) to keep an eye over Pakistani engagement with China regarding
nuclear development and its nuclear programme; (b) to hinder China growing hegemony in
Afghanistan, Pakistan and its surroundings with reference to CPEC in light of Chinese
project of OBOR; (c) to obstruct gradual revival of Russian power concerning its role in the
Middle East and growing [defense] ties with Pakistan; (d) to gain some economic interests
by exploitation of Afghanistan’s vast mineral reserves that are approximately worth of $1.5
trillion [‘the Afghan policy of President Trump staying Afghanistan for more time shows
that the US wants to exploit Afghanistan’s mineral deposits in return of serving the Afghans
for security purpose for which a grand bargain is needed. It denotes great game and neo colonialist mindset. It is a grand great game as well’, once stated by Dr. Chad Haines during
working with him at ASU]; and (e) to give more space to India and Saudi Arabia due to
emerging new realignments and pitting Daesh as a counter-weight to the Taliban not only to
weaken them by opening wars at several fronts at a time but might be provided a cover to
others [possibly to Indians to seek their strategic interests as well as to Saudi Arabia to stand
another bulwark against Iran]. Thus, Pakistan should be a carful calculus and follow smart
power approach to cope with upcoming challenges and managing prospects from a peaceful
and stable Afghanistan.
5. Pakistan should make strong inroads in Iran in terms of commonalities [religion, proximity,
and ethnic association] to break the strong influence of India and should get benefits from the
commonalities which India doesn’t have. Iran interests in Afghanistan are very intimate where
a number of converging interests can be found out between Iran and Pakistan in Afghanistan.
Rather, there are wide-ranging of converging interests between Iran and India in Afghanistan
such as collaboration between Delhi-Tehran-Kabul for economic uplift in the aftermath of
Pakistan’s denial to give access to India from Lahore via Peshawar to Kabul. There is also a
development of North-South Corridor that is sea route from Mumbai to Tehran, thereafter to
Chabahar via southern areas of Afghanistan to northern Afghanistan leading to the CARs.
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Therefore, Pakistan needs to find the way to make its cordial ties with Iran strategic partnership
to undermine Indian influence by finding possible options: (i) bilateral border management for
prevention of smuggling and human trafficking, and for hindrance of cross-border terrorist
activities, (ii) merger of Chahabar and Gwadar Ports; (iii) participation of Iran in the CPEC;
and (iv) realignment-making among Islamabad, Tehran, Beijing, and Moscow over
Afghanistan issue.
6. Pakistan needs to re-interpret the strategic depth into “economic depth”. Strategic depth has
been basically a military pursuit to make Afghanistan a safe haven in case of India adventurism
in Kashmir against Pakistan [a threat to come from north-eastern side] or any other future war
with India. “Pakistan should avoid the delay between thinking and implementation to get more
progressive results. Military strength is important, but it cannot alone support Pakistan’s
security because Pakistan also needs economic development” (RP ─ 13). Moreover, Pakistan
believes that “the only threat from India through Afghanistan is that, India can hijack the
regional market that can economically threaten Pakistan” (RP ─ 11).
i.

But now, Pakistan needs to make a long-term forward-looking vision regarding China as an
opportunity seriously coming from north in form of the CPEC and work on nitty-gritty of
the projects included in this grand developmental agenda.

ii.

Pakistan needs to enter into dialogue bilaterally with Afghanistan to sign a strategic
partnership agreement and should negotiate on common economic benefits: (a) to escalate
economic relations by enforcing tariff on both sides [Pakistan and Afghanistan]; (b) to
revitalize historical economic zones of Afghanistan in the context of the CPEC because
Pakistan economic borders have moved from Torkhum to Mazar-e-Sharief (RP ─ 5).
Historically, Kabul, Kandahar, Mazar-e-Sharief and Jalalabad had been economic zones of
this region. They can be converted into Economic Corridors under the tripartite alliance
among Afghanistan, China and Pakistan.

iii.

Pakistan should take Afghanistan’s trade stakes into consideration.

iv.

Flights frequency should be increased between Pakistan and Afghanistan. Several flights
can be operational as from Kabul to New Delhi, while there is only one flight between
Pakistan and Kabul nowadays (RP ─ 25).

v.

Pakistan should open transit trade route on equity base conditions and revise APTTA with
Afghanistan and India.
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vi.

People-to-people contact should be increased and the best way is to ensure linkages
between educational institutions and universities.

vii.

The TAPI, OBOR, TRACECA and Chabahar along Gawadar Port can open several
economic horizons not only for Afghanistan and Pakistan within the region but also for
others beyond the region.
However, economic benefits are unachievable without political settlement and trust. The

dream of economic depth only comes true, whenever Pakistan would be able to break the Indian
soft power image from the minds of Afghanistan because the nature of Indian assistance to
Afghanistan in every sphere of statehood is so strong, which is considered progressive and
developmental in nature by the Afghans at large. The Afghans deem that India has gone to have
stable Afghanistan in the region to achieve the desired goals (RP ─ 11). Pakistan must internally
work on at diplomatic front for smart power activism to counter India so-called smart role with the
possible response and interest oriented strategy.
In this dissertation, it has been observed that India is practicing the sharp power in
Afghanistan. The idea of “sharp power” was actually presented by Christopher Walker and Jessica
Ludwig in a Foreign Affairs article titled “The Meaning of Sharp Power: How Authoritarian States
Project Influence” by November 16, 2017. In this article, the authors viewed the influenced or
persuaded techniques of so-called democratic countries, Russia and China. The devisers of this
term criticized that China’s soft power is sharp power which is “about attraction or even
persuasion; instead, it centers on distraction and manipulation” (Walter & Ludwig, 2017).
According to these western thinkers, Russian and Chinese authoritarian regimes are used to for
systematic suppression of freedom of expression and political pluralism merely to maintain,
sustain and retain their power at home. More importantly, these principles are increasingly being
exercised internationally [within the countries which are greatly influenced by China and Russia].
This study asserts that this idea seems a new but new connotation with great game thinking of
manipulation and buying influences. Prior to Russia and China, the historical study of US foreign
policy shows that it firstly practiced by Great Britain and later has been practicing by the US. For
instance, US carrot and stick policy with Pakistan, support dictatorship and military regimes to
achieve its own interests when the America is at risk, and more importantly, interference within
state affairs of Pakistan are some but obvious examples of its sharp power.
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In connection with US sharp power, since post-9/11, India seems to follow imprints of the
US policies in Afghanistan. The question arises how? The answer is that India is influencing
Afghan leadership, bureaucracy, policy-makers, armed forces and masses through its economic aid
and monopolizing Afghans ideas, trying to suppressing alternative narratives, and exploiting its
strategic partner’s institutions. Rasheed (2018) expresses that the proponents of the sharp power
assert that some countries “pierce, penetrate, or perforate the political and information
environments in the targeted countries... [Or to] monopolize ideas, suppress alternative narratives,
and exploit partner institutions.” These methods of buying sphere(s) of influence by some
countries are neither soft power nor hard power nor smart power; however it is a sharp power.
According to M. Khan during personal communication,
“Today, India is well entered in Afghanistan in the garb of its rehabilitation and reconstruction. But
the process, what India did that it has moved into Afghanistan in a big way such as controlling the
Afghanistan policy, the entire Afghan bureaucracy, political leadership and military leadership, its
NDS and even its students are being trained by India. Pakistan is expecting that change of minds in
Afghanistan in form of entire Afghan bureaucratic, military and political structures is actually done
that the Afghan people are going to think differently about Pakistan” (RP ─ 5)

India, with its so-called smart power or soft power approach, is pressurizing, encircling,
isolating or blocking Pakistan. “India would never achieve its supremacy, as the strategy to
undermine Pakistan through ‘internal injury’ would only pave the way for it to look around” (RP─
9) [Pakistan has come to know about its military strength after retreating terrorism at home with its
own resources and without any external help. The Coalition Support Fund provided by the US to
Pakistan for fighting against terrorism was like salt in bag of flour]. In these circumstances, ‘the
goal of Afghanistan and South Asian security and stability cannot be gained without addressing
Pakistan’s constructive concerns, in fact, India is not in position of bypassing Pakistan’s strategic
interests in its way of engagement with Afghanistan to be a super-regional power vis-à-vis China’
(RP ─ 28).

Policy Recommendations
This dissertation presents the following proposed recommendations for ensuring political
stability, peace and security, and economic development in Afghanistan and South Asia in general
and for Pakistan in particular to counter-weight its Indian-centric concerns in Afghanistan in light
of the unintended consequences approach. [In this portion, the viewpoints of research participant
groups’ members have been mentioned as RP (research participant) along numbering, instead of
their names because the appendix III is prepared like this way].
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RP ─ 1
Ensuring peace and security in South Asia and Pakistan is “a big question for a big issue of
Afghanistan”, which is closely and greatly associated with India-Pakistan relations and their very
rivalry on Kashmir issue. It is a perverse unintended consequence of this traditional hostility. If a
lasting and comprehensive solution is to be found in Afghanistan, it cannot be made in isolation of
other issues in the region. According to C. Rakisits, “the approach must be regional and it must
involve all players which have a stake in finding peace in Afghanistan, in particular, and South
Asia, in general.” He further highlighted the following broad (but not comprehensive) contours of
what would be required to find peace in the region mostly related to India and Pakistan under this
regional-based approach;
1. For India-Pakistan negotiations: Holistically, “the road to peace in Kabul runs through
Kashmir.” The new battleground for Indo-Pakistan competition is now in Afghanistan and this
complicates the search for peace in Afghanistan. This doesn’t mean that Kashmir is no longer
the main bone of contention between the two nuclear-armed South Asian neighbors. Quite the
contrary, it is still very much alive. This is why, this festering issue between the two countries
needs to be resolved once and for all. However, because the Kashmir issue is now so much part
of the South Asia narrative, it would require tough and long negotiations and a lot of
compromise from both sides. But at the end of the day, a comprehensive regional solution is
the only way to find peace not only in Afghanistan but also in Kashmir. And this would unlock
vast human and natural resources which are now underused and unused because of the
shockingly poor Indo-Pakistan relations. Both countries should have to pursue the following
steps with mutual understanding and compromising attitude;
i.

Pakistan stops all military and political support for the LeT and similar terrorist
organizations;

ii.

Pakistan arrest the LeT leader, mastermind of the Mumbai attack in 2008, and has him put
on trial in a third country, [In this regard, ‘Indian non-cooperative response had been a
great hindrance in the way of fair and fast trail’, as explained by the former interior
Minister of Pakistan, Choudhary Nasar during Nawaz Sharif’s premiership, 2013- July
2017].

iii.

In return, the UN-observed and run referendum is held in Indian and Pakistani-held
Kashmiri lands. For the purpose of the referendum, Kashmir would be split in 3 parts:
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Pakistan-held (both administrative parts); the Valley in Indian-Held Kashmir (Muslimmajority area); the remaining part of Indian-held Kashmir.
a) The Kashmiris in the three parts are given three choices: Stay with India, Stay with
Pakistan, Independence. A simple majority will determine the future of each part.
b) An independent Kashmir (probably around Srinagar) would only be allowed a police
force. No military.
2. For India: (i) India would have to end its strategic alliance with Afghanistan and stop all
military support for the Afghan government and the Northern Alliance; and (ii) India would
have to cease all support for irredentist groups within Pakistan such
3. For Pakistan: (i) Pakistan would have to stop all military support for the Taliban, the Haqqani
Network and other Afghan-focused terrorist groups.
4. For Afghanistan: (i) The Afghan government would sit at the negotiating table with the
Taliban once the latter had publicly agreed to stop all terrorist attacks.
5. Major Powers as Peace Guarantors: (i) The US, China and Russia would be the guarantors of
the peace deal that would come out of the negotiations, and possibly supported by a UN
peacekeeping force in Afghanistan. (ii) The US and China would sweeten the parallel
negotiations — Kashmir and Afghanistan — with the promise of very large development funds
for both Kashmir and Afghanistan once a final solution is found for both.
6. Prospects of India-Pakistan Relations after border settlement and conflict resolution: (i) In
the spirit of having trust building measures and CBMs, the two countries would eventually
have discussions to pull back their military forces from the international border. (a) Pakistan
and India open up their borders and gradually make it easier for people to move across the
border. (b) Indo-Pakistan trade is facilitated.
7. Prospects for Regional Economic Development of South Asia after Peace in Afghanistan: (i)
India could also tap into the CPEC project, [as Afghanistan is getting closer to China and
Pakistan is also greatly engaged with China for this project under Chinese vision of OROB].
(ii) With peace in the region, the rich resources of Central Asia, especially the gas and oil,
could flow through Afghanistan to Pakistan and India. (iii) Ultimately, Pakistan would have no
reason to have such a massive army which absorbs 28% of the budget. The released funds
could then go to productive sections of society, such as health and education. The same thing
would be important for India.
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“However, [realistically speaking], all this can only be possible if there is real political will by all
parties in the region to find genuine peace in Afghanistan and the region. Unless that’s the case,
none of the above is possible.” [Unfortunately, none of the state is ready to compromise its realistoriented interests]. For, different states adopt policies in international arena to address their basic
strategic and economic needs. The policies vary as per the geo-strategic make-up of that particular
region where the state’s self-interests are supposed to dwell.
RP ─ 2
1. In perspective of regional-based approach for the Afghan problem, all of Afghanistan’s
peripheral and distant neighbors should focus on how they can contribute to the survival of a
viable constitutional government in Kabul. The kind of solidarity demonstrated by the recent
Tashkent conference on Afghanistan [for Peace Process, Security Cooperation and Regional
Connectivity on March 26-27, 2018] directed to strengthening and stabilizing the Afghan state.
Various governments may have different motives for wanting to see the Kabul government
remain stable and united, and seem unlikely to give up on their hedging strategies in the event
of the Afghan state’s failure.
2. Yet none would be better off were the state to dissolve in a chaotic civil war or with the
restoration of a Taliban-led Islamic emirate, whether through military or political means. The
regional actors along with the Kabul government and its allies should be less preoccupied with
trying to induce the Taliban to come to the negotiating table. There is little reason to believe
that the Taliban senior leadership is prepared to join a democratic, pluralistic constitutional
political order.
3. Military pressure by the Afghan security forces together with the US and its coalition must
continue either in the hope that the Taliban will eventually be forced to negotiate or to buy time
for the Afghan government to regain the confidence of its own people through reform and
improved governance. There must be greater recognition that the most probable route to a
favorable political outcome for Afghanistan is not through reconciliation in a grand bargain
with the Taliban leadership. If peace is to be achieved, it is more likely to come through a
difficult gradual process of weaning away individual Taliban commanders and their fighters
from the roots of Talibanization ideology and crew.
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RP ─ 3
1. Kashmir: Real negotiations between Pakistan and India over Kashmir. It is a central issue for
both countries, but especially for Pakistan. Talks about talks and Confidence Building
Measures (CBMs) are only a beginning. Ultra-nationalist regimes in both countries prevent
effective compromises.
2. Problems of International community (IC) and its Role in Afghanistan:
i.

ISIS, the Middle East including Iran, North Korea, EU problems ranging from Brexit to
increasing authoritarian regimes in the Eastern Europe make it difficult for the IC to
provide the necessary focus on Afghanistan and South Asia.

ii.

Nuclear issues should be added to these regional concerns; i.e. war between India and
Pakistan or terrorists obtaining control of a weapons facility.

iii.

Great power diplomacy with many carrots and perhaps along a stick or two are essential to
begin and continue the needed reconciliation.

RP ─ 4
1. Solution Lies in Comprehension of Afghan Social Fabrication: In Afghanistan, presently
apart from the struggle of outside powers, who neither trust each other nor can come to
understanding, the big obstacles to peace and stability in Afghanistan are misunderstanding of
the tribe, the Taliban, the Afghan government, the US presence and Iran. To understand
Afghanistan, and seek for some solution, one has to understand the social structure of Afghan
society.
i.

Tribe: in Afghan society, a tribe is a political and social unit an individual’s identity is
known by his tribe and ethnicity. An individual is more loyal to a Non-Muslim of his
own tribe, than to a Muslim of another tribe.

ii.

Taliban: The Taliban is a very misunderstood phenomenon. It is neither a proper
movement nor has a political or military wing. It is a ragtag organization that came into
existence under different circumstances. This reason they don’t want to talk to the
government is because they neither have political wing nor a proper agenda as to how to
run the government. The resistance to Foreign and Afghan forces is nationalistic and not
religious. Every tribe and ethnic group fights with in its own local area and they are all
branded as the Taliban.
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iii.

The Afghan Government and leaders: The formulation of Afghan policy and
Afghanistan relations with neighboring countries is handled by the Afghan Government
and its Parliament in which “around 80% of Afghan Parliamentarians are not Afghan
citizens they hold foreign passports i.e. Germany, Canada, US or other European
countries.” They come to Afghanistan and take part in politics just for making money and
what they are doing by involving in state affairs. These policymakers, who are in
government, have nothing in common with ordinary Afghans; they make policies not in
the interest of Afghan nation or people but in the interest of US, UK or whose passport
they are holding or funding comes with dictation. “Most of these people at the helm of
affairs in Kabul, are not Afghan citizens. They will leave as soon as the foreign forces
leave. They are here to make money and that can only be done, as long as the foreign
forces are in Afghanistan that is why they do not want peace. War is a big source of
making money in Afghanistan.”

iv.

The US Forces: “According to many experts and other analysts, the US came to
Afghanistan neither because of the Taliban nor Al-Qaeda they had other agenda which
they could not achieve that is why they are in a state of confusion.” They have failed to
give a proper system to the Afghans, military, civil, education etc. It has cost then
trillions of dollars and will be leaving as a defeated power. If they stay, it is getting more
and more expensive. If they leave them leave as a defeated power. So their indecisiveness
is another big obstacle to peace in Afghanistan.

v.

Iran: Iran through its sheer superior diplomacy has now become a super in the region,
and a regional power globally.

2. Pakistan-India antagonism: The peace in Afghanistan lies in India and Kashmir. If ever these
two countries develop trust and confidence in each other, most of the issues in South Asia
would be solved. Both countries are facing somehow same sorts of issues which are as below;
i.

During partition, there was a civil war and millions of civilians were slaughtered on both
sides. The scars of civil war are carried forever, where as in a conventional war one fights
in uniform and after ceasefire it is all forgotten.

ii.

Another unfortunate incident in both India and Pakistan is that the popular leadership has
gone into religious hands including both extreme Hindus and Muslims. The population of
both countries is increasing with no jobs and recreation for the young. So, they all throng to
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religious parties that are more out of adventure and recreation than belief. The leadership of
both India and Pakistan is no longer in statesman or political hands who are considered far
sighted and mentally mature. The leadership of both the countries is now in narrow bighted
hands whereas one talks of Hindu India and another of Kashmir.
3. Afghanistan-Pakistan mistrust: Another factor of diplomacy which very few people
understand is that the Afghans and Pakistanis do not trust each other. Pakistanis may get along
with India in some cases but not with Afghans. This concept of “strategic depth” is totally
fabricated, Pakistan would never be that stupid to depend upon someone whom they don’t
trust. Plus in modern warfare a withdrawal is a total disaster with latest weapons and
technology the old theories are gone. Therefore, Pakistan has to pursue proactive diplomatic
measures to remove this mistrust environment.
RP ─ 5
1. Government of Afghanistan has to be loyal with the people of Afghanistan that would be the
hallmark for Afghanistan. If Afghan leadership of Hamid Karzai or Ashraf Ghani emphasized
on bringing peace and stability in Afghanistan, they not only played role in integrity and
sovereignty of the country but also kept the country far from following the dictation of
outsiders.
2. When this aspect is realized by Afghan leadership, they should go for reconciliation with the
Taliban. This is something that would unite the country because the Taliban only resists for the
withdrawal of foreign forces from Afghanistan. In this way, all marginalized segments would
be politically aligned and come into political streamline of the country. The Taliban would not
resist for negotiation if foreign forces leave the land.
3. After political alignment within Afghanistan, a broad-based government should be made in
Kabul which develops a broad-based consensus for development of Afghan forces. This
initiative would be taken by the Afghan government. Today, whenever Afghan government
imitates dialogue then put some conditions. The Taliban are the people who don’t accept any
condition. Therefore, it should be unconditional talk with Taliban and other marginalized
sections. Then this broad-based government should maintain its writ throughout the country
not confined only to Kabul.
4. Following political stability, the broad-based Afghan government could talk bilaterally with
countries for economic prosperity. There would be many countries who would like to help
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Afghanistan. China is the one which is taking interests in investing Afghanistan. It would be
only possible when Afghan government would be free to make its decision by its own for its
own people and its own country.
“Afterward, only immediate players such as China, Pakistan, Russia, Iran, and CARs would be
better able to help Afghanistan economically after peace because peace would definitely pay
back to the Afghans directly or indirectly. Without taking Pakistan’s concerns into serious
consideration, peace cannot be maintained in Afghanistan. The only reason for instability in
Afghanistan is foreign intervention. If the US reduces its military presence, Indian involvement
will also reduce. Then, there would be all likelihood that there would be restoration of peace in
Afghanistan. Afghanistan can maintain peace with the help of regional countries, when I say
regional countries, it is meant the countries which have geographical connectivity and continuity
with Afghanistan rather than those countries travel thousands of miles to reach their destiny of
Kabul such as India, US and European countries. Afghanistan can be more prosper
economically and more stable politically, if the US and India reduces their presence in
Afghanistan.”

RP ─ 6
1. Joint political ventures
2. Developmental Projects in Afghanistan
3. Soft Power projections in Afghanistan
4. Border Management
5. Regional Integration through institutions
RP ─ 7
Apparently, it seems very difficult that this region of Afghanistan would get absolute peace and
stability. Rather, this region would become the battle ground between China and the Western
world. Regional countries need visionary leadership to keep minimum level of conflict and avoid
any kind of escalation of issues into hot wars.
RP ─ 8
1. Unjustifiable Presence of the US: The United States should leave Afghanistan after bringing
reasonable stability in Afghanistan. They have the naval power and they can look after their
interests while being in Indian Ocean.
2. Pushtun Afghan Government: United States should engage Pashtun, the majority segment of
Afghan society, if they want to prolong their stay in Afghanistan.
3. Pakistan is following the right policy working at home first. Pakistan’s focus is domestic. It is
no more assertive in Afghan issue. Let Afghan decide what is best for them. [You don’t find lot
many international conferences and political dialogues in Pakistan over Afghan issue].
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4. Pakistan supports inclusion of all factions in Afghan government so that Afghan refugees could
honorably be repatriated. Pakistan supports all efforts which bring peace in its neighborhood.
RP ─ 9
1. Pakistan looks Afghanistan with its own perspective: (1) with the religious lens; and (2) within
the ethnic perspective. Pakistan has undefined policy. Actually, Pakistan doesn’t have any
policy regarding Afghanistan at all.
2. In the last 68 years, the Afghans sacked the Pakistani embassy 7 times in the history, but
Pakistan never retaliated aggressively. There are three viewpoints regarding Pakistan’s
influence on Afghanistan and trust;
i.

Pakistan soft power is negligible because Afghanistan’s anti-Pakistan sentiments are built
on jealousy and mistrust.

ii.

The anti-Pakistan sentiments are limited to urban areas. Most of the Afghans’
mobilization to Pakistan is like as the rivers flow from Afghanistan to Pakistan. In the
same way, the population and their cultural habitats flow from Afghanistan to Pakistan.
They are culturally strong bondage with ethically-identical people dwelling in Pakistan.
During Najibullah’s tenure in Afghanistan, and Nawaz Sharif’s [first tenure in Pakistan],
Pakistan-Afghanistan relations were strengthened.

iii.

Pakistan possesses more influence in Afghanistan as compare to India, if we rank them
according to their influence first will be United States, second will be Pakistan, third will
be Iran and lastly [fourth] will be India [literally and historically, the word ‘Hindu’ is
used as bad word among the Afghans]. Pakistan possesses strong cultural ties as Afghan
singers move in Pakistan and vice versa. Karzai lived in Pakistan for 25 years [in F7
sector in Islamabad] before he became the president of Afghanistan. In the current
government many parliamentarians have lived and studied in Pakistan.

3. Pakistan has nuclear weapon and the geographical, cultural, historical and demographic links
between the two countries [Afghanistan and Pakistan] dictate that India cannot escape the
unintended consequences from Pakistan’s fragmentation, if New Delhi is involved in antiPakistan activities within Pakistan via Afghanistan or Iran. India must, therefore, support
stability in Pakistan. Pakistan’s security turmoil can affect the growing regional security ties
among the hegemonic stakeholders in the region.
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4. As a matter of fact, despite Indian apparent supremacy and hegemonic intentions, Pakistan is
still disproportionately strong enough as compared to the other South Asian states [because
Pakistan is perceived powerful due to having nuclear weapons and strong military among the
Muslim countries, and leading the Saudi-led Sunni Islamic coalition in form of IMCTC. Thus,
“there is a need to find a hierarchy of cooperation at the internal and external levels with the
holistic approach to ensure Pakistan’s internal stability and security. Each of these levels must
identify durable, significant, and substantially self-contained features of the security problem
that can be resolved at the domestic level first and then to ensure its impact on the regional
level.”
RP ─ 10
1. For Pakistan: Putting home in order first. Measures for national unity, reforms in political and
electoral system and power sharing, decentralizing of power, revising of constitution,
assembling of Loya Jirga, and reconciliation should be taken.
2. Diplomatic Proactivism,
3. Effective foreign policy formation and efficient application at diplomatic front.
RP ─ 11
1. Pakistan has ended its duplicitous role in Afghanistan and eliminated Taliban sanctuaries in
across the Durand line above all by declining the phenomenon of Good and Bad Taliban.
Pakistan needs to continue this policy because prior to this, Pakistan’s sincere efforts
regionally and globally were dubbed as half-hearted.
2. Diplomatic gains can be achieved by compromises, which Pakistan did not put to achieve the
targeted goals. Pakistan has to compromise for achieving its national interests. The other
measures are as below;
a. Cooperation with Afghanistan in the fields of education and agriculture sector.
b. Pakistan should take other measures internally are as below;
i.

Complete Elimination of terrorism within the country.

ii.

Ethnic Integration

iii.

Poverty elimination and so on forth can bring stability to region.

RP ─ 12
1. Pakistan needs to change its image of security state.
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2. Pakistan should treat the refugees as refugees not as citizen of Pakistan [in Lebanon the
Palestinian are not given passport, they get only staying certificate]. Refugees can be
Pakistan’s long-term investment.
RP ─ 13
1. Pakistan should stop supporting Taliban in Afghanistan, or should convince the Taliban on the
possible terms and conditions, otherwise, if the policy is continued, it may isolate Pakistan at
the international level and Pakistan cannot afford to isolated, and it may also gather all the
opposing states [US, Russia, China, India, Afghanistan] on one platform opposing Pakistan.
2. Pakistan should seal the border with Afghanistan for her security. Af-Pak border can be fenced
only about 35km or 30-km and can’t fence from every place on Af-Pak border such as
Torkham. Therefore, proper border management should be planned. It should be bilateral effort
at governmental level between Pakistan and Afghanistan through signing agreement or MoUs.
3. Neither India a hegemon, nor can be, because of Pakistan’s military strength. It would not
allow India to dominate.
4. Pakistan and India needs to work for operationalization of the SAARC so that the regional
issues should be resolved at this forum.
5. “CPEC is certainly a game changer. It will strength Pakistan on the negotiating table vis-à-vis
China. India. It will also act as a harmonizing factor between Pakistan and Afghanistan, Iran,
Central Asian states. But the area of concern is Pakistan is very good at signing MOUs but not
equally good at following upon them.”
RP ─ 14
1. Pakistan should support the formation of all inclusive form of government in Afghanistan to
include various ethnic groups and political groupings. Besides, geo-economics and geo-culture
should prevail over geopolitics.
2. Pakistan should do a self-introspection and work towards building common ground both with
Afghanistan and India such as; (a) the renewal of Pak-Afghan Trade and Transit Agreement,
and (b) inclusion of India and the CARs in the renewed agreement. These two can help in
overcoming the trust deficit. It will lead to regional economic cooperation.
RP ─ 15
1. The Pakistani establishment itself and the Pakistan Army have to find answers themselves in
response to the question of ensuring political instability, peace and security in Afghanistan and
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South Asia after deep introspection. Till such time Pakistan and the Pakistan Army change
their mindsets on Afghanistan, peace and stability would be elusive.
2. Afghanistan today is far more important geopolitically to major powers than Pakistan and
therein lies the rub for Pakistan today.
RP ─ 16
1. To enhance trading relations among the member countries of the SAARC.
2. To increase people-to-people contact
3.

Soft power is to be given importance in making friendship with South Asian neighbors.

4. To abandon the policy of attack and violence either pursued by Pakistan or India.
5. To ensure cultural programmer.
RP ─ 17
1. To minimize role of Pakistan in Afghanistan.
2.

India should more pro-actively engage with China especially after China recently agreeing to a
first-ever joint India-China developmental project in Afghanistan.

3. Strengthen police and military of Afghanistan and put a sharp focus on infrastructure and
developmental projects in Afghanistan.
RP ─ 18
1. Afghan stability is important for South Asian peace. It is possible only after India-Pakistan
CBMs and composite negotiation with compromising attitude and equality based relationship.
2. Elimination of SAARC dysfunctionality.
3. Indian role and Pakistani role in Afghanistan should be counter-terrorism mutually that can
become a common goal, if both are sincere for peace, interconnectivity and regional economic
integration in the age of globalization can be easily achieved.
RP ─ 19
7. A regional than the international approach is required for regional peace and stability.
8. Pursuing South and Central Asian economic integration projects, the existing TRACECA and
OBOR and the forthcoming New Silk Route and TAPI Initiatives.
9. Sustained dialogue for end-conflicts between Pakistan & India, and Pakistan & Afghanistan.
10. China can play a role in settling disputes between India and Pakistan, if the SAARC is
extended again by inclusion of China because China’s natural closeness with South Asia and
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its strategic and economic engagement with all countries would definitely put impacts on this
issue-stricken region.
RP ─ 20
1. The US is a declining power, Asia is emerging gradually with China, Russia, India as new
power centers, also can’t ignore Turkey, Iran, and other Asian powers. It is better for Pakistan
to cooperate with power realities on ground and benefit.
2. The US has used Pakistan for decades to contain India and now Delhi is willingly going along
with US, so White House is prepared to dump Pakistan. However, Pakistan has not allowed the
US to use it again in Afghanistan after 2014.
3. India wants to remain autonomous of the US, but Pakistan-China is pushing India into the US
lap.
RP ─ 21
1. Role of Pakistan and India in Afghanistan should be minimized at zero level (Intelligence). The
games playing or played by agencies should be stopped then we have hope of peace in South
Asia.
2. Education should be given high priority and development should be done in a good and fast
track way by both India and Pakistan.
3. There are some border issues between India-Pakistan-Afghanistan and the problem of
Kashmir. If these problems would be solved on fast track then surely we hope for peace,
otherwise without doing these things we may fool ourselves if we hope for peace in South
Asia.
RP ─ 22
1. Negotiations between Taliban and the government of Afghanistan are primary. For this, the
former has to be driven ─ both pushed externally and on its own ─ into talking about
reconciliation. Factors that can promote this, such as concrete communication with its office in
Doha, need to be given due attention.
2. The domestic political setup in Afghanistan can be allowed a more concrete and constructive
way of organizing itself around political parties; something that is absent today.
3. A change in its model of governance ─ from Presidential to Semi-Presidential or even
Parliamentary ─with political parties in the fray can create tamed, formal alliances that are
more accountable to the people.
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RP ─ 23
1. Spreading education and economic stability in Afghanistan.
2. Curbing the rivalry of India and Pakistan.
3. Multilateral cooperation on rooting out the terrorism through the platform of SAARC.
4. Multiple alignment policy.
RP ─ 24
1. Pakistan should focus on winning Afghan hearts instead of following the Taliban approach.
2. Afghan leadership should try to understand the ground realities by accepting Durand Line as
the permanent border.
3. The border control on both sides should be flexible and people (Pashtun tribes) should be
allowed to engage in trade and business on both sides.
4.

Tribes on both sides need to be engaged in peace and confidence building.

5. Foreign interference must stop in Afghanistan either by non-regional or regional powers.
6. There should be general amnesty in Afghanistan and all should be invited internally to take
part in the democratic process of the country.
7. International community should double their efforts in terms of reconstruction, but at the same
time, take strict measures to discourage and put an end to widespread corruption.
RP ─ 25
1. Peace and stability shall not be restored in South Asia unless border disputes among India and
Pakistan in one hand and Afghanistan and Pakistan on the other hand, are not justly resolved.
2. Recognition of the Durand Line by the Kabul government, peace settlement in Kashmir (giving
the Kashmiris the right to go to referendum), and resolving the water dispute between Iran and
Afghanistan will restore peace in the region.
3. Afghanistan’s future lies beneath a peace settlement only by regional powers but not any major
power [US, China and Russia]. Pakistan, India, Iran, the Gulf States and Saudi Arabia can help
ensure a sustainable peace settlement in Afghanistan.
RP ─ 26
1. Pakistan must try to resolve its domestic problems and strengthen its security and political
stability. [Zarb-e-Azam is a good example of tackling internal issues first].
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2. Subsequently, the countries in the region must cooperate to eliminate terrorist groups, the
intervention of foreign powers and competition between the countries of the region must be
reduced, and diplomatic methods be used to solve problems in the region.
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